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Introduction: 
"The Most Itnmunized Child in History!" 

The twentieth century is the age of vaccination. Edward Jenner 's 
1798 discovery that cowpox inoculation prevents later infection with 
smallpox was the start of a new science. Now called "immunology," 
it has been adorned by such historic names as Louis Pasteur, Robert 
Koch , Emil von Behring, Jonas Salk, Albert Sabin, and many 
others less prominent. 

After cowpox came vaccines against rabies (1885), typhoid 
( 1911), tuberculosis (1921), diphtheria (1925), tetanus (1925), yel
low fever (1937) , influenza (1943) , poliomyelitis (1954 and 1956), 
and others. 

Most have been beneficial, especially those against the great 
epidemic diseases which once ravaged Africa, Asia, and Latin 
America-bubonic plague, yellow fever, cholera , typhus, and 
poliomyelitis. In the nineteenth century no European or American 
could vis.it the African or Asian continents without risking a poten
tially fatal illness . British, French, and Portuguese diplomats and 
colonial administrators perished in large numbers. 

Even today, travel or business in most parts of the Third World 
would be impossible without vaccines. 

These triumphs of immunology are undisputed, and no criti
cism is made of ~hem in the fo llowing pages. Tuberculosis, for 
instance, even in the early twentieth century, carried off thousands 
every year; today deaths from thi s disease have been sharply 
reduced, thanks, in part, to the vaccine. 

According to the World Health Organization , the smallpox 
eradication campaign has completely rid the world of this once
feared epidemic disease. 

However, as so often happens in human affairs , success Jed to 
excess . After taming these ancestral scourges, physicians sought 

ix 
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new challenges and, in due course, directed their attention to the 
common diseases of childhood . 

The first such vaccine was for whooping cough (pertussis) in 
1925. A vacc ine for measles fo llowed in 1960, for German measles 
(rubella) in 1966, and for mumps in 1967. A vaccine against 
chicken-pox is under preparation today. 

Researchers and physicians, however, gave insufficient thought 
to the difference between the fully grown adu lt and the newborn 
baby. Even in the fonner, the injection of tox ic proteins carries a 
measure of risk. Injecting the same material into small babies is far 
more dangerous. The adult immune system has been toughened and 
can withstand the stress of vaccination. The two-month-old baby is 
inconceivably more vulnerable. But that is when immunization 
commences in the United States.* 

The consequences are described in the fol lowing pages. 
Vaccination programs commenced in earnest dming and after 

World War II. In the 1960s persuasion became obligation as the 
shots were made compulsory in most states. Today nearly every 
American child is vaccinated against whooping cough, German 
measles , poliomyelitis , diphtheria, mumps, measles, and tetanus. 
(Western Europe, in contrast , requires only tetanus and oral polio 
vaccinations.) 

The list is open-ended, however, as enterprising manufacturers 
prepare more and more substances for injection into the arms and 
thighs of our children , as though every conceivable illness cou ld 
be warded off by timely admini stration of the appropriately prepared 
disease protein . 

The campaigns are hard to resist. Vaccines have for decades been 
in the vanguard of medical progress. What mother will not protect 
her baby from a bacterial or viral menace? What working parent can 
afford the inconvenience of staying home for days or weeks with a 

*The rule that vaccination should start at two months- earlier in the 
United States than in any other country-is designed mainly for the con
venience of pediatricians (see Coulter, H. and Fisher, B., 32) . 
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convalescing schoolchild? 
No nights at the cradle side . No missed days at school! 
The convenience extends also to the physician or pediatrician. 

No more house visits. No phone calls at midnight,, with a distraught 
or outraged parent at the other encl of the line! Instead, a nice steady 
stream of infants and mothers coming to the office for "well-baby 
visits" and the obligatory "shots." 

And, of course, a much-reduced danger of children dying or 
suffering brain damage from the encephalitis which sometimes occurs 
in more severe cases of measles, mumps, or whooping cough. 

ln recent years a common advertisement for vaccines in American 
medical journals has featured a rosy-cheeked youngster extolled as 
" the most immunized child in hi story !" 

It announces that nearly every child born in the United States 
will have been immunized against seven or eight diseases by the 
age of two. 

The manufacturer sponsoring this publicity is proud of his vac
cines, seeing them as unquestioned successes of modern medicine. 

Nearly everyone else will agree-the physicians who administer 
them , the medical organizations which promote them to the public 
and to state legislatures, and most parents of the ultimate consumers 
of these products. 

The consensus is that childhood vaccinations confer major 
health benefit at minimal cost. 

Rare is the discordant voice in this almost-unanimous chorus 
of self-congratulation. 

Indeed, the benefits of childhood vaccination are seemingly so 
self-evident that hardly anyone gives thought to a possible negative 
side. 

No one has suggested, for instance, that the threat of encephalitis 
is hardly mitigated by a vaccine which causes encephalitis. 

Little or nothing has been published about adverse reactions . 
But such reactions are, in fact, widespread. 

1n I 985 Barbara Fisher and I wrote DPT A Shot in the Dark-the 
fi rst critical scrutiny of this most sacred cow of American 
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medicine.* We described the typical side effects of the DPT 
(diphtheria-pertussis-tetanus) shot which nearly every American 
baby receives starting at two months. We estimated that IOOO 
babies, at a minimum, die from thi s vaccine every year while 
12,000 are permanently damaged. 

Our figures have never been challenged by the medical estab
lishment, although these numbers were far more pessimjstic than 
previous assessments. 

And the Congress agreed with our conclusions. In December 
1986, it adopted the National Childhood Vaccination Compensation 
Law authorizing payment of damages to children harmed by an 
immunization. 

Vaccine damage is now a legitimate topic of public debate. 
Adverse reactions have been di scussed on radio and television pro
grams and in the press. Growing awareness of vaccination risk has 
made parents more willing to sue vaccine producers. 

One manufacturer, Lederle Laboratories, informed physicians 
in 1987 that "a significant portion" of the price of vaccines was 
being reserved to pay future damage awards. 

A national parents' organization has been formed: Dissatisfied 
Parents Together (DPT) , headquartered in Washington , D.C. Mothers 
who must make decisions about their children's health are striving 
lo become better informed. More and more are refusing to submit 
their children to the shots, even when they are a prerequisi te for 
school entry. 

Professional medical organizations have not responded to these 
developments. Instead of recognizing that vaccines are dangerous 
ancl taking the needed measures to reduce the risk , the American 
Medical Association and the American Academy of Pediatrics have 
seen fit to maintain s ilence, hoping that the tumult will die down 
and that vaccination as usual can continue. 

There has been no official reaction to the very serious charges 
made in DPT: A Shot in the Dark. 

When accused of participating in a "conspiracy of silence." a 

* New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich. 1985. Revised, 1991 . Avery 
Publishing Group, Inc., Garden City Park. New York. 
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phys ician prominent in the Immunization Division of the Centers 
for Disease Control answered: "It is not feasib le to respond to every 
document that deals with vaccines . .. "-as if our 439-page book, 
containing more than 100 interviews with families of vaccine-dam
aged children , had the status of an article in the National Enquirer. 

But ostrich-like refusal to examine the data is not an appropri
ate response . Officers of the Centers for Disease Control, the Public 
Health Service, the Food and Drug Administration , and the National 
Institutes of Health are themselves publ ic servants, working for the 
taxpayers who pay their salaries . When a responsible critique of vac
cination appears, they are obligated to give it an honest hearing. 

DPT· A Shot in the Dark described the effects of vaccination on 
babies and small children. ln the present work we follow these chil
cl.ren into adolescence and adulthood. 

We show that long-term effects of vaccination are far more 
common than has ever been suspected. These disabilities have been 
ascribed to other causes, and the connection with vaccination has 
been systematically ignored. 

The American Psychiatric Association publishes a guide to 
mental illnesses in this country, the Diagnostic and Statistical Man
ual, which devotes seventy pages to "Disorders Usually First Evident 
in f nfancy, Childhood, or Adolescence."* 

These disorders have received the appellation "developmental 
disabilities." Probably the leading one is "dyslexia," also cal led 
"minimal brain damage." Another prominent one is "autism." But 
there are many others: "hyperactivity," " reactive attachment disorder 
of infancy," "oppositional disorder," " identity disorder," "functional 
enmesis," and so on. 

Probably twenty percent of American children-one youngster 
in five-suffers from a "developmental disability." This is a stupefy
ing figure. If some foreign enemy had inflicted such damage on our 

*Third Edition , Revised , 1987. The second edition in 1968 dealt with 
these disorders in only 31/2 pages. The first edition , 1952, did not mention 
them at all. "Disorders Usually First Evident in Infancy, Chi ldhood, or 
Adolescence" are clearly mushrooming. 
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country. we would declare war. But, as the following pages demon
strate, we have inflicted it on ourselves . And we per isl in it to this 
very day. 

The following pages show that "developmental disabi Ii ties" are 
nearly always generated by encephalitis. And the primary cause of 
encephalitis in the United States and other industrialized countries 
is the childhood vaccination program.* 

To be specific, a large proportion of the millions of U.S. chil
dren and adults suffering from autism, seizures, mental retardation, 
hyperactivity, dyslexia , and other shoots and branches of the hydra
headed entity called "developmental disabilities," owe their disorders 
to one or another of the vaccines against childhood diseases. 

The so-called "sociopathic personality," which is at the root of 
the enormous increase in crime of the past two decades, is also 
largely rooted in vaccine damage. 

Thus the vaccination program has served to undermine the 
American school system- which is in collapse through inability to 
cope with the one-fifth or one-quarter of students who will never 
be able either to read or to perform simple arithmetical calculations. 

And it has contributed lo the wave of violent crime which is 
turning our cities into jungles where the strong and the vicious prey 
upon the weak and unprotected. 

The effects of vaccination have altered the very tone and 
atmosphere of modern society. Because the changes are so insidious 
and widespread, and because we lack perspective, they have been 
largely overlooked. It is not easy to discern the outlines of the 
incubus which the vaccination program has loosed upon us. 

Every day this program continues , hundreds of normal healthy 
babies are turned into defective goods: mentally retarded, blind, 
deaf, autistic, epileptic, learning-disabled , emotionally unstable , 
fu ture juvenile delinquents, and career criminals. 

This may seem a wi ld exaggeration, but it is a sober conclus ion 
based on the evidence collected in the following pages. 

*Encephalitis can ar ise in 01her ways: from trauma to the head , from 
a severe bum, or from an infectious disease. but these arc comparatively 
rare occurrences. 
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Whoever doubts that so much evil coula flow from the point 
of a hypodermic needle has only to read on. 

* 
A word about the research method. 

We have drawn primarily on the spec ialized literature about 
autism, developmental disabilities , encephal itis, and vaccination . 
When read with sufficient care , these books and articles prove unex
pectedly revealing . 

We have made heavy use of direct quotation , partly for its 
intrinsic interest and partly because the fo llowing pages are not only 
an analys is of the childhood vaccination programs but also a history 
of medical views and opinions. Doctors change their minds , express 
puzzlement , contradict one another, sometimes talk nonsense. 
These human aspects of the physician's persona are brought out 
more graphically by direct quotation. 

Another body of information quoted copiously in these pages 
is drawn from three sets of interviews with parents of neurologically 
damaged children.* One series of 100 cases is made up of parents 
we contacted when writing DPT A Shot in the Dark. Their children 
had reacted violently to the DPT shot, and the parents blamed their 
later disabi lities on this vaccine. The second and third series, about 
sixty cases in all, consist of fami lies interviewed by me to ascertain 
if their neurologicall y damaged child was a victim of vaccination. 

The three series are thus complementary, illuminating the 
relationship between vaccination and neurological disabilities from 
the two ends of the causal chain. The parents in the first series knew 
that their ch ild had reacted violently to vaccination and suspected 
it to be the cause of the subsequent disability. The parents in the 
second and third series examined the poss ibility that their child 's 
otherwise unexplained neurologic damage was really due to a child
hood vacc ination. 

Here a lso we make heavy use of direct quotation. When parents 
discuss their children , their language is vivid; they pick the precise 
word to describe some particular qu irk of personal ity or behavior; 

*See Appendix . 
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their way of expressing themselves can hardly be improved upon, 
and direct quotation merely does justice to the depth and intensity 
of their feelings. 

The ttu·ee series are not to be considered "scientific" samples. 
The interviews with parents serve only to illustrate the argument 
drawn from the specialized literature on autism, developmental dis
abilities, encephalitis, and criminal behavior. 

* * * 
The following pages contain much implicit, and some explicit, crit
icism of the medical profession. This is not unreasonable since who 
else, .if not the physicians themselves, must bear responsibility for 
the calamity visited upon this country by the vaccination programs? 

This does not mean, of course, that every physician is deserv
ing of censure. Doctors are human like the rest of us, with the same 
weaknesses and strengths. Most entered medicine in the first place 
with the intention of helping the afflicted. They have been caught 
up in a world made by others and must abide by rules which they 
never fonm1lated. In that sense, it would not be fair to hold each 
one personally responsible. 

But the organized profession-which was granted a legal 
monopoly on "health care" in the 1920s-together with groupings 
such as the American Medical Association and the American Academy 
of Pediatrics, the major medical journals, the professors of pediat
rics and immunology at the country's medical schools, the congeries 
of drug and vaccine manufacturers, hospitals , state and local med
ical societies, and other appanages and fiefdoms which together 
make up the "new medical-industrial complex" must shoulder a 
large measure of blame. For decades it has stifled voices within and 
outside the profession warning against impending catastrophe. 

The insulation of organized medicine from public opinion and 
from pressure by its own members has kept such knowledge from 
becoming known and from influencing policy. 

If catastrophes such as the vaccination program are not to be 
repeated ad nauseam in the future, the legally p1ivi leged position 
of the medical profession must be modified. 

This is discussed further in Chapter VI. 
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Autism 

The first victims of the medical assault on the American brain were 
the autistic children . 

In a now-legendary 1943 article the world's best-known child 
psychiatrist, Leo Kanner, described eleven cases of a new mental 
illness in young people which he called "inborn autistic distur
bances of affective contact. " 1 

"The condition differs," he wrote, "markedly and uniquely 
from anything reported so far . ... " 

It soon came to be known as "early infanti le autism" or simply 
"autism. "2 

No one at the time, or for many decades thereafter, noted that 
the first cases of autism emerged in the United States at a time when 
vaccination against whooping cough was becoming increasingly 
popular and widespread. 

Alienation 
The outstanding feature of the autistic child was self-absorbed alien
tion ("autism" is from the Greek auto, meaning "self") . Kanner 
noted " 'the children's inability to relate themselves in the ordinary 
way to people and situations from the beginning of life . .. From 
the shut an extreme autistic aloneness. . . . "3 There was "no felt 
need for communication . "4 

These infants did not "reach out" to their parents when picked 
up and would not mold themselves to fit into the mother's arms . 
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They played by themselves without demanding attention: "he walks 
as if he is in a shadow, lives in a world of his own where he cannot 
be reached. " 5 They were "detached" and "inaccessible." They cou ld 
not, or would not, smile; ref used to be touched, even by their parents, 
and were "nervously hostile" with strangers. 

They suffered from "emotional blunting ," "affective isola
tion, " "a syndrome of affective inadequacy."6 

I remember him especially sirring inside a circle of toys, as if ro 
block out the rest of the world.* 

Her response to llS seemed fleeting and rransiem. not pronounced 
or vigorous. It took a real efforr to get her to smile or to pay auen
tion. Size would stare blankly i1110 space. 

I remember saying to people . "He's so aloof! What a snob!" Even 
when he was tiny, I used to say, "He's my aloof baby, no interest 
in people." 

Their aloneness stemmed from inability to empath ize with 
others, to sense what they were thinking and fee li ng. A British med
ical group seeking to define autism found "gross and sustained 
impairmem of emotional relationships with people. This includes the 
more usual aloofness and the empty clinging (so-called symbiosis): 
also abnormal behavior towards other people as persons, such as 
using them, or parts of them , impersonally. Difficulty in mixing and 
playing with other children is often outstanding and long- lasti ng."1 

They are unsuited to "adaptive social behavior," do not recogn ize 
the "emotional significance of persons or events," and show " lack 
o f concern for others." They cannot judge another's emotiona l state 
by the facial expression. 8 

Jerry Goldsmith , an eighteen-year-old near-normal autistic. is 
described as follows: "functions ' like a machine,' without emotion , 
and has only intellectual apprec iation of environment ... inte llec
tual but emotionally empty awareness of sociaJ interaction." When 
he was fourteen, he went with hi s family to a Mexican border town 

*Unattributed quotations (in italics) are taken from the author's inter
views with families (see Appendix). The names used are fictitious (Harvey 
Jackson , Jr., Tammy Garrett , etc.). 
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where, not liking the smell of the market, he disappeared and 
walked the ten miles back to the motel without telling his parents, 
leaving them to search frantically for him all day. "He did not under
stand that his family might be concerned by his disappearance and 
so had not told anyone he was leaving. Of all his problems, this 
lack of sympathy, illustrated in this vigne tte , seemed to be his great
est defic iency. He simply could not appreciate how other people 
felt , and so could not respond appropriately. Indeed, lacking an 
empathic sensitivity to the feelings of others, he could not even pre
dict how they would behave and so seemed ever surprised and puzzled 
by their actions. This made life with in hi s family difficult and life 
outside his family impossible." 

The major defect that has affected Jerry throughout his entire life 
(and is a prominent symptom in all autistic individuals) is a glar
ing lack of empathic relatedness . .. Th is fundamental interper
sonal bond appears to have always been lacking, and thus the 
world of humans , in contrast to that of inanimate objects, has 
a lways seemed puzzling and frightening. Even as an adult Jerry 
appears , at times , to understand intellectually how another person 
might feel , but he does not seem to be able to automatically sense 
in himself another's inner state. He remains an isolated, mechan
ical be ing, unable to intuit the social nuances of behavior and is 
therefore forced to retreat from a world that is persistently surpris
ing and lacking in regularity. 9 

Ego Weakness 
Kanner and others were quick to note the ego weakness of the autistic 
child. At best, he felt vulnerable , inept, and inferior to others; in 
an extreme case there was: 

apparent unawareness of . . . personal identity to a degree inap
propriate to his age. This may be seen in abnormal behavior 
towards himsel f such as posturing or exploration and scrutiny of 
parts of his body. 10 

This seems a paradox: how is ego-weakness reconciled with 
total self-absorption? 

The answer is simple. Lacking any sense of self, the autistic 
child identifies with the whole world: 
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They say he doesn't know where he stops and someone else begins. 

He thinks the world revolves around him. He sees himse(f as the 
center of the universe. Anything that happens, he wants to know how 
it will affect him. 

Ronald, a moderately autistic adult, states: 

"I really didn't know there were people until I was seven years 
old. l then suddenly realized there were people. But not like you 
do. I still have to remind myself that there are people." 

This need to remind himself was apparent in his relations. 
He would walk past a person as if he did not exist, or fade off 
while talking to someone as if the other person had simply died. 11 

But this self-absorption cannot withstand exposure to reaJity. 
The adolescent autistic reaJizes how different he is. 12 He under
stands that the outside world is uncooperative and hostile. His gran
diose view of himself, his ego, shrinks to nothing. If he cannot iden
tify with the whole world, he has very little left. 

This is manifested in a number of ways. One is inability to han

dle criticisrn or even a sharp word. 

He responds well to praise. They don't have to discipline him much 
OJ school. All they have to do is to praise him enough. He is ve1y 
pleased with himse(f when he does somerhing right, but he is very 
sensiLive to criticism and would cry right away if you said something 
to him. We never had to discipline him in any other way .. . If 
another boy knocked him down, he would just lie there and cry. 

The autistic child is often unable to say "yes"; assenting to an 
offer or proposition would require an awareness of self, of the ex is
tence of a person with a will or willingness to agree, and this is 
beyond the powers of most of them. Agreement is often signified 
by repeating the question. 

Ego weakness can be manifested as inability to look another in 

the eye, and autistic children are famous for their "sidelong 
glances ." Tanuny Garrett is "afraid of people's eyes. She is afraid 
she will fall into someone's eyes." 

Lack of ego integration is seen also in the autistic's inability 
to use personal pronouns correctly. In particular, he cannot under-
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stand the significance of "/." The chi ld does not refer to himself vol
untarily in any way, does not call himself "I," and does not point. 13 

Personal pronouns are repeated just as heard, with no change to suit 
the a lte red situation. "The child, once told by his mother, ' Now I 
will give you your milk,' expresses the desire for milk in exactly 
the same words. Consequently, he comes to speak of himself always 
as ' you,' and of the person addressed as 'I' ." 1

• 

Ego weakness is also manifested by fear of taking initiative, 
lack of spontaneity, even in conversation. 15 

He would answer questions but never initiate speech. You co11ld11'1 
have a conversaJion with him. 

"Sometimes I hear them playing," says the mother of two 
daughters, one autistic. "Fran takes Beth's part in the conversation. 
It makes you kind of sad, you know, that she doesn't have a sister 
to ta lk to. " 16 The mother of another autistic boy complained: "The 
only spontaneous thing my son has ever done was to introduce him
sel f to someone at a party. " 17 

Ego weakness is seen in unawareness of risk. The autistic child 
walks out into traffic and along the edges of roofs, climbs up drain
spouts, tight-rope walks on clotheslines, nonchalantly dives off the 
high board, etc.: 

Unable to comprehend danger, he showed no change in expres
sion as cars screeched to a hall in fronl of him. Heights also cap
tivated him at one time, and we often found him standing on a 
second-storey window ledge, staring down at the cement below. 18 

Fear and Anxiety 
Another manifestation of ego weakness is diffuse, undirected fear 
and anxiety. These children's faces betray "an anxious tenseness, 
probably because of the uneasy antic ipation of possible interfer
ence .... " 19 They are afraid of everything: dogs and other animals, 
loud noises, guns, the refrigerator, a furnace, flashing lights, a spot 
on the wall , and especially of the clark- "night terrors." 

Tony M. , a near-normal autistic, wrote in a short autobiography: 
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I was living in a world of daydreaming and fear revolving about 
myself. I had no care about human feelings or other people. I was 
afraid of everything! I was terrified to go in the water swimming, 
and or loud noi ses; in the dark I had severe repetitive nightmares 
and occasionally hearing e leclronic noises with nightmares. I 
would wake up so terri fied and disoriented I wasn't able to find 
my way out of the room fo r a few minutes . It felt like I was being 
dragged to Hell. f was afraid of s imple things such as going into 
the shower, getting my nails clipped, soap in my eyes, rides in 
the carnival ... I was horrified the first time I saw my own 
blood- cut. l also was very hard to assure or convince and always 
needed reassurance and still do today. I don't or didn't trust any
body but myself-that still is a problem today. And I was and 
sti ll am very insecure .. . and was very nervous about every
thing, and feared people and social activity greatly. 20 

Jerry Goldsmith exhibited "profound feelings of inadequacy" 
and pervasive anxiety when interv iewed at age twenty-two: 

His childhood experiences could be summarized as consisting of 
two predominant experiential states: confusion and terror. The 
recurrent theme that ran through all of Jerry's recollections was 
that of living in a frightening world presenting painful stimuli that 
cou ld not be mastered ... everything was unpredictable and 
strange ... Dogs were remembered as eerie and terrify ing. As a 
child , he believed that they were somehow humanoid (since they 
moved of their own volition, etc.), yet they were not really 
human, a puzzle that mystified him .. . He was also frightened 
of other children, fea ring that they might hurt him in some way. 
He could never predict or understand their behavior. Elementary 
school was remembered as a horrifying experience. The class
room was total confusion, and he always felt he would "go to 
pieces . " 21 

Leonard , a moderate ly severe autistic occupied in a menial and 
highly structured job, responded to his father's request that he move 
up a little in life: 

"1 can imagine myself doi ng it , my mind wanders in the air, and 
I can imagine doing it-getting a job, driving a car. But it will 
be quite some time . You know, last year I had dreams of going 
to another city, but nothi ng like that is possible for me." When 
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asked why he couldn't do what he wished, he would answer: 
" I simply couldn't drive. Even the littlest things make me 

too anxious, too panicked. Unmistakably, unquestionably, if I 
tried to drive, I would j ust certainly fall apart."22 

"The Refrigerator Mother" 

7 

Frustrated by their inability to help, or even to explain autism (no 
cure has ever been found), psych iatrists and psychoanalysts con
cluded that the parents, especially the mother, were to blame for 
the child 's alienation, self-absorption , ego weakness, and anxiety. 
Kanner's discovery marked the strut of an orgy of specu lation which 
has not quite rnn its course even today. 

Kanner himself was at first influenced by prevailing theories 
of psychoanalysis and took the lead, writing in 1944 that the parents 
of autistics are rarely "warmhearted." 

For the most part the parents, grandparents and collate rals are per
sons strongly preoccupied with abstractions of a scienti fic , liter
ary, or artistic nature and are limited in genuine interest in people . 
Even some of the happiest marriages are rather cold and formal 
affairs. The question arises whether or to what extent this fact has 
contributed to the condition of the children .23 

In a 1949 article he described a family's visit to the psychiatrist: 

As tJ1ey come up the stairs, the child trails forlornly behind the 
mother, who does not bothe r to look back. The mother accepts 
the invitation to sit down in the waiting room, whi le the child sits, 
stands , or wanders about at a d istance . Neither makes a move 
toward the other. Later, in the office, when the mother is asked 
under some pretext to take the child in her lap, she usually does 
so in a dutiful, stilted manner, holding the child upright and using 
her arms solely for the mechanical purpose of maintaining him 
in his position. I saw only one mother of an autistic ch ild who 
proceeded to embrace him warmly and bring her face close to his . 2" 

Kanner's views may have been influenced by the public he was 
dealing with. His early patients were from the upper and upper-middle 
c lasses of Baltimore, Maryland, who are restrained in their display 
of emotion. To a compassionate East European Jew their reticence 
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might have seemed inordinate inhibition. In any case , these observa
tions led to his " refrigerator mother" theory of autism-"the emo
tional refrigeration which the children experi.ence from such parents 
cannot but be a highly pathogenic element in the patients' early per
sonality development. "~5 When exposed to "prolonged affective 
deprivation ," children display antisocial and psychopathic behavior: 

[t is difficult to escape the conclusion that this emotional configu
ration in the home plays a dynamic role in the genesis of autism. z6 

The finding that autism affects males four or five times as often 
as females added fuel to the general assault on the American mother 
who, as it were, could rear her daughters successfully but not her sons. 

But Kanner was an observant clinic ian , and he soon started 
hedging his theory, writing as early as 1944 that these children often 
show symptoms "from the beginning of life ," making it hard to 
blame the parents ' rearing practices. 21 And why did autistic children 
often have normal brothers and sisters? Finally, some parents with 
frigid personalities reared normal children who, "far from withdraw
ing autistically, responded with restless aggressiveness. It is not 
easy to account for this difference of reaction."28 

in 1954 he raised the possibility of a biological abnonnality in 
the children, causing an autistic reaction to the "refrigerator mother. " 29 

In 1955 he noted that abou t ten percent of parents did not fit the 
stereotype. -'0 And in 1971 he admitted that the whole theory of the 
" refrigerator" or "psychotoxic" mother had been a blunder.-" 

In the meantime , however, others had taken it up. This was 
the era of Freud's dominance of the treatment of mental illness. To 
psychoanalysts mesmerized by the dynamics of ego, superego, and 
id, autism presented a rich field for speculation. 

They usuall y selected one aspect of the autistic child's behavior 
and on it erected an ideological structure re flecting Freud's triparti te 
theory. 

The poor ego development of autistic children , in particu1ar, 
opened almost limitless vistas. It was usually taken as the initia l 
cause of the condition and was, of course, blamed on the mother. 

A generation of American moms was accused of subcon
sciously hating their children and thus undermining their egos: 
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The fact that parents can be sick emotionally without being aware 
or it and can have their pathological symptoms brought to light 
in the setting of parenthood with such tragic effects on the child 
is shocking and challenging ... the negative mother does not 
tru ly want her child . She has little capacity to devote herself to 
hi m, and this fact comes to light very clearly in the way she handles 
the infant. Her motheri ng is a duty and often produces a negative 
response in the baby, who is made uneasy by her ministrations ... 
It seems to me that the mother or the child who develops autistic 
behavior is an extreme case or this negative woman, and unfortu
nately the infant is the first to sense her unconscious hostility. n 

9 

A 1949 article about autistic children opined that the ego, 
which serves to defend the individual against external stimuli , must 
itself be developed in an orderly fashion. This is the task of the 
mother, who can en in two ways. Either she fails to give the child 
suffic ient stimulus , leading to "delayed and possibly all-too-delayed 
ego formation." Or, and this is almost worse, she overstimulates
causing a "substitute" ego to be hastily erected. But this "premature 
ego organization" provides only a "weak protective barrier against 
stimuli" and then breaks down-meanwhile having inhibited the 
formation of a mature ego organ ization. "Parents and others con
cerned with the welfare of these children would have to protect these 
children thoroughly from intensive stimulation until such time as the 
child's ego might be able to take over this function without strain. " 33 

This analysis may wel l have been based on the psychoanalyst's 
correct observation that autistic chi ldren are often hypersensitive to 
sensory impressions. 

Another group of researchers held that defective ego develop
ment in the first five years of I ife results in a libidinal (id-derived) 
surge threatening the ego structure. "In a desperate attempt to main
tain a hold on reality the ch ild relates to its less threatening aspects: 
objects and parts , rather than to its more dangerous aspects: persons 
and wholes. Then the mental fu nction of symbolization fa ils to 
develop. "3·• 

Autistic children do indeed relate to bits and pieces of their 
environment and have difficulty with symbolization , but why " libid
inal"? In any case, this daring conjecture was criticized on the 
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ground that it "begs the question as to what leads to the original 
[ego] defect and what is its nature. " 

A penetrating observation, but the author's own proposa'I was 
hardly an improvement: 

This writer would like to postulate that, as we move in our spectrum 
of schizoid phenomena toward the more virulent and morbid 
extreme , autism increases and that at one point of loading it 
becomes the primary defect. The writer would place the patholog
ical locus of this manifestation at the level of the mysterious trans
lation or "organic" perceptions (the resu lt of "mechanical" stimuli 
from the inner and outer physical worlds) into meaningful and 
integrated psychic experiences .... [??!)35 

Psychoanalysts could sometimes make correct observations
such as that autism is associated with ego weakness and the need 
to protect it- but these were then inundated by a flood of hypotheses 
about psychological causes: 

Ego safety is achieved by an active and automatic pattern of sclf
inhibition and withdrawal which raises an autistic barrier between 
himself and o thers, designed to conceal his vulnerability and 
resulting in the characte ristic psychological isolation. By with
drawing from emotional contact with others, the patient not only 
achieves ego safety bur also succeeds in frustrating the attempts 
of others to relate themselves to hjm and so retaliates in a measure 
by sabotaging the effectiveness of the " infl uencing" pressures 
which he resents. His ego safety and his retaliation- both 
accomplished by the pattern of withdrawal-are purchased, how
ever, at the price of emotional frustration, loneliness, and the 
negation of further ego growth ... etc. e tc. 36 

Why, in any case, was the American mom so inattentive or 
uninterested in her son? What induced her to block his ego develop
ment in this systematic way? J . Louise Despert, professor of clinical 
psychiatry at Cornell University Medical Col lege, presented a case 
in which the mother supposedly rejected her son through identifying 
him with an incident of attempted rape by her cousin when she was 
four years old . Thus the boy was 

involved in a conflict which made sex powerfu lly tabooed and 
childbirth in a sense illegitimate (recall the involved fa ntasy 
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regarding sex, rape , and illegit imacy) . The sensuous pleasures 
associated with infant care, which mothers usually reveal in indirect 
statements in their accounts of the baby 's first year, are here for
bidden . . . Although no deep analysis of this mother's sex ual 
conflict was made, the nature of the conflict, even in its more 
superficial aspects, is so significant that conclusions regarding its 
bearing on the rejection of motherhood are inescapable. 37 

I I 

Of all the fault-finders and critics of the American mother the 
most pertinacious by far was Bruno BetteJheim, who had spent sev
eral years in an Austrian concentration camp (which he called the 
" turning point" in his life) and later interpreted the parent-autistic
chi ld relationship in terms of camp-guards and inmates. His book, 
The Empty Fortress , which appeared in 1967, remained influential 
for a decade or more and delayed a correct understanding of autism 
for the same length of time. Assuming a priori that the parents were 
guilty, he laid down the rule in his Orthogenic School at the Univer
sity of Chicago that "the patient is al ways right." By extension the 
parent was always wrong. Even the staff of the Orthogenic School 
was wrong in any conflict with an autistic child-who was seen as 
will ing himself to be sick in revenge for lack of attention from his 
parents. 38 Thus, if the child was beating on a chair with a stick, the 
interpretation was: "He's symbolical ly punishing his mother for 
rejecting him." 

But , as one such mother pointed out with at least equal plaus i
bil ity, "Billy could just as wel l be punishing you for taking him away 
from his beloved mother for this silly therapy hour. "39 Other parents 
have described similar experiences: 

If assistance was offered , it was on the basis of a correction of 
causative and contributing factors in the parents first; then and if 
th is were accepted, treatment of the child followed. The parents 
went from being hostages of the ch ild to hostages of the system. 
T his attitude among professionals has not died out completely 
[ 1978] in dealing with the families of autistic children. Unfortu
nately, we see it resurfacing in small communities where the only 
psychiatrist in town is "king," his word is law, and you had better 
hope he is not an admirer of Bertelheim. 40 

They never were interested in really seeing the child, but they had 
my husband and I come in forever- really doing the trick on us . 
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We both thought we loved each other before we went there, but 
after that things have never been the same-even though it was 
fifteen years ago ... But 1 never accepted Bettelheim. No. 
Nobody ever loved anyth ing or anybody like I love this kid. I 
would g ladly, at a moment's notice, give my li fe for the slightest 
improvement in him- I mean that. I ' m doing it every day.•1 

Psychjatrists and psychoanalysts criticized in tJ1e gravest terms 
the inexplicable unwillingness of mothers to be treated for their sup
posed sexual frustrations and blockages so as to cure their child of 
autism. 

They reject treatment for themselves; and when it is possible to 
link them actively to the therapeutk process, their participation 
remains one of contribution to the child's treatment rather than 
any involvement in their own personal difficulties. They see the 
problem outside of themselves; they are victims of, rather than 
contributors co, the misfortune that has befallen them ... Although 
it is reported that they fe lt responsible for their child's illness, that 
they had scrutinized their own background and the ir handling of 
the child, there is no indication that they revealed the kind of per
sons they themselves were, the kind of emotional and sexual 
adjustment they themselves had made.-12 

BetteJheim 's thesis had , in fact , been demolished even before 
it appeared-by Bernard Rimland 's 1964 !11/antile Autism-the Syn
drome and Its Implications for a Neural Theory of Behavior. Rimland 
went through the arguments for the psychoanalytic theory of causa
tion and picked them apart one by one. There was no evidence that 
even severe maternal rejection of a child, or maternal deprivation , 
could cause a syndrome as severe as autism. Children can withstand 
very severe treatment and still come out normal. Kanner's data 
never suggested deprivation or rejection. At worst, the mothers per
formed like "overconscientious gasol ine-station attendants . "''3 

The child 's withdrawal and other phenomena of autism must 
be seen as ,\ymptoms of an underlying condi tion rather than as part 
or the causal process . 

In any case, as Rimland noted, parents often seemed a little 
cool to the psychiatrist's suggestions because they sensed he was 
blaming them for their chi ld's condition. 
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They protested in vain that their attitude resulted from their 
child's illness rather than causing it. As one mother said, "It is very 
hard to keep trying to make a relationship with a child who doesn't 
know you exist."44 

They could never make clear to psychiatrists that aloofness, 
and even occasional hostility, toward an autistic child were the nat
ural outcome of having to spend twenty-four hours a day, 365 days 
a year, with an individual who was totally unresponsive , probably 
mentally defective, possibly incontinent, often hyperactive, and 
even violently aggressive. 

When asked how these supposedly inadequate parents could 
raise other children successfully, psychiatrists pointed out, "A 
mother, biogenetically identical for all her children, may neverthe
less psychogenetically differ widely from one child to another. "45 

In normal language: she treats different children differently, causing 
some to be normal and others to be autistic. [! !] 

The major argument advanced by Bettelheim and others to sup
port their "emotional" thesis (and still advanced today!) was that 
psychotherapy helps in the treatment of autism. If psychotherapy 
could cure, they claimed, the cause must be psychological or "emo
tional." But Kanner disputed this, stating that the ch ildren who 
receive the most intensive psychiatric care show poorer records of 
recovery than those provided little or no professional treatment, 
while those who have recovered sufficiently to go to school "are 
children who have not had anyth ing that is regarded as good psycho
therapy or as psychotherapy at al l. "46 

This remains true today. The millions of hours of psychiatric 
and psychoanalytic counseling of autistics and their parents during 
the past several decades have produced little or no benefit. A small 
proportion of autistics seem to improve marginally with age , but 
this is due to the self-healing capacity of the developing nervous 
system. 47

'1' Autistics can sometimes be trained but cannot be cured. 
The "refrigerator mother" or "psychogenetic" theory of autism, 

and the tmmoil it engendered , these "decades of psychotoxic 

*See discussion of demyelination and autism in Chapter IV. 
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theorizing," have been described as "a black mark in the history of 
medicine. "48 It Jed to immeasurable "shame, gu ilt , inconvenience, 
financial expense, and marital discord," as Riml and put it. Indeed, 
it has been estimated that more than half of fami lies with autistic 
children end in the divorce courts. Rimland , who himself has an 
autistic son, wrote: 

Tbe damage and torment this practice has wrought upon parents 
whose lives and hopes have already been shattered by their child's 
illness is not easy to imagine nor pleasant to contemplate. To add 
a heavy burden of shame and guilt to the distress of people whose 
hopes , social li fe, finances, well-being , and feelings of worth 
have been all but destroyed seems heartless and inconsiderate in 
the extreme . Yet it is clone .. . "') 

This was in 1964. Things have gotten a little bette r today, but 
not much, and attempts to trivialize autism crop up at regular inter
vals. Nikolaas Tinbergen, professor of anjmal behavior at Oxford , 
received the 1973 Nobel Prize in Physiology and Medicine, and 
used the platfonn provided by his Prize Lecture to revive this largely 
discredited hypothesis . He propounded, or repropounded , the thesis 
that autism is essentially an "emotional disturbance," an "anxiety 
neurosis which prevents or retards nonnal affi liation and subsequent 
socialization." It is due not to "genetic abnormalities or to gross 
bra in damage, but to early environmental influences. The majority 
of autistics, as well as thei r parents, seem to be genuine victims of 
environmental stress." Therapy thus must "aim at the reduction of 
anxiety and at a restarting of proper socialization. " Tinbergen men
tioned favorably a therapist in Australia who "considers the restora
tion of initially defective affiliation with the mother as the first goal 
of the treatment of auti sm ... She does this by provokfog in the 
mother an increase in maternal, protective behav ior ... . "50 

A 1980 textbook on "emotional disorders in children and ado
lescents" reads: "The initial treatment plan for this [autistic] child 
focussed on both child and parents. The child was assigned to a 
warm mothering child-care worker on a I: I basis, and parents were 
worked with as a couple at first to support them and further delineate 
their problems [emphasis added], following which they sought indi
vidual treatment. "51 
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A parent's-eye view of this sort of program (1984): 

Evaluations at the handicapped center were unfottunately carried 
out by psychologists trained in the outmoded parental causation 
theory of autism. Treatment, therefore, was based on that premise, 
and we were made to feel ashamed and guilty. . . We pressed for 
a specific diagnosis, only to be told that Brian was a "very 
unhappy little boy." . . . In the ensuing months Brian was labelled 
as "emotionally disturbed ," "mentally retarded ," "neurologically 
impaired," and as having "minimal brain dysfunction" ... Could 
we possibly have brought on such a reaction in a little child who 
had been loved and wanted from the beginning? Our every com
ment seemed to be twisted to fit the Bettelheim mold .... 52 

15 

Robert Cancro in 198 1 levelled a critique at the whole decades
long endeavor to treat serious mental illness psychiatrically; bis 
words apply afort.iori to Bettelheim's management of autism: 

As so often happens fo llowing a "hard sell," the initially con
vinced customer is left with a significant level of disappointment, 
if not rage. Thus it was with psychiatry, which could not deliver 
the cornucopia of benefits that were promised and in fact found 
great difficulty in even reducing the anguish of the chronically 
psychotic. After riding off madly in all directions, psychiatry did 
grievous if not mortal injury to its credfoility.53 

A Neurologic Theory of Autism 
Rimland's work sparked a reevaluation of autism and a new departure. 
The "refrigerator mother" theory had had a long run , doing incalcul
able harm to autistic children and their families in the process , but 
it was largely laid to rest (except at the Orthogenic School in 
Chicago) while researchers started looking at the data neurologically. 

Physicians and scientists eventually came to appreciate that 
autistics ordinarily suffer from a multitude of other disorders-mental 
retardation, epilepsy, cerebral palsy, and others-which are clearly 
of neurologic origin . This strengthened the arguments of those who 
had called autism a neurologic disorder all along. 

The relationship with mental retardation was the first to attract 
attention. Kanner had thought that autistic children were of at least 
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normal intelligence but suffered from an " innate inability to form 
... affective contact with people. "54 Indeed , encounters with indi
viduals possessing "splinter skills"- powerful memories, extraordi
nary imitative abilities, remarkable musical talent-convinced him 
that autistics, by and large , were of superior intellectual ability. 
Later research, however, has revealed that three-quai1ers are men
tally retarded, while fo rty percent have an IQ lower than 50. 55 

It is not always possible even to distinguish autism from retar
dation. 56 William and Marian DeMyer wrote in 1984: "No specific 
cutoff exists between 'mental retardation' and autism. In fact , the 
rule is that the more retarded the child, the more 'autistic ' features 
he or she will display. "57 

For that matter, "mental retardation" itself has no clear 
definition. 58 

Just as there is much mental retardation among autistics, so the 
incidence of "autism" among children labelled "mentally retarded" 
is three to four times higher than in the general population. 59 

Another major finding was the close association between autism 
and seizure disorders . Kanner in 1943 mentioned a case with an 
abnormal EEG and seizures but did not view this as significant. 60 

In 1963 Richard .I. Schain and Herman Yannet of the Yale Medical 
School investigated fifty autistics from a Connecticut mental hospi
tal and found , to their "distinct surprise," that the children suffered 
disproportionately (twenty-one cases) from epilepsy and other seizure 
disorders- in addition to their autistic symptoms. They observed, 
"Our review of the literature dealing with autism gave no indication 
of such an association . . . Other authors have not commented to 
our knowledge on an association between a history of seizures and 
the autistic syndrome. "6 1 

Some twenty to thirty percent of autistics are now known to 
have a seizure disorder: convulsions, fits , clonic spasms, infantile 
spasms, hypsarrhythmia, temporal lobe epilepsy, psychomotor 
epilepsy, "strange quivering tensing of all muscles in a kind of pass
ing paroxysm," grand ma!, petit ma! , "absence seizures" or "staring 
spells," and combinations of all of these. 62 

Sometimes these develop only in adolescence. 
Seizures, furthermore, are almost unjversal in autistics with an 
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IQ lower than 50, wh ile rare in those of normal intelligence . In other 
words, au6sm, mental retardation , and seizure disorders tend to 
cluster in the same chi Id. 63 

Autistics have problems with muscular control: motor disorders, 
paralyses, cerebral palsies , paraplegia (paralysis of the lower limbs), 
hemiplegia (paralysis of one side of the body), hemiparesis (slight 
paralysis of one side of the face or body) , hypotonia (muscular 
weakness), Duchenne's muscular dystrophy, spasticity, etc. 

Peggy Napear's Brain Child: A Mother's Diary is an account of 
a cerebral palsy child with autistic features . 64 

Autistics have a sixty-five percent incidence of abnomrnJ EEG 
readings, also a high incidence of "soft" neurological signs: too little 
muscle tone (hypotonia) or too much (hypertonia, hyperreflexia) , 
poor coordination, clumsiness, hyperactive knee jerks , ankle 
cl onus, and others. 6~ 

Kanner had noted in 1943 that "several of the children were 
somewhat clumsy in ga it and gross motor performances," but had 
not thought more of it. 

A quite common symptom of hypotonia in autistics, often 
noted by parents in the very young chi ld, is reluctance to use the 
hands and arms: the baby will reach for objects with his toes , not 
his hands; the child will refuse to throw or catch a ball . 

I did notice that he would never squeeze my hand, even as a small 
baby. Even when I would take his hand to go somewhere, it was 
like his hand was just t.here. At some point I noticed that he didn 't 
use his hands in this normal way. 

As they get older, they are reluctant to shake hands: "The 
extremely handsome, almost cherubic-looking twenty-one-year old 
approached me slowly and revea.led his hand like a flag furled in a 
breeze. I shook his hand and thought that it had little relation to 
any hand I'd ever touched. "66 Others have noted the autistic child's 
"curious , slipping hand cl asp. "67 

Here, however, as in many other aspects of autism, opposites 
meet. While some autistics can do nothing with their hands, others 
have remarkable control . Some autistic toddlers can consistently 
throw a ball within an inch of someone's hand across a large room. 68 
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These children have di fficulty crawling when small. Some 
never crawl but only start to walk. usually later than normal. Many 
walk on their toes for years-indicating a general tension of the 
muscular system. 

The sensation of pain may be severely dimi nished, and even 
the sense of touch may be absent. "Objects placed in the hand may 
be allowed to fall away as if they made no tactile representation. 
Painful stimuli are often ignored; the children may not notice painful 
bumps, bruises, cuts, or injections. "<•9 The child plays outdoors in 
the winter without mittens or jacket, is impervious to hot or cold 
water in his bath , or, alternately, is very sensitive to heat and insists 
only on lukewarm baths. 

The prevalence of left-handedness and ambidexterity in the 
auti stic population (common also in the epi leptic and the mentally 
retarded) has long excited comment. 70 

Autistics are prone to a number of sleep disturbances and do 
not observe the normal day-night rhythm. Even in the first year the 
chil d "turns night into day and day into night." But sometimes the 
child sleeps normally for the fi rst year or eighteen months and devel
ops irregular sleeping habits later.1 1 

Sleeping difficulties continue into adolescence, often accom
panied by night terrors: 

It is not uncommon to hear that parents spell each other during 
the night when their autistic ch ild screams unceasingly for severaJ 
hours. Often it is the mother who srays up or stays in the basement 
with the child ·'because Daddy has to go to work in the morning ... 72 

These children may grind their teeth while asleep, and some
times during the day as wel l. 73 

Cranial Nerve Palsies 
Finally, the neurologic interpretation was able to account for that 
hallmark of autism-the child 's "al ienation" from his surroundings. 

It was now seen to reflect impairment of the cranial nerves, 
which run from the eyes, ears, nose , vocal cords, mouth , and muscles 
of the face, over the skull to the "brainstem,,. at the back of the 
neck, between the spinal cord and the brain. 
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These nerves convey information to the brain and help effect 
control by the brain over the respective sensory organs and muscles. 

In the autistic child the sensory organ itself is sometimes defec
tive, but more often there is impairment (palsy) of one or more of 
the cranial nerves. The sensory organ itself functions but for some 
reason cannot transmit information to the brain . 

When this happens, the individual is to that extent isolated 
from his suIToundings. 

To survive and prosper we must absorb and process informa
tion from the environment. Data are perceived through the sensory 
organs and processed in the brain. Making sense of information in 
this way enables us to function in life, and when we cannot gather 
this information, we are ipso facto diminished as human beings. 

Autistic children suffer from a large range of cranial nerve 
disorders . 

Take, for instance , the v1s1on . There may be pathology of the 
eyeball itself, or of the muscles which regulate its movements . 
Blindness is not uncommon. The eyes may be crossed (strabismus). 
The normal visual reflexes may be diminished (known as decrease 
or absence of postrotatory nystagmus), or the cornea may be 
deformed (keratoconus). Kanner reported a case of "conjugate 
deviation of the eyes to the right. " 74 There may be problems with 
spatial perception. These children tend to look to the side of the object 
regarded , or beyond it , and refuse to make eye contact; on the other 
hand , they sometimes stare so intently as to raise a question of 
absence seizures. 

They may be unable to control the movement of their eyes
the "lazy eye syndrome." 

Others have better than perfect sight. Harvey Jackson, Jr. , had 
the "vision of a hawk." 

Often the eyeball is intact, but infomrntion is not processed 
from the eyes to the brain , as in autistics who are dyslexic. 

A related disorder is hyperlexia: the child reads fluently but 
without any comprehens ion. 75 

He reads anything you put in )1-ont of him. He doesn't understand 
it but he reads it. 
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The same variety of disorders is found with the hearing, ranging 
from total deafness to various degrees of impairment. 

Autistics suffer frequently from otiti s media and other ear 
infections; these are likely to be more serious in the more seriously 
autistic child, less pronounced in the mildly autistic . 1<• 

Otitis, of course, may be partially responsible fo r the hearing 
loss . 

It may be difficult, however, to determine if the hearing defect 
is in the eardrum or somewhere in the brain. As already noted with 
the eyes , the eardrum itself may be normal and function normally 
part of the time , but then "switch off'; for instance, the child has 
normal hearing when tested through the audiometer bu t cannot com
prehend words. 

In 1951 Isaac Karl in called attention to a phenomenon which 
he called "congenita l word deafness," describing , fo r example, a 
boy with an apparent ninety-eight percent hearing loss who could 
still distinguish the sounds identifying certain preferred toys; he had 
learned to speak in simple sentences , even though this should have 
been impossible with a ninety-eight percent hearing loss . 11 

Other children are seemingly deaf to some sounds, such as the 
mother's voice or a door slammi ng right behind them, but can hear 
others , such as a eel lophane candy-bar wrapper being removed, a 
vending machine deliveri ng chewing gum, or a favorite TV 
commercial . 

He ca11 hear the higher pitch, the higher ranges, bur he ca11' 1 pro
cess the low voice ranges, such as my voice. 

"Word deafness" can be called by such names as peripheral pro
cess ing defect, central processing defect, etc. It signifi es inability 
to extract meaning, to make sense, of what is hearcl - i .e ., a "central 
defect in the processing of any sort of coded , meani ngful , or tem
porally patterned stimuli ."7

K 

Other autistics have hyperacute hearing (hyperacusis) and may 
be pathologically reactive to sounds which normal persons do not 
notice at all: the slamming of a door, the buzz of a hairdryer, or the 
noise of a crowd. 
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He is terribly sensi1ive to loud noises and will pur his hands over 
his ears. Once at a basketball game he sat with his hands over his 
ears because of the crowd noises. 
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This is due to the child's inability to niter useful information 
out of background noise. All their channels are open , and they are 
confused by extraneous inputs . 

Music, however, is differen t, presumably because of its inher
ent structure. The great majority of autistics are entranced by music, 
and often display amazing abilities. 

Some memorize TY jingles and popular songs, reciting them 
back faultlessly after hearing them once or twice . Some have per
fect pitch. One legendary case cou ld sing scales "with extraordinary 
accuracy of pitch" at fou rteen months, at seventeen months spon
taneously repeated in full an aria from Don Giovanni after hearing 
his parents si ng it once , and by age three could sing entire sym
phonies by Mozart and Haydn , songs by Schubert and Brahms, 
selections from Carmen., a Tchaikovsky piano concerto, as well as 
"diversified well-known songs. " 79 

More often , however, the vo ice and speech are impai red, due to 
delayed or nonexistent development of the nerves governing the 
mouth , throat, and vocal cords . The baby starts to burble, gurgle, 
and chatter, and then, usually before age two, loses thjs ability and 
lapses into muteness . About half of autistics remain completely 
mute throughout life (if the IQ is high enough , they may learn sign 
language) . Or they develop speech late and progress only to a cer
tain level, well below their chrono logical age. 

Sometimes the child can speak but prefers not to (elective 
mutism). Or he uses an almost inaudible whisper: 

Leonard . . . could not speak in a tone of voice louder than a con
versational one. "This is going to sound really foolish to you," 
he said. "but I just can't talk any louder. I have to talk the way I 
am now."80 

Or she will shout for help in an emergency but otherwise 
remai n mute: "When one patient was receiving an injection , she 
clearly said that she wanted to go home , virtually her first sentence. "81 
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Or he will have severe speech difficulties: " Paul , ten, seems to be 
trying hard to speak , with out success so far except for a few unin
telligible sounds and a clear 'Mommie' recorded recently on tape. " 82 

The moderately auti stic child may have a te rrible stutter. 
On the other hand , he may be capable of speech and chatter 

nonstop , but without making any sense (hyperlalia), or may limit 
himsel f to parrotlike repetition of phrases heard in other conversa
tions (delayed echolalia)- even with the precise intonation; or there 
will be rote enumerations (stereotyped utterances) of rhymes, lists 
of names, and other "semanticall y useless exerc ises" (as Kanner 
called them) . 83 

Thus, even when the child can speak, he will not use language 
for communication. He may have a fa irl y large vocabulary but be 
unable to convey meaning. Some autistics can mimic another 's 
voice or some other sound to perfection. One remarkable child 
spoke French , Spanish, Japanese, Arabic, Hebrew, and several other 
languages but could not say an ori ginal sentence in any of them. 84 

Truly spontaneous and unconstrained conversation is essen
tia ll y impossible for an autistic; there is fl at intonation wi th no va1i 
ation of tone or pitch , little or no use of gesture, no communication 
through fac ia l expression, no interaction with others . 

The tone of the voice may be unnaturall y hi gh , described as a 
"screech" or "high-pitched" (palsy of the twelfth cranial nerve) . ~5 

ln these speech disorders auti sm overlaps with what is called 
"developmental aphasia" or "clysphas ia ," defined as "disorder of 
speech due to a brain lesion" in a child . Researchers have asked 
whether these two groups really are different or, alte rnatively, part 
of the same continuum. 

Such comparisons stand or fall on the definition of "autism" 
selected. Existing definitions are artifi cia lly restrictive. Once autism 
is understood to be a one-sided exacerbation of a larger conclition
the post-encephalitic syndrome discussed below in Chapter 111-
this latter syndrome becomes the principal object of investigation. 
Aphasia, dysphasia, autism itself, and many other syndromes and 
conditions will take their places as parts of the post-encephalitic 
syndrome. 
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The salivary glands are regulated by derivatives of the cranial nerves 
and are thus affected by the same palsies. The tendency of autistics 
to salivate, drool, and spit indicates damage to these nerves . 

Another set of cran ia l nerves governs the facial muscles. When 
these nerves are impaired , the face takes on an unnaturally rigid 
look (known as "rigid facies" or "Moebius Syndrome"). 

These failures of sensory communication may be compensated 
by apparent over-development of the senses of taste and smel l. 
Autistic children often smell, lick, and mouth objects and people
to extract at least some meaning from their environment. They can 
be extraordinarily sensitive to smells and extremely fussy about 
their food. 86 

One theory holds that taste and smell are preserved unimpaired 
in autistics because these cranial nerves , unlike the others , are not 
myel inated . If, as we suspect, autism is related to demyelination 
of the cranial nerves , those which are not myel i nated in the first 
place might be relative ly immune. 

Another important cranial nerve is the vagus or pneumogastric , 
providing the regular neural impulse to the. lungs that stimulates the 
breathing process . Future autistics have sometimes been noted to 
suffer from "asthma" in infancy, but this re lationship has been 
insufficiently stressed . 

Many kinds of breathi ng difficulties are common in autism. 
Called "stereotyped resp iratory maneuvers" or "compulsive respirat
ory stereotypies," these include breath-holding attacks, hyperventi
lation, deep insp.iration followed by a grunting exhalation, "Valsalva 
Maneuver" (trying to exhale while keeping the mouth and nose 
c losed), exhalation without inhaling (causing a faint ing fit); and the 
like. Often these are confused with seizures and may, in fact, have 
a se izure component. 87 

Harvey Jackson , Jr. , is a classic case. According to his father's 
diary, at age tlu-ee months his breathing stopped altogether-thirty-six 
hours after his second DPT shot. The father describes this occurrence: 

J' m looking at the shot record now, and it states rhm on Janua1y 
13, 1972, Ha111ey was given a DPT shot. I then looked at my diary, 
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since this is an event you can never forget . Saturday morning, Ja11u01.y 
75, 1972, I wrote: ''A difficult andfrigh1ening day. Harvey had been 
wheezing loudly since the morning, and by one to two P.M. he was 
so severely fried in his breathing that I became terribly alarmed. 
He had to be held upright so he could breathe. Once, possibly twice, 
as I held him, he stopped breathing, only ro sw11 again after being 
thrown over my shoulder and hit on 1he back. We 1hen saw a docror 
- the backup doc1orfor rhe regular pediarrician-who said 10 rake 
him to Children's Hospital. He was admiued cu 5:15 P.M., and we 
anxiously awaited news of him. By the next day he was much be11e1; 
and his color was back to pink. He was born in October, so he was 
three months and a few days old." 

Harvey, Sr., believes that Harvey, Jr. , narrowly escaped "sudden 
infant death. " The boy grew up to be moderately autistic . 

Thus autism and SIDS appear to be generated in the same 
way-by an encephalitis most commonl y caused by vaccination . 
Breathing difficu lties of various kinds ensue, and during one such 
" breath-holding attack" the infant s imply expires . The child who 
would have grown up autistic dies instead of "sudden infant death 
syndrome" (SIDS) . 

A Neurologic Basis for Alienation and Ego Weakness 
The emerging neurologic theory of autism was reinforced by Stella 
Chess's 1971 observation that children with "congenital rubella" fre
quently displayed classic autistic features. These children suffered, 
in particular, from " multiple sensory disabilities," and it gradually 
became clear that the autistic 's characteristic alienation, withdraw
al, and ego weakness- initially seen as causal-were actuall y the 
effects of disorders of sense percerception. The 'autistic chi ld lacks 
the instruments-the five senses in proper rnnning order- that would 
enable him to extract meaning from the external world. Unable to 
ex tract meaning, he is lost in the swirl of events. M. Rutter and L. 
Barlak suggested very accurately in 1971, " ... a central deficit in 
processing of symbolic or sequence info1mation is likely to prove 
the basic defect ... in in fantile auti sm."88 

Once we have received information through the senses, we 
extract meaning and organize it in the form of concepts or ideas. 
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These are stored in the memory and recalled when necessary. In this 
way sense-perception and memory help us acquire experience. 

This the autistic cannot do. He cannot receive sensory info m1a
tion in an orderly fashion. He cannot distinguish impulses, sensa
tions, and other mental contents which originate inside from those 
which originate outside the self. 89 He cannot generate order out of 
himself and impose it on his surroundings. One investigator wrote: 
"Severely autistic children exhibit a preoccupation with the sensory 
impressions stemming from the world about them, but seem unable 
to organize perceptions into functional patterns. "90 

Weakness of memory adds to their problems. Rim land has 
written: 

The child with early infantile autism is grossly impaired in ajimction 
basic to all cognition: the ability to relate new stimuli to remern
bered experience. The vital connections between sensation and 
memory can be made only with difficulty. New sensation can be 
related only to sharply limited fragments of memory. T he child 
is thus virtually divested of the means for deriving meaning from 
his experience :>1 

Observers have been fooled by the startling capacities man
ifes ted by these "sharply limjted fragments of memory" (already 
noted in connection with the musical abilities of autistics) . One 
mother interviewed claimed that her autistic son could remember 
events occurring when he was six months old!! 

But these mnemonic talents, however striking, are nonetheless 
fragmenta ry. r n the broader sense the autistic has a weak memory. 
He cannot recall, compare, and process a broad range of info1ma
tion . Sensory experience reaches the child's mind as if phrased in 
a foreign language whose words and syntax he will never master. 

Fm1hermore , the process of maturing involves moving beyond 
the concreteness of sense perception into the world of abstraction
of symbols . During evolution the human brain acquired a capacity 
to abstract-located in the frontal and temporal lobes-which is not 
found in animals . Researchers have found autism to be associated 
with immature development ·and organization of the brain , specifi 
ca1ly, of the frontal and temporal lobes. 92 

Hence the autistic cannot create and manipulate the symbols 
which normal people use to represent and act upon external reality. 
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Neurologic testing of autistics has disclosed evidence of dam
age to the brainstem and cranial nerves. Student and Sohmer in 1978 
investigated the brainstem and auditory nerve in a group of fifteen 
autistic chi ldren , finding organic lesions seemingly related to "im
maturity in the development of certain brainstem mechanisms. " 93 

Rosenblum and coworkers repeated these tests with the same 
results, concluding that the immaturity was due to defective myeli
nation of these nerves.*'>• Tanguay and Edwards in 1982 agreed that 
autistic children have a "generalized lower brainstem dysfunction": 

Brain development involves differentiation of systems or parts of 
systems that mature at very different rates ... In the human it 
would appear that the period between approximately ten and 
twenty months of age is a particularly critical period in develop
ment, where the neural organization responsible fo r internal cog
nitive operations is reaching a functional state.q; 

This neurological research demonstrates that the "developmen
tal delay" or "maturational delay" associated with auti sm reflects an 
actual biological delay in maturation of the brain and nervous system. 
Other phenomena such as "failure to develop abstract reasoning and 
concepts ," "absent or limited symbolic capacities ," or "relative in

ability to process symbolic information ," are the consequences . 96 

Hence autistics do poorly on IQ tests "demanding symbolic or 

abstract thought and sequential logic. "97 

In spite of his interest in reading, [Ronald] could neither forrnu-
1ate his thoughts in language nor provide an extended oral report 
of his daily activities; nor could he write in anything more than 
a laborious slow manner . . . In a characteristic incident of that 
period [age fifteen], Ronald became panicked in a theater when 
he realized that he could not follow the lines being spoken by the 
actors. On another occasion , he recognized how he became blank 
and incomprehending when asked the directions in a city that he 
could easily navigate using guide books.98 

*The myelination of the brain and nervous system during the first 
year or two of life, and the impact of vaccination on this process, are dis
cussed below in Chapter IV 
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By the same token the autistic has trouble with comparisons. 
As Kanner noted, "Though he could speak of things as big or pretty, 
he was utterly incapable of making comparisons ('Which is the bigger 
line? Prettier face?' etc.)."'19 

He is unable to "play," since pJay, like speech , is a largely sym
bolic activity. 

He has little or no sense of humor. 100 He can read atlases and 
encyclopedias but cannot understand fiction. He is "restricted , lit
e ral, and concrete in his thinking." 101 Kanner wrote: 

His father said something about the pictures they have at home 
on the wall. This disturbed John somewhat. He co1Tected his 
father. "We have them near the wall" ("on" apparently meaning 
to him "above" or "on top"). 10·2 

Unwillingness to use the word "yes"- analyzed above as sig
ni fy ing ego weakness-also reflects inability to abstract. "Yes ," 
indicating abstract assent , is a concept the autistic may take years 
to acquire. Nonnally he indicates "yes" by repeating the question. 
One child learned to say "yes" when his father rewarded him by 
putting him on his shoulders. Thereafter the word rneant only the 
desire to be put on hi s fa ther's shoulders, and it took months before 
he could detach it from this specific situation .10> 

This combination of inability to cope with new stimuli, distur
bances of perception , and lack of ability to abstract and concep
tualize severely restric ts their relations with others and even with 
themselves, making them aware that they are both different from 
others and less worthy. 

They live in the world without acquiring experience of the 
world; their awareness of being cut off in this way, of being alien
ated from the world, deprives them of self-confidence and ego 
strength. 

This generates the ir pervasive fear and anxiety-which at 
length deteriorate into paranoia and depression. 104 

In the hospital and to others he reported, "I'm no good" and "l 
don't know what's the matter with me." He thought about commit
ting suicide. 105 
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At the age of thirteen years he believed that other children in his 
class were talking about him and trying to influence his thoughts. 
He was agitated and belligerent with those he believed were per
secuting him."''' 

Jerry Goldsmith exhibited some incipient paranoid distortions; for 
example, if he fou nd any of bis possess ions missing he would 
automatically assume that one of the other children had stolen 
them. rn7 

Thus research si nce the late 1960s has shown that the typical 
"emotional" symptoms of autism- the alienation, ego-weakness, 
Jack of a sense of humor, and paranoia- as well as the "mental" 
ones-inability to symbolize and memory weakness-are all rooted 
in actual neurologic deficiencies . 

Appetite, Digestive, and Bowel Disturbances 
With the progress of research in autism, other constellations of 
symptoms became associated with this condition. While usually 
labelled "emotional" at their first appearance , these symptoms are 
recognized today as neurologic. 

Autistics have many abdominal pains and appetite disturbances 
and are often described as "feeding problems. " 108 Six of Kanner's 
first eleven cases had serious djfficulties with nursing, taking the 
bottle, changing formulas , and the like. Take John F. , for instance: 

The father said: 'The main thing that worries me is the difficulty 
in feeding. That is the essential thing, and secondly his slowness 
in development. During the first days of life he did not take the 
breast satisfactorily. After fifteen days he was changed from breast 
to bottle but did not take the bottle satisfactorily. There is a long 
story of trying to get food down . We have tried everything under 
the sun ... There were frequent hospitalizations because of his 
feeding problem.' 109 

One three-year old would eat noth ing but baby foods; another, 
at the age of one year, "began to starve himself'; the mother of a 
th ird " first suspected a problem at age five months because of chok
ing and gagging with feeding. " 11 0 
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At one year I couldn't get her to eat. She was real skinny and existed 
almost entirely on nursing. She didn't lose weight, but she didn't 
keep pace either. 

Another autistic child was described as follows: 

At seven years of age the patient began to vomit each night at 
bedtime . . . the pediatrician diagnosed "psychosomatic hypere
mesis. " At the age of nine years ... his ped iatrician reported "de
teriorating behavior" and reappearance of regurgitation . By ten 
years of age the parents sought psychiatric help. Episodic vomit
ing reappeared, behavior deteriorated , and he was mumbling to 
himself incoherent.ly. 111 
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This behavior is sometimes labelled anorexia nervosa (literall y: 
"nervous loss of appetite") : 

In school S . refused to take certain previously eaten foods, saying 
she could no longer eat them because she did not like the way 
they tasted- a similar pattern occurred at home .... She would 
attempt to eat with prompting bm wou ld often gag and spit up . 
Large quantities of milk or water were used to help her wash 
down small amounts of food. S. stated that she could not eat 
because food would make her sick. During the third week of May, 
S . became physically ill and vomited at the s ight of some foods 
and refused to eat them. Subsequently, on three consecuti ve morn
ings she vomited breakfast on the bus en route to school. By this 
time S.'s symptoms were strongly indicative of anorexia nervosa. 
She had a noticeable weight loss . a distorted perception of 
eating . . . and vomiting. 112 

Alternatively, these children can have tendencies to bulimia, 
being "indiscriminate" about what they eat-meaning not only food 
but such substances as sawdust, dog turds, dirt, and the like. 11 3 

He would eat his own feces if you didn't watch him. It didn't bother 
him a bit. 

Christopher Gillberg , a leading Swedish researcher, in 1985 
found a link between autism and anorexia nervosa, noting that such 
an association had never previously been recorded. 11

" 

" Rumination ," meaning the regurgitation , sucking , and reswal
lowing of partially digested food, is associated with autism and 
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severe developmental disorders and falls into the same category of 

gastrointestinal disorders. 115 

Soviet researchers have found a tendency to obesity in autistic 
chi ldren , and Gillberg found that one-third of a group of autistics 
grew "coarser and plumper" w ith age. 116 Although no systematic 
data exist on the weights of autistics in the United States , their 
numerous disturbances of appeti te function suggest the possibility 
of long-term anorexia or excess ive weight gain. 

The food , once eaten , is digested with difficulty. Autistics suffe r 
frequently from colic and other gastrointestinal pains . The baby may 
cry with pain or arch hls back. Studies of auti stic children often fi nd 
a past history of gastrointestinal symptoms, "abdominal pain," " re
current gastrointestinal upsets," e tc. 

This may be associated with chronic constipation or acute 
diaIThea; the bowel movements of the autistic baby may have a sour, 
acid, or musty smell. Autistics suffer with abnormal frequency from 
celiac disease. And their non-autistic siblings seem also to have an 
unusual incidence of abdominal pains and gastrointesti nal disorders. 111 

They have diffi culty with bowel and bladder control (enures is 
and encopresis) at night and even during the clay. Or they may have 
had bowel control early in in fancy, only to lose it at about eighteen 
months. 

Difficulties with elimination foster an inordinate interest in 
urine and feces and a tendency to smear them around: 

He developed an obsession about feces, would hide it anywhere 
(for instance, in drawers), would tease me if I walked into the 
room: "You soi led your pants, now you can't have your crayons!" 

As a result, he is still not toilet trained [age 41/2]. He never 
soils himself in nursery school, always does it when he comes 
home. The same is true of wetting. He is proud of wetting, jumps 
up and down in ecstasy, says, "Look at the big puddle he 
made!""~ 

Headaches, Head-Banging 
Severe headaches a.re a feature of autistic pathology which has been 
commented on anecdotally but never given sustained attention . 11 9 
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Bernard Rimland , whose San Diego-based Institute for Child 
Behavior Research has files on 10,000 autistic children, feels that 
they do indeed suffer disproportionately from headaches. 110 

Harvey Jackson, Jr. , had frontal headaches painful enough to 
cause nausea. And Tony W. 's autobiographical account speaks of 
"pounding hard migraine headaches. " 121 

Of course, if the headache is being experienced by a very small 
baby, he cannot describe it in words . What he will do is rock back 
and forth, roll hjs head from side to side, or bang it against the cradle , 
walls, or floor, p.ick at his hair or ears, arch his back, or extend his 
neck ("hyperextension")- all of which are common in autistics and 
suggest ways of coping with head pain . 

ln 1982 Norman Geschwind and Peter Behan published their 
finding of an association among autism, celiac disease, dyslexia , 
stuttering, migraine headaches , developmental disabilities, and left
handedness-i.e . , all featu res which we here discuss as part of the 
post-encephalitic syndrome. T heir a1ticle caused a sensation in sci
entific circles because of inability to imagine what the connecting 

thread among these disparate conditions could be .122 

We feel that Geschwind and Behan's findings were a prelimi

nary outline of the correlations presented in this book. And the con
necting thread is found in the childhood vaccination program. 

Defining Autism: Rett Syndrome, Asperger's Syndrome 
The discovery that autism is accompanied by neurologic symptoms 
never included in Kanner's first definition showed the condition to 
be unexpectedly complex. In 1971, checking up on the eleven chil
dren from his first group, Kanner found outcomes ranging "all the 
way from complete deterioration to a combination of occupational 
adequacy with limited though superficially smooth social adjust
ment" and commented, " In medicine ... any illness may appear 
in different degrees of severity, all the way from the so-calledforme 
fruste to the most fulminant manifestation . Does this possibly apply 
also to early infantile autism?" 12

:' ''' 

*Forme .fruste: the patie nt manifests few or no sympto1rn;. 
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A decade later Rimland gave a striking demonstration of the 
complexity of autism: he compared the original diagnoses of 445 
autistic children with a "second opinion" and found no trace of a 
positive con-elation between them!! The relationship between the 
two diagnoses was practically random. 124 

Rim land 's finding has been confirmed repeatedly. Almost as 
many criteria are in use today for diagnosing autism as there are 
writers on the subject. 125 

Autism cannot easily be di sti nguished from such "overlapping" 
neurologic conditions as mental retardation , cerebral palsy, and 
epilepsy. 126 Hetzler and Griffin wrote in 1981: "The extremely 
heterogeneous autistic population may represent a variety of central 
nervous system dysfunctions resulting in overlapping overt behavioral 
manifestations." 121 Deborah Fejn in the same year: "There is consid
erable disagreement about which symptoms should be considered 
as necessary and sufficient for the diagnosis of autism ... There 
is also considerable uncertainty about the degree of symptom over
lap between autism and other severe developmental disabilities , and 
probably for this reason,the reliability of diagnoses within the gen
eral category of 'childhood psychosis' or 'severe developmental dis
ability ' is poor." 128 

The arb itrariness of the diagnostic process was encapsulated by 
W. and M. DeMyer, who wrote in 1984, "It seems that each inves
tigator looks through his own peephole, finds an abnormality, and 
thus confirms his preconceptions. " 129 

While this confusion and disagreement about the diagnosis of 
autism has sometimes been blamed on "the inexperience or lack of 
scholarl y ri gor of diagnosticians ," it would be more reasonable to 
admit that autism does not exist as an independent entity. 

It is only a piece of the post-encephalitic syndrome. That the 
diagnosis should be continually contaminated by other bits and 
pieces of this syndrome is hardly unexpected. 

Why, then , do specialists ins ist that autism is unique and unre
lated to other neurologic diseases and disorders? The answer was 
given by a speaker at the 1980 Conference of the National Society 
for Autistic Children: 
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Autism is not a specific disorder. l think that makes a lot of us 
uncomfortable because it's the banner under which we rally, it 's 
what brings us all together, it's what we all share in common, and 
it's rather threatening for someone to say that what we are rallying 
around is less than real. We need to think about what that means. 
It 's not that anyone is saying that the disorder does not exist. That 
we have disturbed children is rather apparent. But the trap we can 
fall into is thinking about autism as if it were a disease which is 
going to lend itself to a singular remedy ... These are the myths 
that we get caught up in ... We are really talking about a 
spectrum.130 
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Insistence on the autonomous status of autism reflects to some 
degree the organizational or class interest of the physicians , psy
chologists , psychoanalysts, psychiatrists , and other medical pro fes
sionals who make a living diagnos ing , treating, and wtiting about 
autism, and for whom its existence is a vital necessity. 

The ensuing definitional fuzziness is overcome by adopting the 
"Chinese Restaurant menu" approach-"two dishes from Group A 
and three from Group B, etc. " A checklist compiled in 1971 listed 
fourteen items and concluded , "For a diagnosis of autism at least 
seven of these criteri a should be present. .. " 

The 1987 edition of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual used 
the same technique: 

[For a diagnosis of autism] at least eight of the following sixteen 
items are present, these to include at least two items from A , one 
From B , and one from C. 131 

If this approach is accepted, two individuals can have tota lly 
different patterns of symptoms , eight each out of the total of six
teen , and both be diagnosed as autistic!! 

No single symptom is indispensable . Michael Rutter and Eric 
Schopler wrote in 1987 that differentiation of autistic cases "could 
only truly be based on some unequi vocal indication of some specifi
cally and uniquely autistic feature. Such a feature has yet to be 
identified. " 132 

Only when autism is recognized as merely one particular config
uration of the hundreds of symptoms included in the post-encephali
tic syndrome will physicians be able to discard these fruitless efforts 
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to pin it down more precisely. 
For, just as autism cannot readi ly be demarcated from other 

neurologic states, so it often cannot be distinguished rrom psycho
logical (emotional!) normality. 

As early as 1964 Rjmland claimed that some children meeting 
Kanner's original "essential diagnostic criteria . .. extreme alone
ness and a desi re for the preservation of sameness," were quite nor
mal in other respects and in no way autistic. m 

In 1981 the DeMyers noted: "A continuum exists among the 
behaviors of typical autistic children, other retarded children with
out overtly or numerous autistic traits, and even normal children. " 1

-H 

Such diagnoses as "autistic-like," '·with strong autistic fea
tures," "near-normal ," etc., have become increasingly common. In 
particular, moderate autistics often resemble the typical child with 
a severe case of "minimal brain damage." 

Researchers sometimes wonder if these "high-functioning" 
autistic children are really "autistic" or rather constitute a different 
defineable disease: 

I've seen a number of children who share specific problems and 
symptoms with [autistic] chidren. buc they cannot, even with a 
broadened de ll nit ion, by any stretch of Che imagination be called 
autistic. I've seen two children who are the most rig id children 
I've ever seen, as rigid as any autistic child in the ir ins istence on 
sameness and the ir violent responses to minor shifts. But they are 
social ... have good language re lationships, and they are not 
autistic unless you want to call everyone who has any symptom 
an autistic child .... Now where do these children belong? ... 
l have other children who have stereotypies. They arc not autistic, 
but they have regular stereotypic patterns, some rocking and some 
hand clapping-even very hjgh level children. Not by history and 
not by definition are they clinicall y autistic. I don 't know what to 
call them , frankly, but they are not aucistic. 135 

There is no need for soul-searching. To quote Kanner again, 
"in medicine ... any illness may appear in different degrees of sev
erity, all the way from the so-called forme fruste to the most fulminant 
manifestation." This holds true for autism and, as we will see , for 
the gradation to minimal brain damage, conduct disorder, and 
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sociopathic behavior. The near-normal are merely milder versions 
of the classic autistic syndrome. They are not entirely cut off from 
others but have intellectual and emotional difficulties which impair 
their capacity for human contact. 136 

The condition called "Rett Syndrome," a severe variety of autism 
which only affects females and which first came to attention in 1965 , 
is very probably another aspect of the post-encephalitic syndrome 
and generated by the same fac tors, i.e . , the childhood vacc inati on 
program. 137 

A milder vmiant of autism is "childhood-onset pervasive 
developmental disorder," which conunences after the age of three .138 

The condition known as "autjstic psychopathy," or Asperger's 
syndrome, after the Viennese psychiatrist who described the first 
cases in 1944, is another mild version of Kanner's autism. This 
group is thought to exhibit higher than normal inte ll igence and 
unusual originality. 

The symptoms were described in 1971 by Van Krevelen: 

The patient has an abnormal personality with less sens itivity, 
more rationality. His approach is a merely cerebral one. What he 
lacks is understanding of , and inte raction with, other people's 
feel ings . He is , so to say, obliged to interpret everything in its 
literal sense, to analyze the meaning of the words he<ml, to study 
the significance of the facts experienced by him , to scrutinize 
fac ial expressions or his fe llow men. Just as he does not imme
diate ly understand whether his companion speaks se1iously or 
jokingly, he is unable to imagine that his own words might hurt 
others. Hence his sense of humor, if any, is peculiar. He does not 
realize chat he may be a bore to others .. .. The mani festation 
age of autistic psychopathy is in the first years of elementary school, 
or earlier if the parents have not been able to adj ust themselves to 
the individualistic behavior of the ir child .. . . The school com
munity requires adjustment to rules and norms. Moreover, school
mates soon observe everything out of the ordimu)' ... the 
behavior of the autistic psychopath is very unusual; his vocabu
lary bears the mark of parliamentary or townhall language 
reserved more for written than spoken address . . .. The intellec
tual fu nctioning of the autistic psychopath has three peculiarities . 
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To begin with ... he is unable to learn from others .... The 
chi ld follows his own methods because he cannot accept instruc
tion from the teacher. His intelligence may enable him to find orig
inal solutions. Because of this he is an unsatisfactory student , 
although he has the capacity to think autochthonously. Second, 
he does not possess that ingredient of intelligence that might be 
called sense . .. . The third peculiarity concerns a tendency to ros
ter rather unusuaJ circumscribed interest patterns, such as geneal
ogy or astronomy or "life" in the abstract. Such topics do not gen
erally appeal to other children-another obstacle to adequate peer 
relationshipS. 139 

Van Krevelen caJied this "lack of intuition' ': "By intuition 
mean a higher quality of intelligence, a short-c ircuited intelligence, 
by which one is able to skip assoc iations ." A typical case was the boy 
who , when asked to speak at a footba ll rally, predicted that the team 
was going to lose; the ensuing round of boos led him finally to modi fy 
his initially con-ect prediction, but the experience bewildered him. 

Marginal autistics may be incredibly boring: 

Although some autistic children do not talk at all , mildly autistic 
children are often handicapped by a tendency to talk. too much 
when they are exceedingly interested in a topic. It does not occur 
to them that listeners may not share their enthusiasm. So they talk 
on, concentrating on what they are trying to say, without any reac
tion to signs of boredom. Such a monologue is not easily interrupted 
or changed in its course by the comments of others; therefore, 
the to-and-fro of normal conversation is missing. At best the autis
tic person is a poor listener, and sometimes he seems to be com
pletely unaware of the fact that somebody is trying to talk to 
him.'"0 

Parents often report thac the mildly aucistic child needs several 
moments to process any remark he hears ... he cannot under-
stand somebody at a normal rate of speaking ... socially [thi s] 
makes him a bore because he tries to steer the conversation to 
topics he has anticipated . . . the autistic person . . . can heed 
only one thing at a time and tends to be lost in his own thoughts. 1•

1 

Yan Krevelen noted the occurrence of true autism and 
Asperger's syndrome in two brothers. 

What al l of these milder cases share with the more serious ones 
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is alienation: 

These three autistic adults all conveyed the deep, unquenchable 
loneliness, the conviction that they were somehow incapable of 
fonning a relationsh ip which could satisfy them. 1

"
2 
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And in their case it may be more emotionally trying , because they 
have the intelligence to appreciate their pl ight. "Ronald" states: "I 
never could have a friend. I really don't know what to do with other 
people, reaJly. " 1 '1 ~ 

Autism, however, also incorporates a streak of naked hostility, 
a rejection of contact with others. "Jerry Goldsmith" responded to 
psychological testing with stories centering on "aggression toward 
the father and on characters dying," while "Tony W." stated about 
himself: 

I liked hellish environments, such as the spook-house at the carni
val, Halloween, and horror movies. I daydreamed a lot and tried 
to actively communicate and get into that world .... I was very 
cold-hearted too. It was impossible for me to give or receive love 
from anybody. l often repulse it by turning people off. That's a 
problem today, relating to other people. I liked things over people 
and didn't care about people at all. 14

·• 

The higher-JQ autistic will use verbal aggression , finding out 
the opponent's weak points and taunting him. 

If autism is a mani festation of vaccine-induced encephal itis, the 
implications are very disturbing. The symptoms manifested with 
pathological intensity in a small group will of necessity appear in 
mi lder form in a much larger proportion of the population. For 
every "autistic" who is shut away in an institution there will be a 
thousand alienated individuals functioning as normal taxpaying 
citizens. 

The parallel with the alienation and anomie of twentieth-cen
tury industrial society is striking . How much of this loneliness are 
we inflicting upon ourselves? 



Compensating for Ego Weakness: Resisting Change 
Because the autistic suffers from "inability to learn from and cope 
with new stimuli ," loss of control is an ever-present threat. 1

•
15 

But control is threatened by change, so change is what the 
autistic fears and hates the most. "Smal l changes in ("Ronald's"] 
feeding, ejther in the schedule or the way in which he was nursed, 
Jed to anxious disorganization .... As a toddler, any change in his 
routine could lead to catastrophe. One time, when drinking from a 
glass, milk went up his nose. Following this, he refused to drink 
from a glass for over two years, using a spoon 10 eat liquids."M6 

Kanner noted their "anxiously obsessive desi re for the mainte
nance of sameness": 

When John's parents were ready to move to a new home, the child 
was frantic when he saw the moving man roll up the rug in his 
room. He was acutely upsel until the moment when in the new 
home he saw his furniture a rranged in the same manner as before. 
He looked pleased, all anxiety was suddenly gone, and he went 
around affecrionately patting each piece. 1

" 

When change does occur, it provokes a storm. "There may be 
resistance and even catastrophic reactions to minor changes in the 
environment , e.g., the ch ild may scream when his or her place at 
the dinner table is changed. " 148 Nothing can be changed in the daily 
routine; unpatterned situations are what the autistic fears the most. 

A pa.1ticular instance of incipient loss of control is the autistic's 
terror at separation from fami ly and familiar surroundings . Harvey 
Jackson , Jr., is typical: 

He always hated any disruption in his familiar routine, When he 
came home from vacation, for instance, when he was nine months 
old, and he saw that his father and sisters were not there, he put 
up a tremendous fuss. The familiar family was not there. Once the 
rest of the family gor home that time, he calmed do11111. Bur until 
then he screamed loud enough ro 111ake up the whole neighborhood. 
Even today {age fifteen} he is much better, but he will ask, "Is any
body home?" He likes that reassurance. 

Once his sister missed her bus, and I had to msh our and leave 
him. He welll to the neighbors crying and screaming and com-

38 
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plained rhea I had left him. I never could leave him at all. Now he 
is a little that way with his younger brother. He is a.fi·aid of some
thing happening with him. 

39 

Another manifestation of the autistic preoccupation with same
ness is a fascination with objects: they may play for hours , days , 
and weeks, with the same toy-spinning a top, bouncing a ball, 
twirling a piece of string, an-anging blocks into identical patterns, 
and the like. 

Only objects can be really trusted not to change or behave 
unpredictably. They stay the way you leave them. This contrasts 
with animals , such as dogs, which are always doing the unexpected. 

Kanner called attention to this loving and absorbing relation
ship with objects: "So intense was this relationship that minor alter
ations in objects, or their arrangement, not ordinarily perceived by 
the average observer, were at once apparent to these children, who 
might then fly into a rage until the change had been undone. " 149 

In the severely autistic child the environment is controlled, and 
sameness maintained , by unendingly repeated motions and actions, 
described as "ritualistic and compulsive behavior," "stereotyped 
movements," etc. These take the form of whirling around and 
around , shaking their heads from side to side, banging their heads 
against some object, hand-flapping, hand-waving, hand-twisting 
(choreoathetoid movements) , opening and shutting the hands con
tinuously, knocking on objects in a stereotyped way, and the like. 

Of all these movements, "body rocking," meaning rocking 
back and forth in a rhythmic way, is the most common: 

Hour after hour he rocks there, this beautiful little three-year-old 
S(ranger who is our SOIL ... Brothers and sisters run by, caJ ling 
his name. He stares, riveted in his rhythmic rocking ... . We 
mentioned Brian's constant rocking to friends who assured us that 
most of the children in their family rocked as babies. However, 
curtailing Brian's incessant rocking proved to be an impossible 
task for us . ... On occasion he d id enjoy being tickled, but the 
minute we stopped he was back in the chair, rocking again. His 
forcefulness and determination were most frightening as he con
stantly threw his whole upper torso against the back of the rocking 
chair, crashing it into the wall behind him. 150 
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Rocking may involve banging the head against the headboard 
of the crib, possibly to relieve the pain of a headache. The principal 

function of this and other repetitive movements, however, is to pro
vide the ch ild 's life with structure. They are a way of organizing 

the outside world. 
As they grow older autistics develop new types of obsessions, 

rituals , and procedures: 

A persisrenr problem is use of rituals that have replaced his need 
for sameness. For example, it takes him up to Lwo hours to rake 
a shower because he has to place the nozzle, bath mat, curtain, 
etc., in an exact relationships and then wash in a prescribed manner. 
Other rituals involve dressing, going out of the house, and going 
to bed. 151 

Ruth , a charming preado lcscent, went through a period marked 
by ritualistic involvement with every door which she had to touch 
and "test" prior to opening or closing. She kept excusing herself, 
each time, seeking forgiveness for Lhis rather innocent 
indulgence. 152 

Compensating for Ego Weakness: Aggression 
Loss of control, or inc ipient loss, can provoke more o r less hostile 
and violent reactions. The autistic becomes uncooperative , stub

born, obstinate , negative, e tc. 
This is seen in small things-the child whose first three words 

were "Mama," "Papa ," and "No," or the one whose first sentence 
was: " I don't want to .... " 153 Negativeness is also manifested in 
"avoidance of a requested response by substituting an alternative. " 
The high-IQ autistic will go to extreme lengths and adopt compli
cated strategies to avoid answering questions or complying with 
requests. 

But the reaction can be more vio lent, commenc ing with temper 
tantrums, screaming , shouting, and cryi ng, and proceeding to the 
full-scale rages for which these children are famous. 

The autistic is often furious with the ourside world, which is 
unpredictable and incomprehensible and seems always to be acting 
against his interests. "Rages at alterations in his routine, or at the 
failure of others to provide him with relief from his constant feeling 
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that something was wrong, left him no peace , only increased anger, 
blunted , after a while by withdrawal insicle ." 154 

Even the near-normal autistic has profound difficulty seeing 
any point of view but hi s own. 155 Those with a low IQ will be even 
more self-centered and self-assertive . 

One of Leon Eisenberg's original cases , four years old , "' re
lated' to the examiners only insofar as he made demands or became 
enraged at interference from without .. . [with] outbursts of aggres
sive behavior"; at age fifteen he was "destructive. " 156 Jerry Goldsmith 
is described at age four: "screams when frustrated"; at age eighteen: 
"surly or withdrawn atti tude toward examiner ... angry, withdrawn 
attitudes toward relationships. " 157 

The frustration threshold is very low in autistics, reflecting the 
immature or nonexistent ego: 

The other nighi he wanted fried chicken before it was even cooked, 
and he took a cup of orange juice and threw it at me, because the 
fj-ied chicken l·vasn't ready. 

The desire fo r control and the low level of frustration tolerance 
easily lead to "boss iness" or "buUying," "demanding his own way 
with peers," and even to naked aggression against persons or objects 
perceived as standing in the way: 

Once she would even attack a stranger in the street. She would go 
up to him and say, 'Take your hm off!' She would tell you that you 
are old, because you have gray hair. And even when she is being 
affectionate wi1h us, she has trouble sustaining it, aggressively 
exploring my face, my hail~ etc. 

HaITy, who is twenty-four years old: 

... had learned to intimidate people by staring them down when 
he wished to escape an educational activity. He had no trouble 
doing so because of his size-six feet, six inches. Thus ... 
Harry used physical intimidation as an effective way of maintain
ing his noncompliance when demands were placed on him. 15$ 

Few restraints are imposed by morality or decency, fo r the 
autistic lacks any empathetic relation with others which might mod
erate incipient aggressive tendencies: 
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Most frustrating to the family was Brian's seemingly non-caring 
attitude toward others. He did not want to join in family acti vities, 
he did not respond to outreaches of his siblings, and he did not 
develop a respect fo r others' property. 15

'l 

The underlying theme beneath his rationalizations was his inabil
ity to deal adequate ly with what he perceived as the unpredictabil
ity of other people. He simply could not empathize with others 
and so could not predict what they would do , which left him con
fused and frightened. 1''° 
Alienation and cold-heartedness can lead to fantasies of vio

lence as well as actual violence against people and animals. For a 
six-year old in school: 

Interactions with peers were associated with bizarre stories and 
play about themes of murder and blood. He became increasingly 
preoccupied with such verbalizations, aggressive acts, and 
destructive themes. At school he repeatedly took a plastic toy 
knife and was "found sawing on a peer's neck or arm." His com
ment, with delight, was "You could kill someone with this kni fe." 
On one occasion he tried to choke a child with a rope . He showed 
decreasing tolerance co stress and increasing disruptive behavior, 
e.g., tantrums .... He threatened physical harm co his younger 
brother. 101 

Tony W. wrote about himself as a chi ld: 

I remember the Yale Child Study Center. l ignored the doctors 
and did my own thing .... l was also very hateful and sneaky. 
l struggled and breathed hard because f wanted to kill the guinea 
pig; as soon as the examiner turned her back, I killed it. I hated 
my mother because she tried to stop me from being in my world 
and doing what I liked; so l stopped and as soon as she turned 
her back, I went al it again. I was very rebellious and sneaky and 
destructive. I would plot to kill my mother and destroy the world. 
Evil things astonished me such as an f-1. bomb .... l a lso had a 
very warped ~ense of humor and learned perverted things very 
quickly. T used to lash out of control and repeat sick. perverted 
phrases as well as te lling people violent, w ild , untrue things 10 

impress them. 16~ 

Billy McCoy: 
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... has spent the past fifteen years in and out o f institutions. He 
was considered uncontrollable by all of them because of his fits 
of rage. Julia McCoy says that the only thing her son learned in 
the institutions is that he is stronger than six or seven full-grown 
men . The fam ily has learned to live with his fits, during which a 
boy who can hardly articulate the sounds necessary to pronounce 
his own name screams loud and c lear, " You son of a bitch, I'm 
going to kill you." 16~ 
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The mother of an autistic youngster describes driving him in 
the car: 

Suddenly l fe lt like somebody clipped ten razor blades in tabasco 
sauce before throwing them into my neck and shoulders. Jeff 
without warning had plowed his claws into me .... He grabbed 
a handful of my hair and started slicing away at me with the ten 
switchblades Larry thought he had just clipped and filed down. 
lt was hard to duck , dodge, and capture him at the same time, 
especially hemmed up in the car .... Jeff is five years old and 
still in diapers . ""' 

The immediate family, of course, bears the greatest burden
especially the mother who must often stay home with the child. 
Many live in a state of near exhaustion. One, who had just under
gone an operation , described having to carry a pi llow at all times 
to protect herself. Another sought refuge from her adolescent son's 
rages by locking herself in the family car. "We kept the outside 
doors locked with a two-way lock day and night because he would 
run away. I would leave the patio door unlocked fo r him to play in 
the daytime in our backyard , where we had a five-foot fence with 
a padlock on the gate .... I was virtually a prisoner in my home, 
with a tiger loose and no respite, not even for a night or a weekend 
or a week."105 

One fami ly interviewed fo r this book had to keep their twenty
year-old son in a locked room with barred windows-a real prisoner 
in his own home. 

An autistic adolescent's weekend at home is described by his 
younger brother: 

The firs t event occurred about two years ago when I was sixteen . 
Eddie had just come home from Western State for an overnight 
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on Friday. We were going to take him back Saturday after 
lunch .... Friday evening was fairly uneventful , none of the 
usual tension in the air that is so characteristic or the times when 
Eddie comes home. Part of thjs tension is due to our own anxiety 
caused by the memory of previous overnights with him that have 
ended in clisaster, when we had literally to drag hi m back to West
ern State, screaming and crying. 

Saturday morning started off badly. I came down from my 
bedroom early and was sitting in our living room trying to wake 
up when the house's tranquillity was shattered by some choice 
words that I do not care to mention .... Oh, great, I thought , he's 
starting early. If he was acting this way now, in no time he would 
blow up and create an unpleasant situation for the fam ily .... 

Throughout the rest of the morning , Eddie seemed very 
keyed up, and I was starting to get worried that he would suddenly 
lose his control and run out of the house to Lord-knows-where, 
and we would spend another Saturday trying to find him. My par
ents sensed this too, so as soon as we could. we got him in the 
car and on his way. . . . 

That's when the fun started .... Eddie didn't think that was 
a good idea, so he ran out. ... My father and I spent the next 
thirty-five minutes chasing him all over the scenic routes of 
Brentwood. 

We finall y caught him with the help of the local police and 
had him in the back seat of our station wagon. I sat with him so 
that he would not hit my dad while he was driving. During the 
whole ride back he went thrnugh a series of emotional states
fi rst violently upset. then sobbing, then screaming and swinging 
at dad, then crying again .... •<><• 

The tendency to violence can be combined with sleeping 
difficulties: 

When he reached puberty, all he ll broke loose .... Nights were 
as bad as days. We slept with our bedroom door locked because 
of the violent rages he would have during the night .11

'
7 

The violence of autistics is thus a mixture of ungovernable 
impulses and- depending upon the level of inte lligence-justifica
tions and rationali zations of these impulses in terms of need to pro
tect the vulnerable ego and to assert one's own point of view in li fe. 

The uncontrollable impulsive component is seen, above a ll , in 
violence directed at the self. 
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Harry has spent a good part of the fi rs t twenty-four ye<u-s of his 
life in institutions because of his serious self-abusive behavior. 
As early as age 31/ 2 he wore arm restraints and a football helme t 
to prevent him from self-abusing. Between the ages of 5Y2 and 
fifteen he was in and out of various schools and centers for the 
retarded . At age 15 1/2 he was placed in an institution where he 
began to recei ve massive dosages of drugs as an attempt to control 
his extreme outbursts of self-abuse. However, Harry 's self-abuse 
continued in the form of ( J) head- and nose-banging with his fi sts, 
(2) thigh-hitting with his fists, (3) ankJe-kicking, and (4) arm-bit
ing. Harry's repeated blows to his face resulted in a permanent 
d isfigurement of his nose as well as a number of hematomas to 
his face and body. His ankle kicks had caused his ankles to begin 
to calcify. Finally, biting had resulted in numerous scars and scabs 
on his arms. 1°" 
He used to bite his arm, bang his head on things, slap himself He 
is very aggressive with others. Slaps them un the head, the arms, 
flicks you (even on the eyeball), throws things at you . .. . 

He used to pull my hair and his own hair out when he was angry. 
He also attacked the teacher in his new school, grabbing her hand 
and digging his nails in. When he was five he used to grab my hand 
and put it up tO his mouth and bite; or he would dig his nails into 
my hand; or he would grab my hair. He would attack the girls in 
school. He attacks his bedroom and the .furniture there. He bites 
his lips sometimes. They get so swollen that he can't chew on any
thing without them getting caught. 

45 

In very severe cases autistic children have bitten off their own 
lips and fingers , or chunks from their shoulders ; they have suffered 
detached retinas from repeatedly hitting themselves in the face and 
eyes. The level of intelligence plays a role, with retarded autistics 
having a greater tendency to self-mutilation, while those with a 
higher IQ might simply hate themselves. 

One very hostile and violent sixteen-year-old , interviewed for 
this book, started biting himself at age fourteen months: 

It is more mental abuse now. He says, "! hate the way I am. How 
long will I have to be this way? Is it forever?" This is ve1y hard on 
all of us. He is looking for a cure. lie likes to go to the doctor 
because he thinks the doctor will cure him. 
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Psychologists and psychiatrists have attributed sel f-destructive
ness to feelings of sexual frustration. But how can sexual frustration 
cause a two-year old to start pulling his hair out, or hit himself on 
the head until it is black and blue? While self-hatred undoubtedly 
plays a role in some cases, a purely neurologic impulse seems also 
to be at work. Some hit and pinch themselves on ly when they are 
excited, others when angry. The mother of one nine-year-old was 
asked why he did it: 

Q. Does he touch people? 
A . ~s. he will touch yo11r hai1; or hit you. He is q11ite 11npredicwble. 
Q. What does he say if you tell him nor to hit people? 
A . He will hit you and then say, "Yo11 need to face down," meaning 

"J need to lie face down 0 11 the floor." 
Q. Do you think it i.~ deliberate? 
A. Sometimes he just can't help himse(f. Sometimes he does it delib

erately, because he wants to. 

The self-destructive neurologic impulse is seen most especially 
in a condition peculiar to boys known as the Lesch-Nyhans Syn
drome (a combination of mental retardation , with autistic features, 
inability to speak, and violent aggressiveness directed at the self and 
at any others within reach). These boys must be kept permanently 
in strait-jackets to prevent them from destroying themselves physi
cal ly. They are aware of their state and teITified of it , so that when 
their strait-jackets shake loose, they gesture to the nurses to come 
quickly and tie them in again. 169 

Undirected, unfocussed, impulsive violence is, of course, a 
serious problem of late twentieth-century American society. In 
Chapter V we discuss the possibility that it is related to a high prev
alence of post-encephalitic neurologic damage. The very common 
association of impulsive damage with autism and, as we will see, 
with minimal brain damage, makes it very probable that social vio
lence springs in part from the same causes. 

Compensating for Ego Weakness: Hypersexuality 
An important way to compensate for one's own perceived inade
quacies is through intensified sexuality, and this is found quite often 
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in autistics. 
ln some the sexual function is underdeveloped. Sybil Elgar, a 

specialist in the care and training of autistics who heads a residentia l 
working community for forty autistic men and women in England , 
notes that " interest in sexual experience is not usual" among autis
tics. Only a minority of "more able and adjusted autistic people" 
can become involved with others. The majority "lack any capacity 
for affection , tenderness, and solicitous care of a sexual partner. " 
They "remain self-absorbed and Jack the capacity to form relation
ships because their level of social and emotional development is 
obstructed by the characteristics of autism." 110 

The wives of some marginal autistics leading normal sexual 
lives describe them as "never very interested , mechanical, never 
with feelings. " " I have to tell him what to do. " "Sex drive normal 
but performed with no feelings. He uses me like an object." 171 

But many parents describe their autistic children as "hyper
sexed," and Soviet researchers have found "precocious puberty" in 
autistics. 172 The sexually aroused autistic , moreover, pursues this 
gratification for its own sake and not as part of a relationship with 
someone e lse. 

Sexual drives tend to be satisfied through masturbation. One 
of Kanner's first cases, at age five, "often masturbated with com
plete abandon." 1n The same has been reported by others: "noisy, 
incontinent , and destructive, and masturbated excessively during 
his first weeks on the pediatric ward, taxing the patience of ward 
personnel"; " hypersexuality, expressed in excessive masturbati.on 
and sadomasochistic actions"; "public masturbation occasionally 
noticed at about eight years" (in a girl). 174 

For about rhe pas/ yem; starting at age four, he has been masturbat
ing. I couldn't believe it. Once I found him under the covers, com
pletely naked, and he had a huge erection. This has been a real 
problem for us. With him it has been a constant 1hing. Coming home 
from school he would take his clothes ofl and go into the bedroom 
and spend as long there as I would let him, and then he would come 
ow naked. It has diminished a little since. For a while it was almost 
constant. 



Seeking StructtU"e: Music 
Mention has already been made of the extraordinary musical talents 
of many autistics and their ability to remember and repeat arias , 
symphonjes, and whole scenes from operas. 

According to Rimland, "Astonishing musical ability is found 
in these children quite frequently. " 115 And it is manifested at an early 
age. Kanner describes a one-year-old [! !] who "could hum and sing 
many tunes accurately." Another could discriminate among eighteen 
symphonies at age eighteen months; at age four, in kindergarten , 
" if there is music, he wi ll go to the front row and sing." Another 
four-year-old "can tell victrola records by their color, and if one side 
of the record is identified, he remembers what is on the other side. " 116 

He loves music. As soon as he comes home he wams 10 turn on the 
stereo. He was raised with a lot of music around him. It calms him 
down. 

He likes music ve1y much. He sings very well, 011 pitch, and knows 
all the words. He used to be very imo commercials. He would have 
rather died than miss a commercial. 

Al age three or four he had a prodigious 111em0ty. He could 
memorize music and repeat it from 111emo1y . He could sing and hum 
all kinds of musical things after hearing them just once. He would 
even correct people. The 111os1 co111plica1ed things he knew were 
themes from television sho1vs-backgro11nd music and the like. 
which is not very memorable. Or a theme from a Beethoven sym
phony. His teacher said he had a three-ocw11e range and pe1fect 
pitch. 

Leonard, a moderately severe autistic, 

... by age eleven ... composed his own songs. His piano play
ing developed with virtuoso skills, a lthough it was not until hjs 
late adolescence that he could play his songs with any feeling, 
distinguishing a slow, serious c lassical piece from a li vely 
dance. m 

Love of music is not surprising. These children suffer from , 
among other things, inability to organize their perceptions and their 
thoughts. Music, especially when there is a pronounced beat, will 
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provide structure for them. "They rock. They hum, and they love 
to dance. " 118 

The only time he will rock is when he hears music. 

The beat of music for them fulfills the same function as cradle
rocking. Was it pure coincidence that "rock music" burst on the 
world in the late 1950s, just when the first vaccinated generati on 
was reaching adolescence? 

Chronological Parallels 
After Kanner's first articles on autism, researchers combed the liter
ature to find if the condition really was unprecedented. Indeed, it 
seemed to be novel, as only a handful of cases could be found 
before 1943. 

By 1958 Kanner had almost 150 in his fi les, but the 1960s saw 
a tremendous upsurge. The Goodwins, prominent child psychiat
rists, commented: "Childhood autism had been a rare entity in the 
pediatric clinic before 1964. We had seen six autistic children during 
the preceding twelve years. They had prepared us for complexities 
in management and uncertain prognosis . They had not prepared us 
for the events that followed, as sixty-five childTen came, in tum, 
to the center. " 179 

In the 1960s a risi ng tide of parents with autistic children 
flooded the offices of child psychiatrists and psychologists, begging 
for hel.p they could not give. 

The increased prevalence of autism in the I 950s and 1960s pre
cisely reflected the expansion of mandated vaccination programs 
during these same decades. 

Today autism is a growth industry. The eleven cases singled 
out by Kanner in 1943 because they differed "so rnarkedl.y and 
uniquely from anything reported so far" have expanded to 200,000 
or more in the United States alone. While the precise total is not 
known and depends upon the definition of autism accepted, the inci
dence is estimated by the National Society for Children and Adults 
with Autism at 15/10,000 live births. Since there are three million 
live buths each year in the United States, thi s comes to over 4500 
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new cases of autism each year. 180 

Total deaths in the United States during the 1980s from "ac
quired immune-deficiency syndrome" (AIDS) have been about 
45 ,000. Thus the living death of autism has affected as many chi l
dren, and their families, as have died from AIDS in the same period. 

The first cases of Rett Syndrome were reported from Austria 
in 1966. 181 

The same chronological parallel between autism and childhood vac
cination programs is found in other countries. In Japan , for example, 
the first autistic was a boy born in February 1945. 182 One of the first 
public health measures introduced by the United States Occupation 
was a compulsory pertussis vaccination program, and this case 
seems more than a coincidence. 

Today the prevalence of autism in Japan-4.5/10,000 live 
births-is lower than in the United States but comparable. 183 

In France, Chile, Austria, Holland, and the Scandinavian coun
tries the first cases of autism started appearing in the early 1950s
reflecting introduction of the pertussis vaccine in this same decade. 

In England the pertussis vaccine was introduced on a broad 
scale only in the late 1950s, after a series of trials from 1946 to 
1957. Prior to this time it had been used only sporadically by physi
cians. When a society of parents of autistic children was established 
in London in 1962, most of the children were found to have been 
born in the late 1950s, with a few from the early 1950s.18

" 

In England the incidence of autism is the same as in Japan, 
4 .5110,000 live bitths . Why these countries have less autism than 
the United States has never been explained, but it is probably 
because the pertussis vaccine is given later in these two countries 
than in the United States (at six months in England and at two years 
in Japan); coverage in England is optional and, depending on cir
cumstances, ranges from eighty to as low as thirty percent; British 
physicians , finally, take more care to elicit contraindications and are 
less eager to vaccinate a child at risk than are physicians in the 
United States .185 



A Puzzling Feature 
An unexplained feature of autism on its initial apearance was its 
curious frequency in weJl-educated families-especially profession
als such as physicians, lawyers, professors, and accountants. 

Of Kanner's first 100 cases, 96 of the fathers were high-school 
graduates , 87 had attended college, 74 had graduated from college, 
and 38 had done graduate work. 186 Of the mothers, 92 were high
school graduates, 49 had graduated from college, and eleven had 
done graduate work. This was an astonishingly high level of educa
tional attainment, especially for women and especially for the 
1930s. Also unexpected was the finding that 70 of the women had 
taken jobs, while many had continued working even after marriage! 
"To this day," Kanner observed in 1954, "we have not encountered 
any one autistic child who came of unintelligent parents ." 

In 1964 Rimland concluded that " the parents of autistic chi l
dren fom1 a unique and highly homogeneous group in terms of intel
lect and personality. " 181 

In 1967 a systematic study was done proving that Kanner's 
observations were correct. 188 A 1970 study made a similar finding
that 47 percent of the parents of autistic children had completed col
lege, while a number had done advanced study for the M.A. or 
Ph.D. This contrasted sharply with the parents of other categories 
of mentally disturbed chi ldren , where as few as nineteen percent of 
the parents were college graduates.189 

Attempts have been made, but without success , to li_nk th is 
skewed distribution of cases to genetic factors in the middle-class 
or upper-class population of parents. 

One point insufficiently stressed in the early surveys was the 
high incidence of parents working in medicine or connected with 
it. Kanner's first 100 cases included eleven physicians (five psychia
trists), three Ph.D. 's in the sciences, one psychologist, and one 
dentist; of the mothers one was a physician, three were nurses , two 
were psychologists , one a physiotherapist, and one a laboratory 
technician. 190 

But there were other medical connections which did not neces-
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sarily appear in the statistical breakdown. One mother told Kanner: 

I majored in zoology .... l wanted to be a doctor, but my family 
didn't have the stamina. I have often regretted it. I taught school 
for two years, then worked in an endocrinology laboratory. 19

' 

In another case the father was a clothing merchant , the mother 
had "a successful business record, a theatrical booking office in 
New York." But her uncle, a psychiatrist, came to the physician's 
office instead of the father and clearly had much influence over the 
family's medical decisions. One New England mother had studied 
child psychology in college. In a fourth case the father was a 
psychiatrist, while the mother, a high-school graduate, "worked as 
a secretary in a pathology laboratory before m<trriage-a 'hypomanic' 
type of person; sees everything as a pathological specimen rather 
than well; throughout the pregnancy she was very apprehensive, 
afraid she would not li ve through the labor. " 192 

Kanner noted: "Many of the fathers and most of the mothers 
are perfectionists .... The mothers felt duty-bound to carry out to 
the letter the rnles and regulations which they were given by their 
obstetricians and pediatricians. " 193 

But these early data showing a preponderance of educated par
ents have now been superseded; since the l 970s the skewed distri
bution no longer obtains. In the United States autism is now evenly 
di stributed, with no social class or ethnic group being particularly 
favored. 194 

Hence the conclusion is now reached that the earlier data were 
mistaken, "based on outdated research .... No social or psycholog
ical characteristics of parents or families have proven to be associated 
with autism." 195 But is this correct? Was the earlier research done 
badly, or did the source population for autistic chjJdren change 
between J 940-1950 and the .L970s? This latter possibility has not 
been investigated. 

A real shift in the socio-economic distribution pattern of autism 
can readily be explained in tenns of childhood vaccination. When 
the pertussis vaccine was first introduced, being offered by the occa
sional forward-looking pediatrician to parents anxious to do "every
thing possible" for their children and avid for the latest wonders off 
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the medical assembly-line, who were the first takers? Not the blue
collar workers, who could not afford these frills and are , in any 
case, often suspicious of doctors. Free vaccination at public health 
clinics (where today the vast bulk of lower-class children get their 
shots) was still for the future. Only the prosperous- who could 
afford private physicians-were in a position to request this vac
cine. And these same prosperous and educated parents, especially 
educated and ambitious mothers with some exposure to medicine , 
would have insisted on it. 

This explains the skewed distribution of autistics in the early 
decades . Kanner, who was such an acute observer in all other 
respects, was no less so in this one. 

As vaccination programs expanded and became obligatory in 
nearly every state, rich and poor alike could seek the benefits of 
the DPT shot. The incidence of autism evened out, and researchers 
assume that the earlier statistics were incorrect! 

* * * 
Today the more enlightened specialists realize that autism is not a 
discrete entity of psychological or "emotional" origin, but a many
faceted neurologic condition with close links to other recognizably 
neurologic disabilities such as mental retardation and epilepsy. 

Although it occurs frequently enough to be classified as a true 
epidemic, no theory as to its cause has yet been accepted. 

The next chapter brings out the parallels between autism and 
the much more widespread condition-minimal brain damage. 
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II 

Minimal Brain Damage 

ln the micl-l 950s, a decade after the emergence of autism, medical 
science and the public became aware of a spreading disorder among 
schoolchildren called "hyperactivity": 

The children show involuntary and constant overactiviry which 
greatly surpasses the normal. This may already be present during 
early infancy. Motor deve lopment is often advanced, and histories 
frequently indicate that the child climbed out of the crib well 
before a year of age. Parents often say that he walked early and 
there was "no holding him" after that, or that he could not be kept 
in a play pen and was into everything, having to be tied to keep 
him in the yard. 1 

The U.S. Public Health Service in 1963 .listed nearly JOO signs 
and symptoms associated with hyperactivity and altered the name 
to "minimal brain dysfunction." 

However, the expression "minimal brain damage" is preferable, 
si nce the "dysfunction" is the consequence of actual brain damage. 

Within a decade minimal brain damage was presenting a major 
challenge to the American school system, and to child psychiatry 
generally. Paul Wender, a leading authority, wrote in 1971 that the 
disorder "occurs in conjunction with- and possibly as the basis 
of-virtually all ... categories of childhood behavior disturbances 
... embanassing but true ," and that it is "probably the most com
mon single diagnostic entity seen in Child Guidance Clinics."2 

The Shaywitzes, professors of pediatrics at Yale Medical 
School , wrote in 1984 that minimal brain damage is " perhaps the 
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most common, and certainly one of the most time-consuming prob
lems in current pediatric practice. " 3 

And the Journal of the American Medical Association in 1988 
cal led minimal brain damage "the single most prevalent disability 
reported by elementary schools and one of the most common refer
ral problems to child psychiatry outpatient c linics ... probably the 
most researched problem in child psychiatry. "4 

Boys manifest it five or ten times as frequently as g irls, and it 
was once thought to be an exclusively male disorder. 

The American Psychiatric Association estimates that three per
cent of U.S. prepubertal children suffer from one or another man
ifestation of minimaJ brain damage (from thirty to seventy-five per
cent of these are also hyperactive, depending upon whose opinion 
one accepts). 5 

But the APA's figures are certainly understated. lf the figure 
was only three percent, this disorder would not be " the most com
mon s ingle diagnostic enti ty seen in Child Guidance Clinics .. , Those 
who have estimated the prevalence level at fifteen to twenty percent 
of school children are closer to the mark. 6 

But even this may be an understatement. Kathleen Long and 
David McQueen , studying the Maryland and District of Columbia 
school systems in 1984 (where thirteen percent of children are 
a lready in "special education classes"), concluded that "[minimally 
brain damaged] children are significantly undercletected ... nation
ally in public school systems. "1 

In any case, the prevalence of minimal brain damage with 
hyperactivity is steadily rising. 

Defining the Syndrome 
A 1984 U.S government pamphlet described three typical cases: 

My son Johnny is two years old and has totally disrupted our 
household since he was an infant. He has few fri ends because he 
kicks, pushes, shoves, and screams at other kids. He opens lhe 
refrigerator and tries to sit in it. He climbs onto kitchen counters , 
turns off the water heater and unscrews almost anything, even the 
storm door. Nothing seems to please him .... 



Defining the Syndrome 

Tommy can't sit sti ll. He is disruptive at school with his constant 
talking and clowning around. He leaves the classroom without the 
teacher's permission. Although he has above-average intelligence, 
Tommy has trouble reading and writing. When he talks, the words 
come out so fast no one understands him. 

Joe won't go to school. Instead, he explores the house. When he 
grew tall enough to unlock the screen door, those explorations 
shifted to the neighborhood. He was the neighborhood terror. 
Once we found Joe wandering down the middle of the street! He 
looks like an abused child. He has a mass of bruises from bump
ing i11to anything that gets in his way. 8 
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As with autism, when the attempt was made to define minimal 
brain damage , it was seen to ramify and become associated with 
other disabilities . 

Hypoactivity (sluggishness) is found in this population, 
although less common; the child is lethargic during the day and 
requires an unusual amount of sleep. 9 

Minimally brain-damaged children usually have a limited atten
tion span; even when of normal or superior IQ, they do poorly in 
school because of easy distractibility and failure to complete work 
within the allotted time. Such a child may be called "absent-minded. " 10 

The opposite occurs also: an excessively long attention span: 
"If he's interested," says the mother, "he's there until its completely 
done." The five-year old can spend four or five hours on a building
block project; he seems unable to withdraw his attention from the 

task at hand. 11 

While children were formerly thought to "grow out" of mini
mal brain damage, thi s is now known to occur only in a few of the 
mjJder cases . Hyperactivity in particular often slackens with age. 
But other symptoms, especially attention-span difficulties , continue 
into adult life. 

There is no cure. 

Once minimal brain damage had been identified as a syndrome, 
psychologists and psychiatrists came forward to explain why chil
dren were acting in these bizarre ways. But then, just as with 
autism, investigators fo und to their surprise that the MBD syndrome 
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was associated with mental retardation, seizures, cerebral palsy, 
"hard" and "soft" neurologic signs, and other disabilities which did 
not readily fit into "behavioral" or "emotional" categories. 

The Diagnostic and Statistical Manual estimates that five per
cent of children with minimal brain damage suffer from one or 
another of these more serious conditions. 12 But this statistic is likely 
to be severely understated , being distorted by the aversion of mental 
hospitals and insurance programs to multiple diagnoses. When a 
chjld is diagnosed with two or more disorders-such as, for instance, 
epilepsy and minimal brain damage- the more serious neurologic 
defect will overshadow the less serious. The diagnosis written down 
on the chart will be "epilepsy," and the minimal brain damage 
aspect of his condition will be forever lost to medical statistics
gathering. 13 

Nonetheless, there is indeed a high association between mini
mal brain damage and these other neurological defects-which are, 
of course, the same d isabilities already noted in connection with 
autism. 

Mental retardation , for example: while many children with 
minimal brain damage are of average or even above-average intelli
gence, on the whole they have a lower IQ than normal chjldren. 

By the same token , minimal brain damage is three to four times 
more common in the mentally retarded than in those with a normal 
IQ.'" 

MBD children also have a high incidence of seizure disorders: 
epi lepsy, tics , tremors, choreifom1 (twisting) movements , facial 
grimaces, infantile spasms, and others . And, conversely, children 
diagnosed as "epileptic" have a very high incidence of severe learn
ing disabilities and attention-span difficulties. 15 

If the MBD child does not have a seizure disorder per se, he 
may still show one or more of the "hard" or "soft" signs indicating 
a "subclinical" neurologic disorder. Half of these children manifest 
such typical "hard" signs as EEG abnomrnlities and muscle hyper
tony or hypotony. Typical "soft" signs are motor impairments, 
extremely poor handwriting, inability to balance, poor visual-motor 
coordination, c lumsiness, awkward gait, impaired hopping ability, 
and a tendency to walk on the toes. 16 
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"Clumsiness" in its most severe form becomes cerebral palsy. 
In one study a quarter of the children with cerebral palsy were also 
hyperactive. 17 

Children with minimal brain damage are disproportionately 
left-handed or ambidexterous (described technically as " left and 
mixed lateral ity" or "poor] y defined unilateral dominance"). The 
child cannot readily distinguish right from left, up from clown, 
beside from behind, etc. If asked to touch his left ear with hi s right 
hand, he becomes baffled. 18 

The 1982 article by Norman Geschwincl and Peter Behan men
tioned earlier showed a s ignificant conelation between left-handed
ness and dyslexia. 

A l987 Washington Post-ABC News poll made a curious dis
covery-that sixteen percent of Americans under thirty are left
handed or ambidexterous, as against only twelve percent of those 
over sixty. Another recent survey found an even greater disparity: 
thirteen percent of twenty-year olds were lefties , compared to five 
percent of persons in their fifties. The accepted interpretation is that 
lefties in the past were forced to switch to right-handed writing 
while in school, and thi s may, indeed, be one factor, but is not 
necessarily the only one. There is a strong possibility that the 
epidemic of vaccine-induced sub-clinical encephalitis since 1945 
has generated a dispropo1tionate incidence of left-handedness and 
ambidexterity in the under-forty or under-thirty age groups. 19 

Sleep cl isturbances are very common in this population. 20 1 n the 
mid-1950s , concomitant with the emergence of minimal brain dam
age on the medical scene, psychiatrists were inundated with ch il 
dren who could not s leep at night. Two authorities wrote in 1957: 
" It has frequently been observed that , in the present permissive era 
of child management, the previously common feeding problems 
have been replaced to a large extent by sleeping problems." 21 

The MBD child turns day into night. Hyperactivity increases 
at bedtime, with difficulty in falling asleep. Or the child fal ls asleep 
at the proper time but wakens afte r a few hours . A variety of mis
demeanors may follow, from talking or singing in bed to turning on 
the lights and rampaging through the house in noisy and sleep-d is
turbing play. 22 
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In other MBD ch ildren sleep is fitfu l and without established 
patterns; they catnap both day and night. Or they have trouble falling 
asleep but are then almost impossible to arouse. 23 The minimally 
brain damaged child who is "hypoactive" is particularly prone to 
this "sleep drunkenness." 

Physicians since 1970 have discovered a new condition in 
adults labelled "delayed sleep phase syndrome"- mean ing inability 
to fall asleep before three or four in the morning. Although data on 
the origins of this syndrome are lacking, certainly these could be 
the MBD children now grown up. 24 

In chi ldren sleep may be accompanied by teeth-grinding, night 
sweats, nightmares , and night teITors. 

Darnell has very bad night terrors. He had a stage at age Mo, and 
now he has another one. Recently he was sure there was a cereal 
box and out of it came green men with long legs and long tongues; 
they jumped on him. and he screamed bloody murder. They were 
in his hail; etc. 

Enuresis (bedwetting) and "unrel iable sphincters" often accom
pany the sleep disorder. The child sleeps very deeply and wets his 
bed until early or 1ate adolescence . 2' 

Eleven million adult Americans are thought to have a problem 
with urinary control, and the causes are unknown. 26 

Encopresis (lack of control over the anal sphincter, with bowel 
movements at inappropriate times and places) is also seen (in adults 
as well as children) . 

MBD children often have appetite disorders, refusing to eat 
even when hungry. As babies they may have a weak or nonexistent 
sucking reflex, along with gagging and drooling and difficulty swal
lowing. 2' 

Refusal or reluctance to eat (anorexia nen1osa) may continue 
into childhood, adolescence, and adulthood. 

Anorexia can also be caused by the amphetamines given to 
these children to control hyperactivity.* 

Or these MBD children may eat too much and indiscriminately 

*See discussion in Chapter V 
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(bulimia), a condition which, like anorexia, came into prominence 
in the 1960s. 28 

Anorexia is thought to occur in up to one percent of adolescent 
fema les (ages twelve to e ighteen). Bulimia is even more common, 
as college student surveys detect it in 4.5 to thirteen percent of 
females and 0.4 to five percent of males. 

The rule of thumb is that fifteen percent of adolescent girls in 
the United States experience serious problems with anorexia and/or 
bulimia. 29 

Thus the post-encephalitic syndrome seems to be manifested 
in males predominantly as hyperactivity and in females predomin
antly as appetite disorder. 

Even if the child does eat, he may still have severe colic as an 
infant, arching his back from the pain in his stomach. He may have 
suffe red inordinately from stomach aches in childhood and adoles
cence. Ju Bad breath has also been noted. 

The MBD child may have a high tolerance for pain and discom
fort , especially temperature changes. He will wear his long-johns 
every day, even in the summer, when others are suffering from the 
heat. Or he may play outside in January in his tee-shirt. 

Cranial Nerve Palsies 
These neurological impairments are identical with those already 
found in conjunction with autism. Thus cranial nerve palsies also 
play a prominent role in the syndromes associated with minimal 
brain damage. 

While the MBD child may have a defect in the sensory organ 
itself, more commonly the problem stems from a "processing 
defect" (also called "perceptual handicap," "cogniti ve disorder," 
"discriminatory sensory loss," e tc.), meaning an interruption in the 
crani al nerves connecting the sensory organ with the bra in . 

Vision: the MBD child may suffer from oculomotor incoordi
nations and visual defects, disturbances in eye movements, or 
crossed eyes (strabismus). 

These motor and other disturbances of the eyes, moreover, are 
often associated with chronic migraine headaches later in li fe. Four 
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percent of U.S. school children have migraine headaches. and the 
min imally brain-damaged have a disproportionate share of them. 
Geschwind and Behan's article called attention to the connection 
between migraine headaches, left-handedness, and dyslexia. Alan 
Leviton concluded in 1986, from his experience at the Boston Chil 
dren's Hospital, that "children who are brought to medical attention 
because of frequently recurring or disabling headaches appear to 
have an increased prevalence of learning disorders . "3 1 

Headaches are often associated with sleep disturbances: night 
terrors, somnambulism, head-banging before sleep, uneasy sleep, 
sleep apnea (waking up with a feeling of suffocation), etc. 

Morning headaches and headaches that awaken patients in the 
middle of the night are often described as frontal or diffuse over 
the scalp. In general , they improve or dissipate after the patient 
awakens, but can persist for several hours. They were reported in 52 
percent of 120 surveyed patients with obstructive sleep apnea syn
drome. Long afternoon naps may al so be followed by a headache. 12 

Even when the eyes are physiologically sound and capable of 
movement, the child may be unable to read-leading to dyslexia 
or learning disabilities. The ind ividual so affected is commonly of 
good intelligence but has extreme difficulty associating the visual 
symbols of letters with the sounds they represent. ~3 

Dyslexia is the reason why "Johnny Can't Read" today. 
Although solutions to the problem of galloping illiteracy in the 
United States are continually being proposed, no one really believes 
they will work. Our educational establishment is just conducting a 
holding action in the hope that they will wake up one day and find 
that Johnny can read after al l. 

This will never occur, however, as long as all the Johnnies in 
the country are being vaccinated with substances capable of making 
them dyslexic. 

" Dyscalculia" is the name for inability to perform arithmetic. 
The child has trouble with numbers and cannot establish a relation
ship between the symbol and the concept. He cannot associate the 
concept of "sevenness" with the word "seven" or the symbol "7." 
In other words, he can count to seven by rote but will not recognize 
the word "seven" or the symbol "7" when used in a sentence. -'·1 
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In "dysgraphia" the child can recognize words but has trouble 
speJJing them, since he cannot remember the sequence of the letters; 
he may be unable to write cursively and have to print instead. 

Hearing: minimal brain damage also involves disabilities of aura l 
perception, including "audiomotor incoordination," "auditory imper
ceptions," "developmental receptive language di sorder, " "auditory 
perception deficits," "high-frequency hearing loss," and the like. 

The opposite condition , "hyperacusis" or preternaturally sensi
tive hearing, is also found. It can cause the individual to be con
fused and distracted by multiple aural intakes. 

Hearing disorders are frequently associated with a chron ic 
otitis in childhood which may have damaged the eardrum. 

Speech can be affected as well. Some children have "paucity 
of speech" or even "complete absence of speech." Most start talking 
later than nonnal and then have a variety of speech problems: "de
fects of articulation and language," "deficit in a language or symbol 
function ," "disorders of speech and communication," "developmen
tal articulation disorder," "infantile speech," "defici ts in receptive , 
integrative , and/or expressive language," etc. 

A common speech impediment of the MBD child is stuttering 
or stanunering. Samuel Toney Orton, whose work on dyslexia in 
the 1920s and 1930s was the basis for later developments in this 
fie ld, pointed even then to the strong relationship between stuttering 
and dyslexia . This fac t was later forgotten, and was resurrected only 
recently. 35 

A variation on stuttering is inability to complete a sentence 
because the right word cannot be found (caJled "anomia", "clear 
lapses in naming objects, places, or people"). 

At age four he would start a sentence, which might have been a 
complicated one. Or he might be reaching for a word. He would 
keep repeating the beginning of the sentence. fie couldn't get to rhe 
word he wanted. So he would have to keep repeating the sentence. 
This wem 0 11 all during age four. 

Other disabilities are: speech usage below age, severely li mited 
vocabulary, oddities of ai1iculation or intonation ("slow, monotone, 
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loud sing-song, incontrollable sounds, unmodulated, sharp, or 
peculiar syllabilization, and pressured speech"). The voice becomes 
monotonous and less resonant. The speaker is unable to modulate 
hi s tone of voice in response to the environment. 36 

Sometimes the child starts to speak and then loses this abi lity: 
"He spoke in sentences at about three years .... Having entered 
nursery school at age four, he refused to talk , and he began to talk 
again only when he was five."37 

Sometimes the child can talk but refuses to-labelled "elective 
rnutism": 

The essential feature is continuous refusal to speak in almost all 
social situations, including at school, despite ability to com
prehend spoken language and to speak. These children may com
municate via gestures, by nodding or shaking tbe head , or, in 
some cases, by monosyllabic or sho11, monotone unerances. J3 

But the opposite can occur, unnatural verbal abi lity, such as a 
talent for mimicry. 

He constamly liste11s for animal sounds and then imitates them. In 
the Bronx 'Zoo the wolves even answered back. 

The American Psychiatric Association's "conservative esti
mate" is that ten percent of children below age eight, and five per
cent aged eight years or older, have one or another of these speech 
defects!39 

Phil A. Silva and coworkers in 1987 found these various 
speech defects to have serious implications for the chi ld 's future: 
children with early language delay turn out to have lower intelli
gence, lower reading scores , and a higher incidence or behavioral 
problems. 40 

As in autism, the senses of smell and taste may be over
developed in MBD children and partl y offset deficiencies in hear
ing, vision, and voice. The mother wi ll say that her child is "very 
particular about foods" and complains about the smell of cooking . 

Salivation is sometimes unpleasantly enhanced. The child spits 
a lot, especially when angry. There may be weakness of the facial 
muscles, causing a "mask-like" appearance.J' 



Breathing and Asthma 

The reflex control of breathing is also mediated through the cranial 
nerves (IX and X-the glossopharyngeal and vagus nerves); thus 
the MBD child often ex periences breathing difficulties. 

Bonnie Kaplan of the University of Calgary noted in 1987 the 
"common] y held clinical impression that children with attention
deficit disorder with hyperactivity show an unusual number of phys
ical ailments, such as upper respiratory infections and ear infections." 
Her own study, rely ing on parent interviews, found a "consistently 
greater frequency" of respiratory symptoms in these children.42 

Thus it is no conciclence that asthma is on the increase among 
children in the United States, the United Kingdom, and several 
other industrialized countTies. 

Surveys find that eleven to fourteen percent of infants have 
"wheezing," while half continue these episodes into childhood and 
adoJescence. 43 The condition then develops into asthma, which has 
been increasing in the United States since at least the early 1970s. 
It is now at the level of seven percent of the population: ten million 
Americans in all, with three million under the age of eighteen. It 
accounts for nearly a quarter of al l days of school absence, and is 
third among all chronic diseases as a cause of physician visits. 44 

Twice as many boys suffer from it as girls, with the male 
excess being greatest in the more severe cases. ~5 

Asthma mortality in this country has also been rising since the 
late 1970s. 46 Most disturbing are the deaths of very young children. 
Medical folk-wisdom used to hold that "No child ever dies of 
asthma," but s.ince the 1960s there has been an "epidemic" of 
asthma deaths among you ng persons in the United Kingdom, New 
Zealand, Australia, and the United States. 47 

In 1985 there were 125 deaths in the United States from asthma 
in children under age fifteen , with another 156 deaths between the 
ages of fifteen and twenty-four. 48 

Many asthmatics overlap with the minimally brain damaged 
and reveal the same combination of symptoms-like Josh Cohen 
in Thomas Plaut's Children with Asthma, who was unable to keep 
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up with his class even in ki ndergarten: 

He was nowhere ready ro deal even with the prcreading .. . . The 
constant runny nose made him seem a bit sickl y .... In the fi rst 
grade he had a beginning, inexperienced teacher. She seemed not 
to worry about Josh's continu ing inability to deal with reading and 
writing. She said he often appeared tired and wou ld nap under 
her desk during the afternoon. Perhaps his constant runny nose 
wasn't helping things either? ... What I saw was a ch ild who 
wished he didn't have 10 go to school. ... [by 1hc second grade] 
He had learned v irtually nothing in a year and a half of school.•" 

The connection between sudden infanr death, asthma , and 
other breathing difficulties-all due to impairment of the cranial 
nerves governing respiration- should be investigated further, with 
particular reference to childhood vaccinations . 

The parallels between the various cranial-ne rve pa lsies in 
autism and minimal brain damage suggest a common origin of these 
two conditions and even an overall identity, differing from one 
another only in degree. Both are specific manifestations of a larger 
phenomenon, the post-encephalitic syndrome (d iscussed in the fo l
lowing chapter) wh ich is in most cases the consequence of child
hood vaccinations. 

Psychological or Neurologic? 

Researchers such as Samuel Torrey Orton in the 1920s realized that 
"emotional disturbances" originate in neurologic reality. so But this 
insight was lost after World Was 11 when psychology, psychiatry. and 
especially Freudian psychoanalysis became overwhelmingly popu
lar medical disc iplines, whi le the link between menta l illness and 
neurology was largely broken. 

Emotions were the stock in trade of these doctors of the sou l: 
sex ual maladjustments , the Oedipus complex, the "nightmare" of 
life in the nuclear family, and the like. The multipl ying hordes of 
minimally brain-damaged children were ideal grist fo r these mills . 

Furthermore, in recent decades a neurologic interpretation of 
mental illness has been seen to re flect a conservative pol itical 
stance-unwillingness ro help the low-income soc ial groups whose 
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inferior economic status gives rise to "emotional" disabilities. 
Psychologists and psychiatrists , being professional intellectuals 

and thus usually left-of-center politically, prefer diagnoses which 
allow for the possibility of politico-medical intervention. A finding 
of neurologic damage is inherently distasteful to them (and it was 
rarely considered), since such a condition is neru·ly always irremed
iable, and no great hope of improvement through public health pro
grams can be extended. 

The idea of preventing future cases by curtailing one major 
public health program seems not to have occurred to anyone. 

Bruno Bettelheim took the lead in generating soothing non
neurologic explanations of minimal brain damage: 

I am convinced, on the basis of my many years of work with 
severely emotionally disturbed children , that a child of normal 
intelligence will develop a reading block only if he has severe 
emotional problems. There is ... a good inner reason which a 
normally intelligent child expresses in outward " inability" to learn 
... a child can have positive reasons for not learning (that is, 
reasons that fulfill an emotional need) as well as negative ones.5 ' 

What were these positive reasons, these unfulfilled emotional 
needs? 

Emotionally a child often equates learning with renouncing close
ness to a beloved mother ... to many ch ildren , learning s ignifies 
giving up , if not mother, certainly be ing mothered. This they are 
unwilling to do. 

Other ch ildren refused to read-to maintain their self-respect! 

Does this sound contradictory and unbe lievable? ... Some chil
dren , who are behind the learning ball to begin with, come to the 
conclusion that it is better to be first among the lowliest than to 
be one of the mob of average learners. 

If the child was poor or black, staying illiterate was a way to 
reject dominant white values and a white-dominated society: 

Sometimes teachers , wanting a child to accept middle-class stan
dards, ask him to behave according to principles above and 
beyond those of his parents . Such a child may then express his 
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deep loyalty to his parents by rejecting all the school- and with 
it learning-stands for . ... When a child from a crowded slum 
encounters images of "nice" fam ily life that arouse his jealousy 
and envy .. . his envy may turn into fury. 

This envy can be reinforced by peer pressure from other 

equally "disadvantaged" children in the class. 
But Bettelhe im and other knowers of the human heart could 

play both sides of the street. While some chi ldren refused to read 
out of deep loyalty to their parents, others did the same in order to 
punish them-especially the mother: 

Some children are so overwhelmed at home . . . by being nagged 
to desperation or by being driven to achieve beyond their ability 
-that their need to defy is great. They will defy adult authority 
wherever they see a chance to without dire consequences . . . a 
child who doesn't dare oppose an overpowering parent defies the 
teacher instead by refusing to learn . . . [also} by not learning, he 
effectively punishes his parents to whom he is otherwise subservient. 

Bettelheim recounted the story of the supposed ly feeble
minded boy from an unhappy fam ily who cou ld not read until one 
day the teacher blacked out the words " fathe r" and " mother" on the 
page . "The boy, who up to then had steadfastly maintained that he 
couldn't read at a ll , did so, reading proudly and without error a 
seven-page story. Thi s was the turning-point in his academic 

career." 
Bettelheim even managed to bring sex into the picture: 

The inhibition of curiosity is another potent source of learn ing 
blocks. Sometimes a child interprets a parent 's order not to 
explore his own body [masturbation!!) or what goes on in his par
ents' bedroom as meaning that all curiosity is wrong. But one can
not learn without curiosity. 

He had only one song to sing, but he ne ver wearied of it. 
A legion of o ther reasons "Why Johnny Can't Read" were 

thrust by Bettelheim and others upon a gullible public , which was 
apparently willing to believe anything provided it was "emotional. " 
"Some children are afraid to compete, or don't want to, because they 
feel competition is wrong." Children read le tters and words , but 
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can't understand sentences and paragraphs , because they "develop 
the notion that while they're permitted to see, they aren't supposed 
to understand the meaning of what they see. Typically this happens 
when a chi ld knows his parents do not want him to understand their 
actions or motives ." If the parents are quarrell ing , "a child 's need 
to undo, to change too painful a situation , may result in reversals, 
that is, substituting one letter for another in reading .... " 

Other aspects of minimal brain damage also came i'1 for their 
share of psychologizing. Asthma could easily be attributed to the 
"smothering" "asthmatogenic" l ! !] mother:52 

Everyone knew asthma was a psychosomatic disease caused, of 
course, by mother! Oh God, Sigmund Freud has my number. This is 
it. I thought I had been doing such a good job of faking parenting. 53 

Anorexia in young girls was u·eated psychiau·ically by "maintain
ing the patient's disengagement from parental conflicts and encour
aging her development of self-care, self-esteem, and interpersonal 
trust. " And for the parents, "marital therapy ... centered on the 
need of the couple to attend to themselves, their future , and their 
relationship. "5

• 

Enuresis, being a frequent concomi tant of minimal brain dam
age, has spawned an enormous psychiatric output: 

The enuresis is seen as the child's retaJiation against the parents 
or the sign of a persistently infantilized relationship. The 
symptom has also been described dynamically to represent a mas
turbatory equivalent [! !], an expression of bisexuality [! !]. or a 
somatization of a defect in body image. l ??ps 

Equally great powers of imagination were displayed by the 
psycho logical and psychoaaalytical fraternity in interpreting the ris
ing incidence of sleep disorders ("one of the major problems of pres
ent child-rearing") noted in American children in the late 1940s and 
after.~<· 

A 1956 panel meeting of the American Psychoanalytical 
Association on "sleep disturbances in children" shows how this pro
fessional body responded to the var ious neurologic symptoms that 
were starting to emerge. 57 

Did the chi ld have insomnia? ''Anna Maenchen asked us to con-
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sider ' the unspecified maturational reluctance to retreat from al l the 
activity and autonomy of waking life' [which] may express itself in 
a reluctance to go to s leep. One illustration was a patient who as a 
child was afraid that he 'might forget to breathe' while asleep. This 
quality of un learning or feared loss of an ability was important." 

Thal the child had apnea and was justifiably terrified of dying 
in hi s sleep did not occur to Anna Maenchen. Instead , she cons id
ered "presleep mechanisms of children": 

She mentioned the good-night kiss, the eternal dri nk of milk or 
waler which for the child ... serves by the very presence of the 
mother figure Lo remove guilt fee lings arising from oral-sadistic 
impulses. She particularly emphasized fetishes such as soft 
clothes, a pillow, a blanket , a piece of wool , or a teddy bear which 
... might represent the mother's skin, and perhaps at the age of 
fou r, a phallic symbol. We should differentiate between prephallic 
and phallic si tuations .. .. 

Marianne Kris commented on the "typical negativistic daytime 
behavior" of the toddler with a sleep disturbance-this being "only 
one aspect of the conflict between active and passive tendencies in 
this developmental period." 

The tendencies are perhaps almost equal and at this time when 
the mother demands an acceptance by the child of a passive, 
sleeping situation , sleep disturbances may be manifested because 
of poor internal ization , and reliance on projective mechanisms is 
usual. Kris felt that this phenomenon possibly occurs a little bit 
earl ier than the pinnacle of anal-sadistic conflict. She also felt that 
possibly because there are reduced demands by parents about 
feed ing, stronger parental desires for regularized sleep occur. 

Another small (thirty-two-month old) patient with an acute 
sleep disturbance had an obsession about people's eyes, interpreted 
by one participant as "a phobia of goggles and dark eye glasses.'' 

At the age of twenty-nine months he was acutely frightened by 
the sight of a truck driver who wore goggles. He became reluctant 
to meet people for fear that they wore dark glasses .... In addi
tion, he had to "eye" things excessively. One of his defensive rituals 
was his particular edition of his nighttime prayer: "Now 1 lay me 
down to look. r pray the Lord my look to look. If I should look 
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before I look, I pray the Lord my look to look." When asked why 
he insisted on this version of the prayer, he merely said , "J like 
to say look." 

One child presented with hypersomnia: 

At three months of age a prediction was made that this was a nar
cissistic child . The infant had no object relationships , and the 
infant's sleep was very satisfying to the mother. After feeding, the 
child went right back to s leep, and this pattern continued into the 
second year, although periods of wakefulness and activity became 
more prominent. ... If a history had been obtained when this 
child was ten , most clinicians would have thought that this was 
an autistic child. 
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But the psychoanalyst herself concluded merely that the child had 
a "high stimulus barrier." 

Another participant discussed "paren tal anxieties accompany
ing sleep disturbances in young ch ildren," meaning the legitimate 
concern of the parents that there might be something wrong with 
the child who has breathing difficulties in the middle of the night. 
To the psychoanalyst the real problem was the parents (of course!) 
who sometimes viewed sleep disturbance as "an aggressive action." 
"Some mothers with hostile wishes [???] need to return after the 
child is asleep to reassure themselves that the child is not dead." 

Or, alternately, in the case of small infants "there appeared to 
be unconscious competition through helplessness and dependency 
on the part of the mother ... there were many suggestions of strong 
oral-sadistic impulses in the mother preserved as unconscious threats 
of disintegration of themselves ." 

Some noted correctly the correlation between sleep disturbances, 
or "head-banging or body biting before falling asleep," and separa
tion anxieties , nightmares , speech difficulties, "aggressive defiant" 
behavior, anxieties, and "repressed rage." Several of the pa1ticipants 
mentioned hyperactivity, "d ischarge of motor impulses," etc. 

But clinical insight into these neurologic manifestations was, 
alas, sublimated in unintelligible digressions and speculations about 
"qualitati ve differences of differing ego functions, " "splitting of the 
superego," " ' desomatization of reactions to excitations,' using Max 
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Schur's termino logy," "acceptance of punishment for oral-sadistic 

wishes," and the like. 

Ultimately, of course, the mom was blamed for everything: 

"The vast majority of sleep d isturbances during the fi rst year of life 
can be attributed to pmental handling which varies from insufficient 

mo thering to overstirnulation"-in a precise paralle l to the mothers 

o f autistics who eithe r overstimulated or understimulated the child's 

ego fo rmation ! 

A mother who bel ieved in these " psychogen ic interpretations," and 

whose third-grade daughter was fai ling in school due to night terrors , 

tells her story: 

The bad marks came as a surprise to us, since Pat had always 
been curious and eager to learn. But lately she had been having 
trouble getting to sleep. As soon as the lights were out , she would 
be taken over by wideawake nightmares. I say "taken over" 
because she seemed unable to control her thoughts .... Again 
and again , after half a night shaken by her "bad thoughts," as she 
called them, she would trail in for breakfast looking peaked and 
wan.58 

The school psycho log ist was consulted , and he explained: 

Chi ldren show strain in many ways- sleeplessness, lying, irra
tional fears , learning disability, bed wetting are some of them ... . 
Pat was troubled by something that she couldn't tel I us about for 
she didn't recognize what it was herself. But ... just because she 
had buried her fear or guilt out of sight didn't mean that in the 
light of day it would be coo terrible to look al. ... 

He recommended a private psychiatris t who helped her a little 

with the waking nightmares. The n , however, he urged the parents 

to come in for tre atment: 

I thought of myself as fai rly knowledgeable by this time, but I 
was completely unprepared fo r the broad implications of our talk 
with Dr. Mann. BrieAy, the root of Pat's trouble had been a secret, 
guilty conscience. She felt that she was wicked and bad because, 
sometimes, and passionately, she hated us all- Dave and Jill and 
me .... Her fantasies of making us pay-sometimes quite vio
lently-frightened her, and she became convinced that she was 
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wicked. Then her gu ilty conscience would take over in the form 
of her bad thoughts about getting hurt. . . . 
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While we know nothlng about the medical history of "Pat," 
she has to be seen as representing the class of children suffering 
from sleep disorders and "night terrors" which was becoming more 
and more numerous in these years. These symptoms are common 
sequelae of encephalitis, including encephalitis from vaccination, 
and it is reasonable to assume that in many cases vaccination was 
the cause of the sleep disturbances. 

But this factor was never considered in the diagnosis. 
Since the 1950s American parents and their children have been 

continuously subjected to psychologizing and psychiatrizing on a 
vast scale. Geschwind wrote in 1982 that thi s prejudice "makes it 
extremely difficult to accept that there are instances in which 
difficulties in emotional adjustment are the primary result of altera
tions in the brain. "59 

Neurologically oriented professionals later welcomed the new 
term "minimal brain dysfunction" as representing a slight move
ment away from purely psychiatric interpretations. It "rescued ch il
dren and their parents from the rigid track of psychogenic interpre
tations which were used to explain all deviant behavior, and from 
the consequent dependence on long-term psychotherapy with its 
expensive and irrelevant probing for theoretical and stereotyped 
causal complexes. "60 

Bettelheim and the legions of mental health professionals who 
espoused, and still do espouse, the "emotional" theory of minimal 
brain damage ignore a truth which has long been known and was 
recently restated by Frank Elliott, Emeritus Professor of Neurology 
at the University of Pennsylvania, "Material adversity can aggravate 
human weaknesses but does not cause them. "(11 

Intellectual Fragmentation 
This multitude of palsies and other neurologic disabilities prevents 
the child from developing the intellectual apparatus (concepts, 
linked together in the memory) which would enable him to get an 
intellectual grip on the outside world , to "make sense" of reality. 
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This is sometimes called "developmental deficits in symbol 
functions." It is also known as "adolescent thought disorder." The 
adolescent will say: "I can't get my act together" or "I just can't 
think straight. "62 Michael Aman calls it " inability to direct attention 
within a complex environment, with the result that the chi ld reacts 
globally to what appears to him or her as a string of disconnected 
events. "63 He cannot distingu ish among the stimuli o ffered from the 
outside and will respond to a ll of them equally. 

'~dolescent thought disorder" is identical in nature to the con
fused thought process of the autistic. being only a milder manifesta
tion: the data of perception cannot readily be organized into coherent 
patterns, i.e., abstractions, symbols, and associations . 

Ability to grasp the meaning of abstractions and associate them 
with one another usually comes with age, in the normal process of 
mental growth and maturation. Children focus on the concrete, 
while the adult comes to understand abstrac tions. But the MBD 
chi ld never moves out of the literal and concrete. He understands 
that an apple can be eaten but cannot understand that an apple and 
a banana are both fru it. ln school he has an easier time with precise 
fac tual subjects such as history or geography but serious trouble 
with Ii terature, poetry, or mathematics. 

Since thought is integrated through abstractions, this adoles
cent is not integrated inte llectually ("integrative dysfu nction").M 
f deas are experienced, if at all , in a concrete, discrete, "one at a 
time" sequence. The outcome is " loose, rambling, illogical thought 
processes," "disorganized thinking," "difficulty in organizing 
thoughts coherently." 

These children closely resemble the description of Asperger's 
Syndrome. They are present-oriented, matter-of-fact, narcissisti
cally egocentric, rambling, circumstantial , unable to get to the 
point. They cannot joke, since a sense of humor presupposes a back
ground of abstract knowledge against which the situation described 
in the joke is seen as funny. 

Their attention span is short, and they are very distractible. 
"He cannot keep his attention from wandering to the vague stimuli 
he senses around him- to the soft sounds from the next room, to 
the sharp edge of the chair or the gentle breeze on the back of his 
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neck. "65 

They become overwhelmed by pure sensation: 

The teenager stops talking and is lost in fascination as he watches 
his cigarette smoke drifl away. The adolescent forgets about her 
meal as she becomes preoccupied with the fee l of the liquid in 
her coffee cup. The teenager who began to sweep the leaves from 
the stairs may suddenly become engrossed with the swing of the 
broom and spend the next twenty minutes just watching the broom 
swing ... then he has to confess , "I'm sorry I gOL caught up with 
my thoughts . "66 
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The memory, both short-term and long-term, is a leaky bucket. 
The adolescent knows something one day and has forgotten it the 
next. He complains that his memory does not work right: "I read 
it over and over again , but it will not stick."67 

As the thought process and thought content break down more 
and more, the teenager finds it hard to think over a time span. 6~ He 
can think only in the present , cannot recall the past or anticipate 
the future, and is unable to plan ahead or delay gratification. 

The adolescent may seek intellectual structure, some integrat
ing concept, in a religious, medical , or dietary fad. 

This makes his already boring conversation even worse. 
The continual effort to keep his thought processes integrated 

takes extra time and energy-one reason he is always so tired. 
School and homework are extraordinarily difficu lt and time-con
suming . "Teenagers in this situation often become more obsessive 
in an increasingly frantic attempt to maintain control. " 6" 

Inability to Acquire Experience 
The inability to concept11alize means inability to acquire experience 
or learn from experience. 10 

Experience is obtained through sense-perception and memory. 
But the minimally brain-damaged child is defec tive in both areas . 
His perceptions are fragmented , and his memory is weak. He can 
neither acquire experience properly nor store it in memory: 

He cannot transfer ideas or thoughts from one situation or con
text to another. He may be able to read a book with one kind of 
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print yet be unable to read the same materiaJ with a different kind 
of print. He may recognize a word or an object in one setting but 
not in another. He may understand and be able to apply a concept 
in one context, but be un able to apply it in another. 71 

Having no references from his own experience , he cannot 
assimi late the experience of others . Even when in telligent , he can
not understand directions or take guidance from outside, and has to 
deaJ with every new situation in his own way. 

If there was a math problem wliiclz had to be solved in jil·e steps, 
he wouldn't believe it. He tried to reinvent the wheel every time. 

Lacking a counterweight in past experience , he behaves impul
sively and without inhibition. " You never can te ll which way the 
cat is going to jump!" "When things don 't go hi s way, he just rushes 
out. "72 He gives up eas il y and , if pushed, finally collapses in tears, 
a regular crybaby. This is called "emotional lability," "acting on sud
den inclina6on ," "variability" and "unpredictabi lity." 

These problems usuaJly persist into adulthood. 73 

Ego Weakness, Egocentricity 
Sensing his own weakness ancl inadequacy, highly di stractible , dis
organized , and poorly integrated, the MBD adolescent knows he 
cannot deal with the world. He feels awkward , incompetent, ill at 
ease, friendless, unliked , and unskilled. 

His ego is either non-ex istent or weak. He has low self-esteem. 
He is afraid of being rejected by others . He cannot accept punish
ment , because his sense of self-worth would be undermined; he also 
cannot accept praise, because he does not feel that he deserves ic. 74 

When the ego has disintegrated completely, the diagnosis is 
" identity disorder": 

The essential feature is severe subjective distress regarding inabiJ
ity to reconcile aspects of the self into a relatively coherent and 
acceptable sense of self. There is uncertainty aboUl a variety of 
issues relating to identity . ... The individual expeti ences these 
conflicts as irreconcilable aspects of his or her personality and, 
as a result, fails to perceive himself or herself as having a coherent 
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identity. Frequently, the disturbance is epitomized by the indi
vidual's asking the question, "Who am 1?"75 
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All this leads to a panicky anxiety. The individual is emotion
ally labile, sensitive, vulnerable , and desirous of approval from par
ents, contemporaries, and authority figures. At the same time, he 
cannot perfom1 at a level which will garner thi s approval. 76 

Fourteen million Americans are thought to suffer from clinical 
anxiety- almost nine percent of the population. It is described by 
the American Psychiatric Association as "overanxious disorder": 

The essential feature is . . . excessive won-ying and fearful 
behavior that is not focused on a specific situation or object. . .. 
The child worries about future events, such as examinations, the 
possibility of injury, or inclus ion in peer group activities .... An 
inordinate amount of time may be spent asking about the discom
forts or dangers of a variety of situations . 77 

The very young child wants to solve every problem at once. 
He will ask his parents: "How am I ever going to make a living 
when I grow up?" 

The ultimate outcome may be "narcissism" -exclusive focus 
on the self, its desires and needs. This is an increasingly common 
psychiatric diagnosis, especially in those who suffe r from depres
sion and inability to sustain relationships. 

Some psychoanalysts clain1 that the roots of narcissism can be 
traced to "difficulties during the period from eighteen months old 
to tlu·ee years. "7

K'1' 

*Magazines with names such as Se(f' or Us are directed a l this narcis
sistic group. The definjtive studies of American narcissism are Tom Wolfe, 
"The ' Me' Decade and the Third Great Awakening" (New York, August 23, 
1976), and Christopher Lasch , The Culture of Narcissism (New York: 
Warner Books, 1979) . 



Alienation and Emotional Immaturity 
Since emotional maturation is impossible without an intellectual 
basis, intellectual fragmentation means emotional immaturity. 

This underdeveloped emotional side is called by various names 
and described in various ways: " immature personality disorder," 
emotional "blunting," "diminished capacity for positive and nega
tive affect ," "marked impairment in the capacity to sustain lasting, 
close, warm, and responsible relationships with fami ly, friends, or 
sexual partners," " lack of capacity to fonn emotional relations," 
"diminished capacity to experience pleasure," "Jack of empathy," 
"withdrawn behavior," "inabil ity to sustain affection ," "poor peer 
relations ," " no steady friends ." 

Jn the relatively normal adolescent , the typical reaction is an 
egocentric seeking of the limelight, insistence on being the center 
of attention, "clinging" to adults and others whose approval is 
desired. This self-centered greedy behavior marks him as immature 
and undeveloped, "childish. " 79 

The more seriously disturbed ch ild will be diagnosed with 
"reactive attachment disorder of infancy": 

The essential features . . . are s igns of poor emotional develop
ment. ... Infants with th.is disorder present with poorly developed 
social responsivity. By two months of age visual tracking of eyes 
and faces may not be established; the smile response and gaze 
reciprocity may be absent. At four to five months the infant may 
fail to partic ipate in playful, simple games . .. to reach out when 
he or she is to be picked up . . .. At seven to eight months the 
in fant may not yet be crawling, establishing visual or vocal com
munication with the caretaker, beginning to imitate the caretaker, 
or displaying any of the usual more subtle facial expressions of 
coyness , attentiveness, etc. Ro 

This is read ily seen to resemble the early stage of autism. And 
as these children grow up the autistic alienation from human contact 
remains- expressed in the literature as "withdrawal," " loneliness," 
"a sense of psychological aloneness and isolation . . . social aliena
tion from peers and fami ly," or simply "social incompetence." "He 
just doesn't relate." "He is too way out." 

82 
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The teacher said he stood on the periphe1y of rhings. 

I noticed that when he was four he just wouldn't look you in the 
eye. His nurse1y school 1eacher would grab his head w make him 
look at her. He seemed to be in another universe . He would tune 
ow. The most difficult thing wi1h him has been to get him out of the 
stars onto earth. 
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This aspect of minimal brain damage is labelled "avoidant dis
order of childhood or ado lescence" : 

The essential feature . .. is a persistent and excessive shrinking 
from contact with strangers of sufficient severity so as to interfere 
with social functioning." ' 

Even when behaving "vivaciously," these individuals are never 
free of tension and anxiety. They have no real sense of humor, and 
their "smile" is a stereotyped and frozen grin. They are never happy, 
never satisfied, even when successful in life.82 The parents will say, 
"He can't find any joy!" 

Alienation from contact with strangers may be associated with 
overdependence upon the immediate family-labelled "separation 
anxiety disorder": 

The essential feanire is ... excessive anxiety on separation from 
major attachment fig ures or from home or other familiar sun-ound
ings. When separation occurs, the child may experience anxiety 
to the point of panic.", 

Depression and Suicide 
These cumulative disabilities, and the individual's unsuccessful 
fight against them, lead to depression. Today between nine and 
twenty-six percent of American females and from five to twel ve per
cent of American males are suffering or have suffered from "major 
depression. " According to the American Psychiatric Association, 
"there is ev idence that prevalence of the disorder has increased in 
age cohorts that came to maturity after the Second World War. "84 

Other signs of personal distress include inability to tolerate 
boredome, tension, and paranoia. 

These may lead to suicide: 
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Dear Ann Lru1ders: 
I am a twenty-two-year-old male who graduated from col lege 

in June. I have been thinking about suicide since junior high. Here 
is why .. . I have never experienced joy or satisfaction in any
thing that l ' ve ever done. I have no real interests , no desires, and 
no ambition. I consider myself a total fai lure. 

D ear Ann Landers: 
I bel ieve that r am a typical high school student. l get good 

grades, teachers like me, I'm happy most of the time and have 
never thought about ki lling myself. We had an assembly today on 
suicide prevention, and I couldn't believe it, Ann. One out of four 
teen-agers will attempt suic ide before he o r she is sixteen. Every 
minute of every hour a teen-ager attempts suic ide. Every clay, 
thirty-three kids will succeed. Why? Nobody knows for sure . The 
speaker at the assembly gave us the following . . . warning 
signs .... Dramatic change in appetite .... Sleeping difficul
ties. Some people want to sleep all the time when they 're depressed, 
others can't sleep at all. ... Poor performance in school. . .. 
Trouble concentrating; agitation; inability to s it still. ... Con
stant feeling of worthlessness or self-hatred .. . . 85 

The suicide rate among late adolescents in the United States 
doubled between the 1960s and the 1980s; even small children are 
found to have suicidal ideas-thi1teen percent in one group 
studied. 86 This is usuall y explained by psychiatrists and psycholo
gists as a reaction to increased family tensions, di.vorce , and the 
like. No one has thought to inquire into the possibility that cause 
and effect run the other way: having a hyperactive , learning-dis
abled , anorexic , and suicidal child in the family might quite well 
contribute to family tensions and thus to an increased divorce rate. 

ln any case , more attention should be directed to the connec
tion between suicidal impulses in childhood and adolescence and 
the burden of encephalitis-induced minimal brain damage in 
infancy. And, in a broader sense, the medical profession should 
focus on vaccine damage as a possible cause of many of the typical 
mental illnesses and syndromes of today's children and adolescents. 



Compensating for Ego Weakness: Resisting Change 
Just as the autistic must compensate in some way for his numerous 
disadvantages, so must the child or adolescent with minimal brain 
damage. 

For he perceives soc iety as, at best, unintelligible-at worst, 
inimical and acting against his interests. 

His world is rathe r d isjointed , quite frightening , and at times 
potentially destructive . . . there is little stability in his perception 
of the world around him. One senses an intense struggle in his 
franti c efforts to identify with an environment which remains 
essentially hostile to him. ~7 

One way to cope is by refus ing to change. He tends to repeat 
the same behavior over and over (perseveration): 

The child is unable to shift easily from one activity to another. 
1n spe lling, he may repeat the word moon for each of five different 
spelling words . In math , he may put the same answer for several 
different problems ... in art, the child will tend to draw the same 
fi gure over and over again . The repetitive behavior reflects an in
ability to shi ft mentally from one frame of reference to another. 
The security that the child receives from a standard behavior pattern 
is very appealing. 88 

He defini1ely has 1rouble with changes. He couldn' t stand sitting in 
a dijj'erent place ar the table. He was three, in a day-care situation, 
one day he became ve1y violent- hitting, kicking, screaming, etc. 
He became a little windmill. The reason was that they had cubby
holes for the kids' things, and they covered them over with a ye/low
pauem ed clmh . So he went crazy. 

This can become quite obsessive and is then a milder form of 
the autistic 's adaman t hostility to change: 

His parents noticed a concern with orderliness and a tendency to 
become upset when the pattern of things was changed .. . from 
the very beginning his shirt had to be tucked in in a certain way 
... his shoelaces had to be of equal length .... If his shirt 
comes out in a fi ght he lets himself get beaten up while he attends 
to tucking it in . He would become upset if he did not have the 
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same lunch every day; not only did the sandwich have to be the 
same but he would become upset if the bread or brand of potato 
ch ips was changed. Hal insisted on wearing the very same clothes 
every day and his mother complied , washing them every night. 
When his clothes wore out and had to be thrown away, or when 
his mother attempted to substitute another outfit , Hal would throw 
a prolonged tantrum. 8q 

Resistance to change takes the fo rm of resisti ng direction
whether from parents, teachers, or other authority figures . T hese 
children can be incredibly strong-willed and obsti nate . They argue 
and argue unti l they get their way. Sometimes stubbornness is man
ifested as good-natured non-compliance , "evas iveness, withdrawal, 
and denial." 

What Kanner said about the marginal autistic applies to them: 
"These children learn while they resist being taught. "90 

But resistance is easily transformed into ordinary disobedience 
and opposition, " resisting discipline ," negativism , etc. 91 

"Obstinacy," "stubbornness ," "negativism," and " lack of re
sponse to discipline" are given in the Diagnostic and Stmisrical Manual 
as "associated features" of attention deficit disorder. 92 

Carried to an extreme, this balkiness becomes "oppositional 
disorder": 

The essential feature is a pattern of disobedient, negativistic , and 
provocative opposition to authority figures .. .. The oppositional 
attitude is toward family members , particu larly the parents, and 
toward teachers . .. if there is a rule, it is usually vio lated; if a 
suggestion is made, the individual is against it ; if asked to do 
something, the individLtal refuses or becomes argumentative; if 
asked to refrain from an act, the child or adolescent fee ls obliged 
to c<u-ry it out. .. . If the individual is thwarted, temper tantrums 
are likely. These children or adolescents use negati vism, scubbom
ness , dawdl ing, procrastination, and passive resistance to external 
authority. Usually the individual does not regard himself or her
self as "oppositional," but sees the problem as arising from other 
people , who are making unreasonable demands.9 3 

This can also emerge as "bossiness" or simply as naked aggres
s ion. If not seriously impaired neurologically, these chi ldren will 
assert control over their environment by "taking charge," buJlying 
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others, and ordering them around. Expressions such as "leader, 

bossy, unpopular with other kids," "very demanding," "aggres

sive," and so on, crop up repeatedly in the discussion of learning

disabled children: 

He attempts to overcome his own insecurity by acting in a very 
aggressive way ... he is an extremely dependent child who des
perately tries to conceal his fears and his dependency, which are 
overwhelming and anxiety-arousing. 9'' 

He does not play well with the neighborhood children .... He 
always wants to fight, wrestle, and poke people . . .. He is 
always playing he is Superman, Zorro, etc. 95 

He's never had any close friends .... He likes younger children 
he can boss around .96 

He once said, "God has the whole world. and 1 have only my body." 
He would rather be in God's place. 

At a mjlder level this aggressiveness can take the form of ilTita

bility ("frus tration tolerance is much lowered; fits of anger are easily 

provoked") or moodiness. The child is happy and cooperative one 

minute, sullen and aggressive the next; he is easily upset over little 

things, and the emotional discharge is out of proportion to the 

situation. 97 

But open violence is never far from the surface in these chil

dren and adolescents. "Temper tantrums" of infancy and chi ldhood 

become the boiling rages of adolescence. Expressions such as "aggres

sive," "short-fused," "short-tempered ," " low boiling point," "violent 

behaviors," "explosive personality, " are often encountered. "The 

reactions of these chi ldren are often almost volcanic in their intensity." 

Dear Ann Landers: 
l have a ten-year old daughter who is driving me insane. Any 

attempt to discipline her ends in screams that can be heard by the 
neighbors. J am not talking about spankings. I mean being sent 
to her room. 

Last week ''Debbie" became so upset she vomited. The child 
cried so hard she had bright red circles around her eyes, and her 
hair was wringing wet. ... Please help me before I do something 
terrible to this child :>s 
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He keeps more to himself than ever before ... he is not violent. 
but when he is it is like a volcano ex ploding. He feels unloved , 
angry at the doctor for giving him medic ine ... blames us , won't 
do his chores . 99 

Dear Ann Landers: 
I heard something today that made my hair stand on end . 

it is a symptom of a problem that warrants deep concern . 
Last October, the teacher of a fourth -grade class asked her stu

dents to write a short essay on what they would like to do most 
to celebrate Halloween. Eighty percent of her nine-year-olds 
expressed rhe wish to "kill somebody. " 

Where do ch ildren get such ideas? . .. What are we going to 
do about this love of violence among the young? Frankly, it scares 
me to death. . . . 10 0 

Violence may be manifested as "destructiveness or mutil ation , 
especially of others (persons or property)," arson, or cruelty to 
animals. 101 

Most recently he has shown a fascina tion for knives and razor 
blades, and " in jest" his parents reported he "playfully" held a 
knife to his younger brother's throat, daring him to move. 102 

A favorite game involved bu ilding toy houses and then burning 
them down. In addition, on a number of occasions he killed ani
mals for pleasure .... '°3 

T he initial consultation was on an "emergency" basis. The boy 
[age 71/2] had twice set fire to the family 's living-room furniture 
w ithin the previous week , and on both occasions the fire depart
ment had to be called . . . his mother stated that for two years 
. . . he had been playing more or less compuls ively with 
matches. . . . 10" 

He had a /iule arson period, and we had the police here. He was 
doing 1natches in rhe woods. He would go to town and buy aerosol 
bottles and set them on.fire. He did this once in rhe woods, and the 
police came. 

The aggression engendered by frustration may be directed 
against the very authority figures whose approval is being sought: 

He appeared to resent authori ty and had to be supervised rather 
c losely .. . . He sought adult attention and preferred this on a one-
10-one basis. rns 
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The most obvious finding on the psychologica l examination was 
the boiling hostility and undisguised rage Sean experiences, 
which is primarily directed toward his father. 1116 

He was "almost kicked out of kindergarten" and had been ma.in
taining a marginal adjustment to authority every s ince ... as a 
brilliant adolescent he baited his teachers, thought c irc les around 
many of them , and vented his proficient sarcasm on the slower 
ones; not surprisingly he was very unpopular with them. 101 

The aggression can also be self-directed: 

The boy had a surprising amount of insight: he saw himself as 
going to prison if he didn't "straighten out" and was at a loss to 
understand what was causing him to behave in a self-i njurious 
manner. rnx 

Relationships tend to be sado-masochistic, and he is primarily 
concerned about being hurt. 109 
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Awareness of this potential in the child increases his ever-pre-
sent anxiety about losing control: 

He is very fearful that his aggression will get him into trouble 
and that it will cause him to either hurt others o r that his own 
aggression will even hurt himself. He generally feels that he has 
to be the one to try and control his own aggression because he 
cannot rely on his own parents . . .. However, he finds it difficult 
to be his own control at this time because he has not been able 
to master the environment and so he is quite unaclult in knowing 
how to take care of himself . .. a reflection of his anxiety and 
his gu ilt about his Jack of impulse control. 11 0 

Compensating for Ego Weakness: Hypersexuality 
Precocious sexuality is another way of coping with ego weakness 
and feelings of inadequacy, and, in an exaggerated form, is com
monly encountered among the minimally brain damaged.* 

*The American Psychiatric Association adds precocious sexuality to its 
definition only when minimal brain damage has passed into "conduct dis
order" (see Chapter V). But there is obviously no firm line of demarcation . 
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As with the predisposition to violence, hypersexuality repre
sents both an inherent urge rooted in neurologic weakness and a set 
of reactions to compensate for this weakness . 

The 1960s "sexual revolution" can be seen in part as the man
ifestation of premature sexuality in a whole vaccinated generation , 
with the minimally brain-damaged component pioneering this new 
voyage of di scovery. 

The emotional blunting of these individuals conu·ibutes in two 
ways to an exaggerated sex life. Lack of capacity for genuine emo
tion generates the need for overindulgence in a purely sexual form 
of relating. And the resulting hypersexual ity is not limited by any 
emotional ties. 

When hypersexuality is combined with the urge to violence, the 
result is sexual aggress iveness , rape, and other sexual c1imes. One 
hyperactive adolescent who murdered his middle-aged cousin because 
she nagged him about hi s dirty shirt revealed under questioning 

. .. the presence of overpowering ruminations and impulses to 
destroy property and to kill, both present si nee the age of thi1teen . 
For two years prio r to the crime, he bad prowled the streets with 
a concealed weapon , window-peeping and engaging in fantas ies 
of murder and rape. He also revealed that twice he had been 
unable to control himself and had viciously attacked women. His 
experience of sex ua l and aggressive drives was raw and primitive. 
He was unable to conceptualize sexuality or experience sexual 
pleasure excepl in te rms of his fantas ies of rape, murder, and vio
lence. He spoke of sexual curiosity about his cousin, and the fact 
that he had used the knife in the murder to attack her genitals . 
At times his fantasy would be so vivid as to cause perceptual dis
turbance to near halluc ination. 111 

Another adolescent, who shot and killed his thirteen-year-old 
sister revealed the following: 

Several years earl ier he had impulsively attempted to rape his sis
ter after acciclentally viewing her undressing in her room . . .. A 
diagnosis of schizoid personality was supported by psychological 
testing, and it was felt that the patient experienced transient 
psychotic episodes at moments of overwhelming anxiety, usually 
in response to the pressure of his sexua l and aggressive impulses 
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... and anxiety over intense hostile, aggressive, and sexual fan
tasies. He was preoccupied with fantasies of rape and murder, usu
ally directed toward his sister. who reminded him of his mother. 
He fantasized the murder o f his mother and five sisters, explain
ing that he could the n li ve alone and peacefull y with his father. 112 
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At a lesser level, thi s violence with sexual ove.1tones spills over 
into normal boy-girl relations in the form of physical abuse (usua lly 
by the male) . A 1986 study of seventeen- and eighteen-year-old 
Californ ia high-school students found that one in four had been 
physically slapped . beaten, or subjected to some other violence. 
One girl said of her boyfriend, "He was real insecure . f think th at 
was part of the reason . ft was li ke, ' ff I can't have you, nobody 
e lse can .' " 113 

Dating vi olence among college students is also well 
documented. A 1982 study at Oregon State Uni versity, coveri ng 
fi fteen- to eighteen-year-olds found that one in e ight had encoun
tered violence while dating. And when the threat of vio lence was 
counted, the figure rose to one in three. Sociologists have called 
this "one of the hidden social issues of the 1980s. " 114 

This confirms the statement made by a speaker at the 1978 
World Congress on Biological Psychiatry: "Pathological aggress ion 
in children , because of its high incidence and chronic ity, the lack 
of effecti ve therapy, ancl its widespread adverse e ffects on soc iety, 
remains probably the main problem in ch ild psychiatry and is like ly 
to increase. " 11.> 

Now that the fi rst post-encephalitic generarion has grown to 
adul thood and started to raise families, the combination of hyper
sexuality, low frustration tolerance, and tendency to violence is bear
ing fruit in a radica lly higher inc idence of physical and sexual abuse 
of children, even small babies . 

However, as in the autistic, sexuality can also be underde
ve loped . This is called "avoidant disorder" where " inhibition of nor
mal psychosexual activity may be noted." 116 

The unintegrated sexuality of the m inimally brain damaged can 
also take the form of "gender identity disorders," meaning confused 
sexual identity, homosexual ity, and bisexuality: 
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The essential features of this disorder are persistent and intense 
distress in a child about his or her assigned sex and the desim to 
be , or insistence that he or she is, of the other sex ... . In addition, 
in a girl there is either persistent marked aversion to normali ve 
feminine clothing and insistence on wearing stereotypic masculine 
clothing, or pe rs istent repudiation of her female anatomic charac
teristics . . .. Girls with thjs disorder regularly have male com
panions and an avid interest in sports and rough-and-tumble play ; 
they show no interest in dolls or play ing "house" (unless they play 
the father or another male ro le) .. .. Boys with this disorder usually 
are preoccupied with female stereotypic activities .111 

Of course, the sexual revolution of the past three decades has 
seen the emergence of homosexuality as a major social and political 
influence in American life. 

Seeking Structure: Music 
Less destructive ways of compensating for ego weakness are avail
abJe to the MBD adolescent. A pos iti ve approach is to impose struc
ture from the outside. Thus, an e ight-year-old boy diagnosed with 
"moderately severe classic hyperactivity" benefited greatly when a 
precise program was designed for him: 

With the boy 's unwilling assistance, e ight major household 
activities were decided upon .. . . Each of these activities was 
rewarded with a certain number of .. points" per performance per 
day .. .. The progression in points earned per week over a four
week period is indicative of the e ffectiveness of the scheme: 140, 
190, 245 , 350 [out of possible total of 3901. "8 

The Northern Virginia Regional Juvenile Correction Home dis
ciplines its young inmates in the same way. Each is assigned a "de
meanor level," numbered from 1 to 3 and depicted on a gold paper 
card. Merits are awarded daily for good conduct, allowing the youth 
to progress from one "demeanor level" to the next. This confers the 
right to later bedtime curfews and more recreational freedom. By 
the same token, misbehavior results in merit loss , which can lead 
to room restriction for up to three days . 119 

Music is an important source of structure. Like the autistic, 
children with minimal brain damage have an inordinate fondness for 
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music, especially music with a pronounced beat; it provides an 
organizational princ iple within which the ir diffuse and random sen
sory strivings can fi nd a home . 

He listens to the record-player continuously. And even when the 
music is not playing, he claps his hands constamly and rocks con
tinuously. He actually does it more when there is no nwsic. 

That the minimally brain-damaged generation has a particular 
passion for music is seen in the huge upsurge of musical activities 
and invo lvement that started in the late 1950s . As already mentioned 
in connection with autism, the post-encephalitic generation is organ
ically linked to the rock group. 

Children are born anarchists . Babies reign in the solitary kingdom 
of ego, unable to distinguish the " I wanna" o r whim from the "I 
gotta" of need. In an age of instant gratification and infa nt atten
tion span, the popular arts have played to this childii:;h impulse. 
Heavy-metal rock beats out its primal demands like a child pulling 
a high-chair tantrum .110 

Minimal Brain Damage and Autism 
The past few years have brought dawning recognition that auti sm 
and minimal brain damage are linked and reflect "subcl inical dam
age" to the brain, giving rise to "psychological" symptoms. 121 

Rimland in 1964 called attention to the paralle ls between 
autism and the "brain-injured" children described by researchers in 
the 1930s and 1940s . 122 

Brain injury is known to be caused by such factors as feta l 
alcohol syndrome, head wounds, chronic lead poisoning, whooping 
cough, oxygen depri vation during bi11h , meningitis, and other con
ditions. The role of encephalitis clue to vaccination , however, has 
not been mentioned. 

Research projects in the late 1970s found similarity, and over
lap in the biochemical markers of autism and hyperactivity. m Jn 
1981 Deborah Fejn noted overlap in the symptoms of "autism and 
other severe developmental di sabilities ." 12

'' And a 1983 project 
found that retarded, autistic, hyperactive , and learning-disabled 
chiJdren shared a set of minor physical abno1maJities (large head 
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circumference, malformed ears, gaps between the toes , and some 
others) .125 

William and Marian DeMyer, of the University of Indiana 
Medical Center, stated in 1984 that autism " belongs to a continuum 
of developmental brai.n disorders variously classified as mental retar
dation, cerebral palsy, and learning disabilities , and would appear 
to share the same causes .... None of the EEGs, CT scans, or 
physical findings .. . for autism can reliably distinguish it from 
other developmental brain disorders. " 126 

In 1985 Victoria Shea and Gary Mesibov of the University of 
North Carolina again called attention to the overlap between the two 
conditions: 

Little has been written about the relationship of autism to the 
developmental disorder labelled learning disability (LD). At first 
autism and LD may appear to have few characteristics in com
mon .... We propose that these continua have a significant 
amount or overlap in the area of severe LD and higher-level. 
autism .... It ... appears to us that the continua of LD and 
autism overlap on the dimensions of intelligence level , uneven
ness of developmental rate, language difficulties, deviant sociaJ 
and interpersonal skjJls, and cognitive disorganization . 1 ~7 

But a lengthy 1987 review article on autism by Michael Rutter 
and Eric Schopler, two of the major authorities in the fie ld , discussed 
its relationship to mental retardation, schizoplu·enia, "disintegrative 
psychosis," and "severe developmental disorders of receptive lan
guage" without mentioning minimal brain damage. 12x 

In any case, recognition of the possible neurologic origins of 
autism and minimal brain damage merely raises new, and equally 
insoluble, questions . What can be the source of so much neurologic 
damage? What is preventing ten or fifteen percent of Americaq 
schoo lchildren from learning how to read? As Frank Elliott queried , 
"What bends the twig in the first place?" 129 
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III 

The Post-Encephalitic Syndrome 

What bends the twig is an attack of encephalitis in infancy-caused 
in most cases by a routine vaccination. 

The symptomatic and pathological parallels between autism 
and minimal brain damage reflect their common origin in an attack 
of clinical or subclinical encephalitis . 

Although a few perspicadous researchers have noted the paral
le ls between autism and minimal brain damage, no one has called 
attention to their common origin in encephal itis. 

This is, at first glance, a startling omission, since encephalitis 
was no mystery to American physicians of the 1920s and 1930s. 
Many had treated it, and the post-encephalitic syndrome was often 
discussed in the literature. 

Kanner was mistaken in thinking that autism differed "markedly 
and uniquely from anything repmted so far ... . " While it was 
much less common in 1943 than it would later become, cases could 
still have been found in the insane asy lums and reform schools , 
where they were labelled "post-encephalitic syndrome." 

He may be excused for his e rror. He was not a neurologist but 
a psychiatrist. And because the initial descriptions of autism were 
so one-sided , focus ing exclusively on the disorder's supposedly 
"emotional" aspects, the medical profession in the 1940s started out 
on the wrong foot. Psychiatrists were not willing later to relinqu ish 
control of a condition yielding so many clockable hours of patient 
time. 

The neurologic origins of autism remained in obscurity fo r 
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years, and the "refrigerator mother" theory has had a long run. 
But the more comprehensive picture wh ich subsequently 

emerged should have put the profession on notice that autism was 
merely a new manifestation of a familiar condition- the post
encephalitic syndrome. 

And when the blatantly and transparently neurologic dimen
sions of autism and minimal brain damage came to professional 
attention in the 1960s and l 970s- the tendency to seizures, mental 
retardation, cerebral palsy, and the like-which even the most Freud
ian of psychoanalysts could not in good conscience attribute to 
"emotional" impairment, mental health professionals should imme
diately have appreciated the tie with encephalitis. 

Furthermore, it had long been known that a variety of 
encephalitis was caused by vaccination. So, one would think , the 
causal connection was evident. 

But this is precisely why physicians sh ied away from the topic! 
Any suggestion of encephalitis ineluctably implicated the burgeon
ing vaccination programs. Since no one wanted to impugn these pro
grams, encephalitis was never discussed openly and fully. While 
some more audacious souls nibbled around the edges of this taboo 
subject, no one examined it systematically. 

In this chapter we show that autism and minimal brain damage 
are manifestatjons of the post-encephalitic syndrome. And the most 
probable cause of a widespread epidemic of encephalitis is the child
hood vaccination program. 

Encephalitis in the Twentieth Century 
Physicians have always known that encephalitis, or in flammation 
of the brain (also called "encephalopathy") , can be caused by 
traumatic injury to the head , a severe burn , infectious illnesses such 
as measles , mumps, German measles, chicken pox , or whooping 
cough, and-last but not least- the vaccines against these same 
diseases: "post-vaccinal encephalitis." 1* 

*Strictly speaking, "encepha)jtis" ("brain inflammation") is a sub
class of the disease category, "encephalopathy" ("brain disease") . But 
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An infectious variety of encephalitis , marked by extreme 
lethargy and sleepiness in the acute phase, erupted in epidemic fom1 

during the last years of World War I. It appeared first in China and 
then spread to Rumania, France, Germany, and Austria where Con
stantine von Economo published a comprehensive description of it. 2 

Thereafter the disease was called encephalitis !ethargica or "Von 
Economo 's encephaliti s." 

Outbreaks continued after the war, with cases being found in 
most countries of the world; more than 500,000 deaths , and a mil
lion cases of severe neurologic impairment, were attributed to 
epidemic encephalitis between 1919 and 1928. It affected males 
more often than females, by a ratio of three to two. 

Recent research concludes that this epidemic was a late man
ifestation of the post-World War I influenza outbreaks, and that both 
were clue to the "swine ' flu" virus. 3 

The overall magnitude of this epidemic in the United States 
may be judged by the fact between 1917 and 1934, 10,000 cases 
occurred in Massachusetts alone. The most newsworthy outbreaks 
were in St. Louis in the summers of 1933 and 1937 :1 

Sporadic cases of epidemic encephalitis conti nue to be reported 
in Western countries ro this day. 5 

A remarkable feature of encephalitis-whether of epidemic orig.in 
or due to an infectious disease, traumatic injury, or vaccination- is 
the multifarious diversity of its physical , neurologic , mental, and 
emotional syrnptoms. "Since any portion of the nervous system may 
be affected," notes H.H. Merritt, emeritus professor of neurology 
at Columbia University, "variable clinical syndromes may occur ... 
meningeal , encephalitic, brain-stem, spinal cord , and neuritic. "6 

This is true, in particular, of encephaliti s following whooping 
cough. Josephine B. Neal, also a professor of neurology at Colum
bia University, wrote in 1942 that pe1tussis encephalitis in early 
ch ildhood was likely to leave "very crippling residua ls with motor 

physicians do not make a systematic disti nction between these concepts 
(see, for example, John H. Menkes, 1980, 395) , and in the following 
pages they are used as synonyms. 
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as well as personality handicaps ... often there have been small hem-
orrhages in the brain .... However . .. there are sometime inflamma-
tory processes instead . .. . In still other instances the pathology is 
not c learly accoun ted for at all. . . . !1 is . rlterej(>re. possible 10 get 
a lmos1 e1·ery possible motor, intellectual , epiliproid and personality 
deviation and comhincll ions of them .. r emphas is added 1. 7 

Anna Lisa Anne ll , a Swedish researche r who in 1953 wrote a 
major work on whooping cough, also stressed the multiformity of 
the pertussis encephalitis syndrome: "The important fact ... is that 
pertussis may be associated with the most varying kinds of cerebral 
complications and that they do not appear to be confined to any par
ticul ar region but may be cortical, subcortical, o r peripheral. "8 

Encephalitis a fter vaccination was known to produce the same 
range of disabilities and impainnents. "Atypical" cases could "mimic" 
men ingitis, visal encephalitis, or poliomyeliti s, indeed, according 
to H.H. Merritt, "practically all of the acute diseases of the nervous 
system. "9 

Of all the childhood vaccines in use coday probably the one 
against whooping cough (pertussis) is che most dangerous. It is a 
"whole cell " vaccine, meaning that it is made from the same bac
te riu m (Bordetelln per1ussis) that causes the cl isease. '° And this 
microbe has been quali fied by Margaret Pittman, a prom inent U.S . 
pertussis vaccine researcher, as "unique among in fec tious bacteria 
in its marked ability to modify biological responses. " 11 

If whooping cough can " modi fy biological responses" in this 
polyvalent way, the pertussis vaccine can do the same. 

T hat pertussis vaccine reactions are indeed varied and numer
ous is borne out, for example, by the 1986 package insert for the 
Connaught Laboratories product: 

Adverse reactions which may be local and include pain, 
erythema. heat , edema, and induration . . . arc common . .. . 
Some data suggest that febri le reactions are more likely to occur 
in those who have experienced such responses after prior 
doses .... Sterile abscesses at the site of injection have been 
reported .... Mild systemic reactions, such as fever, drowsiness , 
fretfulness , and anorexia occur quite frequently .... Rash, a ller
gic reactions, and respiratory d ifficulties. including apnea [breath 
hold ing]. have been observed . Moderate to severe systemic 
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events, such as fever of 40.5 C. (!05 F. ) or higher, persistent, 
inconsolable crying lasting three hours or more, unusual high
pitched screaming, collapse. or convu lsions occur relatively 
in freq uently. More severe neurologic complications, such as a 
prolonged convulsion or cm encephalopathy, occasionally fatal , 
have been reported . . .. Rarely, an anaphylactic reaction (i.e., 
hives, swelling of the mouth , difficulty breathing, hypotcnsion, 
or shock) has been reported .... Sudden infant death syndrome 
(SIDS) has occurred in i11fams following admi11isn·C1fio11 of 
DPT ... Onset of infantile spasms has occuffed in infants who 
have recently received DPT or OT. ... [emphasis addedl' 2 
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DPT A Shot in the Dark described the typical acute reactions to DPT 
vaccination: high fever, excessive sleepiness, otitis, diarrhea and 
other gastrointestinal symptoms. vomiting, cough, high-pitched 
screaming and persistent crying, collapse (fainting), shock , seizures, 
convulsions, infantile spasms, loss of muscle control, headaches, 
breathing difficulties, and allergies. '3 

T hese manifestations of a vaccination reaction are identical to 
the symptoms of acute encephalitis from any other cause. 

A raging fever is typical of the vaccine reaction. Parents report 
temperatures as high as 105 or 106 degrees. 1

'
1 

Sleepiness fo ll owing upon vaccination is described by the 
mother of a child who is now sixteen years old, hyperactive, and 
with severe attention span difficulties: 

Within one hour of the shot she went ro sleep for twemy-four hours, 
and I couldn't waken her at all. I was so inexperienced at that rime 
thar ir's hard to remember. All I k110111 is rhar she acted ver)• strangely 
and had a strange cry. Then she passed out. That was the beginning 
of hundreds of times of passing out. When she would get white and 
pass out, she would come to i11 seconds, but often she would just 
pass out again . ... When she passed out for twemy:frmr hours after 
the shot, we could not wake her 110 matter what we did. She would 
not wake when her diaper 11·as changed. She would not 1rnke when 
you flicked lzer feet or tried to feed her. We took her to the hospiwl, 
and they rold us we were overtlrL'<ious parents. and to take our well 
child home. She 11·as coming ow of a deep sleep at the time. 
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Later the vaccine-damaged child may have chronic sleep distur
bances-sometimes accompanied by night terrors. 15 

At four months what brought us into her room was her scream. It 
sounded like something was attacking her. But we could11'1 arouse 
her f rom the scream . It was like she was fighting it. We kept calling 
her name, and then she suddenly stopped and turned white aru:I blue, 
chalky looking . We thought she was in the throes of Sudden fl(/ant 
Death Syndrome. · 

This child is now learning-disabled. 
Excessive sleepiness was, of course, the hallmark of the aptly 

named encephalitis lethargica . 

In almost all cases there was disturbance of the normal sleep 
rhythm. Some would fall asleep in the daytime, standing up , in 
school or on the street; one would fall asleep even when a pl ate 
of ice cream was set before him, and sleepiness in a boy can go 
no further than that. '6 

After recovery, the encephalitic patient might have a di sturbed 
sleep pattern. "These boys wanted to turn night into day . .. . " 11 

FB ., a boy, aged eleven years , entered the clinic November 12, 
1923, on account of weakness . In December, 1919, he had a mild 
attack of encephali tis. About four days later his habits of sleep 
were noticeably changed. For tv,io years he did not sleep at night 
but remained awake, very active, pulling the bed to pieces, noisy, 
yelling, talking, and running about the room. Toward morning he 
became quiet and slept during the day in two or three hour 
periods, waking and crying between times.'" 

There is in the school record that "in kindergarten Eva spent most 
of her time sleeping," that in the fi rst grade "it was impossible to 
keep her awake," and when the teacher made her stand by a win
dow to keep awake . "Eva fell asleep in that position. "'9 

Severe headache was a another prominent symptom of epidemic 
encephalitis. It could appear and reappear sporadically throughout the 
whole course of the disease, while a tendency to rec urrent migraine 
and other kinds of headache continued into later life. 

Headache is not given in the medical literature as an adverse 
reaction to vaccination, but the two-month or four-month-old baby, 
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after all, cannot communicate this to his parents. Two California 
pediatricians in 1979 reported on ·•a bulging fontanelle associated 
with increased intracranial pressure" within twenty-four hours of a 
DPT shot. The baby was "irritab le. " 20 One interviewed mother 
describes her baby's reaction to the second DPT shot: 

She got limp, her pupils dilated, and she co11ldn'1 em or respond. 
I called another doctor, and he said that Jeanne's mole, the mole 
in her head, was protntding. I hadn't noticed ii. but Lhe doctor said 
to take her to the hospiwl immediately. 

An inflammation which causes the brain to swell in this way 
must cause a headache. Fuithermore, the "high-pitched screaming" 
and "persistent crying" which are so common with vaccine reac
tions , as well as the fact that babies often pick at their ears, clearly 
indicates a headache (as well as incipient otitis). 21 

A11otlter 1hi11g he was doing was to pound his head 011 1he wall or 
0 11 1he floor. He would11't 1ell me 1V/iy lie was doing it, bw it looks 
like it might have bee11 a headache. Sometimes he still bangs 0 11 his 
head with his hands. I ask him why he dnes ii, and he says ii feels 
funny. When he was four and doing 1his, either he didn't know why 
he was doing it, or he didn't have the words to describe it. 

Diarrhea, vomiting, flatulence, gastroenteritis, stomach aches, 
enuresis, constipation, loss of sphincter control , etc. are all found 
in encephalitis and are frequently reported after the DPT shot. 22 

After she came ow of the sleep she became very ill with diarrhea 
and vo111i1i11g. She //(Id rarely vomited, and I would call this projec
tile vo111i1i11g that she did after she came to. 

After the fifth sho1 Ga1y los1 co111rol of his bowels and urine. He 
had been totally trained since the age of three, but now he was 
urinating and having bowel movements in his pa111s. and his bowels 
were very loose. He 111as very upsel and frustra1ed; he 10/d me he 
couldn't tell when he had to go to the bathroom. He is six 110111 and 
still can't control his bowels or urine very well- he just doesn't 
know when he has to go. 

The "opisthotonic posturing" (back-arching) often noted in 
babies reacting to the DPT shot is probably a reaction to stomach 
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pain. Ashley Haffis, for instance, who is now autistic, would "arch 
his back and scream for hours." 

Alberto Garcia received the MMR shot at fifteen months and 
the next day had a temperature of 104 together with a profuse soapy 
yellow-green diarrhea seventeen times per day which was diagnosed 
as salmonella infection; within a month he had stopped speaking, 
and then symptoms of autism developed. 

Melvin Ellis reacted to both the first and the fourth shots with 
a severe gastroenteritis; the second time (eighteen months) he had 
to be hospitalized; his diagnosis today is "autistic-like." 

Rosanna Hammond was born in 1960 and is diagnosed today 
as "profoundly retarded ." Her mother recall s that the most striking 
symptom after her vaccination was intractable constipation. 

Ashley Harris "has never had a normal bowel movement; he 
has very small movements about every half hour (in his pants) ." 

A commonly recorded feature of the acute stage of epidemic 
encephalitis was involvement of the respiratory system: spasmodic 
cough, rapid breathing, slow breathing, labored breathing, failure 
to breathe, respiratory tics, etc. n 

Most frequently the patient begins to breathe more and more 
rapidly and deeply until after a few minutes respiration has 
become very vio lent, the mouth is widely opened, and all the 
accessory muscles are employed , so that the patient is the picture 
o r distress .. .. Afte r minutes or a few hours, the disturbance 
slowly subsides ... prolonged apnea [breath holding] may fo llow 
the attack of such a degree as to cause cyanosis and even convul
sions. Less commonly there arc ... alternating attacks of deep 
and shallow breathing, sighing, yawning, sniffing, coughing. spit
ting, breath-holding spells, and innumerable other variations .... 2" 

DPT: a Shot in the Dark discussed breathing di sorders (specifi 
cally apnea attacks) following vaccination , suggesting that they 
cause sudden infant death (S IDS). At rhe time th is symptom was 
not included in accounts of adverse reactions. The case of Harvey 
Jackson, Jr. , repo1ted in Chapter I is evidence of this connection, 
and the accuracy of this insight is confirmed by the 1986 addition 
of "respiratory difficulties, including apnea" and "sudden infant 
death syndrome" to the Connaught Laboratories package insert for 
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its DPT vaccine. 25 

This conclusion, however, while recognized by vaccine man
ufac turers, is still rejected by the organizations whose func tion is 
to soften the impact of sudden infant death and justify it to Ameri
can mothers. They ignore the poss ibility of a connection between 
S IDS and encephalitis from vaccination: 

Dear Ann Landers: 
Eight weeks ago we gave our baby his last feeding tor the 

night, kissed him tenderly and put him to bed. 
The next morning we fou nd him lifeless in his crnd le, a victim 

of sudden infant death syndrome. 
I' m writing this letter to heighten public awareness of a syn

drome that tragically kills thousands of babies (one in 500) each 
year. 

SIDS victims are seemingly healthy, usually between one week 
and six monchs old. The death is completely unexpected and for 
the most part unexplained. 

After our son died we received tremendous support and impor
tant information from the American SIDS Institute. We learned 
t!tat our son's death was caused by a specific disease that is u11pre
ve111abte because there are 110 symptoms. {emphasis added) 

Knowing this relieved us of the guilt that so many SIDS parents 
suffer-the nagging feeling that we might have done something 
to prevent our son's death . 

The Amer~can SIDS Insti tute is dedicated to the prevention of 
sudden infant death syndrome through research. education. and 
health care . . . . 

One Who Lived Through It 

Dear One: 
Thanks for mentioning th is fine organization. 
I' ve mentioned it before. lt conti nues to provide help for those 

who suffer this tragic loss. 211 

If this fine organi zation would cut back on its public re lations 
budget and use the funds to study the tie between vaccination and 
the DPT shot, it might come to realize that SIDS is not due to a 
"specific disease that is unpreventable. " It just might uncover cases 
like that of Harvey Jackson , Jr. , and others whose breathing was 
affected by the DPT shot. 
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Her temperaltlre we111 up to 102 again. She would lllm blue. She 
would ger so still that you couldn'r even tell she was breathing. I 
know ar times she definitely stopped breathing because we couldn't 
get a pulse 011 her or a breath out of her. We would shake he1: and 
she would start brearhing again. 

The breathing problems of epidemic encepha li tis-disorders 
of respiratory rhythm, breath-ho ld ing, and others- also plagued the 
recovered patient and were labelled "postencephal itic respiratory 
syndrome." 

Four months later she began to have a dry cough, which shortly 
became continuous, so that it interfered with eating and talking. 
Almost every expiration was replaced by a cough. A I ittle later 
she began to have spells of breath-holding. Then attacks 
developed during which she would jump our or bed , cross her 
arms with her hands on her shoulders, bend forward, and breathe 
forcibly and whimper as if in distress, then straighten up and hold 
her breath for a while. 21 

This same chronic condition is sometimes found in vaccine-
damaged children. 

What he had starting ar 6112 months for at leasr a year and a half 
is that he would hold his breath- at least once a day- runt blue, 
pass our, and have what looked like a convulsion. Ir wcrs exactly at 
61/2 months. 

As noted in Chapter 11 , breathing difficulties clue to vaccination 
are likely to be at the root o f the steadily increasing incidence of 
childhood asthma and chi ldhood asthma deaths in the United States. 

Anorexia and Bulimia 
Jn the past , recovered encephalitis patients often manifested appetite 
disturbances. Sometimes they had anorexia. They stopped eating, 
and ultimately died of "cachexia. "2~ More common, however, was 
bulimia (morbid hunger). 

Great increases in weight, lead ing to obesity, were noted, indi
cating derangement of the pituitary gland, hypothalamus, endocrine 
system, or other mechanism regulating weight gain. This was called 
"postencephalitic obesity" or "pathological obesity. "29 
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S.T. was quite healthy until an acute attack of encephalitis in 
April , 1911. She was somnolent for almost a month .... In the 
next few months she developed a large appetite and a consuming 
thirst. She gained almost thirty pounds within two months. The 
polydipsia and polyuria [excessive drinking and urination] lasted 
only about six weeks, but the obesity persisted. '0 
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In Massachusetts a 1937 report on 266 patients with epidemic 
encephalitis found that thirty had increased appetite, with twenty
four becoming "obese," while twenty had " marked loss of weight. "3 1 

These patients were also accused of having "food fads"- par
ticular attraction or aversion to one or another article of diet. 

Appetite disturbances are also found after the DPT shot: 

About his eating, before the second DPT shot he was eating well. 
After rhe shot he wouldn't ear anything. It was months before I could 
get him to eat anything except milk and juices. 

After his fourth shot he didn't seem to want to eat much. He would 
drink a lot but was really picky about his food. 

"Post-encephalitic obesity" is also seen after vaccine damage. 

After all of Sharon's convulsions, she started gaining a lot of weight. 
The doctors have found that her thyroid gland is almost destroyed. 

Millions of Americans today are overweight to the point of 
obesity. Often this has little to do with the volume of food intake. 
How much can be ascribed to a post-encephali tic state? 

Dear Ann Landers: 
I am sick and tired of my friends being fat and getting fatter. 
Last night another paJ called me all excited to say she is on a 

diet and has lost six pounds. Then later in the conversation, she 
said, " I've gained thirty pounds since I last saw you. " I was 
speechless. 

This stunning girl is only 5' I". She says she is fat because she 
had a hysterectomy and quit smoking. Another friend is fat 
because she got a divorce. Still another one gained forty pounds 
because she now has to cook for her husband, who is on a special 
diet. The most common excuse is , ·'I just had a baby." 

These are nothing but alibis, and I'm sure you 've heard them 
all . Incidentally, the first woman's hysterectomy was seven years 
ago. 
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The husband "Mary" cooks for is not fat, and the "baby" is 
now four years old. 

One of my friends has gotten so heavy that her knees hurt, and 
she is using canes. The woman refuses to acknowledge that 
perhaps her knees can't carry the extra 100 pounds she's put on 
in the last 21/ 2 years . She says they all went bad when she started 
to jog. 

Ann, please tell these women that obesity is the death knell to 
good health and looks and that diets work only if you stick to 
them . ... I miss my thin friends in- Longview, Texas.·~ 

Hyperactivity 

ln past epjdemics the most striking feature of the recovered 
encephalitis patient was hyperactivity-inability to sit still or 
remain in one place, a perpelUal urge to move about, often accom
panied by excessive ta lkativeness, at home or in schoo l, a restive
ness which immediately became intolerable to those in the vicinity.33 

These children seem to be driven by a constant nervous stimula
tion or irritation, are constantly annoying those about them, 
fight ing impulsively, and running wild about the house and in the 
street. 34 

The patient may be sluggish or drowsy during the daylight l10urs 
and usually spends much of his time in sleep, but as night 
approaches becomes more and more active and restless. About mid
night or later the child may be wildly excited, laughing and scream
ing and in constant ill-directed activity. As day dawns this over
activity slowly diminishes, and the child finally falls asleep just 
at the time when under normal conditions it should be awakening.35 

I would like to ask if Dr. Bond, or any other doctors who have 
had experience, will tell us specifically how they handle these 
intensely disturbing motor diniculties which we meet in some of 
these children. Some of them are almost unbearable to live with 
or to have around. I refer to constant motor activity, rapid shift 
of attention and interest, purposely meddling with objects, 
destructive tendencies, etc. 3(' 

In school she was extremely restless and desired constant atten
tion from the teacher. She talked aloud, quarreled with the other 
children , argued with the teacher, and wandered about the room 
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at wi ll while the school was in session ... . Her behavior was so 
disturbing to the teacher and pupils that she was excluded from 
school. 11 
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In 1934 two physicians in Cincinnati called th is "organic driven
ness," epitomizing these children's obsessiveness and relentlessness. 38 

It had sometimes been seen in extreme form during an acute 
attack of encephalitis: 

One may recall the horrible and piti ful sight of some of the hyper
kinetic patjents who, in the acute state of Economo's disease, li t
erally rolled themselves to death .... There was no way out of 
this torture. One could on ly stand by and helplessly watch a hope
less fight . .. the fight of the personality against something il can
not stop, something whi.ch is beyond the grasp of the individual 
because of its very nature. ~·1 

A smaller group were hypoactive rather than hyperactive. ln 
them everything came to a standstill: movement , thought , speech. 

Hyperactiv ity was usually assoc iated with inability to concen-
trate-attention-span difficulties, attention deficit. 

Besides exhibiting a ce11ain degree of irritability, the boy's 
behavior was otherwise exemplary. However it was noted that he 
had difficulty in concentration, a disability which lost him many 
jobs and which seriously jeopardized his ability to earn a living:'0 

He was hyperactive and restless and concentrated poorly .... He 
was provocative , restless, and aggressive , had a sho1t attention 
span, was undependable. destructive, and slovenly about his 
person." 

Hyperactiv ity and attention-span difficulties are, of course, 
among the most common sequelae of vaccine damage and are dis
cussed at length in DPT· A Shot in the Dark. 42 

Cranial Nerve Palsies 
The DPT vaccine is capable of causing all possible cranial nerve 
disorders: from blindness , deafness, and muteness to the less severe 
dyslexia, stuttering, or auditory processing deficit.~·' 

Vision: sometimes these children have "gaze paJsy," difficulty 
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moving the eyeball from side to side or up and down.44 Or they will 
be crosseyed: 

Another thing that happened after the second shot is that her eyes 
started crossing. I took her Lo the doctor with that, and he said: 
"Oh. that's nonna/ with babies, you know. Don't wony about it." 
To this day, her eyes still cross sometimes. 

When a physician reports, for instance, "oculomotor nerve 
paresis" coming on suddenly in a five-month-old baby, or "unilateral 
ptosis" (drooping of the eyelid) combined with "dilatation of the 
right pupil and inability to rotate the right eye" in a seven-month
old-"for several days prior to admission he was irritable and slept 
poorly. In addition to this he began vomiting and had three to four 
loose stools per day"-these look like typical reactions to a vacc i
nation and should be investigated as such . "5 

But the disability can be more serious. Harold Forman, who 
reacted with a 104-degree fever and high-pitched screaming to his 
second DPT shot, was later found to be totally blind; his mother is 
certain he was not blind at birth and that it was caused by the shot. 

How much of the blindness discovered in six-month-old chil
dren and diagnosed as "congenital" is actually vaccine-induced? No 
one knows. By the time the blindness is diagnosed, the baby will 
have had two or three DPT shots-which are capable of causing 
blindness . 

Or the child will have trouble processing information through 
the eyes- the typical disorder associated with dyslexia. Ralph Pack
ard had persistent crying and a 104 degree fever after his first three 
shots; now eleven years old, he has a "visual perception problem" 
and cannot read or write properly. 

He skips words and letters. He is going to a man who works with 
kids who have visual perception problems. With his writing he puts 
all the words togethe1; Lhere is 110 spacing bel\Veen the words. We 
have trouble reading ir. One teacher said that he had written a 
report, and she coulc/11'1 read a word of it. She had him read it ow 
in class like all the rest of the kids did, and he read Ehrough it real 
fast and knew exactly what he had written. 
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Judy Glick went into a grand mal seizure seven days after her 
second DPT shot at seven months. She later had two more grand 
mal seizures and is now on seizure med ication . 

She can write but has a tendency to reverse her letters and write 
things backwards . .. . She has a ve1y low atre11tio11 span. 

Wayne Esterbrook reacted violently to his fifth shot at age five, 
began screaming and rocking from side to side, had a headache and 
a fever of 104; that night he began hallucinating. Today he is dyslexic: 

He had mirrored handwriting in. thefirsl grade. If you. held his writ
ing up to a mirror; it was pe1fect. He would make a calender with 
eve1y number backwards. 

Often the vaccine-damaged child cannot write at aU ("develop
mental expressive writing disorder"): 

We have a terrible time f1)1ing to get her to write . She !awws all the 
letters and all the sounds. but her coordination is so baa she can't 
write. I'm trying to find her a typewriter or something so she doesn't 
have to do all this writing. You know how much writing they have 
to do in first grade- she' I/ never be able to do ir. 

He still has no motor skills. He only recently learned to feed himself; 
hold a pencil or scissors. He has no muscle tone and no refiexes. 
He can't write because the motor skills are not there. 

This same visual palsy was and is among the most frequent 
sequelae of epidemic encephalitis. Impairment went as far as total 
blindness, and there were numerous lesser disabilities. The encepha
litic patient could suffer from an "ocu.logyric crisis" (the eyes roll 
up into che head and remain fixed in that position for hours); or the 
eyes could assume a staring expression; or they could oscillate back 
and forth or up and down (nystagmus); or they could be crossed 
(strabisrnus), causing double vision. 

Sometimes the post-encephalitic had fixations about other 
people's eyes. One woman with "oculogyric c risis" described her 
obsession: 

"I cannot think of another person's eyes. When I look at other 
people's eyes , it gives me a sinking sensation ." 
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The record continues as foJiows: 

When the patient looks into a pair of eyes, she feels herself sink
ing and her eyes go up. 

"My eyes start to move upward and I go into a spell. I cannot 
c lose my eyes . As soon as I do, I see my daughter 's eyes (age 
e leven) posted on the door of my room . . .. Then , I go into a 
trance, my eyes turn up, and I see the ceiling in the room. My 
spell comes on with a sinking-heart sensation. Then, everything 
goes blank and, though I can see, my mind becomes dull. I have 
to lie down. When I do, the first thoughts are of my children's 
safety. When I tJy to shut my eyes, my children's eyes are always 
before me ... and I only think or people and their eyes. I see 
nothing but eyes, eyes, eyes, especially the eyes of the last person 
I saw" .. . 

Because of this obsession the patient consciously avoids 
looking into mirrors.•<> 

This sort of visual obsession is reminiscent of the autistic 's 
"avoidance of eye contact." 

The visual problem could take the form of dyslexia , dysgraphia, 
or some other learning di sability. Byers and Rizzo described the 
school experience of chi ldJen who had whooping cough encepha
lopathy in infancy: "marked reading difficulty and inabil ity to deal 
with abstractions, such as digits. Her attention spans were short and 
abstract reasoning was inadequate for her age .. . visuomotor func
tion and abstract reasoning ability were well below her age expec
tancy, in school ... she had difficulties with technical subjects, 
especially reading, and repeated the second grade, though she did 
not start school until she was 6 1/ 2 years of age. "47 

In another study, Annell found that children with a history of 
pertussis in infancy had a higher incidence of dyslexia than a control 
group .·~ 

Muteness is another effect of the vaccine. Paul Galloway, who 
reacted violentl y to each of the DPT shots , gradually lost the abil ity 
to speak and became mute at the time of the fourth shot (age e igh
teen months); he is now diagnosed as autistic. Keith M ii ler was the 
same: he cried as a baby but gradually lost the ability to speak and 
now communicates only with sign language. Also Gary Keys: 
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He had been talking be.fore his shot, and then he just quit talking 
altogethe1~ quit doing any babbling or anylhing. And he never 
started talking again. He was just never the same again. He was a 
pe1fectly healthy baby wirh not even a cold up until that point. 
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Ripley Forbes, now diagnosed as autistic, who had grand mal 
seizures after the second shot and continues to have uncontrollable 
seizures up ro the present (age ten), is unable to initiate speech. His 
mother states: 

He can sing commercials and songs.from tapes, bu1 he can't speak 
unless you tell him. what to say, and then he can repeat. the words 
after you. 

The voice could be affected also in epidemic encephalitis, with 
the child experiencing either severe stammering and stuttering, a 
slowing up of speech, or a total inability to get the words out: 

It is especially in patienls with involvement of the speech 
mechanism that we get the impression of a fairly active mind, but 
with every avenue of expression effectively blocked. In some of 
these patients there is not on ly a speech dif ficulty, but an actual 
stopping, the impulses do not come through. The patient gets out 
a word or two, but the others stick in his throat, and he smiles. ' 9 

Some were totally mute. Others talked volubly, despite having 
a speech impediment , but made no sense. 

He talked incessantly much of the clay and night. His talk con
sisted large ly of reminiscences of earlier childhood and quotations 
from sermons and school lessons.50 

Dysphagia (inability to swallow food) may be present, due to 
loss of the nerve power in the throat and neck. There can also be 
disturbances of taste. These both contribute to the "food fads" and 
appetite disorders noted earlier. 

Otitis with consequent hearing loss is one of the most common 
effects of vaccination. Today the United States is experiencing a true 
plague of this condition. At least half of all U.S. children have had 
an episode of "glue ear" by their first birthday. By the age of six, 
90 percent have had such an episode , and they account for thirty 
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million visits to physicians each year. In addition , a million children 
have tubes inserted in their ears every year, at a cost of $2000 per 
operation- for a total of $2 bi1Iion annually. 51 

Disturbances of hearing as well as partial or total deafness, 
often associated with otitis, were also common in the post-encepha
litic syndrome. 

Also reported were cases in which the hearing became more 
acute after encephalitis: "patients apparently had an increased acuity 
of hearing and were greatly distressed by ordinary sounds. " 52 This 
is reminiscent of the hyperacute hearing reported in some autistic 
children. 

Facial palsy was a commonly reported after-effect of 
encephalitis. The individual could not move his facial muscles , and 
his face took on a "masklike" expression, often with a "fixed" or 
"frozen" smile. 53 

Since the salivary glands are controlled by the cranial nerves , 
another consequence of epidemic encephalitis was a tendency to 
hypersalivation: 

He has acquired a spitting tic; every few seconds he has an irresis
tible desire to spit, and does so accompanying the act with an 
explos ive grunt. He states that he cannot control this desire for 
more than a few minutes at a time.5

• 

The post-encephalitic syndrome sometimes involved changed 
sensitivity to pain-especially to changes in temperature: 

He got our of bed on a hot day and was found standing on the 
slate roof without any apparent discomfort. 55 

Yon Economo noted that the "centers regulating body temper
ature" could be disturbed. 56 The child is either excessively sensitive 
or unusually insensitive. 

The parents of vaccine-damaged chi ldren have noted the same . 
Unusual sensitivity to heat is very common, and the child insists 
on very lukewarm baths. 



Mental Retardation , Seizures, Cerebral Palsy, 
Paralyses, Hypotonia 

DPT: A Shot in the Dark describes mental retardation , infantile 
spasms, epilepsy, other kinds of seizures, hemiplegia (severe one
sided paralysis) , hemiparesis (slight one-sided paralysis), paraplegia 
(paralysis of the lower part of the body), and quadriplegia (paralysis 
of all four limbs). 57 

Seizures are well-documented consequences of the DPT shot, 
as seen by the case of Paul Hamill: 

The four-month checkup was May 21, and he got the second DPT 
shot. He had a low-grade fever that night but was doing OK until 
May 27. We were sitting at the dinner table, and he was sitting in 
his infant seat 011 the floor. He had been babbling and cooing, but 
all of a sudden he stopped. I looked over at him to see why he was 
so quiet. /-le was staring up at the ceiling. I put my hand in front 
of his eyes. and he didn't notice it at all. That lasted about thirty 
to forty seconds. On May 28 he had.four or five qf those episodes, 
each one thirty to forty seconds. On May 29, at sevenA.M., he IVOke 
up c11ul was ve1)1 happy. I hlul him on the changing table, and he 
starled a sudden violent scream, a blood-curdling scream. He got 
very restless, and then he became unresponsive. 1 called his name. 
I clapped my hands, but he had no response aL all. Both his arms 
dropped down to his sides, and he became flaccid. This episode 
lasted about thirty seconcl.1·. 

A month later the physician gave him another DPT shot, and 
the epileptic seizures became more frequent, up to 100 per day, even 
though he was taking five different medications. Today Paul Hamill is 
developmentally delayed with autistic features, and still has seizures. 

These same sequelae were the most tragic consequences of 
epidemic encephalitis. They could appear at the same time as the 
acute symptoms or could take months or years to become manifest; 
they showed that the disease had- as was always feared- caused 
permanent damage to the brain , spinal cord, or neurologic system . 

Only one encephalitis patient in four completely escaped such 
long-term sequelae- which were more frequent and severe as the 
victim was younger. 
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Mental retardation, "intellectual defect," "amenti a," and total 
idiocy were often noted , while a slight decline in intellectual 
potency was found to be almost universal , even if only a few points 
on the IQ test. 58 

The destructive impact on mind and intelligence was more vis
ible in the young. Frank R. Ford, professor of neurology at Johns 
Hopkins , wrote in 1937: " in infants mental development is often 
completely arrested, and idiocy or imbecility may result.' '59 Adoles
cents and adults could sometimes escape with little or no retardation. 

Whooping cough encephalitis was particularly implicated. 
Annel l's study of this disease found mental retardation to be one of 
the most frequent sequelae; and it was worse in the younger victims. 60 

Epilepsy and other seizure disorders were often found after 
epidemic encephalitis. Annell: " Many cases of 'idiopathic' epilepsy 
may be the result of simple diseases of ch ildhood" (and , she could 
have added, of childhood vaccinarions).6 1 The epilepsy was often 
of the "psychomotor" variety. <>z Other kinds of seizures were grand 
mal, petit mal, tics, tremors, convulsions, grimaces, choreiform 
movements , and other stereotyped movements. 

Karen Nelson and Jonas Ellenberg, of the National Institutes 
of Health , observed in a 1986 article that no cause can readily be 
found for the greater part of childhood epilepsies. 63 But no one 
looks into vaccinations as a cause-even though vaccination is 
known to cause seizures and epilepsies ! 

Whooping cough is known to be particularly dangerous in ch il 
clJen with epi lepsy. 64 

Another set of sequelae from encephalitis included paralyses, 
cerebral palsy, hemiplegias, paraplegias, quadriplegias, weaknesses 
(hypotonia) of the anns and legs, spasticities, and c lumsiness . 

Parkinson's Disease was a well-known after-effect, and a third 
of encephalitis cases developed this later in life (noted paJticularly 
after the 1918 epidemic). 65 Von Economo observed: "The Parkinso
n ian patient with a dripping half-opened mouth has become a wel l
known and typica I picture of chronic encephaJ itis. "M 

The same set of sequelae are found after vaccination. Alan Dom
browski, who reacted violently to his first three shots, is an example 
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of hypotonia: 

When he falls , he cannot react by putting out his arms to catch him
S<~ff. He just falls flat on his face. 
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Winford Mills, born in 1982, fell ill with a severe gastrointes
tinal disturbance a month after hi s first DPT shot; this continued for 
six weeks and was followed by a series of em·aches and respiratory 
infections. During this sickness he was observed to be regressing 
intellectually and physically, to the point where today he has the IQ 
of a newborn baby, is mute , and lacks muscular power, lying on 
the floor or in a chair like a rag doll wherever he is put. 

Mothers have sometimes detected slight changes in muscle 
tone after vaccination. The mother of Eric Hmt noted that his Moro 
Reflex became more pronounced after the first DPT shot.* A month 
later he developed infantile spasms. 

Many post-encephalitic patients in past studies were left
handed or ambidexterous, and this is also fou'nd in vaccine-damaged 
children."7 The mother of Keith Miller (now diagnosed as moder
ately autistic) remembers that at about the age of two he switched 
from holding the spoon in his right hand to his left hand (the possi
ble relationship between severe vaccine reaction and left-handed
ness or ambidexterity would be a good topic for research) . 

Must There Be a Severe Acute Reaction? 
Researchers in the epidemiology of vaccine damage invariably 
assume that long-term sequelae will not occur in the absence of a 
severe acute reaction. This assumption was accepted by us in writ
ing DPT: A Shot in the Dark. Thus it was puzzling to find that about 
half of the new families interviewed for the present investigation 
could not remember any marked vaccine reaction, even though the 
child began to develop symptoms of autism or other severe neurol 
ogy shortly after one of the shots . 

*The Moro Reflex is the "startle reaction" manifested by contraction 
of the li mbs and neck when an infant is dropped a short distance or startled 
by a sudden noise. 
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Two conclusions could be drawn. Either the neurology in these 
cases had nothing to do with a vaccine reaction (i.e., was "congen
ital," as medical authorities often maintain) or, alternatively, serious 
long-term sequelae can develop in the absence of an acute reaction . 

This important point should eventually be resolved through 
appropriate research . In the meantime, however, the second alterna
tive must be accepted, or at least considered , on historical and 
theoretical grounds . 

In a word, encephalitis ji·om all other causes is known to pro
duce severe neurologic damage in the absence of an acute reaction . 
Why should encephalitis from vaccination be an exception? 

Epidemic encephali tis was notorious for this: 

ln s ix cases there was a histo ry of a definite onset of neurological 
manifestations without a history of a previous acute febrile 
attack. 68 

ll is not unusual to observe the development of the symptoms of 
the chronic phase unheralded by any acute i 11ness .69 

!n the great majority of cases, there is no history of an attack of 
encephalitis. It is only when the medical history of the child , as 
well as his behavioral reactions, are carefully scrutinized and 
evaluated . . . that the condition becomes apparent. 10 

Baker in 1949 wrote about measles and whooping cough: ''l\ctu
ally there is no correlation between the severity of the in fectious 
disease and the cerebral involvement. In many cases with only a 
mild illness severe postencephalitic complications may arise months 
or even years late r. "1 1 

Anna Lisa Annell's exhaustive treati se on whooping cough and 
its complications keeps returning to thi s point. "The degree of severity 
of [whooping cough] and intensity of the clinical symptoms do not 
appear to be deci sive for the occtmence of sequelae, a fact that has 
also been stressed with regard to other in fectious diseases of child
hood. "12 "Even apparently uncomplicated attacks of in fectious dis
eases of childhood may result in brain damage , which may then be 
the primary cause of subsequent behavior disorders. "1~ 

There is little correlation between the severity of the infectious 
d isease and the cerebral involvement. The resul ting cerebral dam-
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age is not in prop011ion to the degree of severity of the primary 
disease, but sequelae may occur even in such cases in which the 
clinical symptoms of cerebra] involvement have been slight and 
have subsided rapidly. For example, they may only have been 
manifested as marked drowsiness or brief, s light clouding of con
sciousness, transient headache, or vomiting on one or two occa
sions. Or symptoms of cerebral involvement may have been lacking 
altogether. [emphasis added] Thus there is .reason to search for 
symptoms of brain damage even in such cases in which the child 
has not been known to have had any disease of the central nervous 
system or any cerebraJ complications associated with some infec
tious illness. 74 
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Roger Bannister writes about "acute disseminated encephalo
myelitis" that " there may be no preceding general symptoms , or the 
neurological disorder may follow by a few clays an infection of the 
upper respiratory tract or an influenza-like illness. " 75 About 
encephalomyelitis after vaccination H.H. Merritt writes: 
"Symptoms of involvement of the meninges-headaches, stiffoess 
of the neck, and drowsiness-are common early in the course of 
all types. In a number of cases there are no fu11her symptoms."76 

This leads irresistibly to the conclusion that severe neurologic 
sequelae may occur after vaccination even in the absence of an 
acute reaction. When the baby reacts to a DPT shot with "a slight 
fever and fussiness" or "drowsiness" for a few days , this may be, 
and often is , a case of encephalitis which is capable of causing quite 
severe neurologic consequences . 

Any researcher who ignores or rejects the possibility that vaccination 
can cause the most serious neurologic disorders in the absence of a 
marked acute reaction will have to .find grounds for distinguishing 
post-vaccinal encephalitis .from encephalitis due to other causes . 

Serious reactions may simply be overlooked by the parents . The 
baby may lapse into unconsciousness for an hour or more ("shock," 
"collapse") , and the mother may decide that he has fallen asleep at 
an unexpected time-or slept somewhat longer than usual. 77 If he 
is hard to arouse, she may just be philosophical about it. Ten or 
fifteen years later, when questioned about a possible reaction to the 
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DPT shot, she cannot remember anything out of the ordinary, even 
though her baby may have had a six-hour fainting spell (described 
in the literature of pediatrics, for obscure reasons , as "hypotonic 
hyporesponsive episode"). 

Thus, a patient manifesting the typical long-term effects of 
vaccination is probably a victim of vaccination , even if no acute 
reaction was observed at the time . 

This can be ill ustrated by the dramatic case of Frank Maxwell 
(born: October l 978; diagnosis: delayed development with autistic 
features). His mother was contacted by telephone to arrange an inter
view but was not very forthcoming-having , like many mothers of 
autistics, already been overexposed to inquisitive physicians and 
researchers . She asked what was the purpose of the interview and , 
when told about a possible connection with the DPT shot, at once 
responded that she had never noticed a vaccine reaction and did not 
even remember when Frank had had the shots . When told that they 
are usually given at two, four, and six months, she replied that vac
cination cou ld not then have played a role , since Frank's autistic 
symptoms (emotional withdrawal and Joss of eye contact) had 
definitely commenced at six weeks . She was certain of the date. 

This was a stai1ling piece of information , and she was asked 
to check Frank's Baby Book, just to be absolutely sure. She tele
phoned back an hour later in some distress with the news that, 
according to the Baby Book, Frank had had his first DPT shot at 
six weeks. "Do you think that 's significant?" she asked. 

Bill Follett (born January 1972; diagnosis: autistic) was a simi
lar case . His father did not recall an acute reaction but stated that 
within a few days of the fourth DPT shot he became noticeabl y 
alienated, distant , and non-responsive. This gradually progressed to 
ful I-fledged autism. 

David Montgomery (born: January 1975; diagnosis: autistic
like) had a change of personality precisely at the time of the MMR 
shot. He had earlier been making baby no.ises, but now lapsed into 
silence and developed an extreme fear of any changes in his routine. 
These would provoke him into screaming fits . 

Herbert Irving (born : December I 981; diagnosi s: autistic) also 
withdrew from contact after the third DPT shot: 
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The third shot was 1he turning-point. He should have had it earlie1; 
Ina ii was delayed because of his earaches. They gave it to him 
quickly when the earaches slopped momentarily. He had the shot 
on January 2, and we left 0 11 vacalion about ten days laLer and were 
gone ten or fifteen days . While we were away there was a turn for 
the worse. When we got back he was jusl isolcued in his crib and 
didn't wan/ to see us or be picked up. Before that he had been 
interactive wi1h the other children. He would watch them get ready 
for school and laugh at them. He would stand in the playpen and 
watch their antics. 
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Mary Dorfrnann (born: March 1965; diagnosis: autistic) had 
the eighteen-month DPT booster when in the hospital to be operated 
on for crossed eyes (possibl y caused by the earlier shots) . At that 
time she "withdrew" from human contact , and the p<u-ents attributed 
it to the "emotional trauma" of the hospital stay. 

Stephen Kennedy (born: March 1978; diagnosis: "atypical" 
with autistic tendencies) regressed in a number of ways at age 21/2 , 
shortly after the DPT booster shot. He stopped using words logically 
and became echolalic; he also started staring episodes (absence 
seizures) . 

Sometimes the only sign of a vaccine reaction is change in the 
baby's s leeping pattern. Mothers , of course, remember this very 
readily. 

Margaret Atwood (born: September 1974: diagnosis: marginal 
autistic) did not react visibly to any of the shots , but her mother 
recalled a distinct change in her sleeping pattern at eighteen months 
(the time of the fourth shot). Before that she had taken daytime 
naps, but afterwards she became hyperactive, stopped taking naps, 
and slept very little at nigh t. 

Tammy GaJTett (born December 1977; diagnosis: atypical 
development , autistic syndrome) "got her days and nights mixed up 
about her second month," i. e., starting at the time of the first shot. 

This question deserves further research , if funds can be found for 
it somewhere in the multi-billion dollar budget of the National Insti
tutes of Health. If vaccination was known to cause serious neurologic 
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sequelae in the absence of an acute reaction, this would cast a differ
ent light on the whole U.S . program for tracking vaccine reactions. 

The "Hot Lot" 
Underlying much of the thinkjng about vacci ne damage is the 
unspoken assumption that only an unusually virulent batch of vac
cine, the so-called "hot lot" which somehow gets through the FDA's 
safety testi ng system, can cause serious neurologic damage. This 
assumption might be tenable if vacc ine damage occurreq only in one 
or two cases out of each million children vaccinated- as our offic ial 
statistics have been insisting. But, if damage is occurring in fi fteen 
to twenty percent of all cases (as estimated from the incidence of 
learning disabilities in the United States) , it can hardly all be caused 
by defective batches of vaccine. Some inferior vaccine may be passed 
into the marketplace, but the neurologic damage described in these 
pages is too extensive to be blamed on "hot lots."* 

It is not the vaccine which is at fault but rather the genetic or 
"constitutional" diversity of the population of babies vaccinated , 
wh ich predisposes so many of them to react violently to a perfectly 
"safe" vaccine. 

Laurence Steinman has noted , "The possibility that adverse 
reactions to rou tine immunization may be under genetic control 
seems novel," but it is confirmed by Charles M. Poser, M.D . , of 
the Harvard Medical School Department of Neurology, writing 
about encephalitis: 

Neither the nature nor the severi ty of the pathological reaction 
depends on the type of speci fie ru1tigenic stimulus (the previous 
viral infection or vaccine); rather, such reactions represent the 
idiosyncratic inmrnne response of a particular patient. The same 
is true of the reaction's anatomic localization; it is likewise 
idiosyncratic and unpredictable . .. the response is determined 
by the host rather than by the stimulus. 78 

*See the discussion of "hot lots" in H. Coulter and B . Fisher, 1985, 
216, 287-291, 298- 300. 
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Completely "normal" babies can and do react disastrously to 
a completely "normal" batch of vaccine. 

Developmental Delay 
The common denominator of all these encephalitis-caused dis
abilities is "developmental delay." The individual is delayed , more 
or less severely, in all areas of physical, emotional , and inte llectual 
development. The more serious cases remain children, or even 
infants , for their whole lives . 

These children grow slowly. They are delayed walking and talk
ing; they wet thei.r beds until adolescence, and even beyond; teeth 
may come in very late: one boy had no teeth until age eleven. 79 

Microcephaly (failure of the skull to grow) may occur, a dramatic 
case (from whooping cough) being described in 1869: 

Whi le living i11 Ohio a few years ago I became acquainted with 
a boy twenty-two ye<u-s of age who arrested my attention from 
several marked characte1istics ; his mind be ing apparently unde
veloped , and incapable of becoming so in a great degree; and 
while his bodily stature was that of a man , his cranium was very 
sma ll and seemed to have ceased growing in childhood, while the 
rest of the head , the face, etc. had grown, thus g iving him an 
unseemly prominent appearance. Being quite interested in the 
youth , I made the acquaintance of his mother, and from her 
learned the following facts; at the age of six or seven years , he 
had an attack of severe uncomplicated whooping cough , which 
was very hard and persistent , continu ing for several months with
out abatement ... since that ti me his head has ceased to grow, 
and the li ttle hat he the n wore , his mother still keeps , and it fits 
him perfect I y yet. 80 

Epidemic encephalitis had a delaying effect on personality 
development as well. T.R. Hill in 1928 commented on "the great 
exaggeration in these patients of primitive and instinctual tendencies 
and their consequent slavery to them. "81 Harry Bakwin wrote in 
1949, "On the whole there appeared to be a retardation in personal
ity development, the school age child behaving like a runabout and 
the runabout like an infant. "82 Annell wrote in 1953 , 'f\.n arrest of 
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personality development as a whole seems to occur, holding them 
at a lower level of behavior, perhaps because maturational mech
ani sms have been interfered with .... Primitive reactions usually 
outgrown in infancy continue through the runabout stage or longer. "83 

The pertussis vaccine causes identical developmental "cleJays" 
and "re tardations," even "reversals." 

At three years old he could read simple books and stories, and at 
five years he co11ld11'1 read Clf all, and still has reading difficulties. 
He has difficulty wiih math correlating where the numbers should 
go. He had an incredible memo1y. He could memorize long para
graphs and sentences before he was.five years old, and ca11 '1 do thm 
anymore. 

She just turned seven, and her coordination is very bad. She didrr'l 
walk wuil she was six. Every1hing was very delayed in her develop
ment .. . walking, wlking. 

At jijieen months of age he had been a wonde1ful happy compliant 
baby, gorgeous. Ate well, slept well, no problems of any kind. And 
also no! too docile. Ve1y interactive . language skills, play skills. The 
.firs/ thing to go was his behavior. He became unco11trollably 
hyperactive [after MMR, oral pol io, and DT shots]. Within three 
days ajier that he began all of these symptoms: severely non-com
pliant, hyperactive, body was very limp, like a rag doll. He lost lan
guage and play skills. 

He fwd an ear infeCLion when he was six momhs old. He was ralking 
a Lillie at thar time. But by the time he was a year old he was deaf 
He stopped miking and didn't start again ullfil he was almost three. 

Until that point Jeanne was the brighter one of the twins. After that 
she regressed. We knew she 111011ld be the jirsr to ralk because she 
was pulling herself up before the shot. But after the shor. everything 
seemed to stop with Jeanne. 

Worth considering is the idea (quite heretical in the context of 
late twentieth-century industiial medicine) that childhood diseases 
actually benefit the child. Physicians fami liar with these diseases in 
the past often noted a spurt in growth and development after a bout 
of measles, mumps, or whooping cough. This wisdom has today 
been forgotten. 

And how will the child 's immune system be strengthened if he 
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is never exposed to the stress of disease? "The most immunized 
child in history" grows up to be an immunologically incompetent 
adult. 

Egotism, Ego Weakness, Alienation 
The earlier chapters on auti sm and minimal brain damage outline the 
intellectual and personality traits typifying these conditions. The very 
same traits are described in the literature on epidemic encephalitis . 

Children with the post-encephalitic syndrome suffered from 
egotism, narcissism, and so lipsism which , after repeated rebuffs by 
the outside world , become ego-weakness, fearfulness , depression , 
and despair. 84 

The egotism is typically seen in disregard of physical danger 
and exhibitionism: 

O n the street she dashed heedlessly in front of motor cars, o r 
jumped on the running boards. She would get into delivery wag
ons while the driver was absent , and drive around. On one occa
sion she caused a runaway by whipping the horses. She was 
finally rescued, unhurt and unfrightened. 85 

These girls ... wanted the center of the stage, and one child at 
a Sunday-school entertainment ran on the platform and sang and 
danced until she was pulled off. 86 

When young , these children are oblivious of their disabilities. 
Pure surrender to instinctual drives leads to "euphoria. " 87 But 
euphoria disappears when they grow up and realize that they are 
"different. " 

This undermines their self-confidence. The outcome is a weak 
ego, expressed in insecurity, anxiety, timidity, fear of the new, and 
unwillingness to take initiatives: 

Case eleven , a boy who was scarcely 31/2 years o ld when he was 
examined, appeared psychotic only at times, when his condition 
resembled a dreamy state . Even in the intervals between these 
attacks he was extremely anxious. 81' 

Case twelve, a boy aged almost 5 1/2 years, did not as a rule appear 
psychotic, but he had sudden attacks during which he seemed 
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anxious, exhibited motor uneasiness , and lost contact with his 
SUJTOUndings. 89 

Wil liam proved to be a fri endly boy who was liked by everyone 
because of llis frankness and willingness to be of service . ll was 
noted that he was emotionally unstable , socially immature , and 
showed a marked feeling of insecurity .... New experiences par
ticularly frightened him ... and he felt at times that he could 
not control himself. Jn one interview he said , "I'm afraid of the 
beginning of everything and afraid I can't do it . ... " <)Q 

A personality review brought out considerable evidence of feel
ings of insecurity or inferiority. There are many indications of 
timidity. He says he is afraid to go out at night since his sick
ness .... He has a poor opinion of his own physical and mental 
ability and especially of his ability to learn at school. ... He 
feels he is different from boys that haven't been sick. 9 1 

A great development during the summer was a feeling of fear. At 
home he was afraid to be left alone, and instead of going to bed 
he placed pillows on chairs to sleep on .'n 

These individuals become alienated from society and from 
themselves- hermits and loners. "A number stated that they had no 
desire to associate with anyone and prefen ed to be alone." "They 
were asocial and made very little effort to enter into group 
activities." "He was to some extent unsocial, was apt to wander 
away from the others, or be indifferent to them. "93 

Vaccine-damaged children have the same ego weakness: they 
are emotionally frail , anxious, fearful, on edge, and oversensitive 
to criticism: 

One evening my daughter brought out a balloon to show him to 

cheer him up. She bounced it around, and when he saw it he star1ed 
screaming really badly. He shook and screamed like he was terr~fied 
at the sight of it. Up umil this time Clarence had been a happy 
adventuresome little boy. He was unusually brave and not afraid of 
much of anything. After this reaction he would scream in terror at 
the sight of balloons or chewing gum. He wouldn't even enter a 
room ?f someone was chewing gum. !-le wouldn't leave the doorstep 
when we wem out- he would just srand rhere and scream and shake 
until we picked him up. He became a timid nervous little boy over-
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night, and we couldn't figure out what had happened. This behavior 
lasted about 1hree months. 
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They fee] frustrated by their own inadequacies, their inability 
to be like others: 

After the third shot he became much more difficult to relate to. He 
started whining a 101-not like he is in physical pain, hut he is ve1y 
frustrated. I can see it . He can understand what you are saying, 
but he can' t translate it into speech. He can't get it oul, you know, 
what he wams to say to you. It's the same with physical movement- he 
knows how to do something like tie his shoes, but his body won't coop
erate with him all the time. He is ve1y angry inside, ve1y frustrmed. 

He doesn't like to feel that he is dijf'erent. He whines and gets 
depressed. 

All my life I have been frustrated with my disability-like I am 
imprisoned in a body that won't do what I want it to do. 

She is very uncoordinated physically. She has a very low attention 
span and is emotional. She is ve1y fruslrated. If she can't do some
thing and do it right, she doesn't even want ro fly . She cries in the 
classroom and cries at home. If she spills a glass of milk, she thinks 
the worl£1 has come to an end. 

Jeanne has been ji·ustrated a lot because of course she compares 
herse(f to Judy and doesn't think she measures up. Jeanne would 
stop and Cl)' and say, "I'm stupid. I just don't know anything . I can't 
do anything right." She just seemed ve1y frustrated for a long time. 

I 

ln the children with epidemic encephalitis these traits led to 
anxiety, fearfulness, and paranoia: 

The girl was very suspicious and felt that every one was talking 
about her. . . . The girl expressed many paranoid ideas and there 
were evidences of auditory and visual hallucinations. 94 

He felt that every one picked on him . ... He bragged about his 
escapades and stated constantly that he had done nothing wrong 
and that every one e lse was to blame ... . Although he had been 
in many serious diffic ulties, he minimized these and refused to 
admit that he had committed any wrong.'15 

Thus, wherever one looks-even in the finer points of person
ality development-the parallels between autism, minimal brain 
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damage, the post-encephalitic syndrome, and vaccine damage are 
overwhelming. 

A Moral and Emotional Vacuum 
Children with post-encephal itic syndrome lack deep feelings. "Emo
tional poverty was an outstanding symptom." "He appeared indiffe
rent to the rights of others and Jacked affection." "Their emotions 
are dulled or even abolished."% 

The same is seen in the vacc ine-damaged child: 

He used to be very affectionate, b111 now there is a vel)' fiat a.f}ecr. 
He is passive and 111irhdrcnv11 . If anyone rakes something fro111 hi111, 
he will jusi walk away. Someti111es he has a 111ad look. 

They lack a moral sense . As Frank E ll iott comments, "even 
conscience has a physiologic substrate, it seems. " 9

' A researcher at 
Johns Hopkins Hospita l in Baltimore wrote in 1922: 

In school they were impudent, disrespectful. disobedient, or no 
longer amenable to discipline. At home they would curse their 
parents or even strike ar rhem. They were indolent or indifferent. 
Several said they would do as they pleased. There has been fre
quent running away among them , and they would stay on the 
street at all hours . Some lost respect for personal and public prop
e rty; they destroyed their own belongings or the house furnish
ings ... . There was fabricat ing and lying. There were temper tan
trums, scream ing a11acks which were uncontrollab le.9~ 

Another authority described them as follows in 1940: 

The moral and social sense of the patient suffers an eclipse. His 
misdemeanors range over the whole gamut of juvenile depravity, 
from lying and petty pilfering to offenses against the person. Such 
changes in conduct seem aJways to be for the worse ... . A child 
of previously responsible character may be so transformed as to 
seem a different person. Impish , cruel, destructi ve, abusive, inde
cent . He may become guilty of any offense, from naughti ness to 
crime . . . . A creature of impu lse, the chj ld's opportunist policy 
of social offense thrives on the material he finds at hand.Y" 
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Their lack of emotion and empathy made them indifferent or 
unresponsive to punishment. But others (probably with unimpaired 
intelligence) refused to identify themselves with this aberrant 
behavior and later apologized for it. They sensed their own plight 
and were depressed by it: 

He fee ls he is different from boys that haven't been sick and thinks 
that his whole family thought he was getting dumb .100 

In some cases . .. transient but rather severe reactive depressions 
have occurred as the patients grew older. 101 

He separates clearly his behavior before he had encephalitis and 
after it, saying that before his illness he would do what his teacher 
said and told h.is father every time he wanted to go out, but that 
after it he would "holler" at the teacher, eat candy in school, run 
away from home, and stay out all day. '°2 

Remorse could lead to suicide or attempted suicide: 

One such case occurred in the North of England in a boy of 
fifteen. He nearly strangled a girl who had laughed at him , and 
afterwards hanged himself. w3 

Intellectual Fragmentation 
Their many physical, emotional, and neurologic deficits impose an 
impossible burden on the development of the inte!Ject. Frank Elliott 
states: "In clinical practice , impairment of conceptual thought is one 
of the earliest casualties of diffuse brain damage." 104 The post
encephalitic suffers from the same difficulty as the autistic in 
attempting to reason conceptually. 

Harry Bakwin in 1949 noted that one of the main defic iencies 
of the child with post-encephal itic brain damage is an inability to 
integrate perceptions; the difficulty is found in synthesizing the per
ceptions into a logical whole. '°5 Strauss and Lehtinen observed in 
1947 that these ch ildren are unable to distinguish between essential 
and unessential impressions-a condition which applies both to 
their way of thinking and of interpeting visual impressions . llJ<> They 
could not draw the figure of a human body, leading Lauretta Bender 
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to conclude that they had a fragmented perception of their own 
bodies; only by acquiring integrated experience of one's own body 
can one represent it in a drawing. and tills integrated experience was 
Jacking . 107 

Thus they cannot visualize or conceptualize the outside world, 
cannot abstract, cannot get a rational grip on it , cannot portray it 
symbolically. 

To their other difficulties may be added a defective memory, 
although sometimes the post-encephalitic child shows a freakishly 
strong memory. 108 

With so many handicaps. post-encephalitic children cannot 
acquire experience. Josephine Neal wrote in 1942 that their specific 
inte llectual defects ru-e "based on difficulties in gaining patterned 
behav ior through perceptual experience." Everything that happens 
to them is confused and uninterpretable; whatever "experience" they 
acqu ire is fragmented and unprocessed in their minds. 109 

Since judgment is based on experience, they lack judgment , 
cannot foresee the consequences of their actions, and are not con
cerned about them. 110 

Labil ity and Impulsiveness 
Post-encephalitic children were known for their ch ildish !ability of 
mood: 

He was presented to our dispensary with an unusually long history 
of behavior difficulties .... He cried bitterly al the prospect of 
being taken away from his foster-home , but a few minutes later 
had attracted attention by spitting over the rail upon the head of 
a physician below. This we round fairly represented George's 
mood changes .. . . 111 

There were times whe n Roy appeared to be tractable and affec
tionate . At such times he wo uld put hjs arms around anyone at 
the home and act in a tender and loving manner, but a moment 
later his mood would change. and he would try to injure the object 
of his former affcction. 112 

With !ability goes impulsiveness . Far from being premeditated, 
their actions are often spur-of-the-moment affairs. Impulses are 
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immediately translated into action. 

Case forty-one may be mentioned as an example of this hyperac
tivity and lack of inhibition together with unpredictable variabi lity 
in mood. The boy was extremely lively, restless, and destructi ve, 
but seemed dreamy at times and neither heard nor saw anything. 
He had sudden temper tantrums. In many ways he reacted extremely 
immaturely and primitively; he was completely unpredictab le . 1 1~ 

Their threshold of frustration is very low: 

Because of his hyperactivity and disinhibition , the brain-injured 
child appears to be elated: it is astonishing , as sometimes hap
pens, to see him burst into explosive crying when confronted with 
a difficulty. His reaction is then a state of helplessness and com
plete despair upon being confronted with a situation which seems 
insoluble to him. In children it usually appears in the form of cry
ing which may be so intense that comforting or appeasement by 
verbal efforts is unavailing. 11

" 
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T he post-encephalitic is moved by the emotions of the 

moment. He lacks a superego and manifests the egocentricity and 

primitive selfishness of a newborn baby-at the mercy of instinctual 
desires for gratification . 

Sometimes they admit to a sensation of being " outside time," 

which may represent the small baby's lack of a sense of time: 

During her spells , during which she remains fully conscious, she 
loses completely her sense of time. Unless so informed after the 
attack is over, she never knows their duration, though she recalls 
other details with remarkable clarity. This sense of timelessness 
is very apparent to the patient during her attacks and is very dis
turbing to her, so that in order to keep in contact and to be cor
rectly oriented with regard to the time element, she repeatedly 
scans her clock , attempting to concentrate upon each passing 
minute in order to appreciate more fully its significance which 
would otherwise be lost to her. 115 

Compensating for Ego Weakness: Resisting Change 
These childre n and adults possess several mechanisms for conceal

ing and offsetting their ego weakness and feelings of inferiority, and 
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for regaini ng control over their surroundings. 
One is argumentativeness, obstinate disobedience, evasive

ness, alibis, resistance to questioning, and opposition to authority. 116 

Discipline is resented and usually ineffective: 

At fi rst' he was reported as doing well in hi s foster home . Condi
tions were favorable for a quiet life, such as had been prescribed 
for him. Soon, however, there appeared such items as: George 
told long tales that were not u·ue; he did not seem to know what 
obedience was; he could not be trusted to do simple tasks. 111 

Following the illness she became irritable and impatient, always 
wanted her own way, and when not allowed to have it, would kick 
and scream and bite, acting " like a wild person" and persisting 
in he r disobedience or annoying behavior until she made her 
mother c ry.118 

When he cannot have his way, the post-encephali tic individual 
will break down in tears, a regu lar "cry-baby" (reflecting weakness 
of the lacrimal nerve) . 11 9 

Another mechanism is whining insistence or "perseveration," 
reflecting mental rigidity and inability to let go of an idea. 120 

The boy appeared to be lively and restless but was at the same 
time extremely rigid mentally. He was unable to adjust himself 
to any new situation .... He showed a marked tendency to per
severation: he drew numerous pictures with exactly the same 
motif, and at school he often adhered to a question during the 
entire lesson.121 

This desire to regain control ca11 also be expressed in a propen
sity to act willfully, to boss and bully others, to assume leadership. 

Since admission in 1926 she has shown considerable disorder of 
conduct. She is continually interfering with other children's occu
pations; she will issue orders to them, try to "boss" them, and a 
fight will ensue. Her very violent, easily aroused temper produces 
fierce fights. When her inte1t'erence with the other children is pre
vented by anyone, she will attack the latte r, st1iking her and trying 
to sieze her by the throat. Her interference with other chi ldren is 
governed by a curious maternal or protective feeling for them, 
which leads her occasionally to order the nurses to carry out this 
or that treatment for them. 122 
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Father reports: "Must have his own way in everything. If he does 
not, he goes out and c ries. All he likes to do is order othe rs about 
... very self-assertive, is certainly not of a retiring disposition. " 123 

But bossiness is just a facade for an inferiority complex. 

When one of the larger boys left, he took hjs place as leade r. He 
responded weU to the new responsibilities put upon him. He was 
always interested in anything which gave hjm a chance to show 
his authori ty to others . In making ready for a birthday party for 
one of the other boys John fi nally decided he wouldn't go, and 
got under the bed , expla ining that if anything went wrong he 
would be blamed for it . 12

•
1 
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Carried to an extreme, bossiness becomes temper tantrums, 
rage and violence: 

His worst fault .. . was his uncontrollable temper .. . . He would 
on slight provocatjon kick, bite, scratch, and spit upon 
others .... He was still bossy and at times scrappy. 12.1 

Her violent outbursts of temper, fighting, or defiance last only a 
few moments and are of dai ly occurrence . . . . The ward staff 
makes this comment on her: "She seems to lose all control and 
then does not mind what she does to anybody, regard less of con
sequences." Punishment, reproof, and appeal , although produc
ti ve of tearful response and promises of good behavior at the time , 
produce absolutely no effect in the Jong run. 126 

The child would first grow restless and walk rapidly about the 
ward, then hls face would grow red and expressive of anger .... 
The child would then be very angry and would sometimes actu
ally foam at the mouth . He would try to injure anyone nearby at 
such times and not infrequently would beat bed-ridden patients 
with his shoe or any other hard object available. Within a few 
minutes his anger would have spent itself, and he would be very 
sorry for his misbehavior. At such times he would be very affec
tionate and would try to kiss and caress the nurses . 121 

The slightest teasing would irri tate him to the point of violence, 
and his resentment of c ritic ism was extreme . On one occasion, 
when accused by an older brother of having defaced one of his 
books , the patient seized a flatiron on the stove and struck his 
brother with it, fracturing the skull. Since that time the 
antagonism between them has been extreme. 128 
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This behavior, which came to be called the "explosive diathesis," 
had first been noted in 1899: 

Following the most trivial and most impersonal causes, there . 
may be the most grotesque gesticulations, excessive movements 
of the face, and a quick, sharp explosiveness of speech; there may 
be cursing and outbreaks of violence which arc often directed 
towards things .... There is an excess in the reaction, with 
inadequate adaptation to the situation which is so remote from a 
well-considered and purposeful act that it approaches a pure 
psychic reflex. '29 

These impulsive acts resembled the facial and vocal tics which 
these patients also mani fested and were just as ungovernable . 

These children are destructive and impulsive . Impulses are 
immediately translated into action. Inhibitions and fea r of conse
quences are Jacking. They steal , lie, destroy property, set fires, 
and commit sex offenses. They do not evade detection and claim 
that they cannot he lp their conduc t. '30 

She was quite conscious of her abnormal behavior, regretted it and 
said that she could not help it. She could only be kept out of mis
chief by being put to bed. When reproved .. . said , " I can't help 
it. I try to be good but I feel I must do it. Twill try to stop it. ... " 
Sometimes she would say, "Can I stay upstairs by myself until 
schooltime? I feel 1 am going to fi ght." 13 1 

They appear to be acute ly conscious of the impulse to do wrong, 
but are quite unable to control it. They frequentl y express their 
inability to hold themselves in check. A patient ... made this 
remark, "I am a bad boy. I know I am a bad boy, but I cannot 
help it." A patient of mine sitting down at a table pushed a porce
lain vessel out of her reach for fear she might have an uncontroll
able impulse to smash it and, having spat fi ercely at me , burst 
into tears and would not be consoled, blaming herself bitterly. 
Another patient said he often had a "feeling" that he must go into 
his garden and hurt his dog ... . 132 

The patient was admitted to hospital in October 1926 .... She 
was quarrelsome and easi ly upset and was very restless, being 
unable to sit or stand in any one position for more than a few 
moments. She showed a violent temper when she could not get 
her own way, would fight readily, and displayed an uncontrollable 
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impulse to pinch and slap anyone who came near, which she 
would obey constantly even if she were hit back in return. m 

A woman who had recovered from encephalitis lethargica: 

used suddenly to become conscious of a rising surge within her, 
a seemingly phys ical wave which flooded her brain and caused 
her to clench her fists, set he r jaws, and glare in frenzy at her 
mother: "Had my mother said anything then to cross me, r would 
have killed her." Her attacks were followed by remorse. I)• 

137 

The "irresistible impulse" component is seen in the practice of 
"gruesome self-mutilation" in some of these children. 135 "In rare 
cases strange mental states develop which lead to frightful self-muti
lation, such as extraction of teeth , avulsion of eyeballs, and gnaw
ing of the fingers. " 136 

According to the history, the girl had had severe temper outbursts 
since the age of four years. Very often she would beat her head 
against the wall or floor if frustrated. 137 

She would suddenl y tear her clothes, or smack someone in the 
face, or, if nobody were near, smack herself on the head , and she 
took to blowing at people who went near her and attempting lo 
spit at them, and was constant ly spitting when walking about. She 
was quite conscious of her sins and ashamed and tearful on being 
spoken to about them, but said , " [ can't help it," or "Something 
makes me do it," and added that it "helped" her to smack some
one and that it gave her the same satisfaction to smack her own 
head if no one e lse were present. us 

While some of these individuals were clearly acting under 
uncontrollable impulse ("psychic reflex"), others seemed to be inhe
rently malign and destructive , moti vated by a wi ll to do evil. They 
were sometimes described as "revengeful," and their violently 
aggressive behavior could be accompanied by hallucinations and 
" voices. " 139 

Case one-An e leven-year-old boy with no signi ficant medical 
history and normal premorbid personality had had a four-day 
influenza-like illness with headache, dizziness, and drowsi
ness. . . . One month later he was reported to be "hearing 
voices." When last seen, four months after the original illness, 
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he was still lethargic and worried by aggressive feelings towards 
members of his family. 1

•
111 

The girl expressed many paranoid ideas, and there were evidences 
of auditory and visua l hallucinations. She told that she heard 
voices which commanded he r to kill. She always heard these 
voices when she was in bed. In her visual halluc ination:; she saw 
a sma ll dark woman slanding in front of he r a lso orderi ng he r to 
kill. During one of her temper outbursts the girl attacked one of 
the workers and tried to kill her. Her conduct during the temper 
outbursts was extremely violent. 1•

1 

He improved graduall y and returned to school, but had to be taken 
out because he asked so many questions and removed books from 
other desks to his ow n .... In September 1920 , another attempt 
was made to have him attend school, but this was soon given up 
as he started to steal at random. He took a diamond ring belonging 
to his sister and disposed of it for an automobile ride. He began 
to ente r stores and take things which he later gave away. When 
questioned in regard to his stealing, he invariably replied that he 
heard a voice in his left ear which forced him to do so ... he 
constantly maintained that there were two voices in his ears on 
these occasions, the one of the devi l telling him to run away. and 
the other of an angel telling him not to do so . ... He could not 
pl ay with other children on account of his overbearing manner and 
his fits of anger. His parents had great difficulty in controlling 
him , though there were periods in which he appeared perfectly 
normal . 1

"
2 

The same aggressiveness and tendency to violence can often 
seen in the vaccine-damaged child. Temper tantrums and destructive 
behavior are rooted in weak ego, emotional !abi lity, and a low 
threshold of frustration. 

She is very emorional. 011e 111in11te she will be happy and sweet and 
the 11ex1 a11g1y and upset. 

One minute he will be .fi11e and smiling, and the nexl minute he will 
be set ojf' into a spell 1vhere he is ang1y and mean .. This past year 
lie we111 to kindergarten; one day the teacher left for a few minutes, 
and when she got back. the room 11·as in a shambles. My son and 
another boy had desrroyed the room. 
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The most d!fficul1 thing to cope with right now is her behavioral 
problems. There are days that she comes out of her roorn and starts 
screaming . And we have no idea what brought it on. And it will go 
away as.fast as it came 01i. Then she will be as sweet and wo11de1ful 
as any other little kid. But there are other times when you can't even 
get close Jo her. 

The outcome is often a violent reaction against a hostile world: 

She is a real lillle scrapper. She will pick a.fight at a m.inute's notice. 
She would as soon tackle her older brother for a fighl as someone 
her own size. She is an agitator. She will make trouble where there 
wouldn't be any if she would leave ii alone. 

My daugh1er is now sixreen. Ar age fourteen she was ho.~pitalized 
in an adolescem s1ress unit for two and a half months. She continues 
to be a roller-coaster of extremes ernotionally- really happy or 
really sad. There have been days when we have not been able to 
send her to school because she has such an explosive emotional 
makeup. 

1 have great concern with Martin's violent tendencies. 1 am s1wting 
to be afraid because, as he gets older, he could go o.fl half-cocked, 
and if he does strike out, 1 am afraid he will strike out at the ones 
closest to him. The child psychologist. luis told me she can see violent 
tendencies in Martin . He is like two different kids al limes. When 
Martin is on medica1ion he is calmer, but when he is off ii he gets 
hyper and very negative. He will be mean and pull the em's 1ail and 
sta11fights. He doesn't treat his friends very nicely. 1 had one doctor 
who would pUI him. on medication during school but lake him a.fl it 
in the summe1; and Martin would harass eve1yone in T.hefamily, and 
we would fight with each other. The whole neighborhood was really 
ang1y at him because he was doing abnormal things and gelling into 
trouble. He would call people names and drive everyone crazy. 

My son looks pe1fecrly normal 011 1he owside, so i1 is difficult for 
people to accep1 his erratic, violent behavior. Our old doctor told 
us he was just hyperactive, and so we sent him to a normal preschool 
.for two years. We know now that was rhe worst thing we could have 
done for him because the normal children told hini he was a "re
tard" and "dumb," and, of course, he couldn't do the work they 
were doing . Now we have him in the school for children who have 
cerebral palsy. m11/1iple sclerosis, learning disabilities. hyperactiv-
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iry, etc. When he star1ed he would bite, kick, and hit tile 01her kids . 
and 1hey had to put him in isolation frequently whenever he became 
violent. 

He was in special-eel. preschool a1 age three and four. There we 
noticed a lot of violent behavior, so 1nuch so that they wamed to do 
more CIIT' scans. He was C11'1 adorable child with a s1H1rkling person
ality, and all of a sudden he started biting, kicking, and scratching . 
He would pound his head into my chest. ! would have ro hold him 
down on the couch. He IVOuld do 1/ie same ro his brothers. He would 
stay awake until midnight. He did not pick on animals, only people. 
Lately he has been interested i11 matches, just recemly. We went from 
violent behavior to now, for the past year, almost u11imerested. 

There is a strong element of impulse: 

When he struck you was he mad at you? 
The councilor said 1hat he was and that this was a good sign, 

showing that he.fell comfortable letting his anger show at home wilh 
his family. 

But what did yo11 think abow it? 
I thought ii was because of the brain damage. I don't think he 

really knows whc11 he is doing. !l's a son of reflex behavior. 

That this violence has an impulsi ve component is seen in the 
fact that it is often sel f-directed, but there are also signs of deliberate 
malice: 

She can go into tanm1111s. We have had her hurl herse(f. She has 
thrown herself against doors . She used to bite herself She will 
attack her older sis1er when things aren't going right. 

Especially after a sei:11re, he will grab the hair of anyone ll'ho is 
i11 his way. He will bite them or kick them, and you can't stop him 
110 matter what you do-eve11 though he is still VC' I)' tiny. He will 
pull his own hair 0 111 and bite himself on the arms. If you tell him 
"No!," he will s1cm screaming and pulling his OIVn hair ou1. Since 
he had a really bad seizure lnsl year, his behavior !tas become even 
more violent. 

Would you say that he is actually malicious? 
*s. sometimes. For i11sta11ce. last week my husband was rub

bing my neck because I had a headache. When he saw ii. he wanted 
to help, bur then he pinched me. So I said, "Ow.'" And after that 
he starred pinching me some more. 
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The final compensation fo r ego weakness in the post-encephalitic 
popu lation was to seek refuge in heightened sexual activity. ln con
trast to the delay in other spheres, sexual maturity often seemed 

accelerated in these individuals, with premature puberty, hypersex
ual ity and precocious eroticism leading to public masn1rbation, 
obscene language, exhib itionism, rape and rape attempts, sexual and 
other assaults on smaller children, and the like. This reflected the 
type's overall aggressiveness and also a natural craving for affection: 

It was unsafe to leave her [age nine] with he r younger brothers, 
as she took delight in twisting the ir hands and feet unmercifully. 
Her older brothers she teased and tormented , and when they tried 
to discipline her, she would bi te them and claw at them. At other 
times she fondled them, was sexually aggressive, and was rather 
frequently masturbated by one of them. On one occasion inter
course was attempted by the eldest brother who was sixteen years 
old. 1

•
1 

Some chi ldren show excessive eroticism and precocious sexual 
reactions. We have seen a boy of eleven years who was committed 
because he had been molesting little girls. He masturbated almost 
constantly throughout the day and at night would steal into the 
fe male ward and get into bed with adult women. The strong fee l
ing of s hame associated with the sexual li fe in childhood seems 
to be quite lacking in these children."'" 

She had an uncontrollable tendency to behave in an over-affec
tionate way. When she was not pinching or slapping them, she 
would like to sit with her arm around one of the other pa1ients 
and longed for caresses. She tried to behave in the same way to 
the nursing staff . They described her as liking to be petted and 
"craving for sympathy." 1"~ 

Case one. C .D ., age twenty-seven yem·s , male .. .. Patient was 
admitted to the Neurological Insti.tute where a diagnosis of posr
enccphalitic (epidemic) Parkinsonism was made. After his dis
charge, he became involved with the police because of his con
duct with young girls and older women. He would approach them 
and. without any preliminaries, attempt to fondle them. mos1 

141 
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oflen pulling his hands on their buttocks . This, final ly, led to 
difficulties in the home, the boy on many occasions having 
annoyed his step-mother and step-sister in this fashion . . .. He 
was observed for a time al Grasslands Hospital , where many 
inmates complained that he tried to put his hands on the ir buttocks 
and on their heads .... When interviewed, the patient explained 
that he desired to have sexual relations with women but had never 
succeeded in his advances, presumably because of his physical 
disabilities and unprepossess ing appearance. Under these c ir
cumstances the presence of women close to him aroused great sex
ual desires which, wanting expression in socially acceptable 
fom1s, led him to place his hands on their buttocks. " 6 

Case eight. B.C., born February 22, 1924 , had e ncephalitis at 
three years, could not keep up with her school work at eight years 
... masturbated , stole, was disobedient, and ran away ... . She 
showed nume rous tics , she bit her knuckles , showed respiratory 
dish1rba nces, compulsive masturbation ... . At the age of twelve 
... she was restless, petulant, dull , had unremitting sex drive, 
was assaultive if annoyed , and complained of hearing voices say
ing she was mistreated. 1

" 

C.D was brought into the hospital at the age or twelve years 
because of' sexual assaults upon little g irls ... . In August 1921, 
he was arrested with three o ther boys and charged with sexual 
assaulc. It was claimed that the patient had persuaded the other 
boys to join him in an assault upon a young girl , and investigation 
revealed that he had been molesting little girls for several 
months ... . During his stay in the hospital the child was docile 
a nd good-natured. He was a lways smiling and expressed rather 
excessive affection for everyone. He masturbated at frequent 
intervals during the clay. On several occasions he crept into the 
female ward during the night and crawled into bed with a young 
woman. The nexc morning he would apologize and promise not 
to do it again .... His subsequent face is unknown. 1

" 8 

Sometimes the genitals are overdeveloped with early manifes

tation of secondary sexual characteristics. 149 

These individuals m ay also suffe r from confusion of sexual 

identity, ranging fro m the boy's desire to wear dresses, to bisexual ism 

or homosexual ism. 150 
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Case two. N. N., age twenty years, male . . .. At the age of four, 
in .January 1918, he suffered with acute (epidemic) encephalitis 
leaving no immediate sequelae . Behavior difficulties became 
apparent a few years later. He constantly stole from other people, 
ran away from school , was sexually delinquent, stopped strangers 
on the street and asked chem for money .... He admi tted perfor
mance of perverse sexual aces in another hospital. . . . He 
showed aggressive , impulsive tendencies, was emotionally over
reactive, unstable , irritable, and unpredictable. Occasional 
homosexuaJ trends were noted early in the course of his admission 
. . . conduct continues to be abnormal and he has a strong 
homosexual trend. He will prowl through the wards at night for 
the putpose of committing sodomy and requires very careful and 
continued supervis ion, both day and night. At times, he will try 
to assault the weaker patients who resent his advances. 151 
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Encephalitis, Autism , and Minimal Brain Damage 
The three preceding chapters have sought to demonstrate that the 
conditions known as "autism" and "minimal brain damage" are only 
parts of a larger entity-the post-encephalitic syndrome-which, 
in tum, is caused primarily by the childhood vaccination programs. 

Richard Schain in 1977 noted the parallels between minimal 
brain damage and the post-encephalitic syndrome: "The early workers 
who described the brain damage syndrome consequent to epidemic 
encephalitis wou ld be surprised at its present prevalence, albeit in 
an attenuated form ." 152 But he did not suspect a connection with 
vaccination. 

The proof that these me all essentially one and the same condi
tion is found in the symptomatic parallels among them. 

The areas affected are the central nervous system-especially 
the cranial nerves-the digestive process, and the immunologic 
apparatus. 

Neurologic involvement is seen primarily in mental retarda
tion, seizure disorders, muscular hypertony or hypotony, cerebral 
palsy, hyperactivity, and a tendency to left-handedness. When the 
cranial nerves are affected, the result is weakness of the eyes, ears , 
voice, and respiratory system, the latter condition being responsible 
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for the cases of "sudden infant death" following upon vaccination. 
The principal manifestation of cranial nerve involvement, of 

course, is the epidemic of dyslexia and other learning disabil ities 
which are a lready overwhelming the American educational system. 

Headaches and sleep disturbances are further ramifications of 
the overall neurologic destruction accompanying encephalitis. 

The digestive and appetite disturbances associated with enceph
alitis are doubtless responsible, at least in part, for the epidemic of 
anorexia and bulimia and the weight-gain and obesity problems of 
Americans in the late twentieth century. 

The immunologic sequelae of the post-encephalitic syndrome 
are discussed in Chapter IV. 

The overall impact of encephalitis is "developmental delay" in 
a ll areas . 

It does not appear that a violent acute case of encephal itis, or 
a violent acute vaccine reaction , are needed for the development of 
quite severe long-term neurologic sequelae. 

No less important than the physical manifestations of the post
encephalitic syndrome arc its intellectual and moral ones. Even the 
mildly affected individual often shows such symptoms as egotism, 
narcissism, ego weakness, alienation, impulsiveness, emotional 
!ability, flat affect , anxiety, paranoia, impat ience with criticism, 
rage, depression, and su icida l impulses. 

Post-encephalitic indiv iduals have fragmented thinki ng, and 
their memory is weak; hence they cannot th ink rationally ancl even 
lack ordinary common sense. 

Compensation for these perceived weaknesses often takes the 
fom1 of aggression against others. hypersexuality, homosexuality, 
alcohol or drug abuse, and suicide. Very probably these behaviors 
are also direct manifestations of the underlyi ng neurologic weakness . 

The long-term consequence of rage , aggression, premature sex
uality, and drug and alcohol abuse in this population is the ongoing 
epidemic of violent crime in the United States-discussed at length 
in Chapter V. 

While the vaccination program is, of course, not responsible 
for every instance of the above disabilities and socjal woes, it 
nonetheless makes a substantial contribution to them. The fuU 
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extent of the contribution will become known only after the neces
sary specialized investigations have been peiformed to substantiate 
this working hypothesis. 

Awareness of the relationship between these neurological dis
abilities and the post-encephalitic syndrome has been blocked 
heretofore by subconscious reluctance to admit that the childhood 
vaccination program is the only possible cause of a mass epidemic 
of clinical and sub-clinical encephalitis . 
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IV 

Vaccination and Allergies 

Half the American population suffers from skin allergies , allergic 
rhinitis, bronchial asthma of allergic origin , food allergies, and 
others . The prevalence of allergies is steadily rising in all industrial 
societies . 

This creeping epidemic could well be one more long-term 
effect of our increasingly widespread and all-encompassing child
hood vaccination programs. 

Another aspect of the allergy epidemic is the phenomenon of 
"autoimmunity," in which the body becomes, so to speak, sensiti zed 
to itself. This class of diseases fi rst emerged in the 1950s and has 
been steadily expanding. 

DPT A Shot in the Dark discussed the allergy component in 
vaccination reactions , noting that allergic children react more 
strongly to the DPT shot and that the vaccine seems to heighten 
existing allergic sensitivities. We concluded , "Certainly the questi on 
of whether a personal or fami ly history of allergy puts a child at 
high risk of reacting to the pertussis vaccine deserves further serious 
investigation." 1 

Our comment was noted by the manufacturers. At the time of 
publication ( 1985) of DPT: A Shot in the Dark, vaccine package 
inse11s nowhere mentioned "allergic reaction" as a contraindication 
to the DPT shot, but in 1986 Connaught Laboratories changed its 
product insert to warn of "allergic" and "anaphylactic reactions" 
after DPT vaccination. It advised that "allergic hypersens itivity to 
any component of the vaccine" is an "absolute contraindication" 

151 
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against further shots . 2 

Some children are apparently born with an allergic sensitivity 
to milk in the form of a tendency to colic, and they are particularly 
at risk from a vaccine-induced encephalitis. Others are not allergic 
from birth but become allergic after the shots. Both groups develop 
new allergies as they mature and are exposed to allergenic sub
stances in the environment. 

I took him in to the docwr w have him checked why he was coughing 
so much, and they did tests, and ii came back that he was allergic 
to milk. So they switched him to soybean, and he couldn't take 1he 
soybean formula, so he had 10 be put on goat's milk. He did11'1 
appear 10 be allergic to milk until after the DPT shot. 

Greg01y was so allergic to milk he finally had 10 be put on. lsomil, 
a type of jbrmula. To this day he is fussy about milk. If he drinks 
certain kinds, certain brands of whole milk, he will go into the bath
room and have diarrhea , and it is a ve1y light yellow color. 

Allergies in Encephalitis, Autism, and 
Minimal Brain Damage 

Our finding of an allergy component in vaccination reactions merely 
brought to public attention what had always been common knowl
edge in the medical profession-that encephalitis, especially from 
vaccination , can give rise to an allergic state, whi le conversely the 
existence of an allergic state predisposes to the development of 
encephalitis after vaccination. 

The interrelation among allergies, vaccination, and encephalitis 
has been an active topic of medical investigation since the 1930s,3 

and a 1954 study on "neurologic sequelae of prophylactic inocu la
tion" summarized state-of-the-mt knowledge in noting that the com
mon factor in the pathology of encephalitis from vaccination is 
"anaphylactic hypersensitivity. "" 

Lawrence Steinman and colleagues at the Stanford University 
School of Medicine (mentioned in Chapter III) in 1983 performed 
an animal study indicating that ch ildren with allergies may overreact 
to the pertussis vaccine. 5 
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An experiment by Kevin Geraghty, a pediatric immunologist 
from San Francisco and active critic of the DPT vaccine, is also 
instructive. He found that one strain of mice reacts violently to the 
DPT vaccine, while another is quite unaffected. But when mice of 
the latter strain are first injected with hist.amine (a cell-released sub
stance which elevates their allergic sensitivity), they then react vio
lently to this vaccine and die in epileptic seizures.6 

Allergies and other immune-system abnomrnlities are commonly 
associated with autism. Four-fifths of autistic children and adults 
have "severe allergies. " 7 Their high levels of serotonin-another 
substance released by cells during allergic and anaphylactic reactions 
-point to a chronic allergic condition. 8 

Food allergies are undoubtedly at the origin of the stomach 
pains, constipation , and diarrhea from which autistics often suffer. 
These children may have a tendency to colic from an early age, 
problems with calcium metabolism , and signs of milk intolerance. 9 

There may be gastroenteritis , indeterminate stomach pains , flatu
lence, diarrhea, alternating diarrhea and constipation , etc. 10 

In its most severe form, this becomes celiac disease-severe 
allergy to wheat products and sometimes to milk products as well. 
Lauretta Bender in 1953 called attention to the high incidence of 
celiac disease among patients diagnosed as "schizophrenic" (the dis
tinction between autism and schizopluenia was unclear in 1953), but 
Rimland was the fi rst to notice the coincidence of autism with celiac 
disease, writing in 1967 that autistics often manifested "symptoms 
of gastrointestinal disorder." 11 

Mary Coleman , a physician in Washington, D.C. , has also 
written on the association of celiac disease with autism. Of seventy
eight autistics collected by her for a 1976 study, eight had celiac 
disease- slightly over ten percent of the sample. This was 200 to 
800 times the published frequency of celiac disease in the popula
tion, suggesting a strong association with autism. Seven others had 
a "history compatible with celiac disease. " 12 

Sometimes the diagnosis of celiac disease or celiac autism is 
made after successful therapy thJough withdrawal of wheat products 
from the child's diet. Gluten worsens the child 's symptoms, and its 
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elimination leads to improvement. 13 

Rim land has written in this connection: 

Wheat is a common and powerful disruptor of behavior in some 
children. We have case histories of certain autis tic children whose 
behavior becomes completely wild for several days after he or she 
eats any wheat. Too much wheat can mean the corner of a soda 
cracker, a chicken leg rolled in flour. a few Wheaties flakes, a 
hamburger patty to which some of the bun has adhered ... . 
Some of these children, including several who later became 
textbook cases of autism, were diagnosed as having celiac disease 
in infancy. 1• 

Hyperactive and minjmally brain-damaged children also man
ifest a high inc ide nce of allergic manifestations. 15 Doris Rapp , a 
pediatric a llergisl practicing in Buffalo who was interviewed for this 
book, stated her opinion that two thirds of hyperactive or minimally 
brrun-damaged children suffer also from severe allergies. She stated 

further: 

l have repeatedly noted in the history of many of the small chil
dren whom I treat for allerg ies that they get a DPT, and then 
within a month or two they begin to regress. T heir allergies will 
have gotten better, and they wi ll have start.eel to learn well and 
easily, and then they get their DPT, and a short time later their 
allergies come back, and they stop talking. or they don't walk as 
well. The parents keep giving me this history and they ask, "Is 
it related ?"!(· 

She has written two valuable discussions of this connection: 
Allergies and the Hyperactive Child and The Impossible Child. 11 

Another important discussion of allergies, autism, and hyperactivity 
is Allergies, Your Hidden Enemy by Theron G. Randolph and Ralph 
W. Moss. 18 

T he autoimmune diseases- rheumatoid arthritis, systemic lupus 
erythematosus, al lergic rhinitis , celiac disease, pern ic ious anemia, 
and others which came to prominence in the 1950s-are thought to 
result from the body's allergic reaction "to itself," or to some com
ponent of "self.·· 

As already noted, Norman Geschwincl found a tie between 
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autism, dyslexia, and autoimmune diseases. 19 Some authorities have 
gone so far as to call autism an autoimmune disease, and Israeli 
researchers in 1982 found autistic children to have a "cell-mediated 
immune response to brain tissue," suggesting that an "undetectable 
brain lesion associated with autoimmunity may play a role in the 
pathogenesis of autism. "20 Researchers in France and the United 
States have found abnormally active immune-system reactions in 
autistic children, suggesting a state of hypersensitivity. 2 1 

It is highly probable that autoimmunity and developmental dis
abi lities are interlinked by way of a vaccine-induced encephal itis. 22 

In 1970 G.A. Rosenberg wrote: "An autoimmune al lergic mechanism 
has been postulated as the cause of the uncommon occunence of 
postvaccinal encephalitis, possibly with an initi al invasion of the 
nervous system by a virus, with a subsequent antigen-antibody reac
tion .''23 If this line of research is followed up , the interrelations 
among these conditions will doubtless be substantiated. 

Myelin and Demyelination 
The key to these relationships is the myelination process and its 
interruption. 

Myelin is the tough, wh ite , fatty, waterproof substance th at 
coats the nerves I ike insulation on an electric wire and has the same 
function. 

Development of the ch ild 's nervous system dming pregnancy 
and after birth occurs in two stages. First the nerve fibers (neurons 
and axons) appear. Only when they are all in place does the process 
of coating with myelin commence. 

Prior to myelination the nerve fibers are vulnerable, as nerve 
impulses travel more slowly through unmyelinated than through 
rnyelinated fibers, and they can sho1t-circLdt from fiber to fiber. 2" 

But at the moment of birth myelination has only just com
menced. In some nerves it does not even start until eight months 
of age or later. 25 

It proceeds at different rates in different neurologic areas for 
the next jijieen years , and in some nerves myel ination continues to 
age 45!26 
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It starts in the phylogenetically older parts of the brain (those 
areas which humans share with the lower animals) and then moves 
to the phylogenetically more recent pmts (which distinguish the 
human from animaJs). Since the cerebral hemispheres and the cere
bral cortex (the locus of memory and higher activities of the mind) 
are the phylogenetically newest parts , they are the last to be com
pletely myelinated- in the fifth year of li fe or later. n 

Anything that interferes with myelination hinders the child 's 
neurologic development and maturation . If myelin is prevented 
from being deposited or, once deposited, is removed (demye lina
tion), the nervous system remains undeveloped and immature . The 
newborn infant, especially if premature, is clearly very much at 
risk. 28 

To be precise, a vaccination-associated encephalitis sometime 
during the first year of life could easily interrupt the myelination 
process and thus cause neurological damage. Charles M. Poser of 
the Harvard Medical School Department of Neurology writes: 

Almost any ... vaccination can lead to a noninfectious inflam
matory reaction involving the nervous system .. . . The common 
denominator consists of a vasculopathy that is often ... 
associated with demyelination. 29 

In 1947 Isaac Karlin suggested- with great prescience, it 
would appear-that stuttering is caused by "delay in the myeliniza
tion of the cortical areas in the brain concerned with speech. "~0 In 
1951 he extended this idea to "congenital word deafness. "31 More 
recently Roland Ciaranello suggested that the link between autism 
in the child and German measles (rubella) in the pregnant woman 
might be through "impaired myelination"-children dead of rubella 
have inadequate myelination in various areas of the brain- but he 
did not develop the point further. 32 Quite recent research ( 1988) by 
Rosalind B. Dietrich and colleagues, using magnetic resonance 
imaging of the brains of infants and children from four days to 
thirty-six months of age has found that those who were developmen
tally delayed had immature patterns of myelination. 33 

Researchers also find that impairment of myelination alters 
neural communication without necessarily causing severe central 
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nervous system damage. 3'' 

Now the meaning of "delay"-as in "developmental delay"
becomes obvious. It signifies physical immaturity of the nervous 
system, due to impairment of the myelination process- or even its 
undoing. 35 

The mother who exclaims, "Sam is a child, in the body of a 
man !" is speaking the literal truth. 3<· 

Experimental Allergic Encephalomyelitis 
The association between the post-encephalitic syndrome and 
demyelination or incomplete myelination of the bra.in seems quite 
secure. And the fact that encephalitis-including that caused by vac
cination- can cause demyelination has been known since the 
1920s!37 

But precisely how th.is occurred, i.e., the role o f the allergic 
reaction in encephalitis , became understood only a~er the 1935 dis
covery by the prominent American scientist, Thomas Rivers, of the 
phenomenon known as "experimental allergic encephalomyelitis ." 

Prior to this time physicians had assumed that encephalitis was 
caused by direct viral or bacterial infection of the nervous system. 
But when, in the l920s, they started searching for these infective 
microorganisms, none were to be found, and the causal factor for 
a while remained an enigma. The mystery was solved when Rivers 
produced brain inflammation in monkeys merely by injecting them 
repeatedly with extracts of sterile normal rabbit brain and spinal 
cord material. JR 

Encephalitis was now seen to be an allergic phenomenon , and 
th is explains the association of allergies and autoimmune states with 
a prior case of encephalitis. 

Experimental allergic encephalomyelitis remains even today 
the prime research model for study ing the evolution of autoimmune 
diseases and their effect on the nervous system. 39 

Peculiar allergic skin rashes had often been observed during 
infectious diseases associated with encephalitis , as wel l as after cer
tai n vaccinations:'0 So Rivers ' famous experiment provided an exp
lanation for this phenomenon also . No longer was encephalitis attri-
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buted to viral or bacterial infection of the brain. After 1935 physi
cians looked increasingly to the allergy model to understand 
encephal itis and the post-encephalitic synclrome.41 

This "experimental allergic encephalomyelitis" (EAE) , is identical 
to encephalitis after infec tious diseases such as measles and whoop
ing cough and, by extension , after vaccination- with myelin play
ing the role of antigen .-12 While the precise mechanjsm is not fully 
understood , the rnyelin dissolved in the blood and other fluids by 
the inflammation of encephalitis seems to act as an additional anti
gen, intens ifying the inflammatory reaction. 4~ 

The two aspects of encephalitis feed upqn one another. 
Usually, some discrete portion of the nervous system is involved: 

the meninges (the membrane around the brain and spinal cord), the 
brain itself, the brainstem, the spinal cord , the nerves , or a combi
nation of some or all of these. 4 4 

But the reaction can extend to any part of the brain or central 
nervous system, explaining the heterogeneous symptoms and sequelae 
of these diseases .4 5 '~typica l " cases of postvaccinal encephalomye
litis may "mimic" meningitis, viral encephalitis , or poliomyelitis .46 

Au topsies after postvaccinal encephalitis show many small yel
lowish-red lesions in the white matter of the cerebrum, cerebellum, 
brainstem , and spinal cord. Their characteristic feature is loss of 
myelin: staining shows "complete or incomplete destruction of 
myelin sheaths within the lesions . .. [the nerves] are affected to 
much less extent than the myelin sheaths . "'17 

If the functions of the human brain were to be replicated by a 
modern computer, it would occupy two city blocks of circuits and 
synapses . Even a single neuron can transmit several messages simul
taneously Uust as several te lephone or telegraph conversations can 
be passed along a single fi lament). 

The effect of encephalitis on the brain can be likened to drop
ping heavy weights through the roof of one of these computers here 
and there at randomly selected points. The resulting damage cannot 
always be categorized or described with precision , despite heroic 
efforts by the American Psych iatric Association. 

/ 
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The pertussis vaccine itself was awarded a bit part in this ongoing 
drama when, in 1959, it was found to have a peculiarly powerful 
allergenic effect on all sorts of laboratory animals . Experiments to 
produce anaphylactic shock are facilitated by addition of pertussis 
vaccine to the solution: the mice (or rabbits, or hamsters, or what
ever) die more rapidly and in larger numbers. 48 By the same token, 
addition of vaccine to the sterile brain and spinal cord solution 
greatly enhances its ability to generate an allergic encephalitis.49 

For these reasons pertussis vaccine is the preferred "adjuvant" 
in experiments to produce allergic encephalomyelitis. 

U.S. vaccination authorities seem steadily oblivious to the 
clanger of injecting U.S. children with an "adjuvant" which, of all 
those known to the world of biochemistry, has the most pronounced 
ability to produce allergic sensitization. 

James D. Cherry, a prominent specialist in the vaccine field 
and professor at the UCLA School of Medicine, observes, "There 
is no evidence that any of the experimental adjuvant activities of 
pertussis vaccine ... occur in vaccinated children. "50 But that is 
only because these "experimental adjuvant activities" have never 
been sought. Small babies differ in many ways from mice, rabbits, 
and hamsters-but not in their vulnerabi lity to anaphylactic shock 
or allergic encephalitis. 

This point should be investigated further. 

Increasing Allergic Hypersensitivity of Modern Man 
The discovery of EAE clarified an imp01tant issue which had been 
puzzling physicians. Prior to World War I , the infectious diseases 
of childhood had rarely been complicated by encephalitis. After 
1920, however, physicians noted a steady rise in the numbers of 
such cases. The rabies vaccine had always yielded a high incidence 
of encephalitis (one in 750 cases, with twenty percent mortality), 
but soon encephalitis was found after other vaccinations as well. 51 

In 1922 the smallpox vaccination program, for the first time 
in history, caused an outbreak of encephalitis; one of the more 
malevolent after-effects was an ascending paralysis, often ending in 
death , known as the Guill ain-Barre Syndrome. 52 Annell wrote in 
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1953: 

During the past few decades certain of the epidemic children's dis
eases-measles in particular-have shown an increased tendency 
to attack the central nervous system .... Up to the 1920s only 
isolated cases were, as a tule, described. After this time a large 
number-not uncommonly occurring epidemically-were 
reported. 53 

Other perceptive researchers at length realized that "the 
increased incidence of cerebral involvement may be due ... to a 
special reaction, e.g. of an allergic nature." [emphasis added]54 

Roger Bannister, a leading British neurologist, stated the same 
in 1978: these acute demyelinaring diseases have become more serious 
because of "some abnormal process of sensitization of the nervous 
system. "55 

"Sensitized" is the technical term for "allergic." The greater 
reactivity of today's children to vaccinations and to ordinary child
hood diseases-expressed as a tendency to encephalitis-is due to 
the emergence of an allergic dimens.ion that had not been there before. 
But why are children today more allergic than they used to be? 

Quite probably because the level of allergic sensitization of the 
American population is being steadily enhanced by the vaccination 
programs which commenced in the beginning of the century. Prior 
to 1900 encephalitis from childhood diseases was an almost negligible 
danger. After 1920 it was encountered more and more frequently. 

And today the threat of encephalitis from whooping cough or 
measles is the main justification for vaccination programs. 

Thus the medical profession is in the curious position of urging 
vigorous measures against a health threat created largely by itself. 

Genetic Predisposition? 
An aspect of autism and minimal brain damage that has steadily 
puzzled researchers is the finding that related conditions are fre
quently found in other family members. 

These range from stomach aches, diarrhea, and colic to far 
more serious conditions. In one study fifteen autistic children were 
randomly selected from twenty-three cooperating families. Eight 
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families reported two mentally handicapped children apiece, includ
ing six pairs that were autistic; of the twelve autistics seven also 
had gastrointestinal di sorders. In four other families five children 
had been diagnosed autistic, schizophrenic , and celiac; seven had 
combinations of autism, schizophrenia, celiac disease , eczema, and 
learning disabilities, and four a gamut of autism, schizophrenia, 
eczema, food intolerance, and learning disabilities. One family of 
four had diagnoses of auti sm, celiac-like symptoms, learning dis
abilities, and neurosensory hearing loss. 56 

Other studies find that autism , pervasive developmental dis
order, developmental language disorders, stuttering, academic skills 
disorders, developmental articulation disorders, and many other 
"Disorders Usually First Evident in Infancy, Childhood, or Adoles
cence" are c lustered in the same families and their close relatives. 

Often the connection among the conditions has been the reel 
thread of allergy or autoimmunity running through all the cases. 57 

This has stimulated a search for genetic factors supposedly pre
determining the chi ld to become autistic, celiac, learning-disabled, 
autoimm une, or the like. 

However, this search is misguided . The genetic factor to be 
sought is the child 's predisposition to react to vaccination. No child 
of healthy parents and an uneventful pregnancy is born to become 
autistic. But a perfectly healthy baby can be constitutionally vulner
able to the effects of vaccination. When this enhanced vulnerabili ty 
encounters the hypodermic needle, the outcome is autism, minimal 
brain damage, or some other neurologic disorder. 

There is , without any doubt , a genetic link among all of these 
conditions. The family clustering evidence is overwhelming. But, 
as Steinman's research has shown, clustering is due to the geneti
cally determined predisposition of members of the same family to 
react violently to vaccination. ~R If that fac tor could be spotted, and 
those children not be vaccinated, there would be no more family 
clustering or developmental or autoimmune disorders , and a tiny 
incidence of these disorders generally.* 

*Steg and Rapoport in 1975 claimed to have found that certain minor 
physicaJ abnormalities-relating lo head size, shape of ears, height of 
palate, length or the toes and gap between toes, and curvature of the 



Dietary Treatment of Allergies 
Since multiple allergies are common in both autism and minimal 
brain damage, it stands to reason that treatment of Lhe alle rgic 
state-specifically by refra ining from a ll ergenic foods- would 
benefit these children: 

Q. My three-year-old son has a number of idiosyncrasies that con
cern me. 

He has always banged his head before going to s leep or when 
he is tired, even in his car seat. In a department store he will lie 
down on the noor and bang his head. 1 thought he'd outgrow this 
by now. 

He also bites his hand . He has a large callus area, wh ich is 
continually peel ing, because he chomps on his hand whenever he 
gets excited. 

He has other disturbing habits. He stuffs socks down the 
front or back of his shirt, and he piles the blanket, the pillow, and 
the top sheet on a hill on his bed and sleeps on them. 

Am I unduly concerned or not concerned enough? ... He 
goes to nurse ry school two mornings a week and docs fine. but 
at home he is rough, loud, volati le, cries easily, and becomes frus
trated quickly. 

A . You're right to be concerned about your little boy ... First 
you should rule out neurological problems and particularly aller
gies and sensitivities. Many, many parents have written to say that 
these cause temper tantrums, frequent crying. sleeplessness, and 
head-banging- in their children .... You can test his diet simply 
by eliminating all forms of milk, wheat, corn, eggs, sugar, cocoa, 
peanuts, pork , beer, yeast, preservatives, and colors-the most 
common allergens-for five days. The child is then challenged 
by reintroducing a food each day. s•> 

Even in the 1920s researchers had noted the re lationship 

fingers-distinguish learn ing disabled or "severe ly clislllrbcd" children 
from normal controls. This is an interesting approach and should be fo l
lowed up. Of course, researchers will have to ensure that these abnor
malities are not themselves the consequence of vaccine damage (see Steg, 
J.P. and Rapoport, J. L. , 1975). 
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between encephalitis, food allergies, and behavioral disturbances: 
allergy-prone children were seen to be "restless, irritable, unruly, 
peevish, out-of-so11s, high-strung, and difficult to manage . .. 
because of anaphylactic reactions to food proteins to which the 
patient is sensitized. "60 But this knowledge was largely lost, to be 
revived decades later by Linus Pauling, Theron Randolph, Benja
min Feingold, and a few others with a broader perspective. 

Probably the most widespread dietary treatment for hyperactiv
ity, and for allergies generally, is the Feingold Diet, now propagated 
by the Feingold Association which has twelve chapters in the United 
States and seven or eight in other countries. 

Feingold held that hyperactivity is worsened by foods contain
ing certain a11ifical (petroleum-based) colors, flavors, and preserva
tives as well as natural salicylates. The diet stipulates a five-day fast 
to eliminate these substances from the organism; thereafter all foods 
containing such substances are avoided. 

Humphrey Osmond, Abram Hoffer, Bernard Rimland and 
others have called for dietary and vitamin treatment of autism and 
other "mental illnesses" according to the principles of "orthomolec
lar psychiatry," a concept first introduced in 1968 by Linus Pauling 
and defined as "treatment of mental disease by the provision of the 
optimum molecular environment for the mind, especially the optimum 
concentration of substances nom1ally present in the human body. "61 

They have emphasized vitamin C and nicotinic acid (one of 
the vitamin-B complex) , but many other combinations of vitamins 
are used as well; allergenic foods or clothing are replaced by hypo
allergenic foods and household articles. 

Jn addition, they urge a program of allergy desensitization. 62 

Many case reports have been published indicating success with 
these various treatments: 

When she was eight years old. I became interested in nutrition 
after reading several of Adelle Davis's books and began , on my 
own, to give TeITy [autistic] large doses of vitamin C. We noted 
improvement in her behavior immediately . .. through diet and 
our own vitamin program we have been able to control her 
behavior-except for occasional uncontrollable lapses , always 
traceable to sweet-food binges. 6

' 
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One of 100 children in a megavitamin control program conducted 
by Dr. Bernard Rirnland, Aaron showed immedia1e improvement. 
He was nine years old then, and we had all suffered six useless 
years of Freudian psychotherapy with no resuil 01her than com
pounded confusion and gu ile. ... We fee l the vilamins reduced 
the established pattern of ritual play and general tension .M 

Sk in testing to about a dozen substances served as a guide to sev
eral trials of food elimination . Avoidance of orange, corn, wheat, 
and eggs led to reports from his paren1s and school that he had 
improved urinary control , better sleep, more direct gaze, and a 
more affectionate affect. 65 

Paul was noisy, incontinent, and destructive .... On a gl uten
free d iet, his appetite returned , his weight increased, his autistic 
symptoms decreased, and he began to share play and meal times 
with other patients. 

A brief severe relapse occurred when a normal diet was 
ordered in error. Reinstitution of the g luten-free regime restored 
his previous course .... Paul displays increasing friendliness and 
presents few management problems. 66 

The theory of food allergies hypothesizes that the body craves 
precisely the substances which are most harmful to it: 

the foods he was most a llergic to were the very ones he had 
seemed so addicted to at home and had craved so badly and 
enjoyed so much. Apparently the initial fee li ng of stimulated 
well-being appealed to him, and when it wore off, he tried to 
restore it by quickly trying to obtain more of that same food before 
1he unpleasant symptoms began. Ir seemed to have been a vicious 
cycle.67 

In 1978 Dan O'Banion published a careful study of the effects 
or certa in foods on " levels of hyperactivity, uncontrolled laughter, 
and disruptive behaviors" in an eight-year-old autistic boy. The floor 
of the child's room was taped off into six equal-s ized rectangles to 
measure the general activity level. Frequency data were recorded 
on screaming, biting, scratching, laughing, and object-th rowing. 68 

The results showed that foods such as wheat, corn , tomatoes, 
sugar, mushrooms, and dairy products were instrumental in produc
ing behavioral disorders with this child. 
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But, despite encouraging results , dietary and megavitamin 
treatments of autism and minjmal brrun damage have not been 
accepted with enthusiasm by the medical profession , some of whose 
members (writing in establishment medical journals) suggest that 
parents seeking this for their chiJdren need psychlatric treatment 
themselves: 

One must always keep in mind the sequence that families go 
through when informed they have a developmentally disturbed 
child ... . Search for Magical Cure (I know mega-vitamins and 
chiropractic manipulations will cure my child) .... In the face 
of these reactions, appropriate supportive counselling may be 
necessary. (Pediatric Annals)M 

Five days of starvation is a serious stress for a young child . The 
laxatives given if the child takes a forb idden food might be con
sidered punitive. The establishment of special diets based upon 
additive-free organic foods is both expensive and inconvenient. 
Eliminating synthetic fi bers from clothing, bedding, and furnish
ings is both difficult and expensive. Altering all of these things 
would certainly alter family dynamics . ... The anecdotal evi
dence offered , while interesting, should not be accepted by par
ents or other phys icians until much more substantial evidence is 
made available. (Journal of Awism)1° 

I know of no good data demonsrrating that niacin or megavitamin 
therapy does anything for autistics, although there is much talk 
about its effectiveness . .. . To my knowledge the data have not 
been published for critical review, and until they are , the citacion 
implies that this has been demonstrated and accepted, ... vhereas in 
fact it has nol. This may create hope and eventual disappointment. 
(Journal of Autis111)11 

U.S. government literature on hyperactivity also tends to belit
tle the data from nutritional stud ies: "Many studies, including those 
supported by the Food and Drug Administration and the Nutrition 
Foundation, have been unable to support the Feingold claims . "72 

Only very recently has a standard text (Nelson's Textbook of 
Pediatrics) managed to say something positive about dietary and 
rnegavitamin treatment. 73 

Caution in accepting new modes of treatment is always well-
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advised, and if physicians had been equally cautious in accepting 
central nervous system stimulants and depressants and o the r sub
stances for treating these children , they would deserve all credit. 
Unfortunately, they were not. Dozens of drugs- amphetamines , 
barbiturates, chlorprornazine, phenobarbitol , tluphenazine, methyI
phenidate, lithium carbonate, benzocliazepine, haloperidol , and 
o thers-together with mi lieu therapy, aversive therapy, psychother
apy, hormonal treatment , e lectrical and insulin shock, frontal 
lobotomy, and other modes of treatment have been endorsed enthu
siastically by physicians, even though they have had less justifica
tion than is offered in favor of dietary and megavitamin treatment. 

Physicians have three reasons for disliking die tary treatment 
(lack of therapeutic e ffi cacy is not one of them): a) They know com
paratively little about nutrition , having almost never studied it in 
medical school, and feel il l-equipped to use nutritiona l techniques, 
b) Advising the patient to change his diet , or buy some bottles of 
vitamins , seems somehow undignified-unsuited to a professional 
with eight or ten years of training, c) Dietary treatment must be 
tailored to the specific child or adolescent-individualized- which 
takes time and understanding . 

For all these reasons physicians much prefer treating with 
drugs . They learn a little pharmacology in med ical school and fee l 
competent in this area. Prescribing a powerful prescription drug 
seems more consonant with the physician's e levated professional 
status. Finally, drugs can be prescribed rapidly, and time is the 
physician's most precious commodity. 

Drug treatment is quick because drugs are developed for broad 
classes of diseases ("autism," .. learning disabilities"), and once the 
diagnosis is made , the prescription follows automatical ly. TI1is is 
then justified as "scientific" because "scienti fie'· is understood to be 
that which is applicable to a large class of patients . 

But prescribing powerful medicines to broad categories of 
poorly defined patients inevitably generates side-effects which 
wou ld not occur if the prescriptions were more precise. 

Treatment that must be adjusted to the patient (e.g., diet or vita
mins), and is almost never harmful. may be seen as ·'unscientific, .. 
when, in actuality, it is j ust more trouble and more time-consuming. 
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The treatment of millions of minimally brain-damaged children 
and adolescents with powerful pharmaceutical substances is making 
its due contribution to the national scourge of drug addiction, as 
described in the next chapter. 
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v 
The Sociopathic Personality 

and Violent Crime 

Children, adolescents, and adults who are mentally retarded or 
autistic, or have some other serious neurologic disability, cannot 
make their way in society. Their adjustment problems are resolved, 
or left unresolved, in mental hospitals and insane asylums, where 
they spend the rest of their days out of sight and mind. Bizarre, 
destructive or dangerous behavior is handled within the walls of 
these institutions. 

But what of the post-encephalitic individual who is not put 
away in some back ward? 

Every biological phenomenon occurs on a spectrum from the 
near normal to the pathological. For each post-encephalitic indi
vidual who requires institutionalization hundreds of others remain 
at large. 

The marginal autistic, the epileptic with occasional seizures, 
the slightly retarded , the severely dyslexic-all must still make 
some accommodation with society. 

But since they cannot compete successfully with the neurolog
ically sound, they lapse easily into the life of crime. This neurolog
ically defective population commits a disproportionate share of the 
mounting wave of murders, assaults, rapes , robberies with violence, 
physical abuse of wives , sexual abuse of children, and other myriad 
infractions of the social code which in the past two decades have 
become so widespread as to merit designation by former Surgeon
General Everett Koop as a "public health problem. "1 

It is, indeed , a "public health problem," but not in quite the 
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sense intended by the Surgeon-General. 
An epidemic of violence started in thjs country in the 1960s 

and is still intensifying-to the despair of clogged judicial systems 
and overcrowded prisons. 

Psychologists, psychlatrists, mi nisters of the gospel , and 
criminologists have offered myriads of causal explanations- usu
ally layi ng the blame at the door of an "uncaring" society and thus 
ignoring the fact that this civic breakdown is occurri ng at a time of 
unmatched economic prosperity. 

No one has yet directed attention to the huge contribution made 
by the emergence into the limelight of the fi rst two vaccinated
post-encephali tic-generations. 

Increasing Crime and Violence in America 
The modern era of American violence began on November 22, 
1963 , with the assassination of President John F. Kennedy by Lee 
Harvey Oswald- a man who, by weird coincidence , was himself 
a dyslexic and neurologic defective. 

Since that clay every indicator of social and civic peace and 
order has shown a steady deterioration. 

The figures are startling and unsettling and, like autism itself 
and the associated congeries of developmental disabilities, devoid 
of any adequate explanation. 

The murder rate doubled between 1960 and 1980, from four 
to eight per 100,000 inhabitants, for a total of more than 20,000 in 
1987 , giv ing the United States the highest incidence of homicide 
of any industrialized country. The largest increase occurred between 
1960 and 1970. Murder today remains the leading cause of death 
for black males aged fifteen to thirty-four. 2 

Meanwhile the West European and Japanese rate remains sta
tionary at 1/100,000. 

The number of physical assaults is not known but is estimated 
at more than 100 for each case of murder, i.e., perhaps 2 ,500,000. 
The total actually reported in 1980, for persons over the age of 
twelve, was 1,600,000. 

FBI statistics show a fifty percent increase in crimes of all 
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categories (v iolent crime, arson, robbery, burglary, and property 
crime)-from 4000/100,000 inhabitants in 1971 to 6000/100,000 in 
l980. This index subsequently declined marginally but has remained 
stable at 5500-well above the figures for the 1940s and 1950s. 3 

Between 1970 and 1980 the number of tires attributed to arson 
rose 325 percent: 1 

In 1933 , the depth of the Depression, the incidence of "violent 
crime" (a category which includes murder, forcible rape, robbery, 
and aggravated assaul t) was 200 per 100,000 persons in the popula
tion. By the 1940s it had declined to 100, but in 1963 it was back 
at the Depression-era level. Thereafter it climbed steadily, reaching 
500 in 1978 and over 600 in 1987.5 

Those who would blame today 's epjdemic of violence on pov
erty should explain why it is three times higher today than in 1933 
and six times higher than in the 1940s. Has the United States really 
become a poorer country since 1933? 

Louis J. West, Professor of Psychiatry at the UCLA School of 
Medicine, stated in l 985: "If you had morbidity and mortality rates 
like that from any infectious disease, there would be millions of dol
lars spent on it. This epidemic makes all the rest of what the Centers 
for Disease Control is doing pale by comparison as an epidemiologic 
problem. "6 

Women are often objects of assault. Between a fifth and a quar
ter of the women in the country have been beaten at least once by 
a male family member or acquaintance. Officially reported rapes 
have ri sen five times in twenty-five years-from 17,000 in 1960 to 
91 ,000 in 1987. And probably as few as ten percent of rapes are 
actually reported. 7 

But women are themselves participating in violent crime in an 
unprecedented way, for the first time engaging in armed robberies 
and other crimes of violence: 

When Charlie T. Deane found himself at the scene of a bank rob
bery Thursday, he did what any ordinary policeman would do . He 
investigated, apprehended suspects, and made arrests ... he 
arrested Paulette Lisenby, 32, of Alexandria. At the same time he 
took in Robin Diane Cash, 33, of Woodbridge, an a lleged 
accomplice in the robbery .... Yesterday afternoon, two armed 
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women robbed another bank in the same Route 1 area and fled 
wi th a third woman accomplice. 8 

They are also performing acts of "extraordinary brutality" 
which used to be the exclusive reserve of males. In 1969 only 
twelve percent of female adolescent criminals had committed "more 
violent" acts, but by 1979 the total had risen to forty-eight percent
approximately equaJ to the rate in male adolescents.9 

Child abuse is showing an even steeper rise in incidence. This 
became a public problem in the early 1980s: 

The wife of a man accused of murder in the death of his three
year-old daughter testified yeste rday that her husband told her ·'he 
snapped" and strangled the c rying child with a bandana, then 
struck her with a brick " to make he r pass out. " .. . Alicia 
Seefeldt said that in the days after Lindsay's death she twice vis ited 
her husband in jail, where he admitted to killing their daughter 
after becoming enraged by her crying. " He said he was sorry, it was 
an accident, it shouldn't have happened,'' said the mother .. .. '0 

John M. Malvin, thirty, a main tenance worker from Annandale 
charged with murder in the death of his three-month-old son was 
arraigned yesterday in Fairfax County juvenile cou1t . . .. An 
autopsy showed that the baby d ied of multiple internal 
inj uries . . .. Raymond F. Morrough, deputy commonwealth 's 
attorney, said the child's most recent injuries inc luded a bru ise on 
the chest. a ruptured liver, and a ruptured kidney .... X-rays 
revealed old injuries. "There were some old breaks, in the ribs 
and the arms and lhe legs." Morrough said. "These aren't fresh." 
The infanc was wearing a cast for a fractured leg, and lhe cause 
of that break is under investigacion. . . . In fiscal 1986- I 987 , 
there were twenty-seven fatalities of children in Virginia as a 
resul t of abuse or neglect. . . . This was nearly double the four
teen cases in the two previous years .. . In the fatal cases of abuse 
. . . the mother was the pe rpe trator about thirty percent of the 
time , the father in about th irty percent of the cases, and both par
ents in fi fteen percent. Two-thirds or the child abuse deaths occurred 
in infants Jess than a year old." 

ln 1986 there were 2. 1 mi llion reports of child abuse in the 
United States- up 200 percent si nce 1976. New York State 
authorities estimated in 1987 that 100- 150 children in that state die 
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every year from abuse, with 2000-5000 deaths nationwide (up 
almost twenty-five percent over 1986). The majority of cases are 
never reported. An estimated 123 ,400 cases of child sexual abuse 
were reported in 1984, up one-third from 1983. 12 

The U.S. prison population has doubled since 1970; in Califor
nia it tripled between 1977 and 1988. Today we have 250 people in 
prison per 100,000 of the population; in 1850 the figure was 29/ 
100,000. 13 

Particularly disturbing are the randomness and unpredictability 
of this epidemic. Murder used to be a family affair, but between 
1963 and the early 1980s the incidence of murder at the hands of 
a stranger increased nearly twice as rapidly as murder by relatives, 
friends, and acquaintances. 14 This makes the risks unforeseeable and 
the planning of one's own physical safety impossible. 

An eighteen-year-old male at a rock concert is stabbed to death 
in front of friends by another adolescent to whom he has refused 
to give a ride home. A young man attacks an elderly female acquain
tance, crushes her skull with a hammer, stabs her several times with 
a kitchen knife, and then tries to set fire to her dead body. An eight
een-year-old girl is shot to death while embracing her boyfriend at 
a Grateful Dead-Bob Dylan concert; the fifteen-year-old boy who 
did it stated that he "just wanted to shoot someone." During the 
course of a summer twenty-three drivers of automobiles on Los 
Angeles freeways are shot at by unknown assailants , who appa
rently view these passing cars as the equivalent of migrating ducks. 
Four drivers are killed , and twelve wounded. 

The crimes themselves are becoming more gruesome: a man is 
killed by a single knife blow to the heart; then his assailant delivers 
thirty more knife blows to the dead body. A fifteen-year-old Mass
achusetts high-school student lures a classmate to a secluded spot 
and beats him to death with a baseball bat as his victim is screaming 
for help. "Afterwards Matthews walked to a friend's house, got into 
a snowball figh t, and offered to show his pal the body." His defense 
attorney said Matthews had told classmates "he wanted to know 
what it was like to kill someone before the crime was committed." 
A psychiatrist testified at his trial that Matthews " . .. doesn't inter
nally know right from wrong. He knows the theory, but can't per-
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form lhe action . so that he is morally handicapped." 

Just a month before, seventeen-year-old Kendall Merriweather 
had looked down the barrel of a gun and sunendered his radio to 
robbers. The second time, two weeks before last Christmas, he 
said no. 

Merriweather died seconds later, shot once, then a second 
time in the back with a .357 Magnum-in broad daylight on a 
busy street. His killer and an accomplice, Merriweather's fellow 
students at the Frank W. BaJlou High School in Southeast 
[Washington], were arrested a half-hour later, listening to their 
new radio at a friend's apartment. ... The "boom box" killers 
... were convicted yesterday after a two-week trial. ... Jarrell 
D. Allen, seventeen, and Rodney Prophet, seventeen, were found 
guilty of first-degree felony murder and armed robbery .... Attor
neys for Prophet, who had argued that he was "borderline men
tally retarded" ... appeared distraught by the outcome. 15 

Six black adolescents, seventeen to twenty-one years old, rob 
and beat a forty-eight-year old black woman; two of them then hold 
her legs apart while another kills her by shoving a pole up her 
rectum. At the trial one of the six defendents convicted of fi rst
degree murder complains at the severity of the sentence, saying, "I 
on ly beat and kicked the lady. " 16 

A "wolfpack" of e ight black and Hispank fourteen-year-olds 
attacks a young female bank executive jogging at night in New 
York's Central Park. According to the press account, "The woman 
was kicked and beaten with fists, hit with a pipe , struck in the face 
with a brick, bound and gagged, and raped several times." Although 
surviving the rape and a skull fractured in two places, she was left 
with serious, and probably permanent, brain damage. 11 

Violence takes new and bizarre forms. 
While driving his car to work, a man is so incensed at another's 

cutting in front of him that he screams with rage and slams his fist 
through the windshield. The reaction of another driver in the same 
circumstances is to cut off the other car (a small Volkswagen) , get 
out, reach down, and overturn it on the highway shoulder. 

A young woman of twenty-five severely bites a policeman who 
has given her a parking ticket. 
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A thi rty-one-year-old New York woman turns seventy-five frus
trated airline passengers into a screaming mob, then knees a cop in 
the groin when he cries lo restrain her. The trigger? A four-hour delay 
in a fli ght to Newark-a flight that is not even hers. 

Inexplicable attacks of rage happen to the most normal people: 

J im Kelter is not a violent man. He works hard at his accountant 's 
job, loves his wife and infant son, and generally has "a soft 
answer," as the proverb calls it, for all who come his way. At the 
moment, however, he is using grievous words loudly in a major 
New York department store, where a li ttle plastic anti-shoplifting 
device, erroneous ly left on his merchandise, has just triggered an 
alann that screams "Thief!" al the top of its electronic lungs. 

Swinging the shopping bag, Kelter slams it at the feet of an 
approaching security guard ... . "Pick it up! " he screams. "You 
want to see what's inside, you pick it up!" 

The guard glowers , his own blood pressure beginning to 
rise .... "It was the third time in a week they'd done that to me," 
Kelter fumes .... "An hour or two later, after we got home, l 
started feeling embarrassed . l felt I'd acted like a child, but at the 
time, it was the only way to vent my frustration ." 

There seem lo be no "soft answers" left in urban America. 
Wrath is the name of the game and, increasingly, those who dwell 
in metropolitan pressure cookers from New York to Los Angeles 
are playing it with perilous intens ity. 18 

The crime age is going down. In CaJifornia a ten-year-old 
baby-sitter strangles the child she is caring for. In Texas a ten-year
old boy is convicted of stabbing and beating a 101-year-old woman. 

Adolescents, and even children, are committing crimes of sexual 
violence of whjch in the past they were hardly physically capable. 

A thirteen-year-old boy weighing 100 pounds pulls a knife on a 
twenty-two-year-old woman in downtown Seattle, pushes her into 
the walkway of an auto dealership , and rapes her. Later he tells 
the judge he's sorry, but he doesn't know what for. 

A twelve-year-old Auburn boy lies his former baby-sitter, a 
thirty-two-year-old mildly retarded woman, to a schoolyard fence, 
burns her with matches, and sexually assaults her. 

Mountlake police warn the community that a sexual predator 
has been released from a juvenile institution into their midst. 
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While in custody for burglary, the eighteen-year-old devised a 
detaHed plan to abduct. molest, and photograph elementary
school children. He was freed because he had served his time for 
the burglary, and officials bel ieved he could not be legally com
mitted as mentally ill. 

EventuaJly state ofncials got an order to have him committed 
to Western State Hospital for evaluation , where he remains while 
the state decides what to do with him. 

These incidents all happened within the past year. '9 

Barry was sem to Echo Glen two years ago-a sullen child, a 
murderer, and rapist. 

Barry readily admined stalking and strangling the six-year
old girl who lived down the street in his Eastern Washington 
hometown. In fact, since he came Lo Echo Glen he has admitted 
to all sorts of sex offenses involving eleven other victims
cousins, brothers, and sisters-starting when he was about six . 2° 

ln the borough of Queens, New York City, a twelve-year-old 
faces twenty-seven charges, including first-degree rape, robbery, 
aggravated assault , and grand larceny in a series of crimes committed 
with another twelve-year-old and an adult . In 1985 youths aged fif
teen and younger committed 38 1 murders and non-negligent man
slaughters, 18,021 aggravated assaults, 13,899 robberies , and 2645 
rapes. Chi ldren twelve years old and younger committed 21 killings , 
436 rapes, and 3545 aggravated assaults. 21 

The contrast between then and now was emphasized in a 1987 
report on school discipline by the New Jersey Human Rights Com
missioner. ln the 1940s the most frequent school problems were: 
talking , chewing gum, making no ise, running in the halls, getting 
out of turn in line, wearing improper clothing, and not putting paper 
in wastebaskets. Jn the 1980s they were: drug and alcohol abuse, 
rape, robbery, assault, burglary, arson, bombings, murder, absen
teeism, vandalism , extortion , gang war fare, abortion , and venereal 
disease. 22 

Evidence indicates th at many, perhaps most, of these c rimes and 
offenses are being committed by neurologic defectives-i.e., the 
hyperactive generation, now giving vent to its drives and compul 
sions and begetting a new generation which is probably even more 
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defective . The post-encephalitic syndrome, and ultimately the child
hood vaccination programs, must bear a share of the responsibility 
for this new "public health problem." 

Criminal Behavior in the Post-Encephalitic Population 

The historical record supports the view that persons with the post
encephalitic syndrome gravitate toward violence and crime. 

In the 1920s and 1930s such behavior had often been noted 
in individuals recovering from encephalitis-who were called 
''apaches ." The typical outcome was described as: '"good' boys 
made 'bad ' and 'bad' boys made 'worse' ."23 "This encephalitis ... 
may produce an intellectual, tormented, and cruel monster out of a 
gentle girl or boy. " "A child of prev iously responsible character may 
be so transformed as to seem a different person . . . cruel, destruc
tive, abusive , indecent. "24 

There was argument over whether encephalitis actually 
changed the individual 's character or merely intensified preexisting 
traits. L.A. Lurie wrote in 1947: 

According to some, the encephalitis merely brings out character 
defects and abnormal personality traits that were a lready present 
but had been dormant. According to others- and we agree with 
them-encephalitis does not necessarily accentuate the premor
bid personality .... The tragic feature of encephalitis is personal
ity change, not personality exaggeration. 25 

A different spiritual being was occupying the familiar physical 
form. Sometimes it a lmost seemed to resemble demonic possession: 

Two years after an attack of encephalitis, a boy. aged nine, had 
so changed in personality as to be barely recognizable to his 
mother as her own chi ld . He had "bouts of miserable weeping, 
fo llowed by uproarious laughter, s inging, and whistling. He was 
crue l to his brothers and sisters and to his playmates" ... and 
developed the habits of kicking animals in the street, stealing, and 
" lying cleverly. "26 

G .M. was a normal, well-behaved child until January 1920, when 
he had a febrile illness of about ten clays' duration . He was aged 
eight years al the time .. .. Within a few weeks of this illness 
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the child seemed to be a bit restless and irritable. He quarreled a 
g reat deal with his baby brother and seemed to grow angry more 
readily than usual. . . . Late in the spring of 1920 his rages 
became more frequent. and be displayed a tendency to mistreat 
o ther children when he was angry ... he soon became a danger 
in the home. On one occasion he was found preparing to stab his 
baby brother with a carving knife, and on another he innic ted a 
small cut on his mother's throat with a piece of glass. Finally the 
child attempted to set fire to the house, and the parents brought him 
to the hospital. ... The child's intelligence was apparently quite 
normal if allowance were made for his difficulty in concentration. 21 

M .E., a white girl aged fou rteen, was referred because she pre
sented a severe behavior problem both at home and in school. 
Lately she had had terrific outbursts of rage, during one of which 
she attempted to choke her mother and he r aunt. According to the 
histo ry the g irl had had severe temper outbursts s ince the age of 
four years . Very often she would beat her head against the wall 
or Roor if frustrated. She had always been cruel to children and 
especially to animals. She was an inveterate liar . . .. During one 
of her temper outbursts the girl attacked one of the workers and 
tried to kill her. Her conduct during the temper outbursts was 
extremely violent. 28 

Earl D. Bond and Kenneth E. Appel wrote in 193 1: 

Twenty-one boys had records roughly as fol lows: They were good, 
obedient, well-behaved, bright children, either live ly or s hy, up 
to a certain age, which varied from three years and a hal f to e leven 
years, and was usuall y about six years . 

Then, "all of a sudden," often after an attack called " the fl u ," 
o r sometimes after a head injury, appeared such symptoms as 
crossing of the eyes or seeing double, paralysis of legs, headache 
and nausea, outpouring of saliva, disturbed breathing, o r wetting 
the bed . ... 

Following the first physical symptoms, immediate ly o r after 
a lapse of years, came changes in behavior. The boys became dis
obedient, unmanageable, restless; they got into many fights; they 
stole rides on trains and in automobiles. One little fe llow of seven 
curled himself up in the spare tires of cars which he hoped were 
bound for a long run. One amused himself by letting the air out 
of the tires of parked cars. All lost their fear of punishment or 
other consequences of their conduct: but curiously, they often 
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manifested other most unusual and foolish fears . One boy who 
was brave enough to steal rides on freight-trains and defy a police
man, was afraid of "the Ghost" at night- sometimes he called it 
"the Holy Ghost." Another, wi ll ing to fight much larger boys, was 
afraid of imaginary pirates and Indians and giants . Others had fre
quent nightmares which woke them screaming. They lied and 
stole and often were caught. They stole canaries, lciddy-cars, 
money, watches, toys , rifles, the Book of Knowledge, spectacles, 
flowerpots. and Victrola records. They characteristically gave 
away what they stole. 2<1 
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These children were often of normal or near-normal intelli
gence-"moral rather than mental imbec iles. "30 

Many of them embarked on a life of crime. Post-encephalitic 
patients appeared repeatedl y in the criminal courts for criminal or 
antisocial behavior-such offenses as stealing, cruelty, sexual 
assaults , and murder. 31 

Often their criminal behavior seemed provoked by an overpow
ering impulse-a manifestation of the "explos ive diathesis." They 
were "indifferent to punishment. "n And although sometimes con
trite, they repeated the offenses over and over again .. u 

The "explosive diathesis" has reappeared in our days under the 
name of "episodic dyscontrol syndrome" and is discussed further 
below. 

In the 1920s and 1930s these post-encephalitics were an almost 
invisible minority, their depredations being known only to medical 
and legal specialists. Today they probably constitute the majority of 
offenders in all categories of violent crime. 

Criminal Behavior and Autism: Asperger's Syndrome 
The autistics, despite a tendency to impulsive violence, have little 
opportunity, since, by definition, they spend their days in institutions . 
If out on the street, they are probably not diagnosed as autistic, so 
the data are skewed. But one would expect autism in its milder form 
of Asperger's Syndrome to manifest aggressive proclivities, as in 
the following case from England . 

Researchers there in 1985 reported on a link between 
Asperger's Syndrome and violence. 3• The forty-four-year-old son of 
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a prosperous engineer had displayed marked auti stic features from 
the earliest age. Even before his third birthday "he was unusually 
placid , his face was expressionless, and his voice monotonous." 
After that he developed many typical autistic featw·es, including a 
series of obsessions: people's hair, the plumbing in the house, a fear 
of dogs . He rocked repetitively as a child and to this day suffers 
from enuresis and encopresis. In adolescence thi s withdrawn and 
even prim young man started a series of impulsive attacks on 
women. At sixteen "he had become 'girl mad' and had attempted 
to strangle a girl . . . later telling his headmaster that he had com
pletely lost control of himself. " "At eighteen he dropped a firework 
into a girl's car and then stabbed her in the wrist with a screw
driver .... Eight months later he jumped on the back of a girl in 
a park, and said this was because of the way she was dressed." "He 
explained another attempt to stab a girl in the following terms: 'I 
thought she was indecently dressed- she was wearing shorts .' " 

Conunitted to a mental hospital at age twenty-n ine with the 
diagnosis of "more able autistic adult," he remains there to this day. 
Recently "he became increasingly preoccupied with women and, for 
the first time ever, started to keep a collection of picn1res of naked 
women, whkh he carried openly. . . . This . . . soon led to 
behavior problems: he showed frank sexual interest in a female 
teacher and got as close to her as possible at every opportunity, 
sometimes following her about inappropriately .... Recently a 
preoccupation with witchcraft and cutting up babies was elicited. 
He said he would like to poison or shoot actresses , and admitted 
that were he married, his wife would be at risk; thoughts of violence 
to actresses occwTed on most days, he claimed, but could be dispelled 
by turning his attention to thoughts of gear levers and steering col
umns. His attitude toward women varies in this manner from con
cern with them as adored sexual objects, to their being potential vic
tims of homicidal violence." 

The authors conclude: "This association between Asperger's 
Syndrome and violent behavior is more common than has been 
recognized ." 



Criminal Behavior and Minimal Brain Damage: 
Conduct Disorder 

The Journal of the American Medical Association observed in 1988, 
"Adults with a history of attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder 
appear to be overrepresented in the ranks of felons . "35 

Probably the most common neurologic feature encountered 
among violent criminals is hyperactivity. Whatever the study, a large 
majority of the subjects wil l have been hyperactive in childhood: 

R .J., a twenty-tlu·ee-year-old unemployed mechanic. had a history 
of truancy and hyperactivity as a child. He le l't school at thirteen 
and had been jailed several times since for assault and drunken 
driving . One night, several months before rcf'crral, his wife 
no ticed that he "went into a blank stare"; he proceeded to beat 
her severely with a metal candlestick causing lacerations and 
unconsciousness. Several weeks later, after drinking five or six 
cans of beer, he became engaged in an altercation and, grabbing 
a hunting rifle away from a c lose friend , shot him to death. Two 
weeks thereafter, out of jail on bond , he threw his two-year-old 
daughter from the wi ndow of a moving car after she "talked 
back."36 

Hyperactivity often declines in late adolescence, being "replaced 
by aggressiveness and hair-trigger temper, with the individuaJ show
ing destructive impulsive behavior. " 37 

Another common feature of the violent criminal is a short atten
tion span. 3s 

Dyslexia and other learning disabilities are found very fre
quently in all surveys of prison inmates. 

Various studies have shown that almost nine ty percent of delin
quents have disabilities in reading and other school subjects: dyslexja, 
dysgraphia (extremely poor handwriting), dyscalculia (inability to 
perform basic mathematica l calculations), poor spelling, defective 
sequential memory (cannot remember the order of the letters of the 
alphabet), etc. 39 Dorothy Lewis writes, "Reading disabil ities abound 
in the delinquent population. This is one of the few facts about delin
quents for which there is consensus in the literature . The research 
to date indicates that the majority of juvenile delinquents are at least 
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two years, and perhaps as much as five to seven years, below grade 
expectancy in reading achjevement. "•0 Whereas four percent of the 
population as a whole suffers from reading retardation, Rutter and 
his colleagues found in 1970 that fu lly one-third of children with 
conduct disorders were reading-disabled.~· 

These learning disabilities contribute to a high level of il liter
acy, or partial literacy, among the prison popu lation. A J 976 study 
by the Virginia State Department of Education found that half of 
the incarcerated juveru le delinquents in that state read two or three 
years below acceptable reading levels , while one third were three 
or more grades below the acceptable level . .;i 

ln 1986 Virginia instin1ted a policy denying parole to any pris
oner who could not read or write, aiming to combat the illiteracy 
which prevents released convicts from reading want ads, filling out 
job applications, and holding jobs ."·1 

A 1988 pilot study by the Brooklyn Family Court found that 
forty percent of the juveniles appearing before that court had learn
ing disabilities; the majority were aged seven to seventeen, had 
fa iled in school or dropped out, and then engaged in various kinds 
of criminal behavior, from robbery and drug dealing to murder.·•·• 

In 1984 Ernest T. Bryant and coworkers examined the relation
ship between "neuropsychological functioning , learning disability, 
and violent behavior" in 110 prisoners incarcerated for violent 
crimes: 

The results support the contention that violent criminal offenders 
have serious neuropsychological defic its. On fou r of the [learn
ing] scales (Wri ting, Reading, Ari thmetic, and Intellectual Proc
esses) the mean scale scores of the violent group were within the 
pathological range. 

The violent group demonstrated impaired performance on 
tasks requiring complex integration of information from the visua l 
[and) auditory .. . processing systems . . . the abi lity to c reate, 
plan, organize, and execute goal-directed behaviors, and sus
tained attention and conccntration."3 

Psychiatrists and social workers usually explain the attraction 
of this group to the criminal Ii f e by their unsuitabi lity for a normal 
ex istence, their inability to compete with their peers . As the AMA 
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Journal opines: "The stress of trying to fit into a society that is intol
erant of them is said to cause many to be very sad or depressed 
adults. "46 

This surely is an important factor: high-school graduates with 
second- or third-grade reading skills are hardly equipped to handle 
the challenges of late twentieth-century industrial society. And they 
sense their own inadequacy and inability to compete. But, as we 
have frequently noted , the cause-and-effect relationship shou ld not 
be turned upside-down. The ultimate causal factor-the one which 
society has the power to eliminate or mitigate-is the preexisting 
neurologic disability. 

Furthermore, these individuals often seem malevolent as well, 
enjoying inflicting pain on others or at least oblivious to it ("no con
cern for the feelings, wishes, and well-being of others, as shown 
by call ous behavior"). 

They feel "different" from others, hence outlaws, and admire 
rhe outlaw type. This may well predispose them to the criminal life. 
Many resemble the six-year old with minimal brain damage 
described by his mother as 

obsessed with the bad guys on TV etc. He is very upset that the bad 
guys always lose. l-Je thinks they look better, have heller muscula
ture, etc .. and can't understand why Lhey always lose. He doesn't 
think things should be black and white. He was so obsessed by this 
that the school called us in once, wonying that he was taking the 
side of the bad guys always in school. So they allowed him to con
struct his own world, and he did it with the bad g11ys' headq11arrers 
in the center. And then he began ro taper off. 

The six-year-old's partiality for the bad guys on television 
becomes admiration for the neighborhood pimp, drug-runner, or 
gunman ten years later. 

Psych iatry has names for the intermediate stages between min
ima l brain damage and criminal behavior. We have already encoun
tered "oppositional disorder" as a subvariety of minimal brain dam
age. When carried to an extreme of aggressiveness, this, in tum, 
becomes "conduct disorder"-"a persistent pattern o f conduct in 
which the basic rights of others and major appropriate social norms 
are violated." 
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Physical aggression is common. Children or adolescents with this 
disorder usually initiate aggression, may be physically cruel to 
o ther people or to animals, and frequent ly deliberately destroy 
o ther people's property (this may include fi re-setting). They may 
engage in stealing with confrontation of the victim , as in mug
ging. purse-snatching , extort ion, or a rmed robbery. At later 
stages, the physical violence may take the form of rape, assault, 
or, in rare cases , homicide .... Regular u~e of tobacco, liquor, 
or nonprescribed drugs and sex ual behavior that begins unusuall y 
early for the child's peer group in his or her milieu are common. 
The child may have no concern for the feelings, wishes, and well
being of others . as shown by callous behavior. and may lack 
appropriate feelings of guilt or remorse. "1 

In the United States nine percent of males under the age of eigh
teen, and two percent of fema les, are estimated to snffer from "con
ducl disorder." 

Associated features are low self-esteem ("though the person 
may project an image of ' toughness' ' '), poor frustration tolerance, 
irritability, temper outbursts, provocative recklessness, anxiety, and 
depression. "Attentional difficulties, impulsiveness, and hyperactiv
ity are very common, especial ly in childhood , and may justify the 
additional diagnosis of Attention-Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder. " 

This nine percent group of young males, and two percent of 
young females, are easi ly tempted by the life of cri me. Starting with 
lying and cheating in school and stealing money from the mother's 
purse, the individual goes on to "borrowing' ' others · possessions, 
joyriding in the family's or a stranger·s car, breaking into a neighbor's 
house, shop-lifting , or arson . ~s 

Involvement with alcohol and drugs from an early age, of 
course, exacerbates their other problems in a vcu-iety of ways.-'9 

The Sociopathic Personality 
The mi nimally brain-damaged ch ild promoted to "conduct disorder" 
in adolescence may graduate with a full-fledged "sociopachic per
sonality" upon reaching adulthood. This syndrome is defined by the 
American Psychiatric Association as 
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persistence into adult life of a pattern of antisocial behavior that 
began before the age of fifteen .... The antisocial behavior is 
not due to either severe Mental Retardation, Schizoplu·enia, or 
manic episodes. Lying, stealing, fighting, truancy, and resisting 
authority are typical early chi ldhood signs. In adolescence, unusu
ally early or aggressive sexual behavior, excessive drinking , and 
use of illic it drugs are frequent ... failure to accept social norms 
with respect to lawful behavior .... Despite the stereotype of a 
normal menta l status in this disorder, frequently there are signs 
of personal distress, including complaints of tension , inability to 
tolerate boredom, depression. and the conviction (often correct) 
that others are hostile toward them .... Almost invariably there 
is markedly impaired capacity to sustain lasting, close, warm, and 
responsible relationships with family, friends , or sexual 
partners. 50 
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An estimated three percent of U.S. males and one percent of 
females suffer from "sociopathic personality" (reflecting the cus
tomary 3: I or 4: I ratio of males to females afflicted by these various 
ncurologic cond itions). l t is found in all social classes but is thought 
to be marginally more common in lower-class populations, "partly 
because . .. fathers of those with the disorder frequently have the 
d isorder themselves, and consequently their children often grow up 
in impoverished homes. "51 

This group has become the leading social, economic, and legal 
problem of American life. 

Tommy Colella, of Garden Grove, California, who made his
tory in 1988 when his adopti ve parents annulled the adoption, is a 
classic study in the sociopathic personality. 

What the caseworker didn't tell them. according 10 the Colellas, 
was that the f seven-year-old] boy had a long record of sociopathic 
behavior and had just been removed from another would-be adop
tive home when he tried to pour urine over the couple's 
daughter . ... 

At first Tommy seemed subdued. "He was withdrawn and 
quiet," says Tom. " He gave you that kind of beaten-puppy feel
ing." The quiet did not last. A few days after he arrived, Janice 
told Tommy to stop watching T V and get ready for school. "He 
attacked me," she says. "He pulled my hair out, gouged me, and 
hit me with his lists . I had bruises a ll over my face and breasts. " 
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A week later Janice asked him to make his bed. She recall s that 
Tommy became enraged and swung a croquet mallet-an eighth 
birthday gift-at her head. "If I hadn't ducked , it would have hit 
me," she says. "It went right through the wall ." 

The Colellas called the Social Services Agency with the idea 
of sending him back. "They kept saying he's a misunderstood 
ch ild that needs a lot of love and affection," says Tom. "When 
you have professionals tell you its going to work out, you figure 
maybe this isn't as bad as you think." ... They asked Social Serv
ices for more information. Tommy's med ical records, they were 
told, were incomplete. 

Tommy mutilated a hamster .... "We'd have company over," 
says Janice, "and he'd take his feces and smear it all over every
thing. And he'd get the ' stares. ' He'd gaze blankly into the dis
tance. When he'd come back, he was either violent or depressed ." 

Still the Colellas wouldn't quit. Janice tutored him in reading 
and writing several nights a week. "Working with Tommy became 
our whole lives," says Tom. They taught him to use s ilverware
when he arrived , he ate only with his hands- and they completed 
the eight-year-old 's toilet training. Once Tommy even told Janice 
he loved her. " But then he said he couldn't le t himself love me 
because 1 wasn't his real mom ," she recalls, "and that if he ever 
told me that again, he didn't mean it. " 

To ease the strain Tommy was creating in their family the 
Colellas went into therapy. 

After a year, the Colellas say, the Social Services Agency 
began to pressure them to finalize the adoption proceedings .... 
Despite grave qualms , the Colellas consented , and the adoption 
was completed in February 1979 .... But Tommy immediately 
got much worse. The stares became a daily occurrence. He began 
cutting himself and drawing designs with his blood. He'd walk 
down the middle of the street as traffic whizzed by. Then the Col
ellas discovered he was practicing Satanism. "We caught him 
chanting," says Janice. "He'd light candles and call to the powers 
of darkness . It was really scary .... " 

Tommy's violence escalated. On occasions, " too many to 
count" says Janice, he tried to hang or stab himself. Despite tak
ing prescribed psychotropic drugs-"enough to stop a charging 
elephant," said the pharmacist- he nearly strangled a boy to death. 
"He tried to kill the paperboy in our front yard ," says Janice. 
"When I got there, he wasn't breathing. I had to revive him." In 
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November 1980, the Colellas checked Tommy into a psychiatric 
unit of the Huntington Beach Inter-Community Hospital. Janice 
recalls Tommy saying to a staff psychiatrist, "I think I need the 
hospital because I think I'm going to kill somebody .... " 

The Colellas say a caseworker at the hospital showed them 
some ofTommy's medical records that they'd never been allowed 
to see. One report concluded, "The youngster's dependency (and 
subsequent rage) are very deep and need to be dealt with . ... " 

After four months at Huntington Hospital , despite lack of 
any real improvement, Tommy was sent home .... His rages 
grew even more violent, his suicide attempts more frequent and 
earnest. Finally, after he tried to hang himself in April 1981, the 
Colellas summoned the police. . . . 

[Tommy's natural mother, Barbara] remembers him as a 
difficult child. "Even as a small baby, he'd just sit and stare with 
this empty, faraway look in his eyes." When he was four, she 
caught him urinating on his two-year-old half-siste r. One after
noon Barbara came home to fi nd him "playing" with the family 
cat. "I walked into the bedroom,'' she says, "and he's twirling che 
cat by the tail. The cat's screaming and Tom just chinks ic's che 
neatest thing." ... Tommy became even more unmanageable. He 
developed a fascination with matches and fire . One morning, after 
Barbara sent him upstairs to his room, a blaze broke out the re . "I 
knew he needed psychiatric help. And 1 knew I couldn't afford it." 

One day Barbara found herself in a rage, pinning Tommy down 
on a bed. shaking him. "He looked at me with this hateful look 
in his eyes," she recalls, "and he cold me, 'I want to be adopted .' 
I said, ' You want it , you got it. ' I couldn't mke it anymore ... . " 

Little Tommy Colella is now nineteen and, at 6 '1" , 240 
pounds, little no longer ... . He says there are warrants out for 
him, "nothing nutjor," for driving without a license and disorderly 
conduct. "It's kind of ridiculous fo r people to portray me as the 
devil incarnate," he says. "I don't remember doing a lot of the things 
the Colellas said I d id. I do remember being scared a lot and not 
knowing what was going to happen next. " He appears perfectly 
conventional: he rents an apartment, works as assistant manager 
of a fast-food restaurant in California, has earned his high-school 
equivalency diploma, and would like to go to college .... 

Tommy's fee lings about che Colellas seem generally warm. 
''T hey were nice to me," he says. "They tried everyth ing to help 
me." He pauses. "I don't love them, but T like chem. I could see 
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getting together with them sometime." 
The Colellas can't. . .. They last saw Tommy four years 

ago ... . Janice brought her child, then a year old. "Tommy sat 
in the car with our son ," she recalls. "He gave him a gift-I can't 
remember what-but it c learly meant a Jot to Tommy that he 
picked it up and played with it. " 

Three weeks later the telephone threats started. "It's like 
something snapped," says Tom. "Tommy said he was going to 
burn our house down and kill us and our son. " We decided to 
move when his social worker called and said, "There's something 
I have to tell you: Tommy means it! "52 

This account highlights many of the hallmarks of a syndrome 
between not-so-minimal brain damage and moderate autism, show
ing the progression to sociopathy. Tommy had "blank staring" as a 
small baby (i.e., a type of mild epileptic seizure), severe with
drawal, fearfulness, anxiety, and depression, and the "triad" which 
predicts later violent behavior (fire-setting, cruelty to animals , and 
enuresis). He was fascinated by urine and feces. He probably had 
learning disabilities (needing constant tutoring in school). He was 
oblivious of personal clanger ("He'd walk down the middle of the 
street as traffic whizzed by."). His anger and hostility had a sexual 
component (Janice Colella's breasts were severely bruised). He was 
always emotionally remote , repelling both his mother and his adop
tive mother, with worsening episodes of rage , self-mutil ation, 
severe depression, and suicide attempts. He was afraid and con
fused (remembers "being scared a lot and not knowing what was 
going to happen next"). He is fascinated by evil (Satanism) and 
sympathetic to it. And today he has amnesia for much of what hap
pened to him. Also he is overweight, suggesting post-encephalitic 
obesity. 

Although we know nothing definite about Tommy Colella's 
vaccination history, he probably received the shots more than once. 
His natural mother was eighteen and unmarried ; he went to an adop
tion agency, then to his first adopted famil y, back to the adoption 
agency, and then to the Colellas. Shot records are always chaotic 
in such cases ("Tommy's medical records ... were incomplete"), 
and children are repeatedly revaccinated in case some shot has been 
overlooked. 
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That sociopathic behavior in adults is the continuation of minimal 
brain damage in childhood bas been demonstrnted by numerous 
studies. 

A basic technique is to select a group of young adults in trouble 
with the law and diagnose them for evidence of neurologic damage 
in childhood. Several of these "retrospective" studies have been 
done; all "strongly support the idea that there is a link between the 
presence of the [MBD] syndrome in childhood and significant anti
social behavior in adolescence and later life. " 5

-' 

A 1982 study of 200 consecutively admitted incarcerated male 
juvenile offenders from prisons in New Jersey found that one in 
three had a "personality disorder," while one in five had attention
deficit disorder and/or some specific developmental disability; half 
had an IQ below 85; one in three had schizoid , paranoid , or other 
personality disorder. Incarceration for violence was significantly 
associated with borderline IQ, conduct disorder, and personality dis
order, but not with family structure or receiving welfare assistance. 5• 

The authors concluded that "poverty, although a defect in the 
social structure, does not cause delinquency ... ninety percent of 
poor families are law-ab iding." 

Similar is the "prospective" follow-up study: interviewing chil
dren when they are young and following them for some years 
through life. James Satterfield performed such a study on 110 min
imally brain-damaged youngsters, comparing them with a control 
group of eighty-eight normals: "Rates of single and multiple serious 
offense and of institutionalization for delinquency were significantly 
higher in the [MBD] subjects. "55 

Mendelsohn and coworkers in St. Louis interviewed the 
mothers of eighty-three children aged twelve to sixteen who had 
been diagnosed some years earlier as hyperkinetic. Antisocial 
behavior of a marked degree was a common finding: twenty-two per
cent of the children had long histories of such behavior and were 
considered likely to be sociopathic as adul ts; nearly sixty percent 
had had some contact with the police, seventeen percent on three 
or more occasions; nearly twenty-five percent had been referred to 
the juvenile court. By the time of follow-up fifty-one percent were 
involved in fighting and stealing; thirty-three percent had threatened 
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to kill their parents; fifteen percent had set fires; seven percent had 
carried concealed weapons; five percent exhibited significant drug 
abuse, and fifteen percent were becoming alcoholics; fifty-five of 
the eighty-three were considered incorrigible. "The picture emerg
ing from this study was one of children who had difficulty conform
ing to rules, whether the rules were set by society or by their 
families. " 56 

A I 974 study by Hussey of eighty-four hyperactive children, 
adolescents, and young adults (nine to twenty-four years of age), 

who had been followed from e ight to ten years, found a school drop
out rate five times higher than the state average; they were twenty 
times more likely than the population at large to end in a reform 
school. 57 

A lengthy study of MBD children was made by Gabrielle Weiss 
at the Montreal Children's Hospital. In 1971 she published inter
views with mothers of sixty-four adolescents ten to twenty years of 

age diagnosed as hyperkinetic four to six years earlier; one-quarter 
had a history of antisocial behavior, while fifteen percent had 
already been in the couits. 5~ 

She did fo llow-up studies of this group ten and fifteen years later 
and found: "While about half the children seem to outgrow the symp
toms of the syndrome, half continue to be disabled to a varying extent 
by continuing symptoms. The childhood condition ... leads to anti
social personality disorder in a significant minority of the subjects. "59 

These findings led Michael Aman to comment in 1984: 

These follow-up and comparison studies suggest that children 
originally identified as hyperactive do not merely grow out of 
their problems, as was once widely believed to be the case. 
Instead, it appears that man{festations of the disorder tend to 
change over time. These studies suggest that there is a shift from 
an emphasis on overactivity and inattention as children to 
academic failure , social incompetence , and lower self-esteem as 
adolescents and young adults. 60 

Of great interest are family studies which suggest a genetic fac
tor in the MBD syndrome. They find, for instance, that the parents 
(especially the fathers) of hyperkinetic or sociopathic children were 
more likely to have themselves been sociopathic or alcoholic , while 
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the mothers were more likely to have been hysterics. ''1 

When a criminal has a twin. that twin is at least twice as likely to 
be a criminal himself if he is an identical rather than a fraternal twin; 
and there is a relation between criminality in parents and in chjldren 
- even when the children have been given away for adoption. 62 

We have already seen that susceptibility to vaccine damage is 
undoubtedly under genetic control. This raises the possibility that 
a whole famjly, due to encephalitis from vaccination, can be involved 
in a life of crime. Take the Bolden brothers of New York , the chjldren 
of a respectable mjddle-class black Baptist minister of the gospel: 

In June of 1979, Robert, Ernest, Henry, and Curtis Bolden [given 
the diagnosis, "anti-social personality disorder" by a court
appointed psychiatrist) ranged in age from seventeen to twenty
one. They lived in the Bronx, and , among them, had been arrested 
approximately a hundred and twenty-five times .. . the police say 
that the Bolden brothers were responsible for "anywhere from 
1200 to 6000 crimes." All were street criminals, and Henry, then 
nineteen years old, was serving eight to twenry-five years in jail 
for a 1977 robbery conviction. It was no ordinary robbery. While 
an accomplice held a knife to the throat of a seventy-fou1'-year-old 
woman , Henry Bolden was said to have ripped the teeth from the 
mouth of her eighty-four-year-old husband. On the day Henry was 
sentenced . . . he "entered the Bronx courtroom laughing. " 
Robert Sol.den, then seventeen, had been arrested eighteen times 
before his sixteenth birthday ... and the charges included rob
bery, grand larceny, jostling (picking pockets) , possession of stolen 
property, and burglary. He was then in jail. Ernest Bolden , then 
eighteen, was back on the streets after completing a ninety-day 
sentence for drug possession and criminal mischief. In the eigh
teen months before his incarceration , Ernest had been anested six
teen times. Before his sixteenth birthday he had been arrested 
twenty-three times . The oldest brother, Curtis- then twenty
one- had been indicted fo r the rape of three Bronx women, one 
of them an eighty-two-year-old widow, who had been kicked by 
her assailant with such force that an impression of his sneaker sole 
was implanted on her left cheek. He had previously been arrested 
at least twenty times and served two years in prison for robbery. 
Jn March of 1980, after having been convicted the previous month 
for two of the rapes, Curtis Bolden was sentenced to thirty years 
in prison. 63 



The Criminal Class, the Underclass 
Two social formations have come to prominence in American life 
duri ng the past decade-the "underclass" and the "criminal cl ass ." 

The members of the "underclass" are poor, either because they 
cannot find work or are unable or unwilling to work. Many are illit
erate. Often they have lost contact with their relatives ancl are sim
ply unsuited for normal human intercourse. They reject society's 
laws and values, become drifters, dealers and takers of drugs, petty 
criminals, asocial alienated beings with no ties to family, friends, 
or society. T he "homeless" who clog the public parks and bus sta
tions are drawn largely from this underclass. 

Still unexplained is why this apparently permanent class of 
unemployed shou ld have arisen in a time of economic prosperity. rw 

The "criminal class" includes both the poor and l'he well-to-do; 
they have in common a preference for an alienated and sociopathic 
way of life involving aggressive attacks on other members of society. 

While many in the "criminal class" are poor, and their depreda
tions may be attributed to being "disadvantaged," many others are 
not. Sociopathic crime is rather evenly distributed across the Amer
ican c lass structure. Joel Ste inberg, the New York lawyer who in 
1988 was convicted of beating his adopted daughter to death, was 
not economically disadvantaged. And the gang of black and His
panic adolescents which raped and brutalized the young female 
bank executive in 1989 were from stable. working-class families, 
not from a background of slums and drugs. 

Lee Robins, professor of sociology and psychiatry at the 
Washington Un iversity School of Medicine in St. Louis , who 
studied the life histories of 524 persons seen in child guidance 
c linics and then interviewed thirty years later, found sociopathy, 
with associated criminal ity, in all social classes: 

In our group of offenders, the white-collar criminals, just like the 
burglars , thieves, and vagrants, were predominantly men who 
showed the whole spectrum of behavior diagnosed as sociopathic 
personality. Two-thirds of the white-collar criminals were so diag
nosed , as were sixty percent of the thieves, burglars, and robbers.M 
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Indeed, "Traffic offenders, persons arrested as drunk and dis
orderly, and persons arrested on suspicion were the only groups with 
police records in which the sociopaths did not constitute the major
ity of cases." 

Robins concluded that the career criminal whose "occupation" 
is separate from his personal life-in other words, who does not 
have sociopathic traits-"must be either extremely rare or seldom 
apprehended. " 

The "criminal class" includes, in pmticular, the "repeat criminal. " 
An important discovery of modern criminology has been the 

realization that a large part of the crime wave presenlly engulfing 
our cities is due to these "hard-core" or "repeat" criminals . 

A New Jersey study in the 1970s found that five percent of 
juvenile offenders ( 1200 out of 24,000) committed fi fty percent of 
the crimes for which juvenile arrests were made. 66 

They have been singled out for special attention by law
enforcement authorities, and an effort is made to see that they 
receive long sentences when apprehended. 

The underclass and the criminal class are not entirely coextensive 
with one another but overlap in a significant way. Not all of the 
underclass are aggressive c1iminals; some are passive drifters . Not 
all of the criminal class are poor. But the two groups have in com
mon a feeling of alienation and unsuitability for life with other 
humans, of being separated from society. 

This alienation is o ften associated with the very neurologic dis
abilities discussed in the preceding pages. 

Take the case of Dwayne Gosso, who was born in a New York 
prison and given up to foster care by his inmate mother. He is " learn
ing-disabled but not retarded; anti-social but not mentally ill ; drinks 
too much and has used drugs , but is neither an alcoholic nor an 
addict; views himself as a victim, but whose behavior is frequently 
self-defeating." At age twenty-seven he has spent nearly his whole 
life in prison or in custody. When released he commits some incom
petent burglary or other minor infraction and is promptly remanded 
to custody. At latest count he had been before the courts nineteen 
times in eighteen months. S ince he is not diagnosed as retarded or 
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psychotic, those services are not available to him, and society's only 
recourse is to remand him to prison. His social worker said of him, 
"Dwayne is not a bad person. He's just not socialized enough to 
cope with the pressure of society. J don't think he's dangerous. But 
one day he's going to march into someone's apartment , he's going 
to surprise them or they're going to surprise him, and something 
terrible is going to happen. "67 

At that point Dwayne Gosso, member of the underclass, will 
become Dwayne Gosso, member of the criminal class. 

While the other factors that can unsuit an individual for life in 
society should not be ignored or belittled-and Dwayne Gosso is 
a textbook example of these other factors-the contribution of the 
post-encephalitic syndrome to these individuals' alienation, aggres
siveness, and inability to adapt to society's norms should no longer 
be ignored. 

The Black Adolescent 
The problems of black youth are , of course , notorious. In all educa
tional categories they perfonn worse than whites, and society's pro
duction of an uneducated , seemingly uneducable, mass of blacks 
generates much of the crime and drug-abuse which today disfigure 
the social landscape. ls there a possibility that blacks could be dis
favored even more than whites by the vaccination programs? 

Little research has been done on this, but what there is suggests 
that vaccination has an even more destructive effect on the neurologic 
status of blacks. 

A few reports have suggested that blacks suffer disproportion
ately from whooping cough. A 1964 controlled study in Baltimore 
found that black children suffered greater intellectual impairment 
from this disease than white children, and a greater tendency to 
behavioral disorders .68 In France it is common knowledge, and dis
cussed in the medical texts, that African blacks suffer more seriously 
than whites from such infectious diseases as measles and whooping 
cough. 

If this is so, they doubtless suffer disproportionately also from 
the pertussis vaccine. 
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Blacks are also known to suffer more than whites from condi
tions which are recognizably the sequelae of an encephalitis, such 
as epilepsy and asthma. 69 The incidence of asthma in American 
black children is two and a hal f times what it is in whites; and the 
death rate from asthma is three times higher. 10 

Norman Geschwind was of the opinion that dyslexia is higher 
among American blacks than whites. 71 

The increased vulnerability of black children is due, in part, 
to their markedly lower birth weights which in turn reflects the 
breakdown of the black family in the United States and the astonish
ingly high incidence (fifty percent) of illegitimacy in this group. When 
adolescent black girls become pregnant outside marriage and have 
little family support, their babies will very often be premature and/or 
of low birthweight (the two conditions are not easy to distinguish). 

Low birth weight and prematurity are known to predispose to 
a variety of disabilities, including. as we may assume, vaccine dam
age through demyelination of the immature nervous systems of 
these babies. 72 

These suggested lines of research should be investigated more 
thoroughly. 

Violence and Epilepsy 
Epilepsy and seizure disorders are among the most common 
sequelae of encephalitis . They are common in autism and the more 
severe forms of minimal brain damage. And they are also encoun
tered with greater than normal frequency in the criminal class and 
the underclass. 

For more than a century scientists have debated the relationship 
between epilepsy and violence. And while opinions have been 
ex pressed on both sides, the consensus today, to quote K.E. 
Moyer's The Psychobiology of Aggression , is that " there is a signifi
cantly greater probability that disorders of impulse control and 
aggressiveness will be found in the population of epileptics than in 
a normal population. "73 

Several surveys of prison populations done in 1975-the Cook 
County Jail in Chicago, the New York City prison system, and the 
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Dade County Jail in Miami-have found that five percent of prison
ers have a history of seizures accordi ng to their own accounts, or 
have been taking anti-seizure medications. 1• This is five to ten times 
higher than the prevalence of epi lepsy in the populati on at large (es
timated at 0.5-1.0%) . It is also probably underestimated, since diag
nosing a seizure disorder in this popu lation requires a degree of skill 
and patience. Frank Elliott describes the difficulties or detecting sei
zures in apparently normal individuals suffering from "episodic dys
control syndrome": 

Few had typical grand mal convu lsions or dramatic attacks of 
unconsciousness. In most cases rhe seizures were infrequent and 
in many were so slight that their epileptic nature went unrecog
nized by both patient and physician. This is especia lly likely to 
happen in the more serious ly disordered patients, because it is 
easy to confuse some manifestations of psychomotor epilepsy 
with psychogenic halluci nations, illusions, and emotional distur
bances. It is not enough to ask the patient whether he has had 
seizures, convulsions. or anacks of unconsciousness, and to leave 
it at that. History-taking in these cases demands a meticulous 
search for the more subtle types of temporal lobe attack which 
sometimes provide the only supplementary evidence of organic 
damage.75 

Among the poor, uneducated, and marginal population groups 
that furnish the bulk of the prisoners filling American jails, few will 
have had this sort of meticulous examination, and the incidence of 
seizure disorders in this class may well be twenty or thirty times 
higher than in the population at large. 

Dorothy Lewis in 1979 found an association between 
psychomotor (temporal lobe) epilepsy and criminal or delinquent 
behavior. The study group was co1T1posed of ninety-seven male juve
nile delinquents in a Connecticut correctional school , of whom nine
teen were classified as " less violent" and seventy-eight as "more 
violent. " Of the ninety-seven , twenty-five had four or more 
symptoms of psychomotor epilepsy, and the "more violent" had 
more symptoms than the "Jess violent. "76 

In 1988 Lewis examined juveniles sentenced to death for 
homicide and other capital offenses. All had such neurologic dis-
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abilities as severe headaches, absence seizures, dizzy spells, psycho
motor symptoms, epilepsy, or impaired memory. 77 

She attributed these neurologic symptoms to severe blows to 
the head , fa lls, automobile and motorcycle accidents, etc.-which 
nearly all of these young men had experienced. E leven of the four
teen bore notable facial scars as evidence. But hyperactivity makes 
children accident-prone and predisposes parents to violence directed 
at the chi ld , and this factor should also have been considered. n 

Studies have been done of other violence-prone population 
sub-groups. 

Frank Elliott found in 1982 that thirty percent of 286 patients 
with "episod ic dyscontrol" had had complex partial seizures at some 
time in the ir lives. " In many the seizures had not been recogni zed 
as epileptic because of their subtle form and rare occurrence. "79 He 
later expanded this study and told Lhe Fourth World Congress of 
Biological Psychiatry in 1985 that of 321 excessively violent indi
viduals, most of middle-class background and ninery-five percent 
white, more than ninety percent showed evidence of brain dysfunction 
and neurologic disabilities. "This was a great surprise to me ," he 
said. " I had expected twenty percent maybe." The defects noted 
included "evidence of past brain inj ury, medical history compati ble 
with a fo rm of epilepsy, and physical abnormalities in po1tions of 
their brains . "HO 

The e lectroencephalograms of soc iopaths, criminals and vio
lence-prone indi viduals, although not altogether reliable, also suggest 
a difference between the normal and the criminal population .*~' 

The so-called "6 & 14 dysrhythmia" discovered in 1951 has 
come in for a good deal of attention. It is seen to be associated cl in
ically with attacks of rage: "The patient with 6 & 14 per second 
positive spikes .. . usually has a normal personality, and his fam ily 
complains chiefly of his episodes of meanness and cruelty. "112 A 
1956 survey of 1000 cases with the "6 & 14 dysrhythmia" noted: 

*An EEG can be negative even in the presence of epileptic fits; about 
ten percent of the population has an EEG compatible with grand mal 
epilepsy, while 0 .5% has the epilepsy; and twenty percent of those with 
g rand mal have a normal EEG. 
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The control by rage is so absolute that parents fear for their lives 
and those of others. Typical complaints are: extreme rage out
bursts, larceny, arson, violent acts without motivation, sexual acts 
(aggressive), .threats to stab, shoot, mutilation of animals, and 
total inability to accept correction or responsibility for the act. 83 

The authors concluded that this sort of aggression can no more 
be curbed by the individual than a grand mal seizure can be suppressed 
by an epileptic. 

In 1959 Peter Kellaway and coworkers in Houston, Texas , 
found this dysrhythmia in 2.3 percent of a 1000 normal children. 
It was associated with attacks of headache or abdominal pain, 
behavioral disturbances , and seizures.M Sherwyn Woods, of the Uni
versity of Wisconsin Medical School, in 196 1 found it associated 
with "fi resetting, aggressive sexuality, murder, and other acts of vio
lence. " 85 Other investigators subsequently have found the "6 & 14" 
cropping up in EEG surveys of violent criminals. ~6 

Steve, the hyperactive adolescent who murdered his middle
aged cousin in an episode of rage because she nagged him, man
ifested the "6 & 14 dysrhythmia" and was described as having autis
tic features. 

A connection between violence and epilepsy is also seen in the 
positive response of individuals with episodic dyscontrol to dilantin 
and other seizure medications. K? 

Violence, Mental Retardation, 
and Cranial Nerve Palsies 

The criminal class suffers from cranial nerve palsies, a low IQ and 
tendencies to mental retardation. 

As already noted , the Hollander and Turner study found that 
half of the male juvenile offenders in their New Jersey sample had 
an IQ lower than 85. (What is more, offenders with IQ below 70 
could not be included in the sample for administrative reasons; if 
they had been included , an even larger proportion of the prisoners 
would have manifested the low IQ.) Offenders with a low IQ were 
involved predominantly in violent crimes against persons; those 
with an average IQ were property offenders. 
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Other studies have supported this conclusion. 88 

The cranial nerve palsies from which the criminal class also 
suffers , with the accompanying harvest of learning disabilities, con
tribute to their deficit in intelligence. 

In this class one finds such visual disturbances as: crossed eyes 
(strabismus), poor eyesight in one eye , visual iJlusions and halluci
nations , inability to move the eyes from side to side, inability to 
follow movements with the eyes, poor coordination between hand 
and eye movements , seeing double (diplopia), blurred vision, epi
sodes of blindness, and photophobia-often leading the individual 
to wear dark glasses. 

There is also inability to interpret what is perceived with the 
eyes. The individual sees colors but cannot name them; he sees the 
expression on another person's face but can't interpret it. He cannot 
recognize forms (astereognosis) and thus cannot follow maps, can
not copy designs on paper or with building blocks, cannot do jigsaw 
puzzles. 

They manifest the full range of learning disabilities. 
Disturbances of hearing include hyperacusis (too-acute hear

ing) , exaggerated startle reactions to sudden noises (unexpected 
noises will sometimes precipitate an attack of rage), tone deafness , 
and audiomotor incoorclination (inability to dance in step to music). 

Speech problems involve simple inability to pronounce and use 
language, inability to pronounce certain sounds (aphasia), syntactical 
errors, poor vocabulary, temporary Joss of voice, difficulty giving 
verbal reports, stuttering, and a tendency to get Jost in unimportant 
details. The individual talks too loud, and his voice is unmodulated. 

Another cranial palsy affecting this population is inability to 
move the facial muscles. Frank Elliot's patients with uncontrollable 
rage manifested 

inability to show the teeth properly; inabi lity to wink one eye by 
itself; inability to whistle; difficulty in wrinkling the brow to 
order, though it can happen spontaneously; and inability to project 
the rongue to order. Emotional immobility of the face can occur 
in frontal and brain stem lesions (as after encephalitis). 89 



Violence and Minor Neurologic Disabibties 
The minor neurological peculiarities already discussed in connec
tion with encephalitis, autism, and the MBD syndrome are encoun
tered with disproportionate frequency in violent criminals . 

Of these the most common is hyperactivity, as already men
tioned. Criminals often have memory weaknesses as well, espe
cially of sho1t-term memory. 

This group manifests a variety of "hard" and "soft'"' neurolog
ical signs. 

The individua l may be c lumsy- dropping things, bumping up 
against furn iture, and unable to perform tasks requiring fine coordi 
nation. His movements are awkward and lacking in grace. 

He may be unable to perform alternating movements in rapid 
succession and has defective control over muscular coordination , 
leading to "jerky" movements , starts and twitches of various kinds, 
grossly abnormal posniring of the am1s or upper body, twisti ngs and 
turning of the hands (athetoid movements) , tremors , temporary 
paralysis , trouble walking, and inability to learn certain motor 
skills . A man who walks normally may be extremely clumsy in run
ning, falling over if he tries to go too fast. A man of normal athletk 
ability may be unable to jump rope . 90 

The pain threshold, especially in the hands and feet , is lowered 
- "which may help [tbem] to be impervious to physical punishment. "9

' 

They have slower than normal responses to aversive stimuli. n 

Another disorder is "clisnirbance of lateral i.ty," meaning ten
dency to left-handedness, ambidexterity, or difficulty in telling right 
from left , suggesting damage to the left hemisphere of the brain 
(which governs the right side of the body). 93 

Several studies, including one conducted in 1979 in Alberta, 
have found that psychopathic criminals (convicted of homicide, rape, 
physical assault, etc.), persons with learning disabilities and conduct 
disorders, persons who are simply aggressive, a lcoholics with per
sonality disorders, mentally handicapped adults with behav ioraJ dis
orders, sex offenders, and non-psychopathic violent male criminals 
frequently manifested dysfunction of the left hemisphere. 94 

202 
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The triad of enuresis, pyromania , and cruelty to animals, which 
in children is regarded as a predictor of adult crime, is encountered 
with unexpected frequency in patients with episodic clyscontrol syn
drome (note the case of Tommy Co le i la). 9 5 

Arson today is a serious social problem. In I 975 fire caused 
7,500 deaths , 310,000 injuries, and $ 13.4 billion in property dam
age in the United States; eleven percent of this was estimated to be 
caused by arson, and another five percent by "children playing with 
fire." ln the decade 1970-1980 the number of fires attributed to 
arson increased 325 percent. 96 

Arsonists are often described in ways showing a relationship 
to the postencephalitic syndrome. Such "pathological firesetters" 
are described by one authority as "psychotics, children with atypical 
ego development, neurologically handicapped children, delin
quents , and the retarded. "97 They cannot "deal with impulse expres
sion," they " manifest high anxiety," are "violent children ," have 
"sleep di sturbances ," cannot "control aggression resulting from 
frustration, loneliness, and inadequacy. " One study of thirty males 
found that "twenty-two of the children were diagnosed as psychotic 
or prepsychotic , and eight had a conduct disorder. Only eight were 
at their proper grade level [in school]. The authors noted other 
behaviors present to include rage reactions, hyperactivity, and 
impulse problems." "Others have also noted a high incidence of 
physical abnormalities in firesetters , including allergies and espe
cially respiratory problems in children." "Case material also tells 
of psychotics who are ' told ' to set a fise to purge a bui lcling of evil. "98 

In the past arson had rarely been committed by females, but 
this changed in the 1960s. Kenneth R. Fineman finds "firesetting 
in adolescent females to be indicative of rather severe psychopathol
ogy." One study found serious sexual disorders in female arsonists, 
including a high prevalence (thirty-three percent) of prostitution. 99 

Enuresis is common in violence-prone individuals. According 
to Frank Elliott, "Adults with MBD often give a history of bed-wet
ting until early adolescence," while those with episodic dyscontrol 
may have " incontinence of urine and/or feces . " 100 

Another problem is unusual sleep patterns. S leep can be too 
deep and is often combined with bed-wetting, sleepwalking, trouble 
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falling asleep , and the like. '°' 
There is a tendency to headaches, whether migrai ne or other

wise.102 Attacks of rage are sometimes preceded by an intense pain 
on one side of the face or head, or by a "bursting" or "piercing" 
headache; the ensuing act of aggression then re lieves the pain. 103 

C.E. Ctiment and coworkers examined ninety-five female pris
oners for a hfatory of violence, depression , and suic ide attempts. 
They found a significant association with loss of parents, especially 
of the father, but "other early life history variables found to be 
associated with the later presence of violent behavior are: severe 
headaches and convulsions before age ten, extreme stubbornness, 
and severe temper tantrums as children. These factors IT'light be con
sidered to be early predisposing conditions which .increase the prob
ability of later violent behavior. They suggest the possibility of 
neurological predispos ing variables for later violent behavior. " 1

().l 

The histories of violence-prone adults have also been found to 
include appetite troubles with anorexia, gastrointestinal pains, 
nausea and vomiting , and bowel trouble with weight loss.105 

Personality of the Sociopath: Childish Egotism 
The effects of encephalitis are often described in terms of develop
mental or maturational "delay." This illness retards the growth of 
the organism and its neurological system. The victim remains 
neurologically and sensoria lly immature. 

Th is means that he is also immature emotionally and intellec
tually. An ear ly paper on antisocial aggression stated that these 
delinquents "exhibit a defi nable syndrome , a parody of immature 
egotism and aggressiveness that would be bound to bring the indi
vidual into conflict with any community. "106 Harvey Cleckley, a 
major authority on the criminal mind , writes: "The psychopath is 
always distinguished by egocentricity. This is usually of a degree 
not seen in ordinary people and often is I ittle short of astonishing 
. .. a self-centeredness that is apparently unmodifiable and all but 
complete. "101 

The parallel with the self-absorption of autism, of course, is 
striking. 
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Being still a self-centered child , the repeat criminal feels, 
thinks, and acts like a self-centered child. 

He is incapable of mature long-term emotional relationships 
with family, friends, sexual partners. He is incapable of empathiz
ing with others, of putting himself in another's place. 

Vexation, spite, quick and labile flashes of quasi-affection, 
peevish resentment, shallow moods of self-pity, puerile attitudes 
of vanity, and absurd and showy poses of indignation .... But 
mature, whole-hearted anger, true or consistent indignation, hon
est solid grief, sustaining pride, deep joy, and genuine despair are 
reactions not likely to be found . 108 

Sociopathic criminals show "a general callous di sregard for the 
feelings or rights of others, and are blatantly manipulative." They 
cannot be trusted to react in the sense of "one good turn deserves 
another." They cmmot be counted on to demonstrate appreciation. 
There is a "Jack of conscience, no sense of guilt, senseless lying, 
no capacity for affection or empathy .... Many ... are reported 
by their mothers to have been different from other children from 
birth onwards; they were resistant to cuddling, emotionally remote, 

and impervious to correction." [emphasis added] 109 

They have no capacity to see themselves as others see them. 
"The psychopath shows not only a deficiency but apparently a total 
absence of self-appraisal. " Instead , they are full of grandiose i II u
s ions and delusions . For this reason they often Jack an ordinary 
sense of fear, an ordinary awareness of obstacles and pitfalls; they 
are big risk-takers. 110 

Ted Bundy, the young university graduate who was executed 
in Florida in 1989 after having raped and murdered probably eighty 
young women (and who is discussed at greater length below) , fits 
the above description perfectly. According to the court-appointed 
psychiatrist, he "really and truly did not have a sense of the enor
mity of what he had done." "I don't know why everyone's out to 
get me," he said. "Do you think it could have something to do with 
the number of victims?" The day before his execution he asked: 
"Will I get into heaven?" 111 

Their threshold of frustration is very low; as children they have 
severe temper tantrums (as did Bundy). m 
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They have no sense of responsibility, no feelings of remorse 
or shame, and are "callously indifferent to the grotesquely brutal 
murders for which they were convicted." 11 .'.I The Asperger's Syndrome 
case mentioned earlier "showed manneristic behavior, his affect was 
flat, but, although admitting that the various attacks on the children 
and girls had been wrong, he did not appear to be at all distressed 
or remorseful." 114 Bundy never showed regret but was described as 
"detached" from the brutal murders he committed. 

Fonner Bronx District Attorney Mario Merola: "They'll kill 
you for nothing .... They'll stare through you. They're cold and 
callous. They have no remorse. " 115 

The judge who sentenced Curtis Bolden to thfrty years in 
prison told the court: 

The attacks inflicted upon aged and defenseless women defy 
description . They are almost too horrible to relate. So vicious, so 
cruel, so lacking in sensitivity and compassion. I am totally bewil
dered as to how one human being can treat another human being 
in this manner.116 

Reporting on the adolescent who murdered his middle-aged 
female cousin, one investigator noted: 

There is always a striking flattening of affect while discussing the 
incident. He appears indifferent and unable to fully appreciate the 
significance of his behavior, and there is a notable absence of 
remorse or regret. 11

' 

The Washington Post editorialized about the six young black 
men mentioned earlier who were convicted of first-degree murder: 

None of those six seemed to possess that internal moral compass 
that rules out certain actions-that, even before any calculation 
of gain or of the risk of being caught and punished, simply refuses 
to take part in a crime because it is deeply wrong. Can there be 
a more rudimentary transgression than an attack on a defenseless 
woman on her way to the store?11s 

When the fourteen-year-olds who attacked the female jogger 
in New York were being arraigned , one of them " laughed , joked , 
and carried on in the precinct house, not showing the least bit of 
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remorse. In his statement to police Salaam admitted hitting the 
woman with a pipe and said, 'It was fun .'" 

And even when these criminals do express remorse , it does not 
prevent them from repeating the same behavior. 119 

Usually they lack insight or intuitive sense about others . An 
extreme case was the woman who invariably gave the names of 
people she had stolen from as references for job applications. 120 

But sometimes they can mimic emotions and pretend to pos
sess feeling which they do not have-the typical ploy of the "con
fidence man." These criminals are sometimes able to size up people 
quickly and skilled at manipulating others when it serves their pur
poses; Bundy was described by his interviewers as a "consummate 
gamesman" with an "innate need to manipulate. " 12 1 

Their lack of a sense of humor (although they can be witty) is 
perhaps a minor point, but still worth making as a sign of emotional 
and intellectual childishness .122 

The Gang That Couldn't Think Straight 
The psychopathic criminal often thinks like a child. Mat11ring means 
learning to perceive the world with some degree of objectivity, ceas
ing to take wishes for realities, understanding events as part of a 
pattern and making plans accordingly, applying logic to the analysis 
of affairs. But the post-encephalitic criminal can do none of these 
things. He is still at the prerational stage (the "preoperational" stage 
as defined by child psychologist Jean Piaget). 

Dorothy Lewis writes: 

For example, the "loose, rambling, illogical" thought processes 
of the delinquent youngsters could be seen as manifestations of 
the egocentric language and autistic logic characteristic of young 
children. According to Piaget, children prior to approximately 
eight years of age may successively adopt different, mutually con
tradictory opinions. Their explanations for behavior and events 
lack coherent order or a logical sense of causality. Thus an osten
sibly psychotic symptom, " loose , rambling, illogical" speech, 
can also be understood as a manifestation of an extreme delay in 
cognitive maturation. 123 
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The sociopath 's mode of think ing is "anti-conceptual." His 
intellectual processes are overly concrete and fragmented, with little 
capacity for abstraction . 

But the power to conceptualize is what enables us to act on 
principle, to think in terms of long-range goals, and to learn from 
experience. 

Curtis Bolden was described by the psychiatrist: 

On direct examination he appears mentally dull. His responses are 
quite slowed. His affect is very flat. He attempts to answer ques
tions relevantly, but appears unable to biing any judgment or 
insight to his situation. His responses are impoverished. He is 
unable to elaborate on anything. 12• 

Like the autistic and the minimally brain-damaged, these crim
inals cannot organize their thoughts , their perceptions , their lives. 
When combined with memory weakness, this prevents them from 
associating the present event with past expe1ience, as is essential 
for "thought as trial action" or the "reflective delay" needed for a 
considered adaptive act. 125 The amount of information coming in , 
or its complexity, may exceed the memory span of the temporal 
lobes, and the subject cannot retain it. 126 

Thus they cannot accumulate experience, ccumot accumulate 
wisdom. 

This has three consequences: (1) They do not plan ahead, (2) 
They have poor judgment, and (3) They act on impulse. "The psycho
path shows a striking inability to follow any sort of life plan consis
tently, whether it be one regarded as good or evil. He does not main
tain an effort toward any far goal at al I. " 121 "The defects . . . i.nclude 
... poor judgment, a genius for doing and saying the wrong thing, 
a reduced sense of fear." "They lack foresight as regards their own 
affairs and proceed from one egregious folly to another. " 128 "The 
psychopath continues to show the most execrable judgment about 
attaining what one might presume to be his ends .... This is not 
particularly modified by experience, however chastening his experi
ences may be. " 129 

Life to these individuals has no pattern, no meaning , and no 
purpose-just one thing after another. Their tiny attention span pre
vents them from taking a long-range view of their lives. They live 
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in the moment and see no value in long-term rewards, such as fam
ily or career. To these criminals the "straight" life is a series of bor
ing concrete acts. 

Their fragmented thought processes prevent them from seeing 
the contradictions in their behavior. They show total disregard for 
the truth and are often very convincing liars. 130 

The inabi lity to foresee consequences, ordinarily a weakness, 
can become a strength and aid to the violent criminal in the form 
of "cut-off''-a withdrawal from conceptual thinking that enables 
him to blank out his fears and doubts. 131 

In the midst of an episode of dyscontrol the individual may feel 
"disorganized," "in an altered state of consciousness," "deper
sonalized ," " in a dream state ," "something seems to go wrong in 
my head," " unreal, "-as though someone else is committing the 
act and not he himself. 

Sometimes there is complete amnesia afterwards. Tony Colella 
continued to profess ignorance of the numerous violent assaults he 
committed against his adopted fami ly. 

The most notorious manifestation of these weaknesses is impul
sive behavior, specifical ly, the "irresistible impulse ." Inability to 
resist impulse and the demand for immediate gratification are the 
main components of the "episodic dyscontrol syndrome." "There 
was a driven quality to the actions, eliciting such comments from 
the patients as 'J just couldn't help what I was doing even though 
I knew that it was wrong. "' 132 

The impulse, of course, is often one of aggression. Sherwyn 
Woods observed as early as 1961 that crimes committed out of "ir
res istible impulse" were already presenting a serious problem for 
forensic psychiatry. 133 

The best example of the "irresistible impulse" is the case of 
Ted Bundy, discussed in detail below. 

Personality of the Sociopath: 
Ego Weakness, Losing Control 

The excessive assertiveness, egotism, and "toughness" of the crim
inal often masks what is in reality "ego impoverishment" " low self-
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esteem," and absence of sel f-confidence! 34 

Jean Lion , who founded the first center fo r the study of vio
lence at the University of Maryland in the 1970s, stated in a 1985 
interview that many aggress ive patients are "frightened-angry 
people often are. But if you could get. past the ir fright and your own 
reaction to what they did, you would often find helplessness and 
fear. "iJ5 

A study of 130 violent patients by George Bach-y-Rita found 

a sense of being useless and impotent and unable to change the 
environment . ... The indi vidual episodes were marked by a total 
breakdown of ego function and disorganization of thought pro
cess .... The patients can be seen as having inadequate ego 
defenses that are insufficient to deal with stresses .... The key 
difference between these patients and other pe rsons is that they 
make themselves noticeable because they react with violent or 
anti-social behavior rather than with withdrawal. alcohol, ere. 1.1 .. 

Thus these criminals are in the same paradoxical situation as 
the autistics: their grandiose and childish egotism is transformed 
into ego impoverishment after repeated rebuffs by the world of reality. 

The feelings o f wo1thlessness and impotence a re often con
cretized in a fear of losing control, leading to panic. In this anxious 
state a chance occurrence can be misconsb·ued as an aggressive 
insult, or a friendly remark perceived as a homosexual aclvance. '37 

This ego weakness and self-contempt-somerimes called the 
"zero state"- is always just below the surface . The criminal may 
protect against it by grandiose visions of himself as a superman effort
lessly achieving great ends by unconventionaJ means. He sustains 
the image primarily by forci ng others to bend to his will-some
times through manipulation but most commonly through violence. 
Various investigations have come to the conclusion that the weaker 
the ego, the greater the tendency to vio lence. '3K 

Loss of control over a situation is perce ived by these individ
uals as a serious threat. It brings the "zero state" to the surface and 
can lead to erratic outbursts. This was described graph ically by a 
young street criminal in discussing an abo1ted attempted mugging 
by fr iends of his . The victim refused to give up his credit cards but 
kept his hand in his pocket , was shot by them, and died on the spot: 
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They were afraid . The man might not have had nothing in his 
hand, but they didn't care .. .. And by him making that sudden 
move to reach, dig, they didn't think to look in his hand . They 
just shot him .... This is how I used to be, you know, because 
l used to be a stickup kid . .. I was a lways scared . .. . The dude 
was supposed to be in control of the situation. And by his sayi ng, 
"Give me back my credit cards ," as far as J can understand it, he 
snatched it back , his wallet back. That's like him rebelling .... 
When you robbing somebody, you supposed to be in control of 
everything at all times. That gun make you the boss. 139 

Ultimately, these criminals know they are losers: 

The psychopath ... seems to go out of his way to make a fa ilure 
of life. By some incomprehensible and untempting piece of folly 
or buffoonery, he eventually cuts short any activity in which he 
is succeeding, no matter whether it is crime or honest endeavor. 
At the behest of trivial impulses he repeatedly addresses himself 
directly to folly. "0 

2 11 

It is the subconscious desire to fail wh ich makes him such a 
risk-taker. "He will commit theft , forgery, adultury, fraud, and other 
deeds for astonishingly small stakes , and under much greater risks 
of being discovered than will the ordinary scoundrel. " 141

'
1
' 

Personality of the Sociopath: Depression and Suicide 
A pervasive depression , with inclination to suicide, is often found 
in these individuals between bouts of violence. 142 Ted Bundy, who 
suffered from fits of extreme depression , is an example. 1

•) 

The effect is intensified when combined with alcoholism. 
Women tend to commit violent crimes during the week before men
struation, when they are feeling depressed and paranoid. 1

"" 

*Whether the pathologica l gamble r, who subconsciously wants to 
lose, also has the characteristics of the post-encephalitic syndrome, would 
be worth investigating. Quite recent research shows that chronic gamblers 
often suffer from disturbances of the central nervous system. (The New 
York Times , October 3, 1989, C- 1, II). 
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Suicide is merely another manifestation of impulsive rage
directed this time against the self. Tommy Colella, who was perma
nently depressed and attempted suicide on numerous occasions, is 
typical. Many will threaten suicide and make suicidal gestures . In 
one study of episodic dyscontrol, e ighteen of the twenty-two sub
jects manifested "suicidal ideation." 1'15 

The amphetamines whjch have for years been prescribed for 
symptoms of minimal brain damage may potentiate the suicidal 
impulses of these individuals.* 

The teenage suicide rate in the United States jumped seventy
five percent between 1968 and 1979-frorn 5 to 91100,000 (in 1950 
it was 4.5) . By 1986 it had climbed to 13 . This translates into 5000 
adolescent suicides per year, and there are fifty or 100 attempts for 
every successful su icide. 146 

Defenses and Compensations: Paranoia, Sex 
The sociopath is often aware of his personality weaknesses and 
develops techniques for protecting his ego and elevating his self
esteem. 

One is to cast blame on others. The sociopath is instinctively 
paranoid , feels unfairly treated, and blames the rest of the world 
for his troubles. He rejects responsibi lity for his repeated difficulties 
with the law and consistently offers rationalizations for hls own 
behavior. 147 

Dorothy Lewis has found paranoid ideation to be one of five 
characteristics predicting a tendency to commit murder (the others: 
having inflicted violence as an adolescent, severe neurological 
impairment , abuse by parents as a ch ild, a first-degree relative with 
a psychiat1·ic/neurologic disability) . 1 4 ~ 

Paranoia is often directed against persons in authority. They are 
resented and viewed in a derisive and disparaging manner. 1" 9 

Other compensations for ego weakness are perseveration and 
stubbornness. A study of ninety-five violent female prisoners found 
"extreme stubbornness" to be a common associated characteristic. 

*See below, pp. 217-228. 
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The man who stabbed his dead victim thirty more times would be 
an example of perseveration. 150 

Intense sexual activity at an age "unusually early for their peer 
group" is a common finding in future sociopaths. 15 1 A 1977 study 
in Cambridge, England, of 411 working-class males, of whom 128 
had a criminal record by the age of twenty-one, found that as ado
lescents they manifested excessive sexual promfacuity. 152 

This predilection has numerous manifestations: a casuaJ attitude 
toward sexual matters generalJy, involvement with pornography, 
more frequent use of obscene language, incest , continuous mastur
bation, coprophilia (smearing of feces: "an astonishingly ambiva
lent attitude in which the amorous and excretory functions seem to 
be confused"). u 3 

Bundy . .. was such a compulsive masturbator, he once told a 
psychiatrist, that he masturbated in school closets, where other 
boys found him and taunted him , dashing him with ice water. •s.: 

Other serial killers have reported that they fueled their fantasies 
while young by masturbating as they imagined sexual murders.i55 

This sexual behavior substitutes for their impaired ability to 
form lasting, close, warm , and responsible relationships with fam
ily, friends, or sexual partners. 156 

Confused sexuality, bisexualism, and homosexualism are 
further features of the post-encephalitic syndrome. Von Economo 
noted that post-encephalitics " indulge in sexual misbehavior of 
every kind and make themselves willing partners to such .... Sex
ual delinquencies . . . remain the common practice of these 
patients. " 157 In general, their attitude toward sexual matters is impul
sive and superficial, their sex life "impersonal, triviaJ, and poorly 
integrated." 

Bach-y-Rita and coworkers stud ied 130 violent patients and 
found forty-one admitting to gross sexual difficulties such as impo
tence, total abstinence, or severe hypersexuality; sixteen had had 
adult homosexual encounters, six were sterile by surgical steriliza
tion , two had Klinefelter syndrome (the individual appears to be 
male but has large breasts , small genitalia, atrophied testes, and is 
sterile), two were transvestites, and one had committed incest. 158 
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When studies are done of temporal lobe epilepsy, often a com
ponent of the episodic dyscontrol syndrome, sexual disorders become 
apparent there also: most are hyposexual , with impotence and frigid
ity; some are markedly bypersexual; while another group deviates 
into bisexualism, homosexualism, transvestism, or fetishism. '59 

Bach-y-Rita found that patients with episodic dyscontrol were 
"generally outwardl y hypermasculine and intent on physically de
f ending their masculinity against other men ." But, at the same time, 
they are usually dependent on some female figure placed in a 
mothering role, and their sense of masculine identity is poor. 160 

Barry Maletzky described a group of twenty-two males with 
episodic dyscontrol syndrome as" 'hyperrnasculine' yet tremulous. "161 

While paranoia and excessive sexual preoccupations are not to 
be understood as invariably linked with the post-encephalitic syn
drome, in this latter group they often serve as ego-boosters and out
lets for overwhelming feelings of depression and frustration. 

Defenses and Compensations: Chi ld Abuse 
Another outlet is found in the abuse of children. lb2 This mounting 
social plague reflects the growth of sociopathy in American society 
and the need of these individuals to compensate through violence 
for their underlying ego weakness. Children are the innocent and 
helpless victims of the parents' ungovernable impulses. 

Consider the fo llowing case of a twenty-year-old divorced 
woman with minimal brain damage who sought therapy 

because of her concern that she was abusing her child. She related 
this to her excessive temper and poor abili ty to to lerate frustra
tion. She also suffered from chronic anxiety and the abuse of 
alcohol. ... As an infant and young child she was ex tremely 
active, belligerent, and ho t-tempered. These symptoms pe rsisted 
more or less constantly through grade i;Chool. When she entered 
junior high school , her family began to li ve with her grandparents, 
a change tbat was fo llowed by a marked increase in family discord 
and a dererioration in her adjustment. She now started to cut 
c lasses and to run away from home. This was sho1t ly followed 
by first experimentation with and then abuse of severa l drugs . 
During this ti me she fe ll in love and wanted to marry, contrary 
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to her parents' wishes . Frustration and discord led to two suicide 
attempts. The issue with her parents was forced when she became 
pregnant and married during her junior year of high school. In a 
short time arguments and fights led to a separation from her hus
band. During chis period she became concerned about he r quick 
temper and her inability to deal with the stress of be ing a mother. 
O ne manifestation was her excessive punishment of the child , 
which extended- by her own report- to phys ical abuse. '"3 

215 

But the contribution of the children themselves should not be 
neglected . If, as we assume, vaccine vulnerability has a gene tic 
component, the hyperactive parent may have a hyperactive child. 

William Heffron and coworkers in 1987 found that abused chil
dren were often originally hyperactive and suggested that "hyperac
tivity may either contribute to, or result from , physical abuse. The 
behavior of the child is one of the causative factors leading to 
abuse . " 164 

The stress of family life becomes greater than even a neurolog
ically normal parent can easily bear-much Jess one with the typical 
sociopath ic impatience, short attention span , and tendency to impul
sive violence. 

This is one more area of social analysis in which "emotional" 
etiological theories have had free play. But the chain of causation 
has been misunderstood, with effects being mistaken for causes and 
causes for effects . 

Starting from the observation that the future child abuser was 
himself, or herself, o ften abused as a child, researchers conclude 
that said childhood trauma transformed him or her into a child 
abuser. 165 

While it is a commonplace that children repeat as adults the 
behav ior which they have ex perienced as children, the question is 
rarely asked why they were abused in the first place . The child may 
well have been abused because he or she was unbearable to live 
with (those who have never had to raise a hyperactive ch ild shou ld 
refrain from passing judgment). 

Thus the more common scenario may be one of pathological 
interaction between a minimally brain-damaged parent and a mini
mally brain-damaged child. 
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In this way the family pattern degenerates from generation unto 
generation. 

Even if the brdin-damaged child was never abused, he would 
still have a low threshold of tolerance for frustration, and thus little 
talent for dealing with his own hyperactive children. 

What should be investigated is the extent to which child abus
ers are themselves neurologically damaged-i.e., learning-disabled 
and hyperactive- and thus from childhood drawn inexorably into . 
the cycle of violent family interaction. 

Defenses and Compensations: Alcohol and Drugs 
Finally, the post-encephalitic sociopath tends to cope with hjs man
ifold problems through alcoholism or drug abuse. "Adults with a his
tory of attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder appear to be overrep
resented in the ranks of ... substance abusers," states the Journal 
of the American Medical Association.. 166 

The relationship of alcoholism and drug abuse to criminality 
is notorious and hardly needs elaboration. Drug abuse, espec ially, 
is an intimate part of the almost unimaginable increase in criminal
ity of all kinds registered in this country since the 1960s. 

Criminals kill and steal for fu nds to purchase drugs ; and when 
under the influence of drugs they kill and steal for other reasons. 
A third of all serious crimes are committed under the innuence of 
alcohol. A 1988 U.S. Department of Justice survey found that up 
to seventy-nine percent of persons arrested for serious crimes in 
various American cities were using illegal drugs. The nationwide 
average was over fifty percent. Those consuming multiple drugs 
were evlen more likely to be involved in crime. 167 

If factors in the post-encephalitic syndrome predispose to 
alcoholism and drug abuse, the vaccination program then becomes 
one of the causes of these two vices, and of the associated criminality. 

In fact, an association with the post-encephalitic syndrome is 
more than likely on general grounds. A major cause of alcohol ism 
and drug abuse is inability to sustain normal personal re latio ns. 
These substances compensate for the lack of human contacr. And, 
as we have seen, the marginal autistic, the minimally brain-dam-
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aged, the adolescent with a sociopathic personality, and all other 
post-encephalitics with neurologic damage have a terrible insuffi
ciency of human contacts. 

Other causes of alcoholism and drug addiction are depression 
and anxiety, according to recent research at the New York State 
Psychiatric Institute. The director of the project observed that their 
findings run against conyenrional wisdom-that depression and 
anxiety are the results. of drug and alcohol abuse. 1(·K 

Depression and anxiety are, of course, widespread in the post
encephalitic population. 

Alcohol and Drug Abuse by Autistics 
and the Minimally Brain Damaged 

The problems of the sociopath with alcohol and street drugs find a 
parallel in the autistics and minimally brain damaged. 

Alcoholism and drug addiction among autistics are difficult to 
research and complicated by the fact that most are in institutions 
and deprived of a choice, but it would be astonishing if they did 
not use these to prop up their felt inferiority and difference. Tony 
W., for instance, the twenty-two-year-old marginal autistic whom 
we have already encountered , states that he smoked marijuana and 
drank in the ninth and tenth grades "to be normal like everybody 
else ." After spending time in the army, he came home, "got drunk 
a lot and did destructive things, magnified fears and paranoia on 
pot." He also had "difficulties with various symptoms of anxie ty, 
periodic alcohol abuse ... occasionally used substances other than 
alcohol in an attempt to diminish his pervasive anx iety and to feel 
more socially adequate. " 169 

This sort of account must be typical. 
Children with minimal brain damage are attracted to alcohol 

and "recreational drugs" while still very young. 170 They are said to 
have a "calming" effect on the jittery and impuls ive hyperactive 
youngster. 

The modern literature of alcoholism distinguishes "primary" 
alcoholics, who commence in childhood or early adolescence, from 
"secondary" alcoholics who start drinking to excess as adults. "Pri-
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mary alcoholism" has been linked with minimal brain damage and 
hyperactivity and is (of course!) thought to be genetically deter
mined. 111 In fact , it is probably linked to the post-encephalitic syn

drome, and this hypothesis should be investigated. 
Adults with mini mal brain damage have a hi gh inc idence of 

alcoholi sm and drug abuse. 172 Females may manifest the so-called 
"St. Louis triad" of alcohol ism, sociopathy, and hysteria. 173 

The MBD syndrome transformed into "conduct disorder" is also 
associated with "unusually early smoking, drinking, and other sub
stance use." "Psychoactive Substance Use Disorder" is a commonly 
associated diagnosis. And when "conduct disorder" degenerates into 
"sociopathic personality," " these kinds of behavior continue. " 17

'
1 

The sociopathic c riminal cannot tolerate even mild depression, 
anxiety, boredom, or tension and welcomes the relief provided by 
these habit-forming substances. 175 

But alcohol itself leads to crimes of violence; there is a "patho
logical reaction to alcohol without reference to the amount con
sumed." 176 "Pathological intoxication" and "episodic dyscontrol" 
can be triggered by very small quantities of alcoho l, especially if the 
individual is feeling irritable, trapped, or insulted. m In many cases 

a single drink might set a subject off if he happened to feel angry 
at the timeY8 Afterwards he may not remember anything .'79 

Ted Buody often drank before com111itt ing one of his murders, 
in order to calm his inhibitions. 180 He was also a pothead: 

I'm strictly a marijuana man .... I love to smoke reefer. And I 
haven'c. never have tried anything but reefer. And valiums. And. 
of course, alcohol. 1•

1 

If the fifteen or twenty percent of schoolchildren with minimal 
brain damage are predisposed from an early age to alcoholism and 
drug abuse, they are contributing far more than their share to the 
current drug and alcohol epidemic. Not only do they form a sizable 
contingent of themselves, but, as Gresham's Law of social behavior 
d ictates, they set the standard for the rest. 

This is scarcely ever emphasized in the public and professional 
discussion of this issue. 

Equally ignored by the professional literatw-c is the role of purely 
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medicinal drugs in attracting children to a life of addiction. Since 
the 1950s medicinal drugs have been administered systematically 
to hyperactive and minimally brain damaged children to make their 
behavior bearable and to ward off a total collapse of the educational 
system. 

Today at least a million children are being given such medici
nal drugs by their physicians or by the school, to keep them from 
disrupting the classrooms. 182 

Pervasive awareness that children are being drugged for "be
havioral" or "emotional" disorders creates an atmosphere in which 
drug use for reasons other than medicinal is seen as licit. 

In these three ways hyperactivity and other manifestations of 
the post-encephalitic syndrome, as well as the therapeutic drugs pre
scribed to combat them , have contributed, and are still contiibuting, 
to American society's overall problem of drug involvement and 
addiction. 

For many years the major class of drugs for treating hyperactivity 
were stimulants, known as "uppers," with the amphetamines in the 
lead. 

Especially in the form of Benzedrine or Dexedrine, they had 
been used in child psychiatry since the 1930s and were initially 
recommended with enthusiasm for both autism and the MBD syn
drome. rn.i Their use increased explosively during the 1950s. 

Their impact was often labelled "paradoxical ," in the sense that 
it seemed illogical to give hyperactive children a drug whose effect 
is to stimulate activity. 1n fact, the mechanism of action of ampheta
mines on the central nervous system is still a mystery: 

There is neither specific evidence which clearly establishes the 
mechanism whereby amphetamines produce mental and behavioral 
effects in children, nor conclusive evidence regarding how these 
effects relate to the condition of the central nervous system. 1•

4 

Whether or not they were understood , the amphetamines at 
first seemed to benefit many children with hyperactivity and were 
even seen as "specific" for this disorder. •~~ "Most striki ng is the 
child's newly found ability to maintain his attention on things for 
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longer periods. He is less driven in h.is behavior and is in general 
easier to get on with. " 1 ~6 

But an uninviting negative s ide soon became apparent. 
One child in three failed to respond or became even more 

hyperactive; the reasons for this are not understood .187 And the list 
of adverse reactions is extens ive: appearance and exacerbation of 
tics, heart palpitations and tachycardia (rapid heart beat), increased 
blood pressure, restlessness, insomnja, di zziness , tremor, headache, 
impotence, change in libido, urticaria, abdominal pains, and growth 
retardation . 188 

When amphetamines were used to treat autism, their disagree
able and incapacitating side effects became evident even sooner. 
They were found to "exacerbate preexisting autistic symptoms, 
leading to increased activity, irritability, explosiveness, and stereo
typies. " The autistic often became more psychotic and disorganized, 
even on very low doses. 189 

Often the old symptoms returned in a more serious fom1 after 
discontinuation of therapy- "symptom rebound. " 1'>0 There was an 
increase in components of the hyperkinetic syndrome, including 
heightened hyperactivity, irritability, easy tears , headaches and 
stomachaches , tremor of the fingers, and others . Often the child or 
adolescent took on the "amphetamine look"- "a pale , pinched , 
serious fac ial express ion, with dark hollows under the eyes." 19 1 

The appetite is depressed by amphetamines (they are often used 
as "appetite suppressants") , and anorexia- already a common 
symptom of minimal brain damage-is intensified. 192 

In 1983 an amphetamine-like diet pill , PPA (phenylpropanola
mine), was the lead ing drug prescribed fo r weight reduction , with 
sales of $200 million annually. 193 To what degree has this practice 
helped perpetuate and intensify the plague of anorexia in American 
adults? 

The risk of addiction was quite evident and well known. While 
amphetamines and other drugs for hyperactivity were supposed to 
be administered in a controlled setting , this rarely occurred. 194 They 
have been prescribed by physicians , and consumed by patients, 
more or less ad libitum. 

The long-term effect of amphetamine addiction could be a sui-
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cidal depression or a schizophrenia-like syndrome combined with 
paranoid and hallucinatory phenomena ("amphetarnjne psychos is"). 19~ 

And individuals with an amphetamine psychosis have attacks 
of "episodic dyscontrol. " 196 Bach-y-Rita found that twelve of 130 
patients in a study of episodic dyscontrol suffered from chronic 
amphetamine use (seventy-two were chronic alcoholics). 19

' Jeffrey 
MacDonald, the "Green Beret doctor" convicted of stabbing and 
bludgeoning to death his wife and two daughters in a fil of "episod ic 
dyscontrol," had been taking amphetamine-based diet pills during 
the preceding days and weeks. 19

K 

Thus the vicious circle is complete: ch ildren with min imal brain 
damage who have uncontrollable tempers are given amphetamines 
to calm them down , but these very pill s predispose to attacks of 
"episodic dyscontrol." Of course, the precise ratio between these 
two factors as causes of violence is a matter of conjecture, as is the 
extent to which Benzedrine and Dexedrine, whose effect has been 
likened to that of cocaine, predispose to addiction with the latter 
substance. 1

'
19 

Amphetamines are still used today to treat hyperactive chi l
dren. 200 But in the late 1950s parental res istance led to introduction 
of Cylert (pemoline) and Rital in (methylphenidate)-two new 
stimulants which now dominate the market. Their "mechanism of 
action" is as mysterious as that of the amphetamines. 201 

They were and are said to be "non-amphetamine" drugs but 
are structurally similar to amphetamine and have a virtually identi 
cal pharmacologic effect. 202 As with the amphetamines, one child 
in four does not benefit at all. 203 And the other three are in no way 
cured by methylphenidate, although it has the same addictive poten
tial as the amphetamines . "Chronically abusive use," according to 
the Physicians' Desk Reference, "can lead to marked tolerance and 
psychic dependence with varying degrees of abnormaJ behavior. 
Frank psychotic episodes can occur. "2°'1 

The "abnormal behavior" which can accompany Ritalin use 
was illustrated by the case of Rod Matthews, the fifteen-year-old 
Massachusetts boy who b lled his classmate with a baseball bat and 
then engaged in a snowball fight. He was found to be taking 10 mg . 
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of Ritalin twice daily for hyperactivity, fire-setting, and "social 

withdrawal." A month before committing the murder he had written 
his health teacher that he experienced urges to set his house on fire 
and was afraid he was going to kil I someone. 205 

An equaJly serious dimension of chi ldhood drug abuse is the 
psychological dependence it encourages. Taking responsibility for 
one's behavior is part of growing up. The child who shi fts responsi
bility to a pill is evading an essential stage of development. Carole 
Whalen and Barbara Renker, who interviewed hyperactive children 
taking Ritalin , observed: "Magical 'fix-it' properties are often attrib
uted to the pills, the assumption being that positive changes occur 
regardless of-and perhaps even despite-the child 's own efforts 
and actions. Chjldren often refer to their medication as 'smart pills' 
or 'good behavior pills ' . ... One concern is that the prescription 
of med ication to faci litate the behavior . . . that most children are 
expected to accomplish on their own may interfere with this 
progression toward ... personal responsibility." 

Child: I didn't at all have hardly any friends. l only had two , and 
that was it. And last year I didn't take Rital in in the afternoon , 
but the last time I saw my doctor he said , "Why don't you have 
her start taking it in the afternoon?" And since I've been doing 
that I've gotten about twenty more friends. 

Interviewer: How can you tell when you forget to take Ritalin? 

Child: When I can tell that [' rn not concentrating in school. Like 
the teacher'll g ive us a half hour to do a math page, like there's 
about twenty problems, and I'll get about six done in twenty 
minutes, a half hour. But if I take it , I can get them a ll done in 
ten minutes, twenty minutes, and have ten minutes free . ... 
They'd ask me, like " What does it do?" l 'd just tell them, "Well , 
it he lps you concentrate, get more friends , and you want to join 
in the games more. And you'd be invited more places ." 

Interviewer: You were giving me a good example of times when 
you take an extra pill. Can you think back to another time? 

Child: Yes , at Catalina. Another fishing story . ... In lhe fishing 
I got bored , 'cause we didn't catch them , and I got bored waiting 
for another Cata lina perch. We were bored, and I needed a pill 
so I had to have another pill. And T didn't have one that morning. 
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Then I had two. My Dad brought a case of them. 

Interviewer: He caITies them with him ? 

Child: Yeah. 

Interviewer: So, how did he know you were bored and that you 
needed a pill? 

Child: 'Cause my legs started kicking and my hands got all loose 
.. . then my feet started kicking all around and stuff .... My 
body gets all out of control , and I need another pill. 20

6 

ls it any wonder that many of these ch ildren , once grown up, 
still reach for a pill to cure whatever ails them-physicially, mor
ally, or spiritually? 

How about the chi ldren (one fourth) who are not benefited? 
Sometimes there is no effect at all, but more often the symptoms 
are intensified: tics, schizophrenia, depression, autistic features , 
and various developmental disorders are all aggravated. 201 There can 
be "rebound"-return of the symptoms in an intensified form- when 
treatment is stopped. 20~ And Ritalin has other side effects, simi lar 
to those of the amphetamines: "Nervousness and insomnia ... 
hypersensitivity (including skin rash . .. fever, ruthralgia, exfoli a
tive dermatitis ... ), anorexia, nausea, dizziness, palpitations , head
ache ... cardiac arrhythmias, abdominal pain .... In children, 
loss of appetite, abdominal pain, weight loss during prolonged 
therapy, insomnia , and tachycardia . .. . "209 

In the 1960s Ritalin was banned in Sweden because of wide
spread abuse by young people , who were injecting it like heroin. 
When the Ciba-Geigy company in 1971 decided to 1muket Ritalin 
in the United States, the decision was roundly criticized by the 
Swedish Medical Association. A company spokesman denied that 
a similiu problem would arise in the United States. "'The drug was 
easily obtained in Sweden, which is not the situation in the United 
States , because of the controls we have here ,' he said. "21 0 

In contrast to the methylphenidate family, which stimulate the 
central nervous system ("uppers"), the phenothiazi ne clerivates
chlorpromazine (Thorazine), trifluoperaz ine (Stelazine), ftuphena
zine (Prolixin, Permitil), halopelidol (Haldol) and several others
are depressants ("downers"). 
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They are also known as "neuroleptic" drugs , meaning "acting 
on the nerves." 

Their psychotropic effects were discovered accidentally in the 
late 1940s when they were being used to treat allergies.2 11 

How they operate is, again, not well understood. The Physi
cians' Desk Reference tells us: "The precise mechanism whereby the 
therapeutic effects of chlorpromazine are produced is not known. . . . 
Chlorpromazine has actions at all levels of the central nervous sys
tem- primarily at subcortical levels- as well as on multiple organ 
systems. "2 12 

They have been prescribed since the 1950s for hyperactivity
"particularly," according to one author, "where parents are affected 
by adverse publicity concerning the use of amphetamines by 
juveniles, delinquents, etc . Then amphetamine may be tried later, 
first in combination and then alone." 213 The effect of phenothiazine 
derivatives on the MBD syndrome is mixed- sometimes apparently 
helpful, sometimes not. Sometimes, in fact , the patients get 
worse. 214 

However, the adverse reactions to these central nervous system 
depressants have been truly spectacular. Among the short-term ones 
are: decrease in white blood cells (" increasing the likelihood of 
infections"), accelerated heart beat, jaundice, akathisia ("constant 
motor restlessness ... body rocking and shifti ng, inability to sit 
still, and other behaviors often mistakenly identified as being self
stimulating [stereotypic) or hyperactive"), dystonic reactions ("abrupt 
spasms of the head, neck, and upper back muscles .. .. Muscles 
of the face, throat, and tongue may also spasm. Retrocollis-head 
tilted back- and torticollis-head turned to a side-often result. 
Dystonic reactions may resemble and be mistakenly identified as 
seizures"), Parkinsonian reactions ("body rigidity, masklike facial 
expression, and shuffling gait"), and withdrawal dyskinesias ("in
voluntary movements of body parts and musculatures . The facial 
musculature- particularly, oral, buccal, lingual-is most likely to 
be affected ... . Early indications include involuntary smacking 
and sucking of the lips , clartings and tremors of the tongue, lateral 
jaw movements , and purposeless movements of the extremities such 
as the fingers and wrists"). 2 15 
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The last symptoms are known as " tardive dyskinesia"-"an iat
rogenic, often unremitting disorder characterized by involuntary 
bucco-lingual-masticatory movements , facial grimaces , blepharo
spasm [excessive winking], involuntary respiratory grunting, chore
oathetoid movements [twisting of the fingers and hands], and occa
sionally truncal dystonias [spasmodic jerking of the body]." Accord
ing to Stewart Tepper and Joanne Haas , of Cornell Medical College, 
" Increase in the use of neuroleptics, the causative agents, has made 
tardive dyskinesia a serious iatrogenic problem, the magnitude of 
which has not been fully defined. " 2 16 

For years physicians, pharmaceutical manufacturers, and the 
National Institutes of Health denied that tardive dyskinesia could 
occur. A 1964 document produced by the NIH National Clearing
house for Mental Health Information announced: "There is nothing 
in the NCMHI document collection which refers to permanent 
movement disorders due to phenothiazines, nor incidence of brain 
lesion occurring after phenothiazine administration. " 2 18 

But, as often happens, with the passage of time disorders did 
appear. And they rarely go away. Joseph De Veaugh-Geiss, professor 
of psychiatry at the State University of New York, states, "There is 
no treatment for the involuntary movement disorder and it is usually 
irreversible .... Prevention is the only effective method of dealing 
with this problem. "211 

Dyskinesia is merely another unintended consequence of tech
nological progress. Studies of patients taking these drugs find dys
kinesias of various kinds occurring in twentyjour to fifty-six percent 
of cases (one researcher reported sixty-seven percent). In a study on 
autistic children, over one in five taking these drugs developed such 
"neuroleptic-induced dyskinesias. " 2111 Children with mi nimal brain 
damage can develop tics, even the severe form known as the 
Tourette Syndrome, after taking Ritali n. Tourette Syndrome is not 
a benign condition, but makes the individual 's life insupportable, 
causing many to commit suicide, and these new symptoms can a lso 
be irreversible. 220 It is never possible to predict who will be 
affected, as the effect is not dose-dependent but idiosyncratic. 221 T. I. 
Lidsky in 1981 suggested that "the full range of ri sks associated 
with dtug-incluced brain disorders has not been established. "m This 
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remains true today. 
In 1988 Stephen E. Breuning, who published some of the 

above information, entered a guilty plea to charges of falsifying data 
in studies from 1980 to 1984 showing Rital in and Dexedrine to be 
more beneficial in hyperactive retarded children, and with fewer 
side effects, than the medications used previously. A colleague stated 
that he was pressured by the "publish or perish syndrome .... In 
the research world , there's a great deal of pressure on those guys to 
produce, to get the grants .. . He wasn't getting any results, so he 
made the stuff up." A NIH panel report stated that Breuning became 
"one of the frequently quoted workers in this field" and that several 
states adopted new drug treatment policies on the basis of his 
fi ndi ngs. "The effect of Breuning's now-questioned research is not 
known , experts in the field said ." He could have received a ten-year 
sentence but was sentenced to sixty days in a halfway house, with 
five years of probation , and fined $ 11 ,352. He also agreed to stay 
out of the field for ten years. m 

Even though Breuning's data were falsified, Ritalin and Dexe
drine are still used today in the same quantities as before. What else 
can parents and schools do, after all? Programs exist which educate 
parents in the "lifelong nature" of hyperactiv ity and tra in children 
in behavior modification- but at a cost of $3000/chilcl/year. A spec
ial institution for the chi ld costs ten times more. The pill s cost pen
nies a day. 224 

As new theories are promulgated about autism and minimal brain 
damage, resourceful clinicians devise new medications and new 
modes of treatment. The availability of unlimited research funds in 
the National Institutes of Health further stimulates production of 
such studies. 

Sometimes there appears to be a rationale. Sometimes the re
searcher seems to be trying out a drug just because it is on the shelf. 

Following the observation that anxiety is a component of the 
MBD syndrome, various tranqui lizers and anti-anxiety drugs have 
been employed: Librium. Mi ltown, Atarax , and others. These, in 
turn, produced their own side effects, including "paradoxical" 
attacks of rage. 225 
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On the theory that autism resembles manic depression, lithium 
carbonate (the standard treatment for manic depression) has been 
used . 226 On the theory that it resembles schizophrenia, Benadryl 
(diphenhydramine) was explored. 227 The anti-Parkinsonian drng L
dopa was used on the theory that autism resembles Parkinson's Dis
ease, and also because it lowers blood levels of seroton in (which 
are high in autism, as discussed in Chapter IV); indeed, the serotonin 
was lowered , but no clinical benefit was observed. 228 

Because the hyperactive child often feels depressed and has poor 
bladder control, the anti-enuretic antidepressant Tofranil (imipramine 
hydrochloride) has been prescribed. 229 As we have found with the 
other drugs, "the mechanism of action of Tofranil is not definitely 
known. " But, " the action of the drug in controlling childhood 
enuresis is thought to be apart from its antidepressant effect. "230 

The " leading theory" on thjs and other " tricyclic antidepressants" 
suggests that they restore normal levels of neurotransmitters, as 
depressions are thought to be caused by "a relative deficiency of 
neurotransmitters." [??] 

Rauwo!fia serpentina (Reserpine , Serpasil), c lassified as an 
antipsychotic and used in schizophrenic, paranoid, and manic 
states , was another common medication for hyperactivity in the 
1950s and early 1960s .~3 1 It had a calming effect on some children; 
others were unaffected or reacted merely with drowsiness, while a 
sign ificant number became worse from Reserpine and Serpasil. 232 

One sometimes thinks it would be better to leave these unfor
tunates alone rather than fill them with drugs whose "mechanism 
of action" is so perplex ing. 

In the early 1970s half a c'niUion to a million children in the U.S. 
public school system were taking one or another drug every day for 
hyperactivity, with the number steadily increasing . Today the figure 
is probably over a million. Manufacturers more than doubled their 
output of methylpheniclate between 1982 and 1988.233 

This abuse of drugs for " medicinal" purposes in school chil
dren cannot help but predispose them to amphetamine, marijuana , 
heroin, and cocaine addiction later in life. If over a million school
children are takjng Ritalin or an amphetamine every day from the 
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teacher in the classroom, why should they not take something stronger 
from the stranger in the street? 

Today-thirty years after these programs were started!-par
ents have come to realize that these medicinal drugs contribute 
mightily to the American "drug culture." 

A lawsuit was filed in 1987 in Atlanta, Georgia, against the 
local school district and the American Psychiatric Association by 
the mother of a minimally brain-damaged child who claimed that 
four years of Ritalin treatment had made him violent and suicidal. 
Her lawyer stated in an interview: "Personally, I think it 's horrify
ing . .. . The psychiatric community thinks it's perfectly okay to 
give drugs to children. At lunchtime in schools there is a line of 
little ch ildren waiting to take psychiatric medicine. " 23

J 

At a 1987 meeting of a professional society of psychiatrists in 
Minneapolis, an airplane was seen circling overhead with a banner 
reading , "Psychs, Stop Drugging Our Kids." At another such meet
ing the same year in Canada a group passed out leafle ts under a ban
ner stating, "Psychiatrists Are Making Drug Addicts Out of Our 
Children. " 235 

Indeed, psychiatrists and pediatricians are major pushers of 
psychoactive and neuroleptic drugs. 

The incipient parental resistence has made a few dents in the 
annor of physicians' aloof self-assurance. Richard Roberts, chair
man of the American Academy of Pediatrics Committee on Drugs, 
stated, "I don't remember as much furor over any other issue" and 
reported numerous telephone calls from fellow pediatricians con
cerned about possible side effects of Ritalin treatment. And when 
Ban·y D. Garfinkel, Director of the Division of Child and Adoles
cent Psychiatry at the University of Minnesota , was asked if these 
drugs are overprescribed, he admitted, "We just don't have a good 
way to judge that. " 

But other physicians and psychiatrists shrug off the criticism. 
Judith Rapoport, M.D. , chief of the Child Psychiatry Branch , 
National Institutes of Health , announced , "The data are very good 
that stimulant drugs are one of the mainstays of treatment. Although 
there are individual cases of overuse or misuse, properly used 
stimulant drugs can be good treatment. "236 



The Irresistible Impulse: the Case of Ted Bundy 
Mention has a lready been made of the repeat criminals who make 
up a sizable portion of the criminal class. 

In the early 1970s American criminologists discovered that such 
repetitively violent criminals were often diagnosed with "episodic 
dyscontrol syndrome"-a tendency to "uncontroll able storms of 
aggression"- which is a major cause of unplanned homicides, wife 
and child abuse, criminally aggressive driving, poinlless destruction 
of property, and savage attacks on animals. 

But "episodic dyscontrol" is merely a new name for the "explo
sive diathesis" associated with the post-encephalitic syndrome since 
the late nineteenth century and already discussed in Chapter III. 

It is a violent manifestation of the " ilTesistible impulse." 
It affects males more than females, at the usual ratio of 3: 1 or 4: 1. 
Psychologists and psychiatrists today have apparently forgot-

ten the "explosive diathesis" and its association with encephalitis. 
So the origins of the irresistible impulse have been cloaked in 
obscurity. While it is seen to be linked to hyperactivity and minimal 
brain damage in childhood, as well as to many other neurologic fea
tures encountered in autism and minimal brain damage, the source 
of these other neurologic states has also remained a mystery and 
could throw no light on the irresistible impulse. 

The topic has been given over to doctors of the mind who have 
no trouble rooting it in traumatic episodes from chi ldhood , illegiti
macy, sexual maladjustments, poverty, "racism ," and the like. 

This has Jed to a rad ical misunderstanding of th is condition and 
consequently to inappropriate measures for treating it. 

This riddle can be deciphered by noting the paralle l with other kinds 
of compulsive behavior associated with encephalitis. The oculogyric 
crisis, for instance, and post-encephalitic respiratory disorders , 
have tic-like properties in addition to an element of obsession or 
compulsion; they can be suppressed voluntarily on ly for brief 
periods and are closely linked to the individual's emotional state. 237 

Or take the neurologic disease mentioned above known as 
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Tourette's Syndrome (also of encephalitic origin and associated with 
hyperactivity, attention deficits, and various obsessions and compul
sions) .m Here the impulse takes the form of verbal tics, barks , and 
grunts: 

Sounds varied from expiratory noises , throat clearing, snorting, 
etc. to barking, echolalia [repeating the words and state ments of 
others], and coprolalia [use of obsce ne language] .. . . The ... 
vocal utterances are characteristically sudden, abrupt, and explo
sive in nature. They may interrnpt no rmal conversation only 
brie fly in a staccato-like style.239 

Persons with Tourette's Syndrome are, in their great majority, 
neither retarded nor mentally deficient. But they cannot prevent them
selves from emitting these grunts, barks, and verbalisms: 

The y may be minima lly influenced by voluntary effo rts of inhib
ition. It is not infrequent that a patie nt can control copro lalia [spo
ken obscenities] until he reaches the safety of a me n's room, 
whe reupon he will e mit a stream or words and subseque ntly feel 
some re lief until the next episode . Some patients can disguise 
mild invo luntary no ises by forced laughte r or similar accepted 
forms of vocalization. Voluntary inhibition of symptoms, how
ever, frequently causes an explosive bu ild-up of othe r symptoms. 
Symptoms .. . commonly increase wi th states of anxie ty, anger, 
silence , or prolonged periods of emotional stress. ?•o 

The mother of one young man with Tourette's Syndrome 
described his plight as follows: 

He had an arrangemenr in school where he could go out of the room 
whenever the nervous tension got too great. Then he would have 
one tic after another owside. 01; if he was ny ing hard to control 
Lhem in school, he would have a whole string of rics when he would 
come home. 

Thus the tics and grunts of Tourette's Syndrome are not under 
the individual's conscious control. They are not rooted in trnumatic 
episodes of childhood or in sexual maladjustments . They cannot be 
prevented by effort of will. 

The irresistible impulse emerges in a more tragic and brutal form 
when it involves acts of aggression. Sherwyn Woods described it 
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as fo llows: 

The particular aggressive act is described by the patient as impul
sive, though considerable time and planning may have intervened 
between impulse and action. Dur ing this time there is an obses
si ve preoccupation with the impulse, and the feeling of an over
whelming and uncontrollable urge whose tension cannot be 
relieved until the act is fully completed. Once started there is a 
sense or an inabili ty to stop or deflect the direction of the impulse. 
If the act is assaultative, it is usually compulsively repetitious, 
sometimes to the point of the bizruTe. 24

' 

This is illustrated by the story of Ted Bundy. 
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He has attracted particular attention because he was from a 
midd le-class family and enjoyed considerable success in both school 
and college, graduating "with distinction" from the University of 
Washington with a B. A. degree in psychology. 

However, while pursu ing a success ful academic career, dating 
sorority girls, and having affairs with some of them, he was at the 
same time prowling the streets of Seattle, Tacoma, and smaller 
towns in Washington and Oregon, picking up young girls, raping, 
and murdering them in the most brutal ways imaginable. 

An enormous amount has been written about hi s case, and sev
eral interpretations of hi s aberrant behavior have been proffered. No 
one, however, has yet suggested that he was suffering from post
encephalitic syndrome. 

Bundy did not have a seizure disorder and was not mentally 
retarded. He was left-handed and stuttered. But in him the post
encephalitic syndrome came out most strikingly in the form of an 
uncontrollable urge to rape, mutilate, and kill young women. 

His case is very important if on ly because there are certainly 
many others like him waiting in the wings . Their future detection 
will be fac ilitated by a correct understanding of Bundy's disorder. 

In numerous interviews with journalists Bundy disclosed a great 
deal about himself and , in fact , displayed considerable understand
ing of his compulsion. These materials give us an accurate picture 
of his personality and its dynamics. 

The results of neurological examinations to which he was sub-
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jected during his years in prison showed an extraordinary gap between 
his superior verbal IQ and a very inferior ability to perceive spatial 
relationships. This condition , according to psychiatrist Dorothy 
Lewis, is highly suggestive of central nervous system dysfunction. 2• 2 

Such dysfunctions are usually caused by an encephalitis which, 
as we have seen, is most commonly due to vaccination. While we 
know nothing about Bundy 's vaccination history (his mother refused 
to re lease records from the home for unwed mothers where Ted spent 
the first three months of his life), analysis of his personality profile 
shows close paraJlels with that of the post-encephalitic individual. 

Bundy had the same low self-esteem (even though he was, in 
fact, handsome, charming, and intelligent) , the same feeling of 
being surrounded by "chaos" and "confusion ," the same mounting 
stress levels, and the same tendency to discharge this stress through 
outbursts of uncontrollable v iolence. 

He fe lt al ienated from his earliest years ("I have absolutely no desire 
to relate to people") and once stated that he would have preferred 
to be a lumberjack: " I'd have as little contact with modern society 
as possible. "243 

His alienation meant that he could not understand other 
people's emotions and motivations. He had trouble " learning what 
the appropriate social behaviors were," hence an "outright fear of 
socializing. " "] wasn't sure what was wrong and what was right. 
All I knew was that I felt a bit different." " When people were 
genuinely interested in me J seldom picked up on it. "2

•
1
• 

He disliked unstructured situations where he did not know what 
was expected of him. In high school, for instance, he could not 
adapt socially but enjoyed his classes. "It's a formalized setting, and 
the ground rules are fa irly strict. And your performance is measured 
by different rules than what happens when everybody is peeling off 
into little cliques down the hallway. "2

•
5 

In his early twenties, he participated enthusiastically in a polit
ical campaign. "It's a sort of built-in social life. Which I never had." 246 

And for the same reason he even claimed to find some satisfac
tion in prison: 
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I feel comfo1table, so much more confident when I talk to people. 
I know who I am .... I used to be very intimidated by s in1ations. 
And people . Not understanding motivations . I can now speak my 
mind and be not at all self-conscious about it. 2"

1 
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His alienation and social incompetence caused him great 
stress. 

"Stress" was the first topic he mentioned when interviewed by 
journalists Michaud and Aynesworth. 

Stress is a very ambiguous word in that it includes both the phys
ical being and the emotional self. With respect to this personality, 
stress influenced development over a number of years . 2•

1
R* 

You take the individual we're talking about- a unique personality 
with certain defects , if you wiJI-and then you subject him to 
stress. Stress happens to come up randomly, but its effect on the 
person is not random; it's specific. That results in a certain amount 
of chaos, confusion, and frustration. That person begins to seek 
out a target for his frustrations . m 

We have to go back to the root causes of the person-the causes 
we can identify in trying to determine why any individual would 
undertake to kill persons in this way. And we said that this person 
was reacting inappropriately to stress from his own environment. 
We're talking about stress as an umbre lla label for any number of 
things. Stress in his personal life. Let's say, a financial situation 
. .. his own sense of self-esteem and fulfillment. The failures in 
his life ... other forms of anxieties. 250 

When asked what he meant by "chaos," Bundy responded: 

I guess it is probably no more or no less than any young person 
would experience today who is going to college or just growing 
up. Nothing special , nothing pecul iar, and nothing that is pecul
iarly re lated to the ultimate conduct that we are inte rested in. We 
could be talking at this point about anyone. A lot of thi ngs he 
understands, and a lot of things he doesn't. A lot of things make 
him happy ; some things make him sad. That's basically the kind 
of things l am trying to get across. 2 51 

qn these interviews Bundy usually referred to himself in the third 
person. 
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In other words, Bundy was saying that what normal young 
men found easy to cope with was for him a source of "turmoil" and 
"chaos." This is a precise description of the post-encephalitic's reac
tion to the hurly-burly of everyday life . 

The feeling of being under stress had a purely neuro!ogic com
ponent, since it waxed and waned independently of Bundy's exter
nal circumstances: 

We talked about stress and the way passage of time would build 
up tension , but also he would suffer from periodic Auctuations 
that were more biologically or biochemically based than from any 
environmental explanation or psychological reasoning . ll came as 
a rise in intensity, and these periods had no regularity. 2~1 

Bundy's feelings of stress demanded some sort of release: 

When people have- are-unable to cope with some part of their 
life-the feelings of discontent, lonel iness, alienation , llow] self
esteem, or whatever it is-they usually attribute the ir state of 
mind to one degree or another to society at large. And they finally 
choose some way of venting what they have inside. m 

He analyzed this need for release in terms of an "urge" or " en

tity" which, at periodic and increas ingly frequent intervals, took 
possession of him. 

He was not able to define this "urge" with precision: 

You 're talking about a man who has a type of, what will we call it 
... "personality disorder"? 1 still don't know what in the world to 
call it . . . this part of him that is compulsive and uncontrollable.254 

We may have a situation here where the individual is seeking to 
satisfy certain urges ... unconsciously or whatever ... but it's 
the absence of this fuljillmem, to use a different word , that we 
would expect to drive him to ... that kind of futile exercise.255 

It could be .. . an aberration, caused by a great deal of pent-up 
frustration .. . of rage, or whatever. mi 

As a small child Bundy was notorious for his temper tantrums. 
He had also manifested incipient inclinations to sadism at age five , 
as seen by his inserting three butcher knives one night into the bed 
of his fifteen-year-old aunt. Even at this early age, he had been fas-
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cinated by stories of murders, murderers, and death. 257 

This violent streak in his makeup obviously contributed to his 
chosen mode of tension release . 

As an adolescent he had sought escape by vis iting pornography 
stores and devouring girlie magazines, being drawn, in particular, 
to scenes of sexual violence. He ransacked neighborhood trash cans 
for the same reason, but for years he ventured no further: 

This condition is not immediately seen by the individual or iden
tified as a serious problem. lt sort of manifests itself in an interest 
concerning sexual behavior, as sexual images .. .. For most every
one that would simply be a s ign of healthy inte rest, normal. But 
this interest, for some unknown reason, becomes geared toward 
matters of a sexual nature that involve violence . . I cannot empha
size enough the gradual development of this . Jt is not short-term. 

The indi vidual does not particularly see himself as the actor 
where the violence is directed toward women. But he is fascinated 
by this kind of literature that depicts this kind of action. 258 

As Bundy grew older, he came closer and closer to acting out 
his fantasies of violence. Finally, 

on one particular evening , when he had been drinking a great dea l 
... and as he was passing a bar, he saw a woman leave the bar 
and walk up a fairly dark side street. And ... someth ing seemed 
to seize him! ... The urge to do something to that person seized 
him- in a way he'd never been affected before. And it seized hirn 
strongly. And to the point where, without giving a great deal of 
thought, he searched around for some instrnmentality to attack 
this woman with. He found a piece of two-by-four in a lot some
where and proceeded to follow and track this girl . . .. And when 
he reached the point where he was a lmost driven to do something 
-there was really no control at this point. 259 

The girl , fo rtunately, turned into her driveway and escaped 
him. But this abo1ted assault changed Bundy forever: 

The sort of revelation of that experience and the frenzied desire 
that seized him , really seemed to usher in a new dimension to 
the, that part of himself that was obsessed with, or otherwise ena
mored with , violence and women and sexual activity. 260 
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Within a few years, by his mid-twenties, he bad already com
mitted a string of rape-murders. 

After an assault the "urge" wou ld subside, even for months at 
a time , and at first Bundy felt extreme contrition: 

What he had done terrified him. Purely terrified him. And he was 
full of remorse and remonstratjng with himself for the suicidal, 
uh , nature of that activity .. . the ugliness of it al l. .. . He was 
horrified by the recognition that he'd done this , the realization that 
he had the capacity to do such a thing, or even attempt-that's 
a better word-this kind of thing. i r.t 

But then the crimes came at shorter and shorter intervals 

... until it djdn't take hlrn any time at all to recover from what 
always was the horror and repuls ion and disgust. Whatever it was, 
you know, fervent desiJe and a serious attempt to suppress this 
kind of behavior. Whatever. But now what happened was that this 
entity inside him was not capable of being controlled any 
longer- at least not for any considerable period of time. 262 

Bundy was at a loss to understand why he was attracted by por-
nography and fantas:ies of violence against women: 

Michaud: In this person there are no identifiable shocks , traumas? 

Bundy: No . . . and none associated physically with women. 
There is really no trigger. It is truly more sophisticated than 
that.. 2<>3 

He has no hatred for women; there is nothing in his background 
that happened that would indicate he has been abused by any 
females. The only explanation would be that there is some kind 
of weakness that gives rise to th is individual's interest in the kind 
of sexual activity involving violence that would gradually begin 
co absorb some of hi s fantasy. 26

·
1 

In fact, Bundy had several ex tended sexual relationships with 
women at the same time that he was committing his murders. And 
he did not assault the women with whom he was having affairs.265 

He denied that anything in his childhood or upbringing had 
driven him down this path (the fact , for instance , that he was illegiti
mate and never knew his father) . 
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There's nothing in my background-I swear to God and f know 
it-I've analyzed my own background and I know ... there's no 
doubt in my mind that there's nothing in my background, no one 
factor or collection of factors that would explain , or would other
wise lead one to believe that l was capable of committing murder. 266 

I think you could say that the influence of this person's family 
history was positive. But not positive enough-not enduring, 
perhaps not strong enough to overcome the urges or compu lsions 
that resulted ... positi ve, but not so positive as to prepare this 
individual to tota.lly avoid failure. 267 
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He did not believe that the primmy reason for the rapes was 
sexual: 

The sexual act-in the larger scheme of things-was sort of 
obligatory conduct. Not in itself, you know, the sexual act was 
not the, the . . . principal source of gratification. Being 
satisfied. 2''" 

Most heterosexual persons-homosexuals, whatever- would 
probably agree that the most satisfying sex is that which is had 
with responsive, willing partners .... So I think it would be fair 
to say that engaging in an act of sex with a person who is injured 
or frightened or whatever-or [un]conscious or whatever*
would not be satisfying sexual contact, okay?269 

He vehemently rejected the idea that he was insane or schizo
phrenic. This he backed up by refusing to plead insanity- which 
would very likely have spared him the electric chair: 

I said I wouldn't have anything to do with an insanity defense. 
I was strongly opposed to even , you know, even considering the 
idea because I knew l wasn't crazy. J know I'm not crazy! insane, 
incompetent , or anything else. And I was insulted by even the 
suggestion by my attorneys that we should consider the defense. 
They knew damn well I wasn't crazy. 270 

If you can't see that Lhe great bulk of my personality is alert and 
vital and reality-oriented and normal, then there's really some
thing wrong with your analysis. 211 

*Bundy probably practiced necrophilia . 
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What then compelled him to rape and murder eighty innocent 
young women (he confessed to thirty of these murders before his 
execution)? 

The psychiatrists Samuel Yochelson and Stanton Samenow, 
who have wtitten extensively on the criminal personality, suggest 
that the psychopathic criminal most fears his own sense of profound 
worthlessness (the "zero state") . He protects his nonexistent ego by 
exerting control over others. By subjecting them to his will, the 
psychopathic criminal makes society affirm a view of his potency 
that he cannot affirm by looking within. 272 

This analysis seems to cover the Ted Bundy case. Thus, he 
explained his behavior as an effort to exert "control." By raping and 
killing young women, that is, by "possessing" them, a person who 
was not in control of himself or his life, who felt oppressed by his 
surroundings-in a state of "chaos" or " tum1oil"-could strike 
back and restore a measure of control: 

With respect to the idea of possession, I think that with this kind 
of person, control and mastery is what we see here. m 

I mean, had he been raised in a different background , maybe he 
would have taken to stealing Porches and Rolls-Royces.21

• 

Killing the victim was a way of finalizing control, of truly pos
sessing something of social value: 

In the beginning-the act of killing-we would not expect it to 
be the goal. Remember, it was the possession of this desired thing 
which was, in itself- the very act of assuming possession was a 
very antisocial act- was giving expression to this person's need 
to seize something that was ... highly valued, at least on the sur
face, by society . .. sought after, a material possess ion , as it 
were. 275 

More often than not the killing of the victim-was ... a means 
to an end-that is, of accomplishing ultimate possession of the 
victim , so to speak. 276 

I think we see a point reached- slowly perhaps-where the con
trol , the possession aspect, came to include the, within its 
demands, the necessity .. . for purposes of gratification ... the 
killing of the victim. 277 
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He likened his behavior to that of the hunter who goes out and 
shoots animals: "And that's the way some guys may approach killing 
their fellow human beings. "278 

But Bundy was a lso a compulsive gambler. The more he kiJJed , 
the more he showed himself in control, the greater risks he was driven 
to take: 

There's control. Yeah, you're right. We can say there's more con
trol because theM.O., the modus operandi, became more familiar 
- but on the other hand, we see that with the greater incidence 
of-the greater success this person had- the more likely that part 
of him that required that sort of stimulation would be to want more 
of that kjnd of stimulation . And with the security of having, 
quote, successfully carried it off, there would be a greater, the 
urge to do it, we'd expect, would become more frequent. 279 

Finally he raised the stakes too high. What finally did him in, 
and led to his arrest , was an in vasion, at night, of a Florida sorority 
during which he clubbed two girls to death and seriously wounded 
two others. 

Is There a Cure? 
A correct appreciation of the role of the "irresistible impulse" is 
essential to understanding the violent aspects of the post-encephali
tic syndrome. 

It is a neurologic impulse and thus, by definition, irresistible
a "discharge-like neural event" identical in nature to the tics and 
grunts of the Tourette Syndrome patient. 280 Probably no amount of 
exhortation, punishment, or retraining will teach , pursuade , or in 
any other way induce these individuals to restrain the fulfillment of 
such impulses. 

This is a hard lesson for Americans to learn, with our tendency 
to sentimental optimism, our belief that every condition has its cure. 
It is especially hard for psychologists and psychiatrists with their 
unwavering determination to seek "emotional" factors behind every 
behavioral act. But it will have to be learned if any remedy is to 
be found for our plague of social violence. 

Seeking an "emotional" basis for the uncontrollable impulse is 
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a futile waste of time. 
No medicinal treatment, technique of behavioral modification , 

or psychiatric counseling has succeeded in retraining individuals 
with this violently impulsive behavior. An account of one such pro
gram, in Washington State , for juvenile sex offenders , describes the 
difficulties. 

Once they are involved in treatment, Echo Glen offenders sign 
off on a two-step individual plan to prevent future offenses. For 
every warning signal, they are taught, there is a preventive measure. 

The prevention plan of one boy at Echo Glen begins with 
an admission: he says he gets turned on by "helpless powerless
looking kidsfboys/girls." His matching prevention calls for him 
to say a prayer(!!] or have a talk with himself if his mind wanders 
in that direction. 

When the boy feels "like I want to rape, molest, or hurt," 
he promises to "go lift weights, say a prayer, do push-ups, read 
a book, help a friend." He has agreed to avoid what he considers 
high-risk situations, including the zoo [??], shops, and killing 
bugs and animals. 

Therapists call the trick "mjnd over testicles." They don't 
know if such gauzy promises keep the boys from temptation when 
they leave the institution. The boys themselves speak only of one 
day at a time. 28 1 

No one could possibly have any confidence in the success of 
such a program. After the prayers and gauzy promises these adoles
cents will one day be released from Echo Glen to become future 
Ted Bundys-or future Earl Sluiners: 

Slu"iner [now thirty-nine] was in state institutions for much of his 
life after being implicated as a juvenile in the death of one teen
age girl and convicted as an adult of kidnapping and assaulting 
two others. 

Shriner was considered mildly retarded, but his IQ was too 
high and his past too violent for him to gee help from the state's 
system for the developmentally disabled. A psychiatrist labelled 
him a sexual psychopath , and officials tried unsuccessfully to 
have him conunitted co Western State from prison. The law just 
doesn't allow someone co be committed on the basis of what they 
have threatened to do; they have to be judged a danger to them
selves or others. 282 
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Shriner's constitutional rights were safeguarded. He was let 
out, and shortly afterwards cut off the penis of a seven-year-old boy. 
Now he is back in for good. 
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VI 
Medical Hubris and 
its Consequences* 

This book advances the perhaps startling thesis that childhood vac
cination programs cause a wide range of neurologic disabilities , and 
that these disabilities yield the bulk of the autistics, minimally brain
damaged, and sociopaths who have undermined the American edu
cational system and American society, giving this country during 
the past two decades the highest crime rate in its history. 

The most cogent evidence for this is found in the symptomatic 
parallels among the five conditions described: vaccine damage, the 
post-encephalitic syndrome, autism, minimal brain damage, and the 
sociopathic personality. 

We have stressed these symptomatic parallels since they are the 
foundation of the analysis . 

And they are the justification for the assumption that certain 
individuals presented here as examples-Tommy Colella , the Cen
tral Park "wolfpack," the Bolden brothers , and Ted Bundy-are 
truly cases of post-encephalitic syndrome. 

It would, of course, have been preferable to present com
prehensive medical records on each of these individuals. But this 
is a task for the public authorities, who have the necessary legal 
powers and financial resources. The purpose of this book has been 
to provide a reasoned and substantiated hypothesis based largely 
upon symptomatic and epidemiologic evidence. 

*Hubris-"wanton insolence or arrogance resu lting from excessive 
pride or from passion. " 
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Hypotheses serve the function of opening new vistas for futu re 
research. Efforts should be made to confirm or refute the hypothesis 
presented in these pages. 

Some will criticize our essentially symptomatic approach. The 
main reason for adopting it has been that no unambiguous anatomical, 
physiological, or biochemical indicator of vaccine damage exists . 
Careful symptomatic descriptions are ultimately the best evidence 
of the parallels among the neurologic disabilities discussed. 

As we have shown, the variety of symptoms from vaccine damage 
is greater than is found in any si ngle individual. Each victi m man
ifests only a part of the overall symptom pattern . This fact will 
create methodological problems for fu ture researchers accustomed 
to thinking of diseases as discrete entities separated from one 
another in watertight compartments. 

There is no such compartmentalization in the post-encephalitic 
syndrome, and future research must take this into consideration. 

But all the neurologica lly damaged show the "delayed develop
ment" that is the common denominator of these symptoms. And 
they react to it in the same way-by aggressive , impul sive, unreflec
tive, irrational behavior. 

A British physician in 1928 noted that "changes in morals and 
character" in patients who have had encephalitis revea l a ;<curious 
uniformity."' This same '·curi ous uniformity" stamps the auti stic, 
the minimally brain damaged, and the sociopath . 

This book has stressed the essential identity of autism, minimal 
brain damage, and the sociopathic personality. They represent a con
tinuum of neurologic damage due to encephalitis which in the over
whelming majority of cases is from vaccination. 

To quote the wise Leo Kanner one more time: " In medic ine . . . 
any illness may appear in diffe rent degrees of severity, a ll the way 
from the so-calledjonnefruste to the most fulminant manifestation. " 

Differences are only of degree. Behavior which in its milder 
form seems merely peculiar or idiosyncratic becomes criminal ity at 
the extreme end of the spectrum. 

The moderate autistic whose sex life is "perfo rmed with no 
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feelings" is the neurologic ally of the sociopath whose sex life is 
" impersonal, trivial, and poorl y integrated. " This increasingly wide
spread feature o f contemporary sexuality is behind the extraordinary 
contemporary surge in rapes and other sexual crimes. When com
bined with the "precocious puberty" of the post-encephalitic, the 
outcome is the phenomenon of violent sexual offenses committed 
by boys as young as six . 

The radical alienation of the autistic is seen in a milder form 
in the sociopathic criminal-who treats his victims as objects, not 
as human be ings. The "spitting tic" of the post-encephalitic , or the 
Tourelte Syndrome victim 's compulsion to utter obscenities , exem
plify the same uncontrollable urge whjch drove Teel Bundy to com
mit his series of murders . 

The autistic child with "temper tantrums" and "rage" becomes 
the sociopath ic criminal in whom "control by rage is absolute." The 
auti stic boy, Tony W. , who killed the guinea pig at the Yale Child 
Study Center, is manifesting the same behavior as the Central Park 
"wol fpack" wh ich attacked an innocent jogger. 

The autistic's paranoia , tendency to put on weight, and devel
opmental delay, when writ large, reflect several prominent features 
of contemporary American society and are due to the same causa l 
factor. 

The parallels could be multiplied indefinite ly. 

Adolescents with the post-encephalitic syndrome are often drawn 
to drugs and a lcohol by the need to calm their hyperactiv ity or by 
a subliminal rea lization that they are not entirely normal , unable to 
cope with ordi nary stresses, less worthy than others. When they 
behave disruptively in school , they are systematically closed with 
amphetamines ancl other behavior-modifying substances . Can it 
really be astonish ing that thjs neurologically damaged group ulti
mately graduates into full-fledged alcoholism and drug addiction? 

Quite recen tly phys icians have started to blame drug addiction 
in Lhe mother for minimal brain damage in the child, specifying 
such symptoms in the child as inability to concentrate, learning dis
abilities, " needing a strict structure ," ' ·overwhelmed by tasks easily 
performed by others their age ," ancl even "smaller head c ircumfer-
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ences. "Z While exposure to cocaine or heroin in utero is obviously 
not conducive to later good health and rapid development, the 
symptoms mentioned are precisely the ones which have been 
encountered for the past thirty years , and it is unclear why this 
should now be blamed on drug-addiction in the mother. 

At the very least, thought should be given to the impact of vac
cinati ng children who are already weakened and impaired by being 
born to drug-addicted mothers. 

The mere recognition that autism and minimal brain damage are 
consequences of encephalitis should be convincing evidence that 
the childhood vaccination program is responsible. Vaccination, after 
all , is known to cause encephalitis , and no other candidate is in 
sight. 

If there is pervasive subclinical encephalitis in the U.S . popu
lation, it must come from the vaccination program. 

Subliminal awareness that discuss ing autism and minimal brain 
damage in terms of encephalitis leads to questioning the rationale 
of childhood vaccination has probably kept physicians and other 
researchers away from this explosive issue. 

A favorite scapegoat has been the family-usually the poor 
mother who is held up to censure because she has a job, does not 
go to church on Sundays, is divorced from her husband, does not 
devote enough attention to her children, etc., and thereby, as it 
were , generates autism and learning disabilities and contributes to 
juvenile delinquency: 

Dear Ann Landers: 
I have been blasted by yet another one of your blanket rules 

and prepackaged diagnoses. Agajn its "blame the parent." 
1 have read the same reason fo r alcohol and drug abuse. 

Recently a TV evangelist credited his children's love of God to 
his wife staying home to raise the children. Strange. I also stayed 
home to raise the children. 

1 was the perennial homeroom mother, went on field trips, 
slept on lumpy cots next to hospital beds , and never went to sleep 
unti l all the kids were in the house. While they didn't turn out to 
be Hell's Angels, I harbor no illusions about their sexual behavior 
and involvement with drugs. 
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Is it possible that exposure to steamy sex on TV and in the 
movies, commercials that glamorize sensuality, and the barnyard 
behav ior of stars and athletes whom our kids idolize has some
thi ng to do with the way they behave? 

Frankly, I'm sick to death of all the "experts" and their "an
swers." Never has a group tried so hard and been blamed so much 
as today's parents. 

Let's face it. Our kids are li ving in a sick society that loves 
violence and greed and demands instant gratification. J 
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But blamjng the fami ly, or society, for our troubles misses the 
point. Wrule the family shapes us, it does not subsist in a vacuum, 
and its fate is not determined only by the emotional interaction 
among its members. These are al l structures wh ich we ourselves 
bu ild. The individual is prior both to the family and to society. 

Children are the building blocks of the family, and later of soci
ety. If these are defective from infancy, the development o f both 
family and society will be distorted and denatured. 

When ten or twenty percent of all children are minimally brain
damaged, how can fami ly life be normal? When ten or twenty per
cent of high-school graduates have never learned to read, how can 
they not watch television during most of their waking hours? When 
over a million children every day are legally receiving amphetamines 
and other drugs in school to suppress hyperactivity, how can there 
not be a drug culture? 

The family and society are botb victims- of vaccination pro
grams forced on them by state legislatures wh ich are entirely too 
responsive to medical opinion and medical organizations. Commit
tee chairmen who unhesitatingly criticize economists, ecologists, 
city-planners, and manufacturers become uncharacteristically meek 
when confronting a medical expert. 

These programs have spawned the profusion of twisted and dis
torted individuals who have created the American family and the 
American society we know today. 

Over and above the symptomatic parallels among these various dis
eased states, the chronology of their emergence is highly suggestive 
of an origin in the vaccination programs. 
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The pertussis vaccination program was only sporadic in the 
1920s and 1930s, becoming widespread during and after World War 
II. The appearance of autism and learning disabilities reflects the 
concomitant growth of this vacci nation program. 

Autism is diagnosed during the first years of life; so vaccina
tions yielded the first autistics in the early 1940s. Learning dis
abilities emerged eight or ten years later, when the chi ldren of this 
same generation were seen to have chronic di fficuJties in school. 
The learning-disabled chi ldren of the early 1950s were the brothers 
and sisters of the autistics of the early 1940s. 

But these children, of course, kept growing into adolescence 
and adulthood. The generation born in 1945, and thus exposed for 
the first time to widespread vaccination, came of age in 1963. 

Any analysis of 1960s radicalism at once discloses the themes which 
have already figured in our discussion of the sociopathic, post
enccphalitic syndrome. For example, Roots of Radicalism, by Stanley 
Rothman and S. Robert Lichter, touches upon: ego weakness, feel 
ings of worthlessness, childish egotism, impulsive violence, impa
tience, narcissism, the need to be in control, megalomania, alienation, 
lack of meaning, rage , paranoia, ambiva lent hostility to authority, 
unfocussed aggression, the search for experience and sensation , in
abi lity to form intimate re lations combined with sexual licentious
ness, anxiety, depression, pyromania ("Burn, baby, bum!!") , 
sociopathy, alcoholism, and drug abuse! 

The "liberation" for which these young people were striving 
takes on new and poignant meaning when it is realized that many 
were seeking to be freed from their own fee lings of neurologic 
weakness and instability. 

These personality traits and their impact on society, designated 
the "social issue," were behind Richard Nixon's electoral victories 
in 1968 and 1972. 

The legacy of the 1960s is still with us: a 1984 survey of the 
mental health of Americans found that rates of sociopathic person
ality and of other mental illness (anxiety, depression, "schizophrenia ," 
and alcohol or drug abuse) are much higher in those born in 1940 
or later than in those born prior to 1940. s 
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In California a Task Force to Promote Self-Esteem was created 
by the legislarure in 1986. 

And psychologists are finding that Americans remain adoles
cent longer than they used to. "Adolescence doesn't really end until 
the late twenties," stated one university professor in 1988.6 The 
author of a 1986 book on this subject wrote: "It now takes another 
decade to grow up in our culture" - developmental delay with a 
vengeance. 7 

The year 1963, when children born in 1945 reached the age of eigh
teen and when John F. Kennedy was assassinated, marked the start 
of the 1960s turmoil. It also marked the start of a decline in the 
American IQ. 

Childhood vaccinations cause various types of mental retarda
tion ranging from a slight drop in IQ to total idiocy; they also gen
erate dyslexia and other reading disabilities. It is no coincidence, 
therefore, that when the 1945 generation took the examinations in 
1963 for entry into college or into the army, they gave notice of an 
incipient decline in the American intelligence. 

This was measured, for instance, by the Scholastic Aptitude 
Tests taken by college-bound high-school seniors. In 1963 the aver
age SAT verbal score was at its highest since the commencement 
of testing-478 , while the average methematics score was 502. 
Thereafter it declined until by 1980 the verbal score had dropped 
54 points to 424, and the math score 36 points to 466. The scores 
today are the lowest in the sixty-year history of these tests. 

And since the tests themselves have actually become easier, 
other researchers conclude that the IQ decline is fifty percent worse. 8 

The American College Testing (ACT) Program, similar to the 
SAT program, has also reported a consistent test-score decline since 
the mid-1960s. 9 

Tests given to military recrnits in the 1970s showed their mental 
capacity to be significantly inferior to that of recruits in 1941-1945. 

Jn 1977 a Blue-Ribbon Panel was convened to ascertain the 
reasons fo r the IQ decline , and seventy-nine hypotheses were 
advanced. None proved satisfactory. The possibility of a relation
ship with vaccine damage was not di scussed. 10 
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A national study in 1988 found that mathematical ability has 
virtually vanished in American adolescents. Nearly half of seven
teen-year olds cannot perform math problems normally taught in 
junior high school; one third of eleventh-graders do not normally 
even understand what the teacher is saying; twenty-seven percent 
of thirteen-year olds cannot perform mathematics problems nor
mally assigned in elementary school. The average Japanese high
school student outperforms the top five percent of Americans in col
lege preparatory courses. 11 

Rimland and Larson state that "the level of science and 
mathematics taught to Russian students is so much higher than the 
level taught to American students that comparisons between Russian 
and American students are meaningless." Their conclusion: "Excep
tions and irregularities notwithstanding, the overall trend appears to 
represent a real and unexplained decline in ability, a decl.ine that 
has serious implications ... for our whole society. " 12 

A 1986 survey by the Census Bureau found that nine percent 
of adults twenty to forty years old (i.e., born between 1946 and 
1966) whose native language is English are illiterate- a total of 
about ten million. Thirty-six miJJion cannot read at the eighth grade 
level , while seventy mill ion cannot read at the eleventh grade level. 
The Bureau found that forty percent of U.S. adults cannot read a 
road map, while eighty percent cannot calculate a tip in a restaurant 
or understand a bus schedule. 13 

The survey, covering 3400 adults, took the form of a 26-ques
tion multiple-choice test. It could hardly be described as difficult. 
One problem read: "The patient has the right to ask for information 
about his sickness ." The testee had to pick a synonym for "sickness" 
from the following: "benefits, business, expenses , illness." 

The situation is bound to deteriorate still further as persons 
who are functional illiterates take their places in the teaching profes
sion! This is no idle fear. Examinations given since 1976 by the 
School Board of Pinellas County, Florida, reveal that half the appl i
cants (all college graduates) cannot read at the tenth grade level or 
solve eighth-grade problems in mathematics .14 

Society's increasing production of neurologic defectives has 
caused a remarkable upsurge in violent crime. The start of this ri se 
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can be dated precisely to the early 1960s. 
It was preceded by increasing levels of violence among chil

dren and adolescents. This is well illustrated by two surveys of ado
lescent boys in Philadelphla: one of 10,000 boys in 1945 and the 
second of 13,000 from the same background and neighborhoods in 
1958. The authors found that in both groups one third had been 
arrested at least once by age eighteen. What is more, in both groups 
most of the crime was committed by a small minority: six percent 
in 1945 and 7 .5 percent in 1958 . Inexplicable, however, was the 
much greater tendency to violence of the 1958 group. One of the 
authors called this "escalation of violent criminality" a "fearful sign 
for the public. " 15 

The authors of the study could perceive no epidemiologic dif
ference between the 1945 and the 1958 generations. They did not 
think that the second group was largely vaccinated against diphtheria, 
pertussis, tetanus, poliomyelitis, and smallpox, while the first group 
would have had only the smallpox shot. 

Rim land and Larson have called attention to " the striking, almost 
mirror-image correlation, starting about 1963, between the curves 
showing the decline in SAT scores and the upsurge in violent crime," 
suggesting "the existence of one or more common causal factors. " 16 

The vaccination program was given a boost in 1965 when Congress 
passed the immunization Assistance Act. In the following years 
more and more states extended their vaccination programs and made 
them obligatory. 17 

Four or five years thereafter physicians encountered a whole 
new group of neurologically defective four- and five-year-olds. A 
1986 National Health Interview Survey found that between 1969 
and 1981 the prevalence of "activity-limiting chronic conditions" in 
persons younger than seventeen increased by an inexplicable forty
four percent- from 2,6801100,000 to 3,848/ 100,000; almost all the 
increase occurred between 1969 and 1975. 18 

Most of these "activity-limiting chronic conditions" are readily 
seen to be associated with the post-encephalitic syndrome. Child
hood "respiratory diseases" increased forty-seven percent, child
hood asthma s ixty-five percent, and deaths from asthma in children 
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aged five and older also increased; " mental and nervous system dis
orders" increased eighty percent, personality and other nonpsycho
tic mental disorders (includ ing behavioral disorders, drug abuse, 
and hyperactivity) went up 300 percent, and diseases of the eyes 
and ears-especially otitis meclia-120 percent; reported cases of 
hearing loss in both ears rose 129 percent. 19 

The increase was virtually identical in high-income and low
income families, excluding poverty as a major cause. 20 

Conditions not associated with vaccine damage-injuries, genito
uri nary disorders, diseases of the circulatory system, infecti ve or 
parasitic diseases , and deformit ies-remained stationary during this 
ti me or actually declined. 

By 1980 the overall number of disabled children (many, of 
course, with multiple conditions) had more than doubled. Over two 
mi llion children in the U.S. had some "limitation of activ ity," up 
from one million in 1960. ~' 

Tn percentage terms, two percent of children had some limita
tion in the early J 960s and four percent in 198 l ; one percent had a 
"severe handicap" in the early 1960s, two percent in 1981. 

But both figures have continued to rise: in 1985 the rate for all 
degrees of limitation was over five percent, and for "severe hand
icap"-3 . 7 percent. 22 

Today about three mi llion children are born every year in the 
United States. Of them 150,000 develop a less severe handicap, 
110,000 a more severe one. Every year 250,000 of them achieve 
the age of eighteen and graduate into adulthood. 

Aside from the heartbreak to the famil ies , these handicapped 
persons are a major expense to society. They must be provided with 
specia l ramps , elevators, curricula, and teachers. The Education o f 
the Handicapped Act , adopted by Congress in 1975 , a llocated $1 
billion annually for this purpose. 2~ 

As seems to be universal in every vaccine-assoc iated condi
tion, the authorities profess ignorance of the causes: "The reasons 
for the increases are generally not well understood. " 2

" But pediatri
cians pay tribute to this phenomenon, calling it the "new morbid
ity," defined as " learning difficulties and school problems, 
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behavioral disturbances, allergies, speech difficulties, visual prob
lems, and the problems of adolescents i.n coping and acljusting"
which are "today the most common concerns about children."25 

The physician is irresistibly impelled to characterize the "new mor
bidity" as "emotional," or perhaps "congenital," because these dis
abilities can then be blamed on the child or the parents . ln fact, the 
responsibility should be placed squarely at the physician's own door. 
The vaccination program is intrins ically dangerous, which was 
never recognized or admitted , and has been implemented across the 
board in a careless way- without due concern for contraindications.* 

The outcome has been the almost infinite series of disorders 
detailed i.n the preceding chapters. 

The price for physicians' mistakes and misjudgments is being 
paid by the parents: 

If someone had rold me four years ago that this is where I'd be at 
roda)~ I'd ha11e said. "No way!" I could never have handled ir. But 
eve1y day you do cope. You jusr take it one day at a time. If ir's a 
good day, you're glad. And ij' ir's a bad day, you hope Tomorrow 
will be /Jeuer. 

This book has shown, in particular, that the vaccination programs 
are the root cause of our ongoing epidemic of social violence. 

We realize, of course, that violent crime is also caused by 
ignorance, poverty, child abuse , broken families, alcoholism, drug 
addiction, and the like. When sociologist Talcott Parsons interprets 
aggressive adolescent sexuality by young males from matriarchal 
households as a repudiation of their feminine identi fication, he may 
be on to something. 26 But the present book is about the contribution 
of the post-encephalitic syndrome. The fact that these other factors 
may, and do, play a certain role does not detract from the role of 
encephalitis. And before attempting to ascertain the scope of "social" 
factors such as poverty, illiteracy, chi ld abuse, broken families, racial 
tension , violence, alcoholism, and drug addiction-or "emotional" 

*On physician failure to observe contraindications in administering 
vaccines see Coulter, H. and Fisher, B., Chapter 13. 
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factors such as repudiation of their feminine identification by adoles
cent males-the role of vaccine-damage should be studied and ana
lyzed. For this syndrome, now into its second generation, makes 
its own notable contribution to poverty (hyperactive adolescents 
cannot keep jobs), illiteracy (dyslexic children cannot study) , child 
abuse (hyperactive young adults have little tolerance for hyperactiv
ity in their children), broken families (the stresses and strains of 
mfoimal brain damage lead to marital breakdowns), social violence 
(uneducated youth without jobs have nothing else to do), racial ten
sion (black children may be affected disproportionately by vaccina
tion), alcoholism, and drug addiction (adolescents and adults with 
neurologic disorders must find escape somewhere). 

While "emotional" disorders and disabilities may make a con
tribution here and there, most often they are reactions to neurologic 
defects generated by vaccination and the concomitant problem of 
getting along in the world. 

When the input of vaccine damage has been evaluated in its 
entirety, and the necessary corrective measures taken, these "social" 
and "emotional" causative factors may seem less intractable. Some 
of them, indeed, will perhaps already have disappeared. 

* * * 
The catastrophe of childhood vaccinations is due above all to profes
sional hubris-the physician's desire (often with the best motives!) 
to seize control over forces of nature and bend them to his will. 

The consequence can only be called a pollution of our internal 
environment similar to the pollution of the external environment 
with which we are only too lamentably familiar. The hubris of physi
cians resembles that of the o il and chemical companies who have 
also felt they coul.d violate nature without paying a price. 

But, as the Greek dramatists knew, nature cannot be challenged 
in this way without exacting retribution. And the retribution has 
indeed been prompt and devastating , even though not yet generally 
acknowledged. 

"Hubris" is overweening self-confidence, and the hubris of 
physicians reflects the dominant political position they have held 
since the 1920s. 
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In that decade nearly all state legislatures adopted the laws 
known as "Medical Practice" acts which granted virtual monopoly 
status and monopolistic powers to the medical profession and its 
representative organizations. 

Claiming a monopoly over medical "science," the profession 
demanded, and received, a monopoly over medical practice and 
"health care." 

This was the first step in the emergence and triumph of the 
medical-industrial complex we know today. 

In this way the profession was induced to assume a role for 
which it is not suited- that of judge and arbiter of all that pertains 
to health. 

This is too great a responsibility for a mere professional group. 
The inability of physicians to cope with it has brought on the 
tragedy described in these pages. 

The bureaucratic transfomrntion of medicine strengthened the power 
of professional organizations and lessened that of the practitioner. 
It has insulated medicine from both internal and external criticism. 

The possibility of whistle-blowing from within the ranks of 
practitioners has been almost entirely stifled. The physician who 
sees first-hand the disastrous consequences of vaccination can rarely 
make his voice beard, and can never prevail against professional 
bureaucrats. So the juggernaut roJls on and on. 

Any blam.ing of physicians voiced in this book is, in fact, a 
rebuke directed against its bureaucratic structure, which has pre
vented many well-meaning practitioners, who understood the poten
tial dangers of vaccination, from speaking out. 

Medical bureaucracies are also largely insulated from external 
criticism. 

Medicine has powerful allies in business and politics. And it 
has even coopted a part of the press which, while willing enough 
to censure the highest officials in the land, is often timid and subser
vient before the self-confidently dogmatic physician. 

Protected on all sides , medical organizations were able to press 
forward with one vaccination program after another, ignoring the 
evidence that these were exacting a toll in ruined lives. 
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Once the dimensions of the vaccination catastrophe have been 
adequately appreciated , cotTective action should be taken. If the 
e rrors of the past-the wrong decisions and wrong actions taken in 
re lation to vaccination programs- are seen to reflect the medical 
profession's monopoly pos ition in all matters relating to health , the 
cure should be sought in a curtailment of these monopoly powers. 

Power corrupts in medicine as e lsewhere. In granting absolute 
power to medical organizations we have made them candidates for 
absolute corruption. 

lf organized medicine is permitted to retain its present domi
nance over the health of the citizemy, tragedies similar to the one 
described in this book will inevitably recur in the future. 

Organized medicine's claim to preeminence in medical science 
should be scrutinized. What ki nd of "science" is it that infl icts 
neurologic damage on several hund red thousand children a year? 

The first corrective measure, which should be taken at once, is to 
suspend all childhood vaccinations pending an investigation of their 
true impact on the public health. When and if these programs are 
resumed, the "shots,. should be voluntary, not compulsory. 

Immunization will a lways involve a risk, however many 
improvements are made in the design and manufacnire of vaccines. 
Hence it is intolerable that fami lies should be compelled by the gov
ernment to subject their ch ildren to this threat. Decisions which 
affect the individual's health and Ii fe should not be fo rced upon him 
by self-appointed groups of experts who are not even in a position 
to take responsibility for their errors. 

The errors of physic ians are being paid for by thousands and 
thousands of American fami lies. What have they done to deserve 
such a fate? 

Our authorities shou ld be mindful of the fact that in Western 
Europe only the tetanus and the oral poliomyelitis vaccinations are 
obl igatory. They should heed the words of Justus Stroem, the prom
inent Swedish vaccine speciali st, who stated, "The modern infant 
must receive a large number of injections, and a reduction in their 
number would be a distinct advantage. " 27 
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"The most immunized child in history" should disappear into 
hi story. 
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Appendix: 
The Interviews 

The materials upon which this book is based include three sets of 
interviews. 

Series One consists of more than 100 interviews which Barbara 
Fisher conducted for our earlier book, DPT· A Shot in the Dark. 
These were families who suspected that their child might have been 
vaccine-damaged and who contacted Dissatisfied Parents Together, 
the organization of fami lies of vaccine-damaged children. These 
interv iews averaged two to three typewritten pages in length and, 
in most cases, were limited to a description of the baby's acute reac
tion to the vaccine. 

Nearly all the children covered by this first set of interviews 
were younger than six. 

While the infomrntion already presented in DPT· A Shot in the 
Dark has not been repeated, this early set of interviews contained 
much additional data which could be used in these pages. 

Series Two cons ists of thirty-one in-depth interviews conducted 
by myself-three by telephone , the rest at the homes of children 
with moderate-to-severe neurologic damage (autism, epilepsy, learn
ing di sabilities, hyperactivity). The families in most cases did not 
suspect a connection with vaccination , and the purpose of the inter
view was to try to pinpoint such a connection. 

The families were located through parents' organizations of 
autistic , learning-disabled, and other neurologically damaged chil
dren. Their children were older than those in the first group- ranging 
in age from six to late adolescence. 

A few of the p~u·ents in Series Two remained unconvinced that 
the sudden or insidious onset of their child's disability was con
nected with vaccination. This was especially true where no severe 
acute reaction had been noted. One family asked specifically that 
their reservation in this respect be noted here. 
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However, as has been discussed in the text , an acute reaction 
to the shots is not needed for subsequent development of a 
neurologic disability. If the child developed the symptoms of the 
post-encephalitic syndrome, we assumed that this was due to an 
encephalitis. And , in the absence of a medical history of encephalitis 
from some other source , the child was assumed to have suffered a 
vaccine reaction. We have at all times been gu ided by similarity 
between the symptom-picture of the child and that of the post
encephalitic syndrome . 

Series Three consists of twenty-eight questionnaires answered 
by parents of neurologicall y damaged children who had heard about 
the preparations for this book and wanted their own chjldren's 
stories to be included . The interviews covered the child 's reaction 
to vaccinations and subsequent development. The age range was the 
same as in Series Two. 

As mentioned in the footnote on page two above, quotations in 
italics- with a few exceptions which are clear from the context (e.g., 
page 167)-represent statements by parents from one or another of 
these Series. 

Not all of the interviews conducted in preparation for this book 
have been included. Five cases were adjudged not to be vaccine
related. And, in three cases, the parents refused to give permission 
to use the interview materials. 

As mentioned in the lnb·oduction , the interview materials have 
been used to reinforce the basic argument- which is itself drawn 
from the specialized literature on autism, mjnirnal brain damage , 
learning disabilities, encephalitis , and vaccine-damage . 
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